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TRY A TELSEN TR! NSFORMER IN
THAT SET OF vcurs. NOTICE THE
CF AMPLIFICATION. AND
THE
CLARITY
OF
RECEPTIONI
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE MUSICAL
SCALE, THAT FOR WHICH YOU HAVE
BEEN STRIVING. MELODY OUT OF

THE MEDLEY. TELSEN HAVE MADE
THli POSSIBLE FOR YOU.
TRY ONE NOW.

THEY ARE ENTIRELY BRITISH.
"RADIOGRAND"
MODEL

8/6

12'6
RATIOS 5-

AND 3--1

"ACE"
MODEL

1

RATIOS 5-1
AND 5-1
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TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

HEAD OFFICES: MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM
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i.clear &steady:,
serene tranquil
that's EVER READY
Sets with Power Valves requiring a heavy

emission of current need Ever Ready
Popular Power Batteries to give satisfactory and economical service.
POPULAR POWER 6o volts ... 13/6
If
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or 0
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BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

SELECTIVE TUNING
ON ANY WAVELENGTH !
This is claimed for Lewcos Centre -tapped Coils
Fit them to your set and judge by results.
A high standard of quality and skilled workmanship
characterise all Lewcos Products and the Litz -wound
Centre -tapped Coil gives perfect reception. H.F.
Resistance is extraordinarily low and minimum self capacity is ensured by scientifically spaced sections.

WE ARE EXHIBITING

AT

Write to -day for leaflet giving full particulars and
diagrams.

CENTRE TAPPED
COIL
No. 25-75
No. 100-300 -

- 3/5

- 4/6

TINE NATIONAL

RADIO
EXI-11BITION

(REGD.)

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Ley ton, London, E.10
'Phone : Tcallha;nstow

Lewcos, Phone, London;

Trade Counter and Cable Sales :
7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

OLYMPIA=
UPI 8-00 5 IIALOIOP
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These three vital features are

built-in to the wonderful
Cossor Screened Grid Valve

INTERLOCKED

CONSTRUCTION
is the secret

Because of its Interlocked Construction the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
is the most dependable and the most

robust Screened Grid Valve made
in Great Britain. Even the heaviest
shock cannut upset its wonderful

performance. Because ot their Interlocked Construction the elements of

the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
cannot vibrate or become loose.
They are rigidly and permanently

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2-, 4-, or
6 -volt Accumulators

top and battom.
Even the hardest blow cannot dill.
turb the perfect alignment of the

elements. As a result, every Cossor
Screened Grid Valve retains its

characteristics throughout its long
For any Screened Grid
life.
Receiver choose Cossor.

There is no adequate substitute

for the Cossor system of Interlocked
Construction.
technical Data.
Cossor 220 S.G. (2 volts., .2 amps.)
410 S.G. (4 volts, .1 amps.)
and 610 S.C. 16 volts, .1 amps.)
Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000, Amplification Factor 200

Grid Bias 1.5 volts at max anode
volts.

Price (any type) 22/6

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve

4. C

Coon.. Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, 1,1.1'

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valvewrite for leaflet Lio.
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BROAMITIN6 the VilArini&
1.50 p.m on Saturday

Plans for a Great

September 7

Relay

T is six. years since the Schneider Cup bered, the first Britisher to be completed recollect that the four turns per lap will
I Race was last held in England, and no took the air exactly a month before the do a great deal towards keeping the speed
one can say how many years will elapse date of the race. This leaves but a very down, -and if the winner averages 33o m.p.h.

this contest-the fastest in the small margin for the elusive troubles which
world-will again take place off our shores. are almost bound to crop up before the
It may be taken for ranted, then, that machine has been perfected, and a model
everyone who has a set will be sitting by which may eventually prove a worldit next Saturday afternoon (September 7), beater has been known to fail in the
before

he will have added 5o m.p.h. to Webster's
winning time in 1927. He would then take
about six minutes to cover each lap. I
mention this point because the chief sound

the microphone will pick up will be a
when, weather permitting, the race will Schneider Cup. Fa example, the Italian screech and a roar as each 'plane passes it,
take place.

Macchi seaplanes failed in 1927, yet shortly and to follow the race it will be necessary

afterwards, when a certain fault had been to realise that the second "roar" will be
The B.B.C. Commentators
corrected, Bernardi broke the world's that of the first machine commencing its
second lap, if the ten-minute starting
The B.B.C. have been fortunate in speed record on one of them.

securing as commentators two officers of
the Royal Air Force, Squadron -Leader
Helmore and Flight-Lieut. Ragg, who are
experts in all the phases of high-speed
flying. Hence they may be relied upon to
give us a sound and practical impression

of the race. They themselves will have
every opportunity to see what happens,
since they will be immediately behind the
judges and working in conjunction with
them.
The starting and finishing line is opposiie
Ryde Pier, and the commentators will be
on the roof of the Pier Pavilion, where they

will have the best possible view of the
competing machines. The race is over two
hundred nautical miles which, in the present

Interpreting the Broadcasts
For satety'ssake, each competitor starts
by himself, so those listeners who wish to
follow the race for themselves will do well
to provide theinselves with - pencil and
paper. Each country is allowed a maximum
of three machines, but at the moment of
writing 'no one knows how many entrants
there will be. The starting interval depends
on the number and, as far as one can -tell
from various reports, there should be six
or seven machines, starting at ten-minute
intervals. So it by no means follows that
the first man home is the winner.
Some extravagant predictions 'of speed
have already been made; it is well to

interval is adhered to.

Immediately a "noise" has died away
the commentators will inform us of the
pilot's name, nationality, and time; but
the whole thing will be taking place so
rapidly that it will help considerably if the
listener has a list ready and knows which

pilot to expect next. If every machine

flies according to expectations there will
not be a great deal of overtaking, but they
will often be close together as regards the
time of passing the microphone.

What will the pilot of each machine be
doing? He does not, as is sometimes said,
fit his cockpit

glove. His seat
his quarters are

like a hand in a kid

is comfortable, though
not exactly roomy, and,

instance, are spread over seven laps of
approximately 5o kilometres each. Hence
each machine will be heard crossing the
microphone eight times, providing it has
no sort of trouble. Past experience, however, suggests that in all probability

listeners will be told from time to time
that so and so, of such a country, has
retired. The cause of the trouble may or
may not be given; in any case, it is hardly
likely that complete details will be furn-

ished on that head-there are so many
jealously guarded secrets in connection
with these machines.

Lest this forecast seems unduly pessimistic, in view of, the far greater reliability

of present-day aircraft it is as well to
remember that only two machines, both.
British, completed the course in 1927. The

truth is that, for one reason or another,
it always happens that the delivery of the
competing seaplanes is delayed until the
last moment; this year, it will be remem-

Supermarine-Napier S.5. Winner of the International Schneider Trophy in 1927
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By courtesy of the Daily Mirror

BRITAIN'S SCHNEIDER TROPHY PILOTS
Left to right : Flying-Officer.H. R. D. Waghorn, Flying -Officer T. H, Moon, Flight-Lieut. D. D'Arcy Greig, Squad. -Leader Orlebar, Flight-Lieut.
G. H. Stainforth and Flying -Officer Ateherley, who will pilot Britain's Schneider Trophy 'planes

for all his incredible speed, he will pro- still a dangerous task before him in the
bably find his.machine fairly easy to handle. landing. His landing speed is likely to be
The preliminary roar, as he gathers speed in the neighbourhood of ioo m.p.h., and
and "gets off," indicates one of his most should he make a mistake at such a speed
anxious moments; the machine is not yet he might not live to explain what happroperly under control. There is always pened. In the high -wing monoplanes

be an automatie correction of weak
frequencies. This will be tested and set

the day before, during the usual try -out.
From Portsmouth it will take the Brighton
land -line, and at Brighton, after a second
automatic correction, it will proceed to
London for radiation. It is probable that
Continental broadcasting stations will be
served with the results. Negotiations are
said to be proceeding to this end, and
perhaps this event will set up a record in
the number of countries listening -in to it.
In this connection a peculiar fact strikes
one. The speed of soundwaves is approxi..

THE SOLENT.

mately Liao feet per second, whereas

wireless waves travel with practically no
loss of time. Consequently, listeners any -1

where on earth will be able to hear the

MA RCONIPNONE POSITIONS
ANO
THUS:-

*Cll
i5LE cs

machines pass the microphone before the
spectators standing a mile or so from the

OF SBA WM,

wiGHT

course 1

Map of the course showing the positions of the Marconiphone loud -speakers from which the
running commentary will be heard

the chance of something going wrong dur- which were popular (not among pilots !)

The Boston Traveler, in co-operation

ing this period, but once he is in the air a few years ago, this landing was made with the Fox Film Corporation, has started
everything should be plain sailing. With almost blind, but this year all the British making a movietone of Boston, This histhrottle wide open he watches his course, machines have a low wing-that is to say, toric sound picture of the city will be
keeps one eye open for any other machine instead of stretching away on either side stored in municipal vaults for future
which may be near, and at the same time of the pilot at almost eye level, and so generations after it has been shown.
It is reported from Germany that the,
automatically watches the dials on his almost obscuring his view, the wing is
dashboard, These show him the tempera- much lower, and enables him to see objects Italian broadcasting station at Trieste is,
testing on 248 metres. A London amateur
ture of the water cooling his engine, the which are comparatively close,
The winner will be the country which puts also states that he picked up the call on two'
temperathre and pressure of his oil, his
air speed, and the rate at which his engine up the best time, and listeners will know successive evenings between so and is p.m.
the result sooner than
is turning over.
spectators, as they will
The Pilot's Task
be given the official
Everything has been rehearsed many timing within a second
times beforehand. He knows exactly what or two of the completion
type of turn he will execute on each corner, of each machine -lap.
and the course will be clearly marked out Spectators, on the other
for him. Nevertheless, the strain will be
severe, though he does not realise it until
afterwards. If anything went wrong with
engine, cooling or oil systems, he would
not wait to investigate, but come down

hand, will either have
to carry stop watches
and attempt their own
timing (I do not recom-

mend this course, for

while there was yet a. chance of safety, for the amateur timekeeper
at speeds of over 30o m.p.h., with every is never accurate).
part of the machine and its engine undergoing terrific stresses, trouble develops

with lightning rapidity. Fortunately, the

The Broadcast Route
The broadcast

will

race taking place over sheltered water, proceed from the Pier
there is always a good landing ground Pavilion roof to the

beneath the pilot; in the event of a mishap Ryde-Portsmouth subhe does not have to pick his ground.
marine cable.
At
Having completed his seven laps, he has Portsmouth there will

Another view of the Napier S.5.
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A 1 -AMP. CHARGE
For Accumulator Charging from A.C. Mains

To/ICI
MAINS

By

W. JAMES
THOSE having a small receiver such as but as a number of amateurs would prefer
one with three valves of the two -volt to build their own transformer, I will
class are usually satisfied with a trickle describe one. An iron core is required.
charger of the half -ampere type. But those This may be of stalloy and No. 4 stampings
amateurs who use six -volt valves or power will be suitable. Sufficient stampings to
valves taking a fairly heavy current, or give a thickness of x inch will be needed,
who run a moving -coil loud -speaker, find and the cost is about four shillings.

to clamp the laminations in order to avoid
movement which would result in damage to
the windings, and also produce noise. A
pair of clamps should therefore be fitted
to each side of the transformer.

These clamps may have their bottom

ends bent out to form feet for fixing, after
A bobbin or former to slip over the they have been drilled.
that a halt -ampere charging unit is not
I would suggest the use of an ammeter
quite able to supply the whole of the central limb of the core will be needed
current required for charging or other and a quantity of No. 3o guage enamelled in the output circuit, when the unit is
wire for the primary and No. 22 for the employed for battery charging, or when -it
purposes.
Some time ago a relatively inexpensive secondary. A fairly large 'number of turns is first being used with other apparatus.
type of one -ampere rectifying unit was of wire is needed for the primary winding. An inexpensive instrument is suitable as
issued by the Westinghouse Company. It Thus for zoo -volt 50 -cycle mains, 1,400 great accuracy is not needed. Its maximum
may be used in battery -charging apparatus, -turns are needed; for 220 volts, 1,540 turns; reading should be over r. ampere, as it is
possible the output may exceed 1 ampere
as shown in the heading, for supplying the and for 240 volts, 1,680 turns.
filaments of valves through a filter or for Winding
P
S
Regulating Resist
Winding must be carefully carried out

and an attempt made to layer wind.
Further, a piece of thin paper ought to be
laid over every few layers, for insulating
purposes and in order to assist in winding

Ctt

uniformly.
Showing tapped transformer

any other purpose where the current does
not exceed r -ampere and the voltage is
suitable.
The unit listed as type A3, is of the low voltage pattern. It should be supplied with
an input of from 12 to 14 volts A.C. when
it will give the maximum output of 9
volts x ampere. A transformer must,
therefore, be used to adapt the voltage of
the mains. Thus, if the alternating current
mains are of 200 volts, the primary winding

of the transformer must be suited to this
voltage and the current it will pass, whilst
the secondary winding must supply from

If the secondary winding is given 90

turns, the full output will be obtained, but
as much depends upon the load, it is advisable to employ a tapped winding in order
that the current may be regulated. Alternatively a I -ampere adjustable resistance
may be included in the load circuit, that is,

147mmete

Cells

-

The c.:rrznt in this case is regulated by a
resistance

when the full, secondary winding is used.

This may be adjusted, however, to suit
the load, by altering the tapping position
or adjusting the regulating resistance.

between a D.C. terminal of the rectifier Charging Values
A two -volt accumulator may be charged
and the accumulator or other piece _ of
if the resistance has sufficient value to
apparatus being supplied with current.
The 9o -turn winding should therefore limit the current to r -ampere. For this
be tapped at the sixtieth, seventieth, and purpose, 7 -ohms will be "needed, but a roeightieth turns. This secondary winding ohm resistance is recommended and its
ought to be carefully insulated from the carrying capacity must be r -ampere.
The rectifier is not enclosed in a metal
primary and for this purpose several layers
of Empire cloth or tape should be wrapped case and should, therefore, be protected
over the primary winding. At the same if it is likely to be damaged. Its terminals

12 to 14 volts according to the actual out..
time, the coils must be well insulated from
put required.
the core itself.
The Transformer
It is a surprisingly easy matter to build
A metal rectifier, type A3 may be pur- a small transformer, but care must always
cha-ed and so may a suitable transformer, be taken with the insulation. It is necessary

are marked. Two of them are marked A.C.

and should be joined to the secondary
winding of the transformer. The other two

terminals are marked D.C.+ and D.C.(Continued at foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless:

COILS

THERE seem to be a great many spokes, producing a coil which reminded medium -wave reception.

What are the advantages of the

different kinds of coils ; basket, one very much of basket work.
Are these coils good ?
honeycomb, lattice, solenoid, binocular,
toroidal andsd-on. Will you please tell

?

In some ways they are. They are

If it is well designed the self -capacity

me something about them and their exceedingly narrow, they occupy little when, the turns are air spaced is very
space and they are very easy to make small indeed and by using wire of the
virtues or drawbacks.
best gauge for the purpose, or better
Their history is rather interesting. In or cheap to buy.
And now for the drawbacks !
still the Litzendraht cable, we can
the early days of wireless there was only
reduce the high -frequency resistance to a
Unless
they
were
stuck
together
with
one kind, the plain solenoid. It was
!!!

a heavy dressing of shellac they were apt remarkably low figure.
It must, I suppose, have certain
to come to pieces rather easily. The
basket winding reduced the self -capacity drawbacks, for everything in wireless
of the coil; but the presence of the seems to possess these.
Curiously enough there is really only
shellac tended to cancel out this advan3,00o metres.
one
serious "crab" to the solenoid coil.
Then
the
H.F.
resistance,
of
the
tage.
Coils must have been pretty big.
It
has a comparatively large field,
basket
coil
was
always
rather
high.
They were. I still have my first somewhich
means that if we do not use
Why
is
that?.
where. It is wound with enamelled, wire
screening,
interaction is liable to take
Well,
you
see,
you
have
to
use
rather
on a millboard former about 4 inches in
place
between
solenoids, however carefine
wire
if
the
diameter
is
not
to,
be
too
diameter and 12 inches in length. great and you want a good deal of wire fully they are placed.
On the other hand
Hardly the thing for the modern port-

quite common practice in those days to
make a set which with one coil, either
tapped or provided with a sliding contact, would tune from about 30o to about

-

able, what?
!l

"'

!!i

is

since the turns near the centre are of if we do use screening a good deal of
small diameter and have therefore a energy is fritfered away by setting up

Since you say that the solenoid was comparatively low inductance value.
the original coil, I gather that the others
What about lattke and honeycomb
were improvements upon it?
coils ?
The solenoid seemed to be too bulky,
These are still quite widely used.
so the basket, the lattice and the honey- They are probably the compactest coils
climb coil were produced with a view to going and theY are very fairly efficient.
compactness.
The self capacity is higher -than that of.
What is the basket coil?
the solenoid coil and the resistance is
It was wound on a former consisting also rather on the high side.
We seem to- have cone back to -day
of a small cylindrical centre piece
'provided with an odd number of spokes. to the original solenoid.
The turns were wound in and out of the
That is so, at any rate for short and

eddy currents,in the screenS.
And what about the so-called fieldless
coils ?

These have been designed to over tome the drawbacks of the solenoid.
Owing to their small field they minimize

interaction troubles and do not fritter
away energy -by setting up eddy currents.

Fieldless coils are of the binocular or
toroidal types ; or they may be made by
winding in' solenoid fashion, the turns in
each half going in, opposite directions.

I------------iii

" A 1 -AMP. CHARGER "

ih

iii

need to regulate the output from the unit,

scientific societies, as well as the Royal

provided, of course, the field winding of the Institution, is concerned with the purely
When charging an accumulator the speaker is of the six -volt type. A hum may, scientific aspects of Faraday's work in
positive terminal of the battery must be or may not, be introduced when the supply relation to the proposed celebrations; the
joined either directly or through an adjust- is from a charger. One must, therefore, second committee, which has been called
(Continued from page 55)

able resistance to the positive terminal of try the charger by itself and then, if
the unit. The two negative ends are, of necessary, join an' electrolytic condenser'
across the loud -speaker field terminals, or
course, joined together.
alternatively to this, a small six -volt

Protection

accumulator.

together by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, consists of representatives of
the principal organisations of those industries which have risen in the past

hundred years upon the scientific founda-

A I -ampere unit is very useful and I tion of Faraday's discoveries, and is dealing
It may take the form of a special fuse have used one for some time. The output with the industrial aspects of the celeA fuse ought to be joined in the circuit.

joined between one of the terminals of the
primary winding and the main, or a flash lamp bulb of the small -current -capacity
type may be used. Alternatively, a fuse
could be included between one of the terminals of the secondary winding and the
unit. This fuse will, of course, have to be
of the heavy -current type, as it must carry
at least one ampere.

In order to avoid the possibility of an
electric shock, the terminals of the primary

should be covered. It is an easy matter to
make a small cover for them and to screw

it down or better still, to employ safety
connectors.

from the type A3 is limited by the manufacturers to 9 volts r ampere direct current.
but I generally overrun mine, at my own
risk, or course, and have had no trouble.
Little heat is developed, but it is unwise

brations.
The significance of the centenary is very

widely appreciated and the celebrations
are likely to arouse world-wide interest and

support. The dates have now been fixed,

totally to enclose the unit when its full and the proceedings will commence in
output is being taken.
London on Monday, September 21, 1931.

FARADAY ELECTROMAGNETIC CENTENARY

Further, an intimation has been received

from the British Association that their

centenary meeting will be held in London
during the week commencing SeptemARRANGEMENTS have been initiated ber 23, 1931. These two centenaries, with
by the Royal Institution for the cele- important electrical conferences and other
bration of the centenary of Faraday's dis- events which are to take place about the
covery of electromagnetic induction. Two same time, will thus conjoin to make the

A I -ampere unit may be used for committees are now at work. The first, year 1931 a memorable one in this and
supplying the current to a moving -coil consisting of representatives of the Royal every country where the genius of Faraday
loud -speaker. As a rule, there will be no Society; the. British Association, and other has borne fruit.
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BRITISH AS

BRITANNIA'

OF all the many Brown triumphs,

this is the greatest ... a range

of loud speakers which by

means of entirely new principles of
design, lift Radio reproduction on
to a new and higher plane. Brown
Duplex Loud Speakers re-create the
living artiste. Their tone is purer,
sweeter and more mellow than any
you have ever heard. Their volume,
too, is fuller and richer-yet without
any trace of distortion. Every note
is faithfully reproduced. Every instrument is true to life.
See and hear these wonderful new
Brown instruments atyour Dealer's.
You'll agree too, that never before

THE

has suchbeautiful cabinet -work been

WONDERFUL
re
A

3

seen in a loud speaker. In appearance and performance, Brown Duplex Loud Speakers are years ahead.
IN THREE MODELS:
Design as illustrated.
Mahogany or Oak.
Model V15 - £12 10s. Od.
Model V12 . £7 10s. Od.
10s. Od.
Model V10 .
Also obtainable by easy pay-

ments, ask your Dealer for

z

particulars.

NATIONA-L-1
RADIO

EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA
Sept. 23rd to
Oct. 3rd, 1929
Stands:

213- 214 .215

DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER
(Incorporating the new " Vee " Movement)

iblvt S. G. Brown, Ltd Western Ave, N. Acton, London., W.3.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

E
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A NEW VERNIER DIAL

\6?)

i

-*

As

depicted

here the scale

and aperture are

Brown,

Walnut,
1111

Black,

Mahogany

(Black supplied unless otherwise
stipulated)

Soklerini was a

inclined at an
angle of 30°
from perpendicular there-

by permitting convenient
unobstructed view of

scale without need to
crouch or stoop.

Centre Knob Nickel Plated

hard jab before

23%4-SMALL-EXTREMELY

FLUITE
came along

ELEGANT-EFFICIENT

FLUXITE is sold in tins,
price 8d., 1/4 and 2;8.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT
drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE
ensuring smooth movement with
absolutely NO BACKLASH, NO
SLIP, ROBUST in Construction

SOLDERING
SET Complete

Another use for Fluxite : Hardening Tools

and TROUBLE -FREE

7/6

and Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
improved methods

The DIAL you would

or LAMP

only 2, 6

FLUXITE LTD.,

O)/

vr-att

(Dept. 326)

ODDDVOND

Rotherhithe, S.E.1

- IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

64:n0

3/.

Buy even at
DOUBLE THE PRICE

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

s.

COMPONINTS
IMPROVED TYPE H.F. CHOKE

Centre tapped
Iron core
Suitable for Choke Output Units
Inductance
Resistance

300,000 microhonries
200 ohms
3.5 M .M .F.
10-2,000 metres

Self -capacity

There is always
longer life in a Dr. Nesper Battery
v. High-tension battery

60 v.

I

'4

1

8/6
24/6
15/6
1/6

100 v. Triple -capacity battery
60 v.
9 v. Grid -bias battery
41 v. Pocket lamp battery -/5
Ask your dealer for a Nesper battery and you
will be satisfied
IMP

COLINDALE AVENUE,

DR. NESPER, LTD.

HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9

11111=1111=11111111111111111M t:4

Effective Range

Price 6/6
Talisman Coil
The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Receiver
is due to the special coil used. Mr. L. A. Chap-

man designed a special Dual Range Coil and the
Wearite " Talisman " Coil is made exactly to his
specification.

Price 7/6

(Sole Manufacturers under Licence)
New A.C. Valve Socket ..

Vertical Type

............119

VISIT
US AT OLYMPIA
SEPT. 23-OCT. 3
STAND
221

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

1/3

Write for free lists

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740, High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17
'Phones: 3847-3848
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A Valve Comparison
providing sound waves. Ninety-nine thou- a last-minute change that has not been
IT struck me .the other day what a very sandths at least of the energy applied to it announced in the printed programmes.
interesting example the wireless valve is frittered away in heating up the wire of I must say that I was rather put out the

is of the way in which the scientific the windings in giving rise to eddy currents other night. Glancing at the evening paper,
I saw that a very attractive concert was on.
research worker gradually eliminates waste and in other small ways.

of energy and gets the greatest possible

Improvement Wanted

amount of useful work out of any piece of
By far the most efficient piece of elecapparatus. When broadcasting began the
valve in general use required four volts on trical apparatus known is the transformer.
the filament and passed .7 ampere.- This The efficiency figure is arrived at by comgives a total of 2.8 watts for the filament. paring the output with the input watts..
Now, remember that the power put into This in a first-rate transformer may be as the filament is completely useless from a high as 97 per cent. If we could obtain.
wireless point of view. It serves merely to even. a distant'approach to such efficiency
activate the filament so that it will emit in the loud -speaker, a tiny receiving set
electrons and enable a stream of current Would be sufficient for reproduction at full
to pass between it and the plate. Now, voluMe of the broadcast programmes. I
filament current does two things : it pro - don't .suppose that anything of the kind
(awes both heat and light. Heat is useful, will ever be done; certainly it won't with
since it enables the filament to do its work; magnetically -operated loud -speakers. In
light is entirely useless. Science, therefore, future years someone, of course. may
set about the business ot getting rid of the devise an entirely new and tar more
useless light, and so the dull emitter was efficient method for the electrical reproduction of audio -frequencies.

born.

A Wonderful Improvement

Fortune's Frowns

I therefore telephoned to some friends to
come and hear it. When I switched on, the
strains of jazz music came through; which
was not in the least what we wanted to
hear. Lucidly, Nureinberg was coming in

well at the time and providing a very
welcome alternative with just the right
kind- of fare for the occasion. It is not the
first time that Nuremberg has got me out
of a similar difficulty. He is a Marvellous

station; being received in most parts of
this country with a volume only slightly
less than that of the local station, and
sometimes he is so strong that one has to
bring the volume control into play.

Funny, Isn't It?
Whenever a new thing comes along there

immediately arise prophets who foretell
that it will be the death of something else.

:The z.8 watts consumed by the filament

The motor -car, for instance, was to kill
Our, stations do not suffer very much the pUsh-bike; ,but after thirty year 'of

current at 6o volts or .o6 watt. That was

5GB had a "technical hitch" (a beautiful to slay the gramophone; just the opposite

allowed the bright valve to produce in from breakdowns in the ordinary way, but cars .the pedal cycle trade is still in a' very
useful work aboutr milliampere of plate there have been a few lately at odd times. flourishing condition. Broadcasting was
the total amount of power available in phrase, isn't it?) the other day, whilst has happened, for it has made the gramothose day3 for working the loud -speaker. 5XX was even more, unfortunate and was
Compare the most generally used type of off the air for quite a time. And misforoutput valve to -day. -This has a 2 -volt tune has not been confined to this country;
filament drawing :1 ampere; 'the power, Those who are accustomed to tune in' the
therefore, is .2 watt, or one -fourteenth of excellent transmissions of Barcelona
that necessary in the bright valve. But (EAJr3) will- have been searching in vain

with 15o volts on its plate such a valve for him of late, for he has had to close
may deliver 15 milliamperes of current. down for- a period Owing to what must be
This comes to 2.25 watts, or 371/2 times as a super -hitch. Luckily, Barcelona has
much useful power as was obtainable from another station, the well-known EMI,
the bright valve. It is interesting to note which has taken over the invalid's work.
how the total watts, L.T. and H.T., have EAJi is coming in very well indeed at -the

phone more popular than ever. Wireless

showed people just' how goOd the mechani-

cal reproduction of music could be; the
gramophone people improved their instruments to keep pace with the loud -speaker;
and the dissemination of music by broadcasting has led to the sale of more records

than all .the advertising would ever have
done. Nowadays we hear that the theatre
-isto be slain by the talking film. The old
:silent -film was to have dotte it, but didn't
somehow, and I haVe an idea that it will

balanc@d up in the two types of valve. In present time. He and Madrid are amongst "continue to flourish.
About -a year ago "I heard a prophecy
the old' bright emmiter we have 2.8 plus the most- useful stations in summer, since
.o6 or 2.86. The 2 -volt dull -emitter gives they invariably put on good prograinmes that- the battery eliminator and mains
us .2 plus 2.25 or 2.45. There is thus no late in the evening, when reception condi- drive for receiving sets would kill the dry

great difference between the two totals, tions are at their best. I wonder if it -has
but in the one the greater amount of the occurred to readers that the main reason
power was useless; whilst in the other by why we hear little of stations in Eastern
far the' biggest' part is definitely useful.
Europe during the summer is that their
time is from one to two hours ahead of
The Wireless Wastrel
ours, and often they have gone to bed
Good though the results are which it before it gets dark enough in this country

battery. But the sale of -dry batteries con-

tinues to show a big increase, and there
are no signs yet that their existence is
seriously threatened. But the queerest
case I know is that 'of the ordinary candle.

It was to have been killed first by the

paraffin lamp, then -by gas, and lastly by
produc'eS, by far the most inefficient part for good signal strength to be obtainable ? electricity. Do you know that"' more
candles are made and sold to -day than
of the wireless receiving set is the loudLast-minute Changes
ever before?
speaker. We think it marvellous that from
If there is one thing that does annoy me
to to 20 milliamperes of current fed to it
-

from the last valve can produce such more than' any other it is finding, when

enormous volume and such faithful repro- I have tuned in to hear some special item,
duction of both 'speech and musical sounds. that something quite different is taking
Actually not -.1nOre than one -thousandth place. On the whole, the B.B.C. 'is pretty
part of the energy passed to the loud - good in this way, and -it. does znotl,very
Speaker does useful work in the way of often happen that one is disappointed by

A New Accumulator

About two years ago now I told readers
that -n rather remarkable new acct to
was
developed.
-weep - produced' as long

Startling .result

fAt
thwt
was found exceedingly difficult to duplicate

maker WtreilT
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them,
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( continued)

for, owing to some factor then the H.T. battery is easily spared when the receiver in each booth, so that when one of

unknown, one batch of batteries might set is out of action.
give results entirely different from those
Adopting- Baird's 30 -hole Disc
produced- by another, though, so far as
The recent television activities in Gerwas known, the two were identical in their
make-up. This difficulty has now been many have brought to light one very
overcome, and the new accumulator has interesting fact. This is the adoption by
been found very successful for a variety of the German Post Office of the Baird

purposes. It is to be tried out presently on 3o -hole disc, giving a 3o -strip image; it
the Irish railways, for it is hoped that it may in one sense be regarded as an initial
will enable trains to be driven electrically gesture on the part of this section of the
at very small cost. With the huge amount Continent, to' introduce commercial teleof power available from the Shannon vision. If we turn to the United States of
Electric Works, accumulators can be America we find that little effort towards
charged very easily and cheaply. Those of standardisation has been made. For exthe lead -plate type could not be used ample, the G.E.C. favour 24 holes, Jenkins
economically owing to their enormous employs twice that number, the Radio
weight. The new accumulator, however, Corporation has signified its intention
has weight for weight an efficiency many of putting machines on the market with
times greater, and it is quite possible that 6o holes, while there are several indeits coming may revolutionise electric trac- pendent experimenters who use a 36 -hole
tion. So far as I knew, small batteries
suitable for wireless purposes have not yet

been made-or, at any rate, are not yet
on the market. They are sure to come
along pretty soon.

A Novel H.T. Unit
One of the most interesting H.T. units
that I have seen has just recently come on
the ,nua-ket. It is an accumulator battery,
but it makes use of cells with nickel and
iron plates. These cells have an E.M.F.
of only 1.5 volts, but their strong point is
that you can charge. them or discharge
them at a very heavy rate without doing
tfiem the slightest harm. The battery in

disc.

Frequency Separation
Looked at from one aspect, we can say
that the more holes there are in a scanning
disc employed for televisors, the greater
_the detail; but, on the other hand, a
limitation is set on this detail by the side bands now allowed for ordinary broadcasting. As readers know, this waveband
is 9 kilocycles, and it appears to me to be
most extraordinary that, since there must

the two persons is speaking he will be tele-

vised and his features seen by the person
spoken to and vice versa. This experiment,
while having already been -demonstrated
in America, redOunds to the credit of the
German Post Office, and is indicative of
the enthusiasm with which a government

department is taking up this wonderful
science. Small wonder we are inclined to

draw a contrasting picture of the official
apathy at home.

Automatic Synchronising
Reverting to the tele-cinema signals
which are being transmitted, in addition
a synchronising signal is being sent round
the building, and exhibitors are permitted

to tap this wire to obtain synchronising
current for their machines. The Fernseher
A.G., which, as no doubt readers will

recall, consists of an amalgamation of
interests between four powerful com- _

panics, namely, the Baird International
Co., the. Zeiss Optical Co., the Loewe
Radio Co., and the Bosch Magneto Co.,
are exhibiting two different classes of
receiver. One of these makes use of the
synchronising signal provided, but the

most interesting exhibit is the machine
which has automatic synchronising.
Obviously, any machine which requires

a separate synchronising signal is not a
be an optimum value in the number of commercial proposition, and that is why
holes to give the best results, this should :this "star alibit" of the Fernseher A.G.
prove to be attainable with exactly the is sure to create enormous interest, for all

number of holes used by Baird in his early the other companies exhibiting, including
experiments conducted in 1926. The GerMihaly, Karolus, etc., have
question is made up in 6o -volt units, each mans are particularly keen on the tele- Telefunken,
to
resort
to
the
synchronising signal, since
consisting of forty cells arranged in ten cinema, as they desire to start with the they have not so
far produced anything
groups of four. At the end of the contain- simplest possible transmitting apparatus which is automatic;
that is, a machine
ing box is a switch which can be moved to and introduce television proper at some
which
uses
the
actual
television
signals to
either of two positions. Turning it over to future date.
hold
the
picture
iri
synchronism
with the
the first connects all the groups in series
transmitting station.

and provides a terminal voltage of 6o. Tclevision at the German Exhibition
When the switch is moved to the other
I have just garnered some interesting
position the groups are in parallel and details concerning the German Wireless
fully charged their voltage is six.

Output Problems
I wonder what proportion of loud-

Exhibition now being held. The German speakers are given a proper chance of
Post Office-or, at least, that section of it doing -their best? What so often happens is
which is devoting its energy to the develop- this. A loud -speaker is bought and wired

A Novel System
Charging the unit is done in a very ment of television under the very able slap into the plate circuit of an output
novel way. When the switch is turned to leadership of Dr. F. Banneitz-is sending valve of a pattern which we will call, A. It
the parallel position it connects up the out tele-cinema signals by wired wireless may or may not match the impedance of
groups to the six -volt filament accumulator. on a wavelength of 2,000 metres. Two line this valve. A little later on the owner is
Thus, if they are below their proper wires , are laid round the exhibition, and persuaded to try a different output valve,
voltage they receive a charge from it, any exhibitor desirous of doing so can tap this time of make B, whose impedance is
automatically ceases when the
E.M.F. of both batteries rises to 6 volts.
The advantage of the system is that only
the filament battery ever need visit the
charging station, and since very little

off from this supply by means of a loosely quite different. He may also purchase and
use at various times C and D valves, again
coupled amplifier.
The Post Office has a very ambitious with different impedances. Very often
display, and in opposite corners of the none of them quite suits the loud -speaker,
section devoted to television has erected which therefore cannot reproduce as faith current from it is required to keep the two special telephone booths so that two f ully as it should. Or, if there is a filter
H.T. accumulator up to the mark, it is people can carry on a conversation with circuit or an output transformer, how many
more economical to work in this way than one another. The two people in telephonic people bother to see that it is suitable for
which

to pay for the charging of both sets of Communication will not only be able to use with a particular power valve and
batteries. The modern dull -emitter eiraws hear each other's voices, however, but will loud -speaker? It is most interesting to
so little from the accumulator that the see one another in addition. Actually, it is experiment with output circuits, output
small amount necessary for charging up arranged to have a dual transmitter and valves, and loud -speakers. THERMION.
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ADAPTING THE

"SIMPLEST" H.T. UNIT
FOR SHIELDED VALVES AND
ANODE - BEND DETECTORS
By W. JAMES
which is considerable
in comparison with

Fixed condensers c3 and c4 may be of
2 microfarads each, but should the detector

the current flowing through an anode - be supplied with a low voltage, when R3
bend detector. An anode current of (H.T.+2 is for the detector) is also low,
oa.I milliampere will not, as a matter .of it may be necessary to increase the capacity
fact, alter the voltage of the detector of condenser c3 from 2 to 4 microfarads.
This is because the filtering action of the
the, high-tension mains unit described circuit by more than 2 volts.
INthe week before last provision is made for For these reasons a potentiometer of resistance RI and condenser c3 is' dethree outputs-I20 volts for the power stage the fixed or adjustable type is generally pendent upon their values and, when RI
The H.T.
Unit described
in No. 376

of a set, 90 volts for the leaky -grid detector, employed for an anode -bend detector is small,
and 6o volts for the high -frequency stage. stage. The potentiometer does, of course, greater.

The particular set I had in mind when
fixing the values of the parts in the mains
unit was the "Dual -wave 3" (described in No. 376), and the voltage outputs

are suitable for this set. Those having a
different receiver may need other output
voltages, and it may also, be necessary to
fit potentiometer arrangements.

Every-

thing depends upon the circuit of the
receiver.
Thus, for example, when an anode -bend

detector is used, the ordinary anode circuit resistance and condenser are not
always satisfactory. This is because the
normal (no -signal) current passing through

'the anode circuit is very small and may
rise considerably during reception.

If,

Choke
4414R0

,014"

a Re

C3
0

Any number of resistances and con-

densers may be added to the condenser c2
Fig. 2. Adjustable resistances at RI and R2
of the main filter provided, of course, that
for close regulation of voltages
the rectifier be not overloaded. In every
load the rectifier and filter. In the above instance the resistance must have such a
example the load was 3 milliamperes. This value that the circuit voltage is correct
is not very much, however, and most and a fixed condenser .must be used. Its
units will stand it.
capacity should; as a rule, be of 2 micro There is also some little difficulty in farads, but there may be occasions when
providing the correct voltage for the the capacity should be more-such, as
shield of an H.F. valve. It is found that 4 microfarads.
the shield current varies from type to
The mains unit of Fig. z is suitable for
,type and that valves of the same make a three -valve set having a shielded valve

portions, however, by employing .a poten-

Better results are to be obtained by using a potentiometer

R3

Metal Rect

as indicated in Fig. I. This
has two parts, RI and R2.
Obviously, if they have equal
resistances the voltage across

T9PeHT33

H.F. stage and an anode -bend detector.
Terminal H.T.-1- I may be taken to the
shield of the valve, and H.T.+ 2 to the
anode -bend detector and H.T.+3 to the
power valve and also the anode of the
shielded valve. When the detector is of
the leaky -grid, type, resistance R2 is not
required.
H.T.+3

Choke

of H.T. + 3 to be 12o, as it is when
the rectifier specified is employed,

and that a screen voltage at

other.

If, now, the, anode circuit of a

(Fig.

1) more current will flow

through RI than R2, with the
result the voltage across R2 will fall.

Resistances RI and R3 may
the adjustable pattern,

be of

when R2 and R4 may be 20,000
ohms each. Assuming the voltage

one will equal that across the
valve is connected to H.T.+ 2

correspondingly

A value of x microfarad at c4 is usually
satisfactory, but a 2-microfarad condenser
Is often employed in order to make certain
of satisfactory results.

'therefore, we used a resistance of, say, may differ by material amounts. It is
oo,000 ohms to reduce the voltage applied therefore not safe to specify a certain
to the detector from 120 to 90 volts. when value of series resistance, as the actual
no signal was being received, there would shield voltage would probably only be
probably be distortion. There would also correct in a few instances.
The effect of variations in the screen
be a little difficulty in setting the anode
voltage at its correct value unless an current may be reduced to negligible proadjustable resistance were fitted.

c3 must be

C4

TRRNS.
Fig. 1.

Showing use of fixed potentiometers

Allowance must be made for this, either tiometer as for an anode -bend detector.
by using an adjustable resistance at RI Here again one of the resistances may be .
or by choosing such 'low values of resist- of the adjustable pattern in order that the
ance for RI and R2 that they pass a current voltage may be accurately set.
The circuit Fig. x shows two fixed
which is much greater than that normally
potentiometers, but they may be contaken by the valve.
Let us suppose, for example, that the verted to the adjustable pattern by
two resistances are of 20,000 ohms each fitting variable resistances at RI and R3.
and the total H.T. voltage is 120. Then Good average values for R2 and R4 would
the current flowing is 3 milliamperes, then be 20,000 ohms.

H.7-

of 6o is required, it will
be clear that resistance R3 should
be a little smaller than R4, because
the screen current passes through
R3. Suitable values J.( r R3 and R4
would be 20,000 and 23,000 ohms

respectively; but, as a matter of fact, there
'would be no harm in assuming the voltage
across R4 to be KoportionaI to its resistance

as compared with R3, since the shield
current is relatively small in comparison
with the total current passing.
The output voltages cannot be measured

with an ordinary voltmeter, although an
exception to this rule may be made in the
(Continued in. 3rd col. of next pate)

.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
to wait until this local gossip is sent over concert from 2L0 and a play, One Day
as they are, become more and more beats me.) So that when the main pro- More, by Conrad, from 3GB,' what was

F -4-11-1E Sunday evening programmes, such

irritating.
gramme was reached the announcer hastily
Take the recent service from Highbury. had to explain that he had no time to tell
It was a good service. But by "special us what the programme was about. This
request," a church anthem was included, surely is very bad management.
and the preacher with the American accent
I contend that, since important national
then began to talk and talk and talk. Up
to one point I thought he was dramatic speakers and music of world-wide interest

and appealing. But then he went on and
on, encroaching upon other people's tiine.
I thought he was never going to end. If
he is one of those exchange speakers I
have been recommending, then I will with-

draw what I said, or exclaim : Send us

Conrad's play during the interval. It
sounded quite good.

There will probably be two opinions

see him, it is difficult to give a detached

The talk by Mr. Harry Firman on verdict, but I should think that he was a

tude, and I suppose that the B.B.C. gets

fewer complaints regarding them than any
This overlapping on Sundays by the other series. Therefore, with the Wagner
service impinges on the charity talk,
which must affect the appeal because the
listener is no longer in a receptive frame of
mind. He is, in fact, irritated and is least
of all ready for another moral talk.

success. His elocution was perfect, although
I shculd imagine he does not deceive many
listeners with regard to his actual age.

It needs great moral courage to criticise
Blackpool-what? All one can say is that
the programme put over was quite Blackpoolian. I wondered, however, why Max
Miller was described as "the quaint
comedian" " in a special act." The only
thing quaint about it was the announcement.

"ADAPTING THE SIMPLEST
H.T. UNIT"
(Continued from preceding page)

case of the power tapping, H.T.+3, when
great accuracy Is not required. It is never

safe to take voltmeter readings when a

resistance is included in the circuit, how-

ever, as at RI and R2 (Fig.

2).

These

resistances would drop the voltages by
considerable amounts, depending upon the
current passing.
An instrument having a resistance of as
much as I,000 ohms per volt would not be

By the way, newcomers to the microphone, like the Countess of Haig (although
I am not certain whether she has appeared

once before), should be told that it is not

suitable for accurate measurements, be:
cause, even when the current flowing
through the instrument is as little as
o.3 milliampere, the voltage lost in the
resistance R3, assuming 20,000 ohms,

necessary to emphasise each word in order

to get over the ether. It sounded as if she

were dictating a message from a longdistance telephone. Her appeal, however,
was simple and dignified, and moved one.
I sincerely hope she got at much money as
both she and the cause deserved.

'would be io volts.
One could, of course, always measure
the Current flowing and make an allowance

but I expect the average
eader will be content to measure the

To return, however, to the matter, of

accordingly,

delay. Finally, we had to wait until the

provinces gave their local news, which
probably dealt with Mrs. Smith falling
down a flight of stairs and having to use
embrocation. (Why London should have

both worlds, I managed to hear a part of

about Wec Georgie Wood's week of broadis interrupted on the minute for dance casting. I had seen him as well as heard
music, such long-winded preachers should him in one of his episcdes, and there is no
be similarly switched off, which is not only doubt that his 'appearance helps to get
logiCal, but common sense.
him over the footlights. Inasmuch as I did

people who.can say what they have to say " Peacocks, Pots, and Pants : Three London
Fairs". revealed a good subject; lightly
in the time allotted to them."
presented, but difficult to follow; the
Besides keeping millions of listeners speaker did not possess the best microphone
waiting, there were people actually at manner.
Bournemouth in the Pavilion also -held up.
I think it was wry good of the BourneI thought that the much -advertised
mouth people to have exercised so much organ at the Brixton' Astoria was too overpatience.
powering. This kind of super -organ may
be all very well in a huge auditorium, but
And, speaking generally, why is the old- not for broadcasting.
time error always made by speakers ? The
With the " Proms." in full swing it is,
effect of a good speech is often reversed by
its being five minutes too long. It is like oh, so difficult to turn to the ordinary proa gocd joke being spoilt by reiteration and grammes. The "Proms." are for the multiover -emphasis.

a man to do ? In order to make the best of

An Impression of Sutherland Felee

voltage of H.T.+3 when the unit is supplying its normal current to the set, using
a good instrument for reasonable accuracy.
The other voltages may then be estimated.
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Though no means has yet been discovered of entirely eliminating atmospheric interference,
there are several ways in which its effect can be minimised as explained by P. W. Hallows
in this article
THE first point to bear in mind is that,

heard of atmospherics, except those of the frame by selecting stations with reference

since the natural wavelength of the more violent kind. Signal strength suffers to the map. It will often be found that
average atmospheric is a very long one, their considerably, unless an additional stage of
effects upon reception become more and more high -frequency amplification is employed;

atmospherics are either not heard at all or
are definitely less violent through a certain

marked as the wavelength to which the set but, strange to say, there is usually very arc of rotation. Once this quiet spot has
is tuned is increased. Generally speaking, little reduction in the number of stations been found, one can make full use of all the
though, if atmospherics are about, they receivable. The year before last, at the stations whose transmissions come from
will be more troublesome on the long waves height of summer, I was surprised in the directions within it.
than on the ordinary broadcast band. early hours of one morning to find several
Many a time, in fact, I have found that of the American medium -wave stations Atmospherics and Reaction
In " atmosphericky " weather never make
when Radio Paris and Ktinigswusterhausen coming over quite well. Atmospherics,
were badly interfered with, atmospherics however, were a nuisance, and I changed more use of feaction than you can help.
were hardly noticeable on wavelengths to the indoor aerial. This almost eliminated The tighter the coupling, the more are the
below 300 metres. There seems, too, to be interference.
tiny atmospherics amplified, which are
Another point about atmospherics is nearly always present in warm weather.
at times an exceptional form of atmospheric
with a comparatively short natural wave- that they often come from definite areas The use of a great deal of reaction inevitlength. When these are occurring interfer- of electrical disturbance, which means that ably makes for a noisy background. And
ence is usually at its worst near the bottom distinct directional effects may be noticed. make quite sure that any atmospherics
of the medium waveband. When, there- Here is a golden opportunity for the frame, that you do hear are the genuine article,
fore, atmospherics are noticed as the set is which scores in two ways. Owing to its and not noises due to defects in the set
switched on, do not jump to the conclusion, nature, it is less affected by atmospherics itself. Dame Nature supplies quite suffiunless they are particularly violent, that than most other forms of collector, and its cient crackles and fizzes in summer time;
they are going to be a bother on all wave- directional properties often make it pos- we do not require in addition "battery lengths. By trying round you may discover sible to dodge atmospheric interference spherics," due to a run-down H.T. battery,
a band upon which comparatively little is successfully. Experimenting with a frame or " dustospherics," caused by dirty vanes
in such circumstances is exceedingly in- in the variable condensers.
heard of them.
teresting. Try first of all for home or
Heterodyne and spark interference can
Damped Waves
Continental stations lying as nearly as pos- also be dodged to a very great extent.
The atmospheric is in one respect very like sible due north or south. Then work round Suppose, for example, that you particuthe spark signal in its nature, for both con- towards the east and west position of the larly wish to hear a programme from some
station which you find complete sist of trains of damped waves
ly jammed on tuning it in.
Both tend to make the aerial oscil-,
Often a main station has one
late at ibs natural frequency by
or more relays which may
shock excitation. The higher arid
the more efficient the aerial, the
be found quite free from interference.
greater is the effect of such
excitation upon it, and the more
Heterodynes
noticeable is the interference
caused. For this reason it is
often a good idea when conducting DX work during a

It is not always realised that
a slight heterodyne on a transmission which is coming through

pretty strongly may often be

period of mild atmospherics to
change over from the outdoor
wire to an indoor aerial made
by slinging a length of No.
d.c.c.

18

from

small

dodged 'by a slight alteration
in

insu-

is being

lators round three sides of a
to

an

wave-

length below that of the desired
station, then., a very slight in-

The change over from an out-

crease in the tuning

indoor collector

generally produces very interesting results. Little or nothing is

caused by a trans-

mission working on a

room.

door

the tuning. Suppose, for

example, that the interference

The first "sight and sound " studio. It is the television studio of
the Baird Co., in their premises in Long Acre

of the
receiving set will often get rid. of
whistle.
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relation to one another, the variation

of reaction ,being accomplished by means
of the .0003-microfardcl 'variable condenser

(ILL

HIGH-MAG.

Embodying the new resistance -feed transformer -coupling system which
provides great volume with purity
of tuning, which
usually goes

tof the valuable properties of the special

British manufacturers in the direction of

alloy used for the core; for this reason some

the

hand in
hand

means has to be adopted to prevent any

which, incidentally, some of out leading

such possibility.
Instead of connecting the primary wind-

achieved.

.

ing in series between the anode and
the high-tension supply, we con-

two

transformer -coupled

low -frequency

amplifiers; that its popularity has waned
during the last year or so is a fact that can
be attributed to a variety of causes. For
one thing, high -frequency amplification,

,

Lissen).

I3aseboard, 16 in. by 9 in. (Pickett, Clarion):
Three valve holders (Godwinex, Wearite, W.B.,

Lotus).
.0003-mfd. .fixed condenser, with series

clip

there and feed the low frequency component of the

diagram, the necessary provision -for ultra short -wave reception has been made by the
inclusion of a .0003-microfarad fixed condenser in series between the .0005 -micro -

Lissoh, -Craham-Farish).

detec-

farad tuning condenser and coil; the fixed

mann-

411L.

firms seem now to have very nearly

-

coo^-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus, Lissen

J.B.,"durton, Igranic, Polar).
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lissen, Benjamin, Wearite, Lotus).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
"Two slow-motion dials (Brownie, Vailey, Lotus,

(T.C:C., Dubilier, Lissen,' Graham-Farish).
z-megohm grid leak (thilailier, Lissen, Graham -

rectified

facture
of these low frequency transformers has been
taking place now for
several years and at the

perfect low -frequency transformer,

.000s-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus, Lissen

J.B., Burton, Igranic, Polar).

Short-wave Reception
Coming down to details in the circuic

nect a 3b,000 -ohm resistance

THREE- or four years ago, no set
was so popular as the combination consisting of a detector and

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, r6 in. by S in. (Deco!, Raymond,
Ebonart, Paxolin).
Two strips-, one 3 in. by 2 in. and one 6 in. by
2 in. (Deco!, Raymond, Ebonart, Paxolin).

condenser can be shorted when normal
broadcast reception is required.
Three separate plug-in coils are

'

used in conjunction with

the variable condenser
for tuning over :the
three separate

-4111111c-it

wave-

present time no more appreciable .

.

Famish).

,

-

.000r-mfd. Axed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,

.ocapj-mfd: fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Lissen, Graham-Farish).
*.25-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.; Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
30,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance, with holder
(Ferranti, Dubilier, Varley, Lissen, Ready -Radio).
Three single coil holders (Lissen, Lotus, Igranic).
Screen -grid high -frequency choke (Bulgin, PetoScott).
Low-frequeneg transformer (Varley " Ni-core "

No.r, Igranic " J," Philips).

Low -frequency transformer (Varley
Duty," Ferranti, Igranic, Lissen).

"Heavy -

Fuse carrier (Bulgin).

Eight terminals, marked: Aerial, Earth, L.T.+,

L.T.-, H.T.+, H.T.-, L.S.+, L.S.-

Belling -Lee, Igranic).

(Eelex,

which was extremely inefficient at the time

distortion is introduced by using two

when the combination we are discussing

of these coupling devices than in using one.

was at the height of its popularity, has now
reached a high degree of development. In a
three -valve combination for general purposes it has become more logical to utilise
the sequence of one high -frequency ampli-

The special circumstances under which
the old popular combination will provide

in series between the reaction coil and

the most efficient combination of three
valves is probably not generally appreciated by those foitunate listeners who
dwell under the shadow of a big broad-

Grid leak rectification has been

a detector and one low -frequency
amplifier. Among other reasons for the
fier,

casting station. We have in mind reception

falling off in the popularity of the detector

situations where there is no local broad-

and two transformer -coupled low -frequency

casting station .within a twenty -mile fadius
and where three or four alternative signals

amplifier arrangement was the inherent
.

distortion introduced by the presence of the
transformers.
Gradual improvement in the design ant
.

can be tuned in at approximately equal
strength, without the necessity for a high
degree of selectivity. For listeners in such
otir. situations who

desire the

30,000

maximum

OHMS

HE

,

L.S.

loud - speaker
reproduction,
with the minimum of tuning
complications,
the ' combination of detector

and two transformer -coupled
low - frequency

length

earth.
chosen for two reasons. The

tector and low -frequency amplifier, is the possibility of arranging
for a wavelength range covering all frequencies from the -highest to the lowest in
use. It is, in fact, practicable in such an
arrangement to include facilities for the
reception of the trans -Atlantic short-wave
broadcasting 4s well as medium and long wave Continental broadcasting.

tor anode

The Circuit

The second low -frequency
transformer is one of the new Varley

Before discussing the ways and means
of this three -valve set, an cxa.mination of,

the theoretical circuit diagram will enlighten most readers. The first low frequency amplifier is not arranged in the

simple way of three years ago, but is

"resistance -fed." Let us explain what this
means.
As the actual low -frequency
transformer used is the new Varley Ni-Core

amplifying type, it cannot be directly connected in

stages f u lfi Is

their

+11111i1111
G.B.

The Circuit Diagram

needs
completely.
Arising out of

this simplicity

absence of any considerable amount

with a combination of de-

the anode circuit of the detector valve,
because its primary, although having a
high primary inductance, will only pass
about 2 milliamperes. An excessive primary

current would permanently destroy some

of high -frequency

curre n t

through a . 25microfarad coupling
condenser.

heavy-duty type, quite a different instrument _from the one used in the first
stage; for here the primary will pass io- bands,
milliamperes with safety and still retain involvi n g
its high primary inductance, so necessary nine coil sizes alThose
ito high amplification and even frequency together.
with a large stock
4. response. Another virtue of this transformer. is that the valve preceding it of plug-in coils
can be a small power valve, which will will appreciate
not be overloaded by strong signals, and the flexibility
will pass on unmutilated signals for their offered by this
tuning system. The aerial is aperiodically
final amplification.
These two Varley transformers 'typify coupled to the main tuning coil, to which
-Or enormous advances that have been is coupled the third coil for Reinartz

made through the untiring research of

reaction.

All three coils are fixed coupled
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"THE ALL -WAVE HIGH-MAG. 3" (Continued from preceding page)
amplification means that unless the set is sufficient by-passing for the high -frequency
operated very close to a broadcasting station current which flows in the anode circuit
(which is not the particular function of this of ,the detector and which must not be
set) the incoming signal will not have a very allowed to pass into the low -frequency
large amplitude, and consequently will he amplifying stages,
No special output circuit for the loudmore efficiently rectified by the grid -leak
method than by the alternative method of speaker has been included as it was desired
anode bend, Another reason for deciding to keep down the cost within, practical
on grid -leak rectification in this set is the limits.
presence of the transformer coupling
between the detector valve and first low - Common H.T. Supply
The common source of high-tension
frequency amplifying .valve. To get the
best results from the use otthis transformer supply works out very well in praCtice, for
a medium-impec(ance valve is recommended the maximum is only applied to the last
and here again grid -leak rectification offers

twO valves, the 3o,000;ohm anode,resista.nce

in the detector anode lead dropping the
maximum to a sufficiently low working
farad fixed condenser has been, connected anode voltage for the detector valve. In
the better alternative.

It may be wondered why a :o1)6'1 -micro

-

necessary to assemble what has been very
descriptively called the "All -wave Highmag. 3."
From the illustrations accompanying this
article the general layout of the components
shOuld be sufficiently clear to' render a
detailed description unnecessary; there are
-

one or two little pointers that will help.
For example, the three single -coil holders
mounted in line must be fitted in the exact
pin -and -socket relationsliP to one another
as is clearly shown by the reduced'repro&teflon of the blueprint. If these coil
holders are amt so mounted and, of course,
subsequently wired exactly as indicated,
reaction may be found impossible, due to a
reversal of current. The coil holders are
mounted sufficiently distant from the front

the anode of the detector the high-tension negative' lead is arranged of the baseboard to allow for the largest
valve and earth when there is already a n fuse -which will prevent damage to' the size of tuning coil to be inserted without
by-pass capacity to earth provided by the battery and valves, should a wrong con- fouling the tuning condenser on the panel.
'
reaction condenser. The point is that the nedtion 'be made.
between

Those who see in this set something that Assembly
reaction condenser in the nature of things
is constantly varying in capacity and on meets `their own particular requirements ' The exact sequence of assembly is not of
minimum adjustments does not provide should consult the list of components great importance, but probably the most
convenient way is to start by drilling the
panel for the accommodation of the
PANEL
/68'
BLUEPRINT
Decked
IIPA.W199

t'Yfr

REACTION GOND'
ing
4,

A ER/AL TUNING GOND'
.;0005mId 4

variable tuning condenser and variable
reaction condenser and filament switch,
not forgetting the panel brackets. The
positions of the holes for these one -hole fixed components and for the holes involved

in the panel to baseboard fixing can be

hit;

07-D 0 ()Lto

accurately determined by placing the fullsize blueprint (available from this office for
as. post free), fair -and square on the panel
and pricking through with a needle. While
the drilling tools are still handy, the terminal strips for the aerial -earth and
battery and loud -speaker connections can
also be drilled as shown. Work can now
quickly proceed by the, fitting of the panel

-To inown9plotes
L. T.

-Efiags'
12

24

BASEBOARD
/6:4'.9"xg

T°

2

rag LETRANY'
N

0003
inlet

10 k

APERIODIC
AER/AL COIL

Shotfinj

REACT/ON
(COIL
.000/ /
CND COIL
We/
wire

T.

0

'LATE

components and the terminal strips and
then both panel- and strips can be
mounted on the baseboard, leaving the
careful dispositioning of the baseboard
components to be done. Lastly comes the

rather more arduous process-the wiring
together of the components.

Here. again work can be considerably
facilitated by careful reference to the blue-

print which is more explicit than words.
Covered Glazite neatly bent at right angles
so that all wires are either parallel with or

vertical to the baseboard and panel looks

GdID

neat in the original model and can be

8717-r-tyrNir 8410,

To 613

05*

TO

rA

This allows for the incorporation of the grid

grid

VALVE

Is' LEVALVE
6x.2 Ebonite 3-x2._7DET. VALVE

FUSE
o

32

o

L.S.- LS+ HT+ H T- L.T.- L.T+
The wiring diagram of the ' All -wave High-mag. 3."

duplicated by an enthusiastic constructor.
The grid -bias battery leads; consisting of
two negatives and one positive, are suitable
lengths of rubber -covered flex, soldered to
convenient wiring points in the receiver.

r

)

4.......
-17.1.

A-.
M
E
A

Blueprint available, pric.> 1/ -

bias battery in the cabinet if desired.
Next week, we shall deal with the opera-

tion and maintenance of the "All -wave

High-mag. 3" for the benefit of those
who in the meantime have started on its
construction.
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A

BAD Filament

WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph of part of the filament of a badly coated
valve before use, showing a serious gap in the
coating. A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance. The valve
then prematurely fails.

A

GOOD Filament

WITH
" TENACIOUS
COATING "

This reproduction shows the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings,

so that the full benefit of the

The
secret is the startling discovery
of the; scientific process of
coating is maintained.

" TENACIOUS COATING."

WRITE for

booklet

"OSRAM WIRELESS

Iwith the
`TENACIOUS COATING"
rilADE IN ENGLAND.

Advt. of Le General Llectrtc Co., iviaviet

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

GUIDE" (1929 edition)giving
full particulars of the full range

of OSRAM VALVES with
the "TENACIOUS COATING." Also helpful wireless
information of importance to
every listener.

Lonaon, W.L.-

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Adverticvrs will Ensure Pr onip.: At ention

Sent post free.
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4%

Weekly Tips

For the

Constructional
and
Theoretical

-

Wireless

Amateur

The Finger Test

right. Unfortunately, too, shielded valves
THE most difficult faults to trace are vary rather widely in their electrical
usually those which have the effect of characteristics, with the result that whilst
lowering the quality of the reproduction a receiver may function very well with a
or of producing instability. I have a par- particular shielded valve, instability is
ticular fault in mind which I had to deal experienced when another valve is fitted.
The second valve may have a lower
with not very long ago. It was not a difficult one, but at the same time it might value of impedance or it may be a better
have puzzled those without a
H.7:+2
few spare parts.
The set had one of its stages
HE
-resistarice-capacity coupled and
the grid leak was disconnected.
I discovered this almost immediately, because the output and
the quality of the reproduction
were not what they should have
been; suspecting a break some-

anode circuit is fitted with a resistance
condenser or anode -circuit filter. Complete

filtering will naturally prevent
motor -boating and the distortion which arises long before
the oscillations which we often
hear as a squeal or as a popping

Choke

'002

noise have commenced.

Quite apart from other circuit
the high frequency choke and condenser
reasons, however,

circuit with the tapped -anode
-coil actually joined in the grid

where I had placed my fingers
on different points. When I
touched the end of the grid leak
connected to the grid the signal

circuit is a most effective motorL.T.

strength improved immediately,

and a new grid leak had the

tapped variety-may prove rather troublesome in a four -valve receiver having two
low -frequency stages unless suitable precautions are taken.
I have found a tendency for such a set
to motor -boat, for instance, unless each

Fig. 1.

A choke for stability

boat stopper, and rarely is it

necessary to add further apparatus to the anode'circuit. For
this reason it should be more
widely used, as a proportion of sets are
not too satisfactory because of a tendency
to instability.
The owners, not having experience of
numbers of receivers, may not be aware
that their set is below normal. In Fig.

effect. of restoring the set to normal.

valve from the point of view of its mutual

when a set is faulty, but I generally touch
the grid terminal of the last valve holder
first and, if there is a noise from the loudspeaker, assumes that this last valve is at
all events working. Then I touch the grid
of the preceding valve. If it happens to be
the detector a buzz is usually heard when
the grid terminal is touched. It is surprising how soon one becomes accustomed to
spotting faults from the simplest of tests.

modifying the coils is to find the best
working voltages and, if necessary, stabilise the aerial circuit by fitting a grid
leak across the aerial tuning condenser.
This grid leak may have to be a low one, a coupling condenser of .902 microfarad is

I do not know what readers do first conductance. All one can do without

such as roo,000 ohms, but it would be indicated.

The tapped alio& coil is
marked r. and its tuning condenser c.

MT+

A Pentode Tip '
When a, pentode receiving valve

Are the Valves to Blame?

that it is used with the correct grid bias
and high tension. Do not overlook the

When the shielded -grid high -frequency
amplifying valve was first introduced we

fall in voltage over the choke or other part

joined in its anode circuit, and when

were led to believe that all our high -frequency troubles would disappear. But, as

a matter of fact, I believe there are as
many sets in use to -day that have an
unstable or oscillating high -frequency stage

with a shielded valve as there were a year

or two ago, when neutralised high -frequency circuits were used.

is

employed in a receiver, care must be taken

necessary connect a resistance condenser

0

filter to the grid -of the valve that is supplied
with high-tension.

cps
L.I

-

Fig.'2. Connections of pentode ou put stage
This accounts, no doubt, for the fact
that the'shielded 'valve is not as popular' better to try in the first instance a leak of,

with amateurs as it might be. Much of the say, y4 megohm.
oscillation trouble is to be traced to
unsatisfactory arrangements of the parts, A Choke for Stability
and sometimes the coils are not quite
The tuned -anode circuit-or, rather, its

Owing to the fact that the voltage of
this grid, which is sometimes termed the
priming. grid, must not be very much less
than that of the anode, too a high a value
of resistance in the filter cannot be used.

The value of rostoo ohms is, however,

usually quite satisfactory and a 2 -micro farad fixed condenser. The connections
should be Taade as in Fig. 2, the resistance
and condenser being marked R and c.
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BUILD YOUR OWN

SUPER LOUD SPEAKER ..
FOR 27/6

wonderful unit gives exTHIS
cellent reproduction over the
whole range of musical frequencies.

It is constructed on the balanced
armature principle and has a power-

ful permanent magnet system with

a step-up mechanism for driving
the cone.

PRICE 15/ -

has been produced

THISchassis
for use in conjunction with the
B.T.H. cone unit. A corrugated
cone is used and not only does it
vastly improve the response, but
prevents unpleasant paper
rattle. It is supplied finished in
al3o

our standard radio brown, ready
drilled for baffle board mounting.

PRICE 12/6
Advt. of

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD LicorPorating
the Wiring Sti¢filies, Lighting Engineering, Refri'eration
,

9

and Eattio Business of the British Thomson Houston Co., Lid,

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division :

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS
W.1

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS

Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Standard Wet H.T. Batteries
THE popular' t y of wet H.T. cells appears

to fluctuate from time to time, but

the needle in its correct track throughout transformers, one having appreciably larger
the playing of a record.
physical dimensions than the other. The
Oneof the most interesting and practical more, expensive type, which has a step-up
tone -arms available to the public is the ratio of 3 to r sells at 'Is. 6d. and on test
Varley parallel -motion type, incorporating in our laboratories gave a primary induct-

there is little doubt that the large -capacity
H.T. type is most suitable for the purpose
of supplying a high value of H.T. current principles which make for low record wear. ance of 15.3 henries with x milliampere D.C.

which may be increased on occasions to The main arm of this pick-up rotates be- flowing through the windings and 13.4
tween two ball -bearing joints and is in henries with io-milliamperes, indicating
6o or 70 milliamps.
We have on previous occasions tested consequence particularly smooth in motion.
wet H.T. batteries made by the Standard The member to which the pick-up is

attached is free to 'rotate in . a vertical
plane and can also move in a horizontal

plane being actuated by a subsidiary arm
in parallel with the main arm: . This device
automatically, ensures that _the tracking

of the needle is correct throughout the
playing of a record.
In addition:10 the features: already out-

lined an automatically controlled stop is
fitted which may be adjusted to suit various

Standard wet H.T. battery

types of record : for example, in some
records, the cutting only occupies a small
portion of the surface and with some arms
the automatic stop will not function at the

The Telsen Transformer

that the transformer does not readily

Wet Battery Co., of 184-1$8 Shaftesbury
Avenue, .W,C.r, and the tests have invariably proved 'satisfactory.

saturate. It is understood that this type
may also be obtained with a step-up ratio
of 5 to I.
The smaller type which we tested had a

The makers have recently sent us for
report a battery made up of their large

step-up ratio of 3 to x and a primary
inductance of approximately 9 henries

" Standard " type No. 4 cells, which owing

to their high capacity, will supply large
high-tension currents suitable for working
powerful amplifiers operating moving -coil
speakers. The mall refinements which from
experience have been incorporated in the
lower -capacity cells are included. Leakage
of the electrolyte from the glass containers
The Varley pick-up arm
is prevented by waxing the tops of the glass
containers.
correct position. With the Varley pick-up
The positive carbon element forms a arm, however; by rotating a knob one can
part of the inner "sac" electrode which has automatically set the stop to function at the
proved so efficient in all types of wet cell.: correct position on the record.
Surrounding' it there is the outer zinc
This component which is finished in
electrode to which reference has already_ polished aluminium is a thoroughly sound
been made.
engineering job. It is a Vai'ley product of
A battery consisting of these cells has 103 KingSAVay, W.C.2.

with 3 -milliamperes flowing through the
winding; it is therefore quite suitable for
use after moderately low -impedance valves
and should make a good portable set component.

Both instruments are encased in iron
shrouds and are fitted with four terminals
with the notations marked clearly at the
side. They may be recommended to readers.

On September 7 the B.B.C. is broadcasting through Belfast a running, commentary on the Ulster Grand Prix Motor
Cycle Race from the Antrim course.
Another B.B.C. SOS call for a Scottish

fisherman has been answered. The call,

which was to the skipper of a Buckie
Telsen Transformers
steam drifter on account of his wife's
NOW that the principles of loW-fre- dangerous illness, was picked up at the
lyte up to the correct level, no other attensuency transformer amplification are herring fishing off% the West Coast of
now been in use for some months in our

laboratories and is still showing full voltage.
Apart from filling and keeping the electro-

tion has been necessary.

Varley Pick-up Arm

well understocid it is generally accepted that Scotland and all speed was made fOr the
the transformers employed should be nearest port.
Nine American Boy Scouts talked With
designed toSilit the cOnditiens under which

THE design of tone arms for electrical_ they are to operate. This, the type
pick-ups has engaged the attention of ,elnployect in the first stagU following the
manufacturers for some time and as a result. detector valve should have+, high -primary
one sees many ingenious forms of this impedance, Whereas in the second stage,
simple, but necessary accessory to the pick- when following a valve Of linear impedance
up.
The simple tone -arm, fitted to the the value of primary impedance inay be
normal.gramophone may suffer from the appreciably less.

disadvantage that it does not maintain

their parents in Jackson, Michigan, from
Paris recently, the conversations lasting
forty minutes. Captain Sparks, who command -6d the Jackson American Legion, was

the donor of the call, which cost
Loud -speakers and microphones were in-

stalled at both ends to permit all present

We have recently tested to Telsen to participate in the demonstration.
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P.G.5 Non-

Indicating
20 a.h. 2V, 7/-
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.

P.G.7 NonIndirathig
3o a.h.
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-
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P.G.9 Non -

Indicating
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P.G.F.5 Indicating
zo a.h. 2V. 11/9
F.G.F .7 Indicating
3o a.h. 2V. 13/9

....
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Guaranteed service,
-wonderful value
Nine shillings for a 20 -amp hour accumulator, guaranteed
for six 'months of perfect service

-that is the Peto & Radford
P.G.5.
Consider these features.

K.C. CONDENSE

With knob, dial and

slow-motion device, L
.0033 or .0333
ILI

Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device,
or 8 /.
.0005

1.

OP'

1-11111111
111111111111.11

The

capacity - 20 amp. hours-is

the real, valve -working capac-

The plates are sturdy,

ity.

with interlocking grids to hold

the paste.

Terminals have
acid -proof glands and cannot
be reversed. Plates are held in

K.C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS
With Drum Control and clow

motion device, .0003 4 E/6
or .0000
-

Triple 'C.C., each con- .2 cp / 6
denser .0003 or .0000
Triple K.C.

place by glass key -ways. Vent
is large, splash - proof, and
spray -tight, and screws in. The
lid is made of crack -proof

MIDGET CONDENSER

A small variable condenser for

panel mounting .00003,6
.0001 or .0002
0/
-

Dagenite and is hermetically
sealed to the box. There's no
better value than this-and the
battery is guaranteed for six
months.
It can be supplied with our patent indicating floats-they tell you at a glance whether
the cell is charged, half -charged or run
down-for 2/9 extra.

Send for particulars of these and other
P. & R. Batteries (including H.T.) to

VISIT OUR STANDS NOS.
181 and 18 2 at the RADIO
E71r1113ITION, OLYMPIA.

Peto & Radford, 5o, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S .W .1
Telephone,
Victoria 3667
(5 lines)

London Sales and
Re p iir Depot,
107a Pimlico Road,
s. w. 1

AND
PETO h.

.

ADFORD

ACCUMULATORS

UBILIE

DVARIABLE CONDENSERS

The beginning and the end in.

Po vy. ill

.

Glasgow Depot 3 45, Clyde Place.

If unobtainable from your
dealer, write direct to us
giving his name and address.

W. T.6

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925).
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria

Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

02491V

matt= WD
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THE LOUD -SPEAKER

MUST MATCH
THE VALVES

What exactly is tiv effect 4 the
loud -speaker impedance upon the
performance of the set? Does it
really make any appreciable
difference, or is it simply an
imaginary benefit ? Our Technical
Editor answers these questions
below

a transformer, produces an aural response, for maximum power output with a given
voltage swing on the grid. It is found that
this is a maximum when the external
anode impedance is equal, to the resistance
of the valve.
through the particular loud -speaker. The
It is clear at once, therefore, that the
detector to perform its functions efficiently, loud -speaker is doing work, i,e., absorbing effect of matching the loud -speaker to the
and we probably go to a certain amount of energy, and it therefore behaves largely as valve is to increase the efficiency of the
trouble to obtain satisfactory performance a resistance. It is indeed the product of the valve so that it gives a greater power
from the L.F. stage or stages. Then, when current and the voltage developed across output for a given input. In other words,
it comes to handling the output from the this effective resistance that determines on a, given signal the set...Will give a greater
set, we connect a loud -speaker in the anode the power output from the loud -speaker.
volume of sound. There is, however,
another factor to be considered, and in the
circuit of the Last valve and hope for the
Proportionate Resistances
fulfilment of this second condition we
best.
Now it mist be obvious at once that the obtain a slightly different criterion for the
There certainly has been a tendency
recently to utilise a choke:output circuit, relative proportion of the loud -speaker optimum position, although the need for
the function of which is to isolate the high- and the valve ,resistance exercises consider- matching the impedance remains equally
tension battery from the audio -frequency able effect upon the power output. If the vital.
We do not require the greatest possible
currents, thus avoiding battery coupling external anode impedance is very small,
to a considerable extent, while, in addition, then the majority of the power developed output from the valve irrespective of other
the steady anode current on the last valve, in the anode circuit will be wasted inside conditions. What is wanted is the best
which is inclined to be heavy, does not the valve itself and only a small proportion undistorted power output. Now, here we
flow through the delicate windings of the will be developed externally. As we have to consider the limitations imposed
loud -speaker. Even this precaution, how- increase the external impedance, so the in order that distortion shall not be present.
ever, is adopted more with a view to proportion of the power developed outside Our grid swing cannot exceed a certain
avoiding distortion in the amplifier itself the valve increases; but, on the other amount, for if we make the grid positive
rather than any attempt to make the last hand, the total resistance of the circuit has we run into grid current, while if we make
valve operate under its most satisfactory increased so that our current is diminished. the grid too much negative we commence
The two effects work in opposite direc- to operate on the curved portion of the
conditions.
The output transformer is another solu- tions. At first, the increased proportion of valve characteristic which introduces distion to the problem of avoiding back - power developed externally more than tortion again.
coupling. Here the anode current in the counteracts the reduced total current, and
At first sight it appears that the limits
last valve flows through the primary the power output in the loud -speaker set by these two conditions are definite and
winding, while the audio -frequency currents increases. After a certain point, however, easily determined from the static characare transferred to the secondary from which the falling off in the current begins to teristics. This is not the case, however,
they flow through the loud -speaker winding. exercise its sway and our power commences for when a valve is operating, the anode
This particular method, however, has the to fall off again. Viewed from this angle, voltage is continually changing, due to the
advantage that it is possible to adjust the it is quite easy to work out the conditions varying anode current passing through the

IN the general run of things considerable
I attention is paid to the earlier portions
of the receiver. 'We design our tuning circuit or circuits with a view to simplicity,
ease of control, selectivity, or whatever the
particular requirement is, we arrange our

which is what we are requiring. For a
Fiven value of grid swing our object is
clearly to obtain the greatest possible
variation in the anode current operating

ratio of transformation either to give a

step-up or a step-down, so that the effective

anode impedance of the output valve can
be adjusted within certain limits. In most

WIRELESS WIT

external impedance. As a result of this,
the voltage on the valve increases as the
grid becomes more negative, and this has

HAROLD (showing grandmother his new the effect of lengthening the straight por-

practical cases a step-down ratio is re- set): " You know who invented wireless, tion of the curve. Our effective maximum
quired, and Messrs.

Ferranti make a don't you, Grannie? It was Marconi."

range of output transformers covering
ratios from r -r to 66-I.

Any reader who has experimented at
all seriously with moving -coil loudspeakers will be able to answer this

grid swing without causing - distortion is
'Harold, Harold ! Don't be thus somewhat larger than is apparent
so disrespectful. You should say Mrs. from an examination of the static characConi."
teristic, and the extent of this increase is
dependent upon the anode circuit. Where
RECENTLY a man was discovered with the anode circuit impedance is small, the
his head jamnied into the opening of a increase is little or none, whereas if the
GRANNIE :

question without hesitation. The matching
of the loud -speaker to the valve has a most horn loud -speaker. At the hospital he
important effect upon the power output explained that ;lie was Scotch, that he was
obtainable from the particular circuit. Let listening to a_, broadcast church service,
a consider the conditions a little more and that he had heard somebody drop the
clbsely.
collection plate.
We apply to the grid of thelast`valve
certain alternating voltage and_ we obtain
"I BELIEVE in getting the best out of

anode circuit impedance is increased, so the
effective grid sw-ingint(y increase by 5o or

6o per cent., so that the anode impedance
has a very definiteleffect upon the maxi-

mum input which tan be applied to the
valve without causing distortion.
Added to this, we have the effects already

in the anode circuit a change, in current my radio," said the American as he pro- discussed of the proportion of the total
which, passing through the loud -speaker ' duced a bottle of whisky from the battery power developed external to the valve, and
either directly or through the medium of compartment.
(Continued on page 274)
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BROADCAST
ELECTION
1414
WITH

0/044OfEcrio14

For public address systems, wireless telephony
and similar work, this microphone is ideal, as
the carbon granules employed are specially
selected and meshed.
The instrument is particularly sensitive and

has an excellent frequency response curve.
It may be used with any suitable amplifier
by connecting it in series with a 4 volt
battery capable of giving 20 milliamps and

the primary of a 1:30 step-up transformer.

Price £6 - 0 -

MICROPHO
EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS
Your dealer hczs particulars of the Deferred Payment System.

M. of

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,' Head Office & Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division :
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration
and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

w.11.

THE PANEL WITH A REPUTATION

HELLESEN
BATTERIES
DRY

Registered

Trade Mark

The original BECOL Low

TO THE FORE !
The first serviceable dry cell was
made by Hellesens over forty years
ago, in 1887. Since then Hellesens

BECOL Panels tested to

Loss Former, made in

have made dry cells exclusively, nothing else at all:

LOOK FOR
104,000 volts. Ground
square to size and can
TRADE
36 in. The former that rebe relied upon.
mains r gid when wound.
MARK
DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION.
sizes 1" up to 4" outside
diameter in lengths up to

Write for copy of BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits. Full data of
windings and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.
Sole Makers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HARWELL, LONDON, W.7

As a natural result, the Hellesens
Dry Battery is the best the world
produces.

Expert and amateur alike agree that

it is real economy to pay the slightly
higher initial cost of a Hellesen,
because it lasts so much longer.
PRICES
Standard Capacity.
" Wiray " 9 -volt Grid

Bias Type

NIMPOOMMO.C.04.0411111.0.=.041041110.0.M.0-4=M4140.M.1.01.0100.1WINNO.001,0.00.0

Amateur Wireless HANDBOOKS
each 2/6
The Shielded Four -elec-

trode Valve.
Loud -speaker Crystal Sets.
Wireless -controlled Mechan-

net.

21-

" Wirin " 60 -volt R.T.
Type

...

10/6

"Wirup" 09 -volt H.T.
Type ... 18/" Wisol " 108 -volt R.T.
Typo ... 20/Treble Capacity.

" Kohn " 60 -volt 11.T.
Type

The Wireless Man's Workshop.

...

19/-

" Kolup " 99 -volt H.T.
Type ... 32/6

They

will also tell you that it pays handsomely to buy a double- or treble capacity Hellesen, since the increased

capacity is much greater, in proportion, than the increased price,

(E.g.-Standard capacity 60 -volt
WIRIN costs 10/6: the 60 -volt
KOLIN, giving three times the
capacity, costs only 19,1-, a saving of
12/6.)

Ask your dealer, then, for a Hellesen, and be assured that you are getting the best and the most economical
H,T. battery obtainable.

The Practical "Super -het"
Book.

ism for Amateurs.

The Practical Wireless Data
Book.
The Short-wave Handbook.
THE BOOK OF THE NEUTRODYNE, by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A.M.1.E.E. Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers or by post, 3d.

H

N DRY

BATTERIES,

ElECTIKAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMIT MICA ...PAPER CONDENSERS,
HANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.

extra, from Cassell F...1 Co., La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.
mro41.0.4m16411=.41.01.0.MMoOmm..0.0O

011110M00.11111111.0.01.0.M04.11.041=.

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

P. a 'P
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PAYING THE PIPER
JOTTINGS FROM MY LOG
By JAY COOTE
TN most European countries in which a

Germany, perhaps, is the country most public the class of entertainment offered to

broadcast tax is collected for the benefit favoured with spas and watering resorts,

visitors by these places of. amusement.

of the transmitting studios, the listener is and consequently finds no difficulty in
Too little is made in Great Britain of the
consulted in regard to the style of enter- -.giving its unseen audience a large variety entertainments provided by our seaside
tainment most likely to give him pleasure. of light popular entertainments from well- resorts or inland hydros, and too much of

the studios, for the period of the year.

Since I have been staying on the Belgian . known kursaals and casinos.
coast, I have been given many opportunities

As regards light programmes we have mucb

of hearing the English broadcasts, and I Continental Enterprise
to learn from the Continent.
can only endorse the opinions expressed by - Try for some of these stations even in
a number of foreign radio fans with whom the early morning, and you are sure to
" THE LOUD -SPEAKER MUST
I have come into contact, that although `strike two or three at least, which can offer
MATCH THE VALVES "
the actual transmissions are perfect, from you performances by first-class orchestras.
(Continued from page 272)
the engineering point of view, the pro- On Sundays, especially, you may pick up a
grammes are unsuited to the particular number of these outside broadcasts. The if we combine these two effects we can
early concert from Berlin is on the air at again work out the conditions for maximum
period of the year.
6.3o a.m., admittedly it is an early one, ' undistorted power output from the valve.

Light Programmes Wanted

but who wants to stay abed these fine days ?

The optimum condition here is again quite
definite, although different from that
you over to one or other of the public obtained in the previous case. It is that
squares for a military band performance and the external impedance should be twice the
if light music is required for the evening internal resistance of the valve.
hours you are safe in turning to Cologne
Actually, the difference is not great if
(via Langenbergl, to Hamburg, or even the impedances are made equal, but with
better still, to Frankfurt, which makes so a moving -coil speaker it is possible to
much of its fashionable neighbour, Wies- detect the distortion introduced by an
baden, during the summer season. Hilver- incorrect relationship between external and
sum, as of yore, still connects us almost internal impedances. The difference is not
daily with the famous Scheveningen Kur- so marked with an ordinary loud -speaker,
haus, and Brussels, which you may capture but nevertheless it is present. The fact
at times, on higher power, will switch you remains, in order to obtain best results
over, whenever the occasion is a worthy from one's set, it is desirable to make sure
one, to the Ostend Kursaal. In its recent that the loud -speaker is satisfactorily
relays from that well-known Belgian sea- . matched, and this is a point to which
side resort, the B.B.C. showed the British greater attention should be paid.

During the bright sunny days and warm Towards lunch time, the studio will take

evenings the greater part of Europe has
recently enjoyed, light entertainments only

will hold the fan to his wireless receiver.
Little interest, if any, can be taken in
technical or other talks, and of theSe, only
the weather forecasts and news bulletins
will hold the listener's attention.
Most Continental studios possessing the
experience of previous years, have realised

this fact, and many of them, taking into
consideration the knowledge that the
general public will listen attentively to
orchestral and other performances taking
place in the open, have made arrangements
to devote many hours of the day to outside
broadcasts.
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ROADCAST TELEPHONY
(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)

Metres

Kilocycles

Station and

Power
(Kw.)

Call Sign

GREAT BRITAIN

25.5311,751 Chelmsford
2,500
'242 1,238
* 261
1,148
288.5 1,040
288.5 .2,04o
*200

(5SW) 15.0
Leeds (2LS)
0.13

Belfast (2BE) -. 1.0

Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
Swansea (5SX) 0.13
Stoke-on-Trent
(BST) 0.13

288.5 1,040
288.5 1,o40
288.5 1,040
288.5 2,040
288.5 1,040

Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
Hull (6KH)
0.2
Edinburgh

288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040

Dundee (2DE) 0.13
Bournemouth
(613M) 1.0
Bradford (2LS) 0.13
Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0

288.5 1,040
1

9

310

96895

*377

842
797

356
* 399

474
*1,554

753
626
293

7,120
1,058
851

'517

666
581

453
235
250
250
280

'509

Cardiff (5WA)

1.0
2.0

London (2L0)
Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0

Glasgow (5SC)
1.0
Daventry (5GB) 17A)

Daventry

AUSTRIA

*283
. 352

* 246

(2EH) 0.35

(5XX) 25.0

Linz

0.5

Graz

5.0

Innsbruck
Klagenfurt

0.5
15.0

Vienna

BELGIUM

2,276
1,202

1,200
1,071
590

Charleroy (LL)
Schaerbeek-

0.25

Brussels 0.5

1,r39

* 279

1,076

* 293

*342
* 487

7,022
878
627

815

*381
911

788

436

687

Radio LL
(Paris) 0,5
Radio Toulouse 1).0
Radio Maroc
Rabat) 2.0
Radio Flandre

447

6.,-z

Paris (Ecole

*281

1,067

Copenhagen

1,153

260

Ralundborg

7.5

ESTHONIA
r,oio Reval (Tallinn)

2.0

729

640
222

*259
*270

1,319
7,283
1,256
1,220
1,220
1,284
1,157
1,212

'276

1,085

*283

2,058
1,058
2,058
941
923
887
833
8o6

' 227
*234
* 239
* 246
* 246

'253

* 283

*283
*319
. 32a
* 339
* 360

'372

'390
* 418

770

716
662
657
635
563
536
536
527

1,355
267

Helsingfors

Lahti
FRANCE
170 1,750 St. Quentin
212.81,410 Fecamp
220
230
237
238

1,364
2,304
1.265
1,260

240
. 255
*261
268
*276
. 186

1,250
1,175

292

294

1,028
1,020
986

*315

970
95o

304
304
309

1,1 70

1,121
2,087

0.8
49.0

Heelers

Ste. Etienne

Juan-les- Pins
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest)
Radio Nimes
Toulouse (PTT)
Lille (PTT)
Casablanca
Rennes (PTT)
Montpelier

0.5
0.4
2.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
2.5

(PTT) 1.5

6

Agen

Kiel
Cassel

Breslau
Leipzig

Kaiserslautern
Koenigsberg
Magdeburg
Berlin (E.)

Stettin

Dresden
Gleiwitz
Bremen

Stuttgart

Hamburg
Frankfurt

Berlin
Danzig
Aachen
Langenberg
Munich
Augsburg
Hanover
Freiburg

1.5
4.0
4.()

4.0
0.7
0.7
4.0
4.0
1.5
4.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.75
6,0
0,75
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.75
0.75
26.0

4.0
0.5
0.7
0.7
20.0

246

versum
aerial
(until 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.I
5.0

'1,070

*1,070

180

28o

Huizen via Hil-

aerial
versum
(after 5.90 p.m.
B.S.T.)
5.0
Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)
1,875
20o Hilversum via
Hinzen
aerial
(AY120)
550
* 1,200

HUNGARY
545 Budapest
ICELAND
25o Reykjavik

IRISH FREE STATE
* 225

*413

0.3

2.
Radio Vitus
Marseilles (PTT) t.1.5

Muenster
Nurnberg

8.0

Luxembourg ... 2
HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven
(PCj) 25.0
'300 1,02o Hulzen via Hil-

1.1)

1.5
Radio Lyons
Limoges (PTT) 0.5
Bordeaux (PTT) 0.5

Cologne

06
8.0

GRAND DUCHY

0.25
0.5
0.1.

'332
*385
*441
453

'501

Power
Kilo- Station and
(Kw.)
cycles Call Sign
9o5 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
779 Genoa (IGE)
3.0
68o Rome (Roma)
3.0
(6a Bolzano(IBZ)
0.3
599 Milan (Milano)
7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
566

977
694
530

*525

572

*3( 7
O 231,

5A0

183.5 Zeesen
1421.
Norddeich ...... 10.0
131

FINLAND
* 221

1,796

0.5
0.3
2.0

Sup. PTT) 0.7

Lyons (PTT) ...
Tunis (Kasbah)
207.5 Eiffel Tower
1,72a
274 Radio Paris
GERMANY
* 218 1,373
Flensburg
408
1,350
1,444

1,220

(Kjobenhavn) 1.0

802 Petit Paristen
869 Strasbourg
849.1 Algiers

Metres

Zagreb (Agram) 1.25
2.5
Belgrade

(Lille) 0.5

Morava -Ostrava 10.0
Bratislava
(Feriby) 12.5
Kosice
Brunn (Brno)
2.4
Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK

* 297

Grenoble (PTT) 1.5

*NO
*560
570
*1,635
2,100
2,290

Liege
Brussels

Power
(Kw.)

914

0.5
0.5
1.0

Ghent

Kilo- Station and
cycles Call Sign

329
336
340
353
368

. 453
*456
*473
*533

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263

Metres

248
* 2i -s

1,337
725

1,209
1,094

Cork (1FS)
Dublin (2RN)
ITALY

155

7.J

1,658
820

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5

. 365
*394
447
453
453
453
* 493
'313

.335
385
'408

*1,411

6o8
959
8g6

n9

Oslo

POLAND
Cracow
Posen
Wilno

Kattowitz
212.5 Warsaw

ROUMANIA

*394

'351
*427
* 483

*825
1 060
1,000
'1,301
251
314

76z

Bucharest

283

Tiflis

300

Leningrad
Kharkov

230

r,r93

*368
403

815
743

' 424
453

707
662

'770
1,20U
* 1,348

makes very fine tuning easy. Finished
in smooth black or beautifully
grained mahogany bakelite, this

rortnie

20.0
5.0

Almeria (EA118) 1.0

Barcelona

(EAR) 8.0

Seville (EA,15)

0.5

San Sebastian
(EAJ8) 0.5
Madrid (EA17) 3.0
Salamanca

1,301

Malmo

2,112
932
932
689
554
389
25o

Trollhattan

r,z6o

unique dial gives high-class finish
to every set in which it is included.

Oviedo (EAR()) 0.5

(EA J22)

O 542

2.0

SPAIN

SWEDEN
231

dial. The mechanism is of special
non -back -lash construction which

855.5 Leningrad
702.5 Kharkov (NKO) 5A)
621.5 Hornet
2.0
364 Moscow (PET) 25.5

* 349

270
*322
322
*436

A Vernier Dial at 3/6 1 Bring your set
up-to-date by fitting this slow motion

1.5
10.0
10.0

RUSSIA

95o
86o

* 257

the
`DOMINION'
Slow Motion Mai

1.5
1.5

734

Hoerby

Goeteborg

Falun
Stockholm
Sundsvall
Ostersund

Boden
222.5 Motala

I

wLY
NELSON ST. WORKS. LONDON, N.W.1

0.55

0.5
10.0
0.4
6.0
0.5
1.5
1.0
2.0

30.0

SWITZERLAND

15.0

743
653
442
395
297

*1,200

250

7.0

4.0

' 283

680
760
1,010

Trieste (testing)
Turin ( ori no)

Kovno
NORWAY
Notodden
Bergen
Frederiksstad
-6.1
671 Rjukan
162 Tromsoe
E62 Aalesund
662 Porsgrund

2.5

* 1,935

*403

1.5
1.5

Riga

LITHUANIA

5.0

1.0

Sjubljana
LATVIA

* 459

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

TURKEY

Stamboul

1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.25
5,0

All wavelengths marked with an

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague,

RADIO

-the name engraved on both parts gives

PRODUCTS

ed so that high voltage plugs will not fit
into low voltage sbckets. Essential for

No chance of error or burnt -out valves here

you the right connection every time. Even
if you didn't see the name they are design'

Mains Receivers, Battery Eliminators, and
wherever foolproof connections are needed.
Flex
Panel
Portion
Portion

3d.

Fine workmanship and fine finish
characterise " Bulgin" Radio Products, that is
why they are constantly being incorporated and specified
in the best receivers. Time, money, and regrets may be saved
if you select our components for your new set.
Engineers whose judgment is unquestioned, know that they can place utmost
reliance on parts that are stamped with our name.
See that you receive a copy of our new fully illustrated 56 -page cataIngue4

STANDS

295
296

A. F. BULGIN Sc CO., 9.10-11 CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

a

6d.

Ask your deaar zer Bdfinglee. Handbook
" Radio Conueciimo"

BELLING -LEE-1
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
Astet of 846.1 & Lee, Lid, Queeustray oas, Ponders Fild. Aar.
National Radio Exhibition, Olympia, Sept. 23 -Oct. 3,

STANDS 263-264

aah"Ahd&AdawashailekgbAlk.a.
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Brandes *Orchestra at Toulouse has been
selected from the famous orchestra of the
Capitol Theatre in Toulouse. It is from
this theatre 'and with the aid of the same
orchestra that Radio Toulouse transmits
the excellent opefatic programmes to
which Many of your readers have doubtless

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

71e Editor does not necessarily aqree with
the view, exhIesseel by correspondents:

Kols ter - Brandes
listened.
Sunday Transmissions
The September 8 transmission is from
CIR,-You may have observed that, in Hilversum.
I3 addition to the fortnightly Sunday
KOLSTER-BRANDES, Ltd. (Sidcup).
concerts which are bi-oadcast from the
Hilversum station under the direction of
The Oscillation Fiend
Mr. Hugo de Groot, we are now having
SIR,-Being a regular reader of your
another series of programmes transmitted
popular paper, and also of -" Therfrom Radio

Toulouse every

alternate mion's" versatile weekly remarks, I would

twelve hours a day with tolerably decent
material. Already we grumble _ at the
eternal talks, and yet "Thermion." sug-

gests starting up at 9 a.m. or to, a.m.
Merely to give us more of them.

'If radio is such a part of American

domestic life as "Thermion" suggests, the
cartoons which appear, from time to time

in the periodicals belie the facts, as in
these Sadie is for ever asking Cyrus to
"Switch off, for Heaven's sake; they're
advertising something."

Furthermore, has "Thermion" no sympathy for the unfortunate -DX fan residing
in London?

One more grouse. I cannot see where

Sunday evening between the hours of like to correct the said gentleman's idea the eternal "song plugging" about tele-

6 and 8 p.m.
that oscillation is dead ; it has never even vision is going to get us.
This now provides for a Kolster-Brandes been indisposed.
Apart from the uselessness of such a small
entertainment every Sunday evening from
In this district you are not worth con- picture as that at present obtainable, how
one or other of the stations. The Kolster- sidering if you cannot bring in on the loud- is the man without a televisor going to
bland No. 57, Radio Exhibition, Olympia; also demonstrated at 7, Bea cons speaker about a dozen stations with a fare when these programmes are going full
Nell Tense' Road, West Kensington (first road on left of main entrance
to Olympia,.
det. and one L.F. set, and H.F. valves are swing? His ordinary broadcast set is
merely an encumberance to a set.
going to bring in a lot of unintelligible

G1/41101

The local station (5NO) is, of course, speech and music connected with the
only for paltry crystal sets, and anyone matter- being televised. This combined
who trys' to listen to 5GB between 6.3o transmission wiI probably, usurp the prin-

EE

and 8 p.m. is treated to the finest collection

of Indian war -whoops one could wish to

ciple wavelengths and entirely exclude the
possibility of distant reception. No, sir,

I think it would be better to wait until

hear.

Appealing to the B.B.C. is -hopeless, as television is a commercial possibility.
it does not appear to have any means of
F. A. I. (London, W.C.).
locating oscillation. What this winter will
bring I dread to think.
0. M. M. (Chester -le -Street).

" The James Special 3 "
SIR,-A friend of mine has on my
recommendation just -written for a
back number (156)., of AMATEVR WIRELESS
for blueprint containing " The James

(very,) Special 3." Between ourselves, I
have constructed half a dozen of them and

have not had one failure, and I know of
half -dozen friends that require
ALL ABOUT THIS AMAZING another
same. Here are its gobd points in this

PERMANENT HIGH - TENSION swamped area, fifteen miles from 5GB
BATTERY THAT LASTS FOR and 5XX.
The special tapping on aerial coil makes
YEARS
use
of wavetrap for cutting out 5GB
Why spend another penny on costly battery replacements when you can instal the super and money -saving STANDARD Battery and secure permanent H.T. that lasts for
years. Positively self -regenerative. Recharges itself overnight. Constant, non -varying flow of H.T. all the year
round. Eliminates background, improves tone. All that
is necessary to maintain the voltage is replenishment of the
elements at long intervals, beyond which little or no attention is needed. The only form of permanent H.T. that
really solves the problem. Over 109,000 in use. Fill in the
Coupon NOW !
Mr. H. Barton Chapple, W.H.Sch.,B.Sc. (Hons. Lond.),
etc., etc., the well-known radio expert, says : ". . . mad; installed fourteen months ago

.

.

unhesitatingly recommend

this particular battery as being, of the highest grade and

amply fulfilling the claims of its Makers"
FiftS AC SM LAC
PI

needless. All other three:valvers need one.

The volume is terrific on all long waves,
English and Continental.
smooth.

I trust I have not wearied you with this
letter, but I felt that I Must let you know
how pleased I am with this set. As a wireless'fiend who has been twiddling for seven

years, I may merely add that I have not
altered my " James Special 3" since it
came'out.-F. (\Vcllingboro').

Na.

alinib 11 .1116/41
Popular Model 96 -volt Unibloc Battery, completely
Cash £2 3 I, or 7,6 down
and five monthly payments of 7/6. No refs., no
deposit. Any voltage battery supplied from II volts
upwards. Our latest No. 4 cell battery from 60-300 DOWN
volts gives 60 milliarnps. capacity.
assembled as illustrated.

Reaction is

/6 S

Transmission Hours
IR,-Although an ardent admirer of

" Thermion's" excellent articles, I do
occasionally think he gets a bit off track
irT.s - am ant mat elm MMMMMMM mg
on certain subjects. I have in mind his
11 TO The Standard Wet Battery Co. (Dept. W.C.), 1
ii
1

184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Please forward a copy of your latest battery book. ire,
and without oh! itjal iGn.
NAME
ADDPESS

Lir= NE= Nag

ay.

sal at. so on coo cm

reference' to the unnecessarily late start 'of
the daily programmes.
Now I beg to submit that, although 2L0

does not start up until midday or after,
the B.B.C. finds difficulty in filling its

TO PERFECT RADIO
In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known

Radio Receiver or Component-all on

EASY TERMS
The following list is merely representative, and
we ask you to fill in the coupon below or send us
a fist of your requirements.
EXIDE 120 -volt H.T. ACCUMULATORS, with erat-s.
Send only 6111, balance in

I

I

monthly instalments of 6111,

LEADING MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINATORS from
41 down. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 4/7.
CELESTION C.12 LOUDSPEAKER. Send only 109
balance in II monthly insta!rn -rats of

10/9.

OLYMPIA EXHIBITION

Stands 42, 43 and 44
On there stands will be gatherel together
the cream of the exhibition for your inspecticn.

See all the latest models
SIDE BY SIDE.

Our new catalogue contains fully illustrated details
of ALL the new season's apparatus. It will be a
veritable guide to radio. Available September 21st.
Reserve your copy NOW !

Mai/ C ,e15o): in ,weenies ennrinhc mrder

clam h.

PETO SCOTT Ms.
Please send me your new 49 pp.

Illustrated Catalogue.

NAME
ADDRESS

&W. 7/9
ree Demonstrai ors at d Advice by Qualified Engineers a;

our Shops :-

77 City Road, London, E.C.1

C2, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
23, WH1TELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY.
MANCHESTER.
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details, Ask ons
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your nims
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/6 t Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Astatic Coils and Screening

Q.-In view of the fact that astatic coils are

assumed to be fieldless and do -not give rise

to

inductive coupling when two or more are arranged
in a receiver can it be assumed from this that
screening between the coils is unnecessary ?

I ask this because to omit the screening in my
Proposed new receiver will be a saving both in
cost and space.-J.S. (Salisbury).
A.-Even though astatic coils are practically
fieldless and reduce the possibility of coupling
between themselves and other components there
is always the possibility of coupling between

importance of screening in receivers cannot be work I should be glad if you would inform me
over emphasised owing to the super efficiency how I can adapt my set without interfering
of present day high -amplification valves.-C.L. with the panel arrangements to work in coniunction with my gramophone. I am not a mechanic
am I handy with tools, so have ca wish to
4VVVVVVVVVVVVVIMP0 nor
spoil the outward appearance of my receiver.
0

0
0

+ho wires forming the wiring of the receiver

id H.F. valve is used. Even the loop in

0

pie wire of the valve filament is liable to create

0

plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

°

nductive coupling into some components or

;ome part of the wiring of another circuit
the receiver and the use aif a screen will
Isually reduce if not entirely eliminate such

Can you suggest how I am to adapt my set for the
work in question
(Kensington).

A.-There are a number of special adaptors
now on the market which can be plugged into
the detector valve -holder of the receiver.
These adaptors are permanent) y connected to

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point
A Fee of Otte Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

id inductances, etc., in the receiver. For

is reason it is always advisable to use screen g, at least between the grid and anode circuit
)mponents of a receiver, especially if a screen

When Asking
Technical Queries

the gramophone pick-up so that when. th"b
a

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

When excessive oscillation is experi-

MAAAAAAAMMAAAV

ive reaction is -not the 'cause., it can often

Converting Set for Gramophone Reproduction.
Q. Having rather an expensive receiver and

'oupling.

nced in a receiver and it is proved that execsre

traced to inadequate screening in the

.e]eiver between the various circuits. The wishing to make use of it for gramophone pick-up

normal detector valve is pulled out of its

socket the pick-up is connected up in place of

the detector valve. The detector valve is
usually inserted in a suitable valve holder

attached to the top of the gramo-radio adaptor
so that the normal detector valve becomes the
first L.F. amplifying valve when the gramophone pick-up is being used. We advise you

to inspect some of these components during
the forthcoming radio exhibition, or, failing
this, inspect catalogues of the various manu-

Firms marketing such components
are Burndept,, Lissen, Igranic, S. G. 13rown,
Magnum, GraWor, Magnum, Edison Hell and
possibly some others that do not occur to us
facturers.

at the moinent.-C.A,

All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 111d.

(inateur Wirek.n
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COULD YOU BUT SEE THEM
Not a day. not a post, without letters of praise
from satisfied users of the new

TUNEWELL DUAL COILS
From Brighton, the following :"My Mulford S.G.P.3 circuit mill

not

give

complete satisfaction. I think the coils are al fault,
would yours effect a cure I"

The coils were sent and acknowledged as

follows :-

"My set is nom very satisfactory, your coils have
given me plenty of volume and smooth reaction
control on both wave bands.

"I

am no longer troubled with uncontrollable
oscillation. They are really wonderful and I have
informed Messrs. Mullard of the great improvement they have made."

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY

Mr. S. W. Flood, the chief technical adviser to
the Scandinavian Broadcast Companies Official

Journal, has recently specified . our coils and

ILK chokes in his 2.S.G. set and pentode circuit,

The "Europa."
He 'says : "They are without doubt the finest

DUAL -RANGE COILS I have ever tested.
They are wonder coils, and I am specifying them
for my new circuits to be published,"

INSIST ON TUNEWELLS

PROMENADE concerts from the Queen's

Cardiff is to relay a concert given by the

and other stations on the following dates :
September 5, 7, 9, II, 13, 17, 20, 23 and z6;
from 5GB on September 6, 1o, 12, 14, 16,
18, 2,1, 24, 25, and 27.
Listeners to 5GB on September II will
hear a satire on suburban life entitled
Squirrel's Cage, by Tyrone Guthrie; it is

Pavilion, Llandaff Fields, on September 15.
The soloists will be Gwladys Naish
(soprano) and Melsa (violin).
Cafe au Lail, a condensed musical

Hall will be relayed by 2L0, 5XX, National Orchestra of Wales from the

comedy by Charles Brewer, is down for
broadcast from 5GB on September 16.
The scene is a coffee stall "up West" and

Prices: DUAL COILS, complete with
switches, panel mounting or 6 -pin base fitting,
10/6 each (Aerial or Anode) for Mullard
Clarion 3, Dominion 4, Broadcast Picture 4, etc.
Special pins for converting panel -mounting
type to 6 -pin base type 1/- per dozen. Six -pin
bases 2/- each. H.F. Chokes, 5/9 each.

also to be given from 2L0 and 5XX on the artistes taking part are Cyril Lidington,
the following day. Squirrel's Cage was Wynne Ajello, Alfred Butler, and Harold
broadcast last )March and met with great Clemence.
success.
Southport and Blackpool are to b.
2L0 on September 10 will broadcast represented in the "Famous Norther -

panel -mounting type with switches 10/6 each,

an "all -black" vaudeville programme, Resorts " programmes from the Norti
probably including the following artistes : Regional Stations on September Ir. ThcWilliams and Taylor, Jackson and Blake, former will supply a Municipal Band
Zaidee Jackson, and a coloured chorus.
concert under the direction of Fred Royle

Dual Range Coils for Bantam 3, Mullard
Master 3, Favourite 3, etc., 7/9 each; ditto.
Six -pm coils for 20/45 m. to 1,000/2,000 m. from

3/11 each. Two -pin coils all types, from 1/6
each.

Valve holder fitting coils for Cossor, Lissen,

etc.: Dual Range 10/6 each; separate types
from 3/11 each.

'

SEND FOR LISTS

TURNER & CO.,
54 Station Rd., New Southgate, N.11

Olympia : STAND No. 95
11111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111

The Cure for Clicks!
Bad contacts account
for unwanted noises.
Get rid of them by using " Ciix."

CLIX PARALLEL PLUG
A resilient plug of great utility
giving quick, firm and per- ,
feet contact. Red and Black 2a.
CLIX TERMINAL BRACKET

A ready means of converting
permanent connections to
the plug and socket system la.

The following colonies- will be repre- and an entertainment by the famous

sented in a "Colonial" vaudeville pro- Busses o' th' Barn.

gramme. from 2L0 and 5XX- on SeptemInverness is to ,provide a big broadcas'
ber 14: Australia (Albert Whelan), New for all Scotland on September ro; on this
Zealand (Keith Wilbur), South Africa date the first of the famous balls in con(Kerslova and Noel Eadie), and also nection with the Northern Meeting takes
place. The first part of the programme will
Canada,
On September 13 the 5GB studio will be a relay of some of the reel music from
broadcast a " match -making medley" en- the ball and some Scottish dance music at
titled Romance Un!imiled, by Dorothy its very best. The event is unique of its
Eaves. Well-known broadcasting artistes kind, and listeners will be given a very
taking part in this programme are Alfred true impression of the atmosphere of this
Butler, Phyliss Lones, John Rorke, Colleen gathering.
Clifford, George Buck, Edith James, and
The German authorities have decided
Jack Venables.
to equip some 3,000 railway station waiting Newcastle on September 12 is to broad- rooms and restaurants with wireless recast a special Irish programme, sponsored ceiyers in order to give passengers a

by Alderman Sir John Fitzgerald, D.L., broadcast service of news bulletins and
J.P., who has been both. Sheriff and Lord musical entertainments. The installation
Mayor of Newcastle, and is one of the most will also be used for announcing the
prominent Irishmen in the north of Eng- departure and arrival of trains.
land. Irish artistes taking part are Joan
The new broadcasting plant destined to
Vincent (soprano),, D'Arcy Woolven (bari- the Ecole Superieure station may be heard
tone), and Denis O'Neil (entertainer).
carrying out tests during the luncheon
Winners at the Royal National Eistedd- hour. Between 12.3o and 1.3o p.m. lis-

fod of Wales, Liverpool,

1929,

arc to teners may notice that the transmissions

broadcast a concert from Cardiff on are frequently heard on higher power.
Eor use with Parallel plugs or September 14. They are Ethel Gomer
For the first time, oh Saturday after-.
standard valve
Lewis (mezzo-soprano), Ben Jones (bariand coil sockets ld. & lid. tone), Edmund Hopkins (violin), the noon, August 24, an 'exclusive broadcast
from England to Germany took place,
CLIX PARALLEL SOCKETS

CLIX

21
VARIETIES
of perfect aids to contact are illus-

Penybont Quartet, and the Cory Silver when, by arrangement with the B.B.C.,
Band (conducted by J. G. Dobbing).
Frankfurt, Hamburg, and Stuttgart re-

To celebrate the anniversary of the birth layed a description of the England v. Gerof Antonin Dvorak on September 8, the many athletic meeting from Stamford
LECTRO LINX, LTD. North Regional Stations will broadcast a Bridge. The commentary was given by.
254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, SAVA programme of this great composer's works, Dr. Laven, Sports Communicator of the
played by the Northern Wireless Orchestra Sudwestdeutsche Broadcasting Company,
under the direction of T. H. Morrison. and relayed to Germany by telephone lines
`261, OLYMPIA Percy Bilebury (tenor) will sing some and submarine table. This transmission
trated in our New Felder " A.W."

CLIX WILL BE ON

'STAND

gipsy and biblical songs by Dvorak.

was not broadcast to British 'listeners.
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BLUEPRINTS Copies of
Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless" sets and "

RAYMOND'S

RADIOGRAMS

of all these sets can be obtained
at Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free.

(Continued)

28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Notwithstanding the fact that the cost 27 &Come
to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d, each)
of a licence in Germany is more than This address is at the oack of Daly's
Theatre Phones Gerrard 4637 and 2821
A Daventry-Local Crystal Set ..
AW1S5 double that paid by the English listener,
ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
statistics
show
that
the
total
number
of
WE ARE OPEN CASH ORDERS
AW14o
Beginner's One-valver
registered licence -holders in Germany ALL DAY SATUTHDAY
Reinartz One
. WM127
OVER 25/ DAY THURSDAY
.
WM153
The A.1 ..
exceeds Great Britain by some 400,000. ALL
ALL OAT EVERYDAY
Quoted
for at
TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
9 a.m. to 8p.m
In ratio to population, however, whereas Hours
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Special Prices
AW;59.
East to West Short -woe Two (D, Trans)__
England shovis 20 per Cent., only 14 per Sunday morning 11-1
AWt71
Beginner's Two (D, Trans) Send Detailed List
AW186 cent. of the Germans are interested in
1929 Favourite Two (D, Trans)
AW190
.
Loud -speaker America Two
..
Handsome Polished Oak Speaker CABINETS
AW194 broadcast programmes.
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
13x13a6
AW198
.
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode)
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Trans)
With the opening of its new television
Meteor Two (0, Trans) ..
WMII4
PO
Clipper Two (D, Trans) ..
station on the outskirts of Washington,
Twinflex (Reflex) ..
D.C.,
the
Jenkins
Television
Company
has
izz
Continental Two (D, Trans)
WM143
BLUE in =
WMI55 announced that it will provide daily teleStay -put Two (All -AC, D, Trans)
WM156
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) .
.
SPOT ligi-P/"I
vision transmission for wireless experi06K UNIT. LATEST MODEL
THREE -VALVE SETS (13, each)
4 POLE ADJUSTABLE
All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Tram)
..
AW158 menters.

.

.

.

12/11

WWM138MI35

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) , .
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans), price 4d., free
.
with copy of "AW"
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans)
, .
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans)

Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans

AW16o

AW169
AW17z
AW175
AW179

AW189
or D, RC, Trans)
..
, . AW192
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
AW196
James dual -range Three (HF,D,Tran;).
All -wave Screen -grid Three (HF, D Trans) .. WM1 to
.. WM117
Standard Coil Three (HF, D Trans) ..
WMtzo
Wide -world Short -waver (SC,, D, 'Frans)
. WM123
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)
WM124
.
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM t 29
Lodestone Three (HF, D 'Trans)
'Simple Screen Three (Hl D, Trans)
WM131
WM t 36
..
Dynamic Three (SG, U, 'Frans)
.. WM141
'At Home Three (D, zRC)
..
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
WM; sz
Ilinowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
.. WM r 57
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
.

FOUR -VALVE SETS (is, 6d. each)
.. AW133
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, z Trans)
Touchstone
D, RC, 'Frans)
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Tram)
Standard -coil Four (HF, 0, 211C)
Dominions Four (2SG, D, Trans)

WNlio9

.,
..

WM119

WMrzz

., WM134

The Drum Major (HF, D, RC, 'Trans)..

WIVH37

..

Music Player (HF, D. BC. 'Traris)
'Arrow (SG, HF, 0, Trans)

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s.
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 211C)
.

WM144
. WM154
6d. each)

. WM130
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push.. WM146
.
pull) .

SIX -VALVE SETS (is, 6d, each)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans)

AW67 5

Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Trans)

AMPLIFIERS

(1s. each)

"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC)
Searcher Unit (HF)
..
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.)
Signal Booster (l -IF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier

WAlson
AWx62
AW176
AW1-87

.
.,WM128

MISCELLANEOUS Oh eaCh)
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)

. , AWto

AW123
L.T. and HT. Mains Unit (D.C.)
Listener's Speaker, price 4d. free with copy of
AW 170
"A.W."

Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker (Full...AW177A
size)

AW178

D.C. Unit (HT)

AW183
Short-wave Adaptor (t v,)
A 19 t
High-tension Battery Charger ..
Mains Unit for S 8 Valves
..
AW193
AVVz95
Scratch filter (6d.)
. ,
AWi97
Simplest H.T. Unit (1/-)
WM8z
Universal Short-wave Adaptor ..
..
WMi25
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
WM1z6
Lodestone Loud -speaker
,,
WMI33
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Five
.. WM 4o
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
WM147
WMI49
A.C. Mains Amplifier
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM151
,

PORTABLE SETS

Arcadian Portable (SG D, z Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWt 77

/6
1/6

..
AWiSi
£5.5.0 Portable (D. Trans)
Talisman Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. AW184
AW; 88
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM 39
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC) .. WM14;

WM148
Picnic Portable (0, RC, Trans) ..
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Tram) WM150

5S-61 LOFET

sudden illness are Hilversum, Huizen, and
Vienna.

1/6

E.ANE
C

BLUE SPOT,
CABINET,The

I TRIOTRON
Post 1/3

35/11

CHASSIS,
CONE.

UNIT

Nett

Nett. Cash.

Lot postlt/¢ Ua.sKh

Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS.

READY TO
USE.
In Handsome
Cabinet.
Receives London

The Spanish Government has called for

proposals for the reorganisation of the
broadcasting system in that country. The
scheme calls for eighteen transmitters,
including one high -power station (about

20 kilowatts) at Madrid, The provincial
stations (with the exception of Barcelona)

will vary in power from 500 watts to
3 kilowatts, It is also suggested that a
40 -kilowatt short-wave station should be
erected in the Spanish capital. To provide
an income for the broadcasting company,
the listener's licence will be fixed at
4 pesetas per annum for a crystal set and

20 pesetas for valve receivers, with an
additional tax of 5 per cent. on all wireless
components.

5GB, 5XX, and

many Continental Stations.
Many testimonials.

NO COILS TO
CHANGE.

SWITCH ON --THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT
or BRITAIN'S FAV. 3 CIRCUIT

Above shows you Cabinet and Panel (but 2 5.11. Dials on
Sets), Dual Range Coils, all parts on Baseboard,
Battery Leads, 3 Dull Emitter Valves. Tested.
O.R. Tax Paid. Carr. and Packing,. 3/6 Set.

65/.

N Err. CASH

With 3 MULLARD Valves, 84!..

TALISMAN
2 EASY TERMS
KIT OF PARTS.
4.W., Aug. 3rd- SET READY TO USE

1/005 S.M. Condenser, .0002 55
action, 2 Spring V,R., .0002 and

-eries Clip, 2-meg., Wearite Tans[Ian COl I 7/6, H.F. Choke, Lotus.
L.F., Type "J" Forme, P.P.8w Rots.
Nand, Strip, S Engraved Tannins

With Valves.
In American Tyne Cabinet

H,T. Bittery
100
n v.
L V. L.T. Battery
is' Baseboard, Wire" I'lege. ail'. Cabinet Speaker with
49/6
Cash Post Free Cone Unit, Aerial.-.
Complete Ready to use in American
Type Cabinet, Power and Detector 19 EQUAL PAY,, li /6
MENTS OF '
Valves, Tested, Tax Paid. j 0 I_

THE BEST 2 YET
According to statistics published by the Carriage 2/6.
OVER 10/- (U.K.) SEND ORDER. PAY
International Telegraph Union, there are C.O.D. POSTMAN. IF RAIL, NEAREST
STATION. PLEASE WRITE PLAINLY
958 official broadcasting stations in the
ne uiarion n.0 s, with
CLARION
S.0.3 Handsome
world. This number does not take into
American Type
at
rouge
OAK
CABINET, S.G., B.F.
iteZtL."7;:::
account certain countries such as RUssia, C191., with Reaction (Tunewell, and Power
Valves, large
simile. 1046; Aerial, 19,3.
capacity MT. Battery, LT.
from which full details were not available, Sprung
V.la. et
Formoditto, Oak Cone Speaker.
/-

1

3

and does not include many short- and

long -wave transmitters from which wireless
telephony is broadcast,

2/..

aoe

1/1..

land., 2/6.

.01

a -mew. I,
-tn. ELF, Chose, 5h. n. E. Cho.,
VS.
L. F , Lotus or Trivia Radio-.

,s3sest T.C.C., 1/9.
grand,' 2,1:1

oi

Aerial Equipment.

THIS IS A SET OF
PARTS NOT MADE
UP.

1497 Ebonite Panel. Screen, 813(1.
8 Terminals.
Push -pall Switch,

12

Flex. Flags. Wire 2 8.5. Dials.

Ekco Mains Units -Referring to our
notes on page 218 of the August 24. issue

it should be noted that the A,C. Model
L.T.I Only supplies low-tension current
from the mains, and not high-tension as

In our illustrations, the uppermost

TER L

NDON

Of the Continental stations, the only
studios which have adopted the SOS
broadcast in the event of accidents or

116
a/ -

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS

orchestral, and instrumental numbers occupied 36,000 minutes, and dance music
took up 31,515 minutes.

1/6

1/ -

OR

1928 sent out 18,416 songs, which took up
minutes of its time. Classical,

55,248

well. The model C2A supplies both high and low-tension current from the mains.

116

BALANCED ARMATURE

3L0, at Melbourne, Australia, during

is

Model CIA, also for high- and low-tension

from the mains, while the lower picture
shows the Model LTi, supplying lowtension only.

Theel rLot
70 = ctit);.*
Cosh.

1 3/6

',go Fro.

COIL -1 unewett Dual,

MONTHLY

PAYMENTS OF

Dunes 3, Bole; Clarion
Anode,10/6 tAerial (Tunewell),10/6 ; Wearite Talisman, 7/6.
FS-Brown's
"
Vee"
Unit,
25/.
; Chassis,^IN.,; OrUNI
mond 4 -pole Unit 12'6 ; Watmel ditto, 18/6 pChassis, 12/6;
17/6 ; Lissen
Blue Spot 66K- ditto, 25/-; Triotron
Super Unit, 15/-; Do. Gramophone Unit, 13/-; Raymond

Bal. Arm., 10/11 ;

;

B.T.H. Pick-up Tone -Ann, 45/.

;

Cathedral Tone Cone Unit, 13111.

pp, and Our
CATALOG U E 1 /- 144
refunded first 10/

L. rilet

OF PARTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
SETS, SPEAKERS, ELIMINATORS,
EASY TERMS
- ON
ANYTHING OVER £3
SEND DETAILED LIST

State what you can pay and we will endeavour to meet
your wishes oivterms.

RAYMOND'S ADVERTISEMENT

Sept.

OF THE WEEK

BROADCASTING - IN
GERMANY

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)

Double Programmes at Last

Queen's Hall promenade concert-Wagner.
to A vaudeville programme.
i Running commentary of the St. Leger.
tz Squirrel's Cage, a play.
13 Queen's Hall promenade concert-Beethoven
ca

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Sept.

SEPTEMBER 7, 1929
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CHIEF EVENTS

o

to

at

az

t3

A vaudeville programme.
Queen's Hall promenade concert-Haydn and
Mozart.
Squirrel's Cage, a play.
A symphony concert.
" Romance Unlimited," a match -making med-

ley by Dorothy Eaves.

Sept. la

A concert from Blackpool.

Sept. ao

The Grenadier,

Sept.

Samson and Delilah, an opera by Ferdinand

ABERDEEN
play by George Reston

Malloch.

BELFAST
a3

Lcmaire.

ANUMBER of welcome changes , and
improvements have been made in' the
Berlin broadcasting programmes since the
new manager, Dr. Flesch, has taken charge.
The- most outstanding novelty is the adoption of a new plan according to which double
programmes are transmitted regularly, from
Berlin. In fact, whereas the Konigswusterhausen transmitter formerly was content with
it now sends out an entirely independent programme, so that wireless listeners in Berlin
even with simple crystal sets have two programmes to choose from. Moreover, even
those thousands of listeneis in other parts- of
Germany and abroad who have been in the
habit of receiving the "Deutschland!' transmitter with relatively simple sets sidq by side

with their local transmitters will be benefited by henceforth receiving anothei pro-

literary value. In fact, this is a case of overcoming one difficulty experienced in wireless,

viz., the question as to how to get over the
exclusive broadcasting of "first nighfs" and
nothing beyond..
Other new developments of- Berlin pro:'

grammes comprise the transmission of artistic
gramophone records, now a regular feature of
afternoon programmes: also the orchestra of
the Berlin broadcasting.house is being resorted

to more often than, previously in its inn
strength to entertain listeners. , Talks will no

longer follow on one another without any

break throughout the late afternoon, but will

be made more attractive by half an hour's

musical interlude. The Press Review has been
resumed. Still-pictuie broadcasting .has like-

THE NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA=
SIFT 25,(XT 5

wise been extended by the addition of one or
two transmissions daily.

11.414

ADMISSION 1/6 Deny
Row

he

/41061 u0 '011m 1,6

are

head

chargel

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
,tcna fides of edvertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system ef deposit which it is recemmended
should be adopted -by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the.amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of 21
end under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons net resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot La
accepted), addressed to
Postal

"AMATEUR W IRLLESS, ' ' A D V ER fISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 Ferrell LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
' PATENTIL-Trade Marks, Ad. e Handbook tree.-R. T. King, Reg I.
Patent Agent, 140 Qiteen Victoria Street, London.

DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF.

that the vogue of the portable set appears hausen now repeats some particularly imporbroadcasts on the day following their
'to be steadily increasing on the beach or tant
transmission from Witzleben, thus enabling
with picnic parties.
them to be even better appreciated with a
keener understanding of their musical or

1

this

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

gramme arranged on quite independent
As a result of observations taken in the lines.
north of Scotland during the holiday
A novel feature that was notable from the
season, the B.B.C. is led to the conclusion very first days of August is that Konigswuster-

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

duplicating the Witzleben evening programmes,

MANCHESTER

a

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal, etc.
1/, A.W., Anon Ltd., Jersey, England.

Trans 'era giving

Sample and catalogue

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient Showeard

Writer. . We train you by
specialized Sales Department.

post and sell your work through our
Show Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin,

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY
Layton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cslls,
SI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly.
1 -cell,
6 .41

6-cell,

12-cell,

PI
31 ...
...
-- Easeful"FiCer
SI
6a..
3/. -.
.:4 -pint 1/-; Pint I/6.

30resit.

.

5/3

.1.

14/.
12/.

Post 3d extra

Send lid. stampfor booklet giving fall partica'ars to-

THE LEYTON BATTERY Co,
305

CHURCH ROAD

-

LEYTON

E.10

INQU E RS

SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

Singuers tell you the enact state of your aCeumulators
and warn you when they need recharging ; you can't
fool a hinguer I Just drop them in and leave them to it.
They last for ever.
1/- per carton from most dealers or 113 post free tram
actual makers:
PIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO., Oakhill Road, Sutton.

ASIMEMMIEM

/

,Foi4613es

W

(THE ISE/T IN THE WEPT)

ell LIM STREET. LEICESTER SQUARE. 1.07.00ELITEJL

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
PENDULUM PATENT

fi

STROPPER

'-4

There is plain
science behind
the
"Pendulum." It has the right vigil

Old blades made
new again with

a few mule

strokes.

No need now to

tired or
N. discard
worn
blke.

clips,the right strop material,

the right stropping angle and vca get
the right shaving edge. (3 Gillette pat-

tern blades tree to each customer).
Send now. W. A. RICHARDSON,
16 Luca* ht., Stockton-on-Tees.
wwWWIIMENEWWWww!

USE

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome,

will be

Uf.121

...pater 74/..RoNollocle

OPEN
TILL. 7 PM.
WRITE !OR eon 00.1.1.0001

POMO, 0a 00110 0.0141

STARTLING
DEVELOPMENT
In Electrical Reproduction of Gramophone
Records shortly
to
be
announced by the firm known as the
Pioneers of All -electric. Bets."

" THE a NOVOTONE' IS COMING"

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

TREBLE

'4 DUTY TERM MAAS

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK 6 S
c
EELEX HOU

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to - Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

L ROW LONDON E.C.I

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau- should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Incorporating Westinghouse IVIe:al

Fcr Multi -Valve Receivers
No

47/6

Rectifier.

No valves.

expensive replacements.
Components from

11 FOR A.C.
MAINS
LOW TENSION

SUPPLY
UNITS
HIGH TENSION
Guaranteed silent.

"WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
The Big British Wireless Monthly

2, 4 or 6 volts at
art amp.
No renewals.
No attention.
Complete Units frog,

1,1001,11teCa

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL AGAINST CASH

THE TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., Dalton Street, West Norwood. S.E.27.

mateur

47/6

'Phone: Streatham 673r.

viersi

COUPON
Availableuntil Saturday,
SEPTEMBER 14, 1929

SEPTEMBER 7, 1929
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Lotus Variable
Condensers in all

capacities from
S; -

Set makers who use Lotus compo-

Lotus Reaction
Condensers in all
capacities from

nents find their sets more easy to

4, 9

assemble, their

connections made

with greater speed and certainty.
Lotus components are neat, strong
and good. They are made so securely
and well that any set constructed

from them will leap into life and
responsiveness.

Lotus are leaping ahead !

Lotus Drum Dials,

Dual and Single with
/7 without condensers

Watch the increasing numbers of

from 9/ -

Lotus components in the wireless
windows. Lotus are increasing daily

in popularity and are keeping con-

stantly abreast of radio requirements.
Take advantage of the guaranteed

high quality of Lotus and remem-

ber to get Lotus when you buy
components.
Lotus
Hclue,
Labe

for A.G. i aZ:,s

113

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

From all Radio Dealers

PDTUS
COMPONENTS
Made in one of the most modern radio factories in
Great Britain

THE

NATIONAL RADIO

By GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, LIVERPOOL

EXI-IIBITION

OLYMPIAT:111
SDF7iDCTi HALO 10P1.1

ADMISSION 1/6 DAILY

Mum Lm N 001 0101.de

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

SEPTEMBER 7, 1929
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emateur Wirele.D.

STILL BLUE SPOT 66K
Blue Spot 66K is still acclaimed as the finest
loudspeaker unit pioduced.

But be sure that the unit you buy is a genuine
Blue Spot,, any unit offered to you in a plain
box as a Blue. Spqt Unit is not a blue bpot, and
will not give Blue Spot results.

Be sure you get

the genuine Blue Spot Unit with the 12 months
guaraniee, retailed in a specially designed carton

as illustrated above, clearly marked with the
price 25/- and the Blue Spot trade mark.
Insist on the genuine .article-the unit that has
given a new meaning to faithful reproduction.
-

F. A. HUGHES f3 CO., LIMITED 204.6 Gt. Portland St., London, W.I
TelephOne Museum S630 (4 lines)
Distributors

NorilTem EngTatU:1, Scotland and NOTth Wales: H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD., 100 LONDON
ROAD SHEFFIELD. (Telephone: Sheffield 26006.) 185 PRINCES STREET, MANCHESTER. (Telephone: Manchester City 3329.)

Printed in England. ,Published by Pernatd Jones Publications, Ltd., 58(61 Fetter Lane, London, E.0

Sole Agents fcl: South Air:ca ; C I MEAL

s ACkt CY, LIMI1 D. Sole Agents for Australasia: GORDON & GOWN, 'LIMITED.

Saturday, Septanaber 7, tun,

AMATEUR WIRELESS, SEPT 2, )13E 2 14, 19:9

Every
Thursdauk)
s

-

turday. Septem114r 14, 1929

V. No. 379

)16

H.F. CHOKE

-FUSE

DET

VALVE.--

L.F.

'VALVES
APERIODIC

L..F
F.

AERIAL

HEAVY

COIL

L.F. Raw

GRID COIL

TRANS" REACTIO
COIL

REACTION GOND SR
Registered at the C.P.O. as a Newspaper
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as Britannia

As British

AT
OLYMPIA
Sept. 23
to Oct. 3
STANDS
213-4-5

Price

25

with Cords
Chassis (with 12"
Cone)

151 -

-

Overloading
impossible
*

*

*

Cannot chatter or
distort

*

*

*

Instantly fixed to
Brown Chassis --a

The Sensational

c

NEW

ti,
"VEE" UNIT
" Re-creates

the

Living

Advt.. 6. G. Brown, Ltd, Western Ave, N. Avon, Lond:n W.3

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

complete

loud

speaker in 2 mins.
*

*

*

Widest frequency
range of any Unit
*

*

*

Utilises entirely
new

*

principles
*

*

Ask your Dealer
to demonstrate

Artistes "
2,5

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929
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OLDHAM Triple
"Girder -built" Plates

with

Oldham "Faithful Service " Accumulators give more programme
hours on every re -charge. This is because their Triple " Girder -

built " plates have three times the active service of mass type
plates. Oldham Triple Plates are immensely strong-they are
built like battleships-braced and strengthened to an almost
indestructible rigidity. They will not buckle. Even when unused
for long periods they resist sulphation to a remarkable degree.

Oldham Triple plates - made under the famous Special
Activation Process-save you money. They cut down the
expense of frequent re -charging. They give
longer service and more listening. Your dealer
stocks Oldham Accumulators. Ask him to show
you one to -day.

0.V.D.

I.V.D.

U.V.D.

2 -volt 10 amp.

2 -volt 20 amp. hrs. (actual).
specially recommended for

2 -volt 40 amp.

hrs. (actual)

OLDHAM & SON, LTD,

Denton, Manchester.
Denton 301 (4 lines)

5r6

the Cossor Melody Maker

9, All fitted with free

hrs. (actual)

1.41 -

all -metal carriers.

Telephone

London Office:
40 Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C.1
Telephone . Terminus 4446 (3 lines)
Glasgow Depot: 200 St. Vincent Street
Telephone
Central 4015
62 Moor Street
Birmingham Depot:
Central 3131
Telephone

" Faithful Service"
F t .01

Ii

CE

ACCUMULATORS
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of !`A.W." with Your Order

mattur Wird/LI

herds
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ivonderfut

NfWvakel
thrill awaits you
when you try the wonderful New Cossor. It gives results
that you never thought possible.
Stich exquisite sweetness of
ANEW

tone-such amazing range-

such colossal volume. Whether

your Set is old or up-to-date,
you need the wonderful New
Cossor. Go to your Wireless
Dealer- to-day-ask him to

demonstrate this sensational
Cossor Valve. Hearing is believing-you'll understand then
the reason why manufacturers

of Receiving Sets throughout
the country are standardising
on the New Cossor this Season.

Your
will

Wireless

Dealer

give you free of

charge a 32 -page booklet explaining all the

technic al advantages

of the new Cossor filament-the n e w con-

struction-and the new

process.

C7hoesN E
Cossor
sold in

10,000

A. C.: Omer Ltd., Rigldmry Owe. London, N.E.,

Wireless Shops

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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That Show Feeling-Thunder and Lightning !-Multi-lingual Mark !King's English Again-Alive After 6,000 Volts-The Coming. Regional
That Show Feeling-Are you getting
the "urge " to visit the Radio Show ? If so,
dOn't resist it, because the Exhibition this
year promises to be better than ever. If
you go, take the Show Issues of AMATEUR

WIRELESS as a guide to show you the
positions of the stands and the good things
to see. If you live too far from Olympia,
then make sure of your Show Issues and in

the comfort of your own armchair tour
Olympia in spirit, if not in flesh.

1

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
Will be a

Concerts at the Queen's Hall were safe

ous storms have occurred in various parts
of England during the last fortnight, and
houses have been struck and damaged by
lightning. In no cases, however, was the

damage attributed to the presence of a
wireless set and, for once, the daily Press

with plans and a stand -to -stand review.
If you intend making a visit the issue
will be indispensable for reference. If
you cannot attend, "A.W." will tell you
about all that is new in radio.

motor -horn in the orchestra."-" Beach-

Special Show Issue will be full of inter-

esting constructional and general articles. Constructional details of two new
sets, which are sure to be very popular,
will be included :

The Knife-edge Three, by J. H.
'Reyner, a receiver specially designed for giving a high degree of

the "radio risk." As a matter of fact, the

selectivity, and

standing on the subject of lightning and
radio risks.

.

but erosion has begun. Even that strong-

refrained from splashing big headings about

question was gone into very thoroughly in
a recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS
(No. 377), and there need be no misunder-

.

COMPLETE GUIDE ;WE SHOW

In addition this Greatly Enlarged

Thunder and Lightning!-Some seri-

Broadcast Hoots-As the "Proms."

are being broadcast, the following has a
radio interest : " I thought the Promenade

The Clarion All -electric Three, a
receiver designed by the "A.W."
Technical Staff. It is the ever popular " Clarion Three " modified
to operate from A.C. mains.
NISil

hold of sanity is toppling. There is a
comber" in the Daily Express.

Alive After 6,000 Volts-Most amateurs
jump a few feet if they accidentally get a
short from the mains when tinkering with
eliminators ! This voltage is seldom in
excess of 250 and quite an unpleasant kick
can be obtained. And yet a Norwich boy is

still -alive after coming in contact with

6,000 -volt cables. He was badly burned,
but the current did not prove fatal. It will

be interesting to know just what is the
highest voltage which can safely be
withstood.

The Coming Regional-As the date
draws near when Brookmans Park will be
putting up a dual programme, anxiety is
increasing on the part of some owners of
old sets as to the degree of selectivity which

Multi-lingual Mark!-Mark Ham- still be pronounced differently by people will be required in order 'to bring in the
bourg is taking the star part in a new in the north and south of England ! alternatives free of mutual interferenCe. A

But the standard pronunciation has been number of selectivity tips have already
four separate versions are made in Eng- fixed to rhyme with "lass," which will been given in AMATEUR WIRELESS, and
some special receivers have been designed,
lish, French, German, and Russian. Mark please the poets if no one else.
Hambourg has therefore had to do Mfolictoo,,:Pacmcicateatc?It7,t.e:7)0 such as Mr. Reyner's " Knife-edg.,
Three" for next week's issue. It is
a lot of language learning. But is
this achievement as great as that
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS PACE 5 more than probable that many
amateurs will have to make some
of the announcer of PCJ, whereat §
283
alterations in order to cope with
the broadcasts to the chief countries § Current Topics ..
284
the new situation.
of Europe are made by one man in 5 The Show Secrets Revealed ..
285 §
Experiments with Loud -speakers
the separate languages ?
§ Gramophone Amplifiers and Surface Noise .. 286
Deafening Millions-Mr. S. C.
talkie dealing with the life of Beethoven and

-

King's English Again - The

Receiving without L.T. Batteries

B.B.C. pronunciation cranks have
My Wireless Den
been at it again and a new guide for § On Your Wavelength ..'
announcers has been issued, includ- 5 The Berlin Radio Exhibition
ing a number of commonly -used 5 For the Newcomer
..

words. They had a bit of trouble

over "ass" which they were not sure 5
whether to pronounce long as §

"pass " and " grass," or short as
"lass!! And, an ass being a
stupid thing, and "ass" being a
stupid word they had half a mind

to let it follow its own course and

5
5
5
5
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Some Unusual Valves
..
..
..
Without Fear or Favour
Operating the " All -wave High-mag. 3"
New Long -life Valves
"A.W." Tests of Apparatus ..
Improving Moving -coil Sensitivity ..
Our Information Bureau

NEXT WEEK --A Specially Enlarged Issue
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H. Davis, that well-known person-

ality in the motoring world, who
§
5

5
5
5

flew in a "Moth" to broadcast T.T.
car race results from Glasgow,
has

met the

microphone

more

than once. He says " on that
earlier occasion, the particular example I used had near it a
notice something like this : If you
sneeze you will deafen millions.'

Ever since I have had a great desire to get in one good sneeze the
moment I see the instrument."

A Complete Guide to the Show

entateur Wirdes)
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THE question which is on the lips of A.C. mains valves. Directly -heated valves

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929

As you will gather at the Exhibition,

are so simple to work and install that they however, other types of loud -speaker are -by
Olympia opens its doors for the Radio bring all -mains -operation well within the no means " dead as the dodo." At least two
Exhibition on Monday week, what progress scope .of manufacturers of quite cheap prominent makers have done great things,
with cone units of the balanced -armature
will be revealed and what will the manu- receivers.
Everyone seems to be turning towards types and you can quite take it for granted
facturers offer for the coming season?

every radio "fan"

is this : When

It is not at first sight obvious in what the mains for " juice," and rightly, too. that if you have a.gooddiaphragm assembly,
Manufacturers of mains units, both for H.T. then there will be no lack of a good unit
because last year we had pentodes and and L.T., will reap the benefit of their to fit to it.
Reverting once again to valves and
indirectly -heated A.C. valves as newcomers perseverance; most of the units offered
and these brought in their train greater employ dry metal rectifiers, and are, there- battery problems, it is common knowledge
that changes are taking place behind the
popularity for three-valvers employing the fore, entirely trouble -free.
directions developments have taken place,

Moving -coil loud -speakers are enjoying scenes with the valve manufacturers. Large,
new five -electrode valve in the last stage,
increasing popularity and on one or two sums of money are being spent and new
and for all mains -operated receivers.
Now, without going into detail, it may stands it will be noticeable that attention plant being put down for the manufacture
safely be predicted that a review of the has been turned towards bettering the of new valves. The laboratories have been.
stands will show how manufacturers have permanent magnet type of moving -coil at work during the past year and while
there is no possibility of the cost of valves
directed their efforts towards prochning instrument.
Of course, it needs careful design in order coming down (despite rumours heard in
really portable portables, and to the perfection of super radio -gramophones, opera- to get a, satisfactory flux density at the some quarters), the quality is better than
ting in many cases entirely from A.C. mains. poles as great as that with an accumulator - ever. British valves certainly lead the
In many cases you will find that it is supplied or mains -supplied pot. But many world, a fact of which we ought to be very
possible to buy a set which can, with but makers seem to be tackling the problem proud. The laboratory work has been
slight alteration, be made mains or battery from the right direction and hence the connected chiefly with that crucial element
operated. Largely this is due to our new- reason for more than ever a number of in the valve-the filament.
comers for this year, the directly -heated movin g -coils .
(Continued on page 312)

SOME REPRESENTATIVE SHOW FEATURES
(1) Philips all -electric receiver ; (2) Westinghouse multi -volt power transformer for H.T. and L.T. ; (3) Mullard filament transformer ;
(4) Varley heavy-duty push-pull input transformer ; (5) G .E .C. cabinet speaker ; (6) Exide unspillable battery ; (7) Ferranti moving -coil
speaker; (8) R.I. three -valve all -electric set ; (9) G.E.C. three -valve A.C. set
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Thermion on What Can be Done with Old Horn and Cone Instruments
EVERY loud -speaker that comes into
my hands is liable in the course of its
career to suffer more changes in its shape

and general make-up than is the most
devoted feminine patron of the beauty
parlour; for I am one of those who can
never handle any wireless component
without experiencing a desire to effect
improvements in it. Sometimes the experi-

a garden syringe fitted with a single -jet best horn speaker of moderate size that
nozzle. Quite a moderate pressure upon they have ever heard.
the handle causes water to squirt out for
Though the makers would not recognise
many yards; since the diameter of the it in its present form, it is, in fact, one of
piston (which corresponds to the loud- the original Amplion Junior speakers, very
speaker's diaphragm) is much greater than much altered as the result of numerous
that of the orifice, the syringe acts as a experiments. Perhaps you remember that
kind of hydraulic transformer with a step- particular model? It reclined in a semi up ratio. In the same way there is a horizontal position, the reproducing unit
pneumatic step-up between the pressure being attached to a small conical horn
chamber and the horn of the kind of loud- some ro in. in length. In its present form

ments arc successful; sometimes matters
are neither better nor worse as a result of
them; sometimes they do not produce the speaker under discussion.

But the experimenter
' enjoys his pudding, if I may so put it, Horns and Tone
desired effects.

quite as much in the cooking as in the

Everyone knows that unless the horn is

at least 16 ft. in length it is a matter of
impossibility for it to produce real bass
Improvement Possible
notes; but not everyone realises that the
Loud -speakers of all kinds form the quality obtainable from a horn loudsubject of a very great number of experi- speaker depends enormously upon the
ments of mine, and in many cases I can shape and size of the pressure chamber and
claim to have produced very marked and the shape of the horn. I have had in

it is so mounted that the diaphragm is

horizontal instead of being almost vertical,
and the shape of the pressure chamber has
been considerably altered. The horn,

which is 34 in. in length, is made of very
thick papier mache and its shape is truly
exponential. The driving mechanism must
be at least eight years old. Its magnets
have been gingered up at intervals, but it
has been otherwise untouched. You will
appreciate now what I meant when I said
definite improvements in their perform- operation now for several years an instru- that many of the old driving units were
ances. This is particularly true in the case ment which my friends agree is the very better acoustically than their driven parts.
eating.

of some of the older models, whose driving
units were infinitely better from an acoustic

point of view than the parts which they
drove.

-

Let me expound this saying. The driv-

HAVE YOU NOTICED
-how much better, from the
point of view of quality, the

But the average reader will probably be
more interested in experimenting with
speakers of the cone type, and for a very

transmissions are

good reason ; pressure chambers and horns

than the ordinary studio music
from Radio -Paris ? This is no

turn out reasonably good cones of different

ing part in the ordinary horn loud -speaker
is an enlarged telephone receiver with its

gramophone

magnets, wire -wound bobbins, and diaphragm. The driven part here is the air
which fills the pressure chamber (the

doubt due to the pick-up and

cavity between the upper side of the

diaphragm and the top of the case enclosing

the movement) and the horn. The horn
itself does not, or should not, vibrate; it is
the air in the two places mentioned which

acted upon by the diaphragm and

amplifier going straight to the

transmitter, instead of via an
intermediary, the microphone,
which, although being of a wellknown make, is not up to British
standard.

caused to set up sound waves that travel
to the ears of listeners.
What actually happens is this. The
diameter of the .pressure chamber is com-

-how the German studio dance
bands differ from those we are
used to in England ? It would
seem that they are ordinary
orchestras adapted for the time

paratively large, being as big as, or slightly
bigger than, that of the diaphragm. The

being for syncopated music.

only outlet is the small neck at the top

that Marseilles should be pronounced "Marsales," and yet
Calais "Cal -eh " ?

is

over which the horn fits. The effect produced is not unlike that observable with

Cone -speaker Modifications

-that the B.B.C. has decided

are difficult to make, whilst anyone can

sizes, shapes, and weights. And experiments with some of the older cone -type
instruments are very well worth while.
The driving units of many of these are
beautiful pieces of work, electrically and
mechanically. They are, in fact, capable
of far better reproduction than is often
possible with their existing free or fixed edged cones of large size. Even if the cone
after long service retains its original shape,

improvements can be made; and there
must be thousands of such speakers in the
country the quality of whose reproduction
has fallen off since the diaphragms have
become dented, cracked, warped, or even
torn in course of time.
(Continued at foot of nest page)
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Gramophone
inplifiers and
Surface ?Norse
Some Hints on Eliminating Unwanted Sounds
A NUMBER of amateurs appear to corresponding side of the transformer out- will necessarily affect the reproduction of
1i. regard a considerable amount of put. This lead, owing to the exigencies of the higher harmonics.
extraneous noise as inseparable from the spacing, switching devices, and a desire
electrical amplification of graniophone for symmetry of laylout,,is often of inordin- The Pick-up Circuit
records. It is true that needle scratch can- ate length. A long wire carrying currents
not entirely be avoided with the present destined for subsequent amplification is
method of reproduction, but careful elimina- always prone to give distressing evidence
tion of those factors that are within the of capacity effects, and a curious feature of
control of the operator will demonstrate, this particular instance is that the resultant
to the listener that the irreducible minimum. hiss appears to impose itself upon the least
is practically inaudible. It should never suspicion of needle scratch.
be necessary to rely upon increased volume

to drown surface noise, for although the
latter may be less easily detected in the
more powerful output, and may indeed
become inaudible as scratch, it must
inevitably affect the quality of the reproduction.

A Simple Remedy

But there is one position in which the
use of a condenser may be found to be
definitely beneficial. The volume in many
amplifiers is controlled by a resistance
placed in parallel or series, either with the
input or the output of the transformer. A
condenser of any value up to .5 microfarad

may, with advantage, be shunted across
the terminals, of this resistance, which is

To such a wandering lead may frequently apt to develop a field affecting components
be traced a sound that only manifests itself in its vicinity.
when the needle is placed in contact with.
The large number of pick-ups now availthe moving record. An infallible cure for able will be found to vary considerably, not
this trouble is to substitute for the more only in their tonal characteristics, but also
orthodox lead between grid and transformer in the amount of surface scratch which

Capacity Effects
a length of lead -covered wire of about they transmit. It is possible that this
In a long experience of gramophone r6 -gauge, such as that used for house depends largely on the proportionate
amplification and pick-ups, it has been wiring. The outer sheath, when earthed, damping fore and aft as compared with
found that a large proportion of the sound
associated with needle scratch may often
be traced to the amplifying circuit.
Modem practice prescribes the intervention of a transformer between the pickup and the grid -circuit of the first valve,
and it is absolutely essential in the first
place' that the transformer should be

will

capacity effects. A warning must here be
issued against the indiscriminate use of
fixed condensers at various points in the
amplifying circuit. Practically any extraneous noise, which is immediately curable

that applied to the side of the needle holder.

This is a matter in which the average
amateur is scarcely qualified to experiment,
and in the case of a reputable pick-up, it is

advisable to let well alone.
be

found,

however, that

It will often
considerable

by by-passing a proportion of the high improvement as regards surface noise may

frequencies, will probably be found to pro- be effected by earthing one terminal of the
efficiently earthed.
ceed from stray capacity owing to incorrect pick-up. This may be easily achieved by
But there is a further source of trouble in spacing of leads or components. Any connecting one input terminal to the earthed
the lead between the grid terminal and the attempt to damp out these frequencies case of the transformer. J. D. WOOD.

meets with a great deal of resistance from waves, as they are called, are allowed to
the air which it must displace. Now, if two have their way, a free -edged or fixed -edged
(Cantinued from preceding page)
notes are played at a broadcasting station, diaphragm must always unduly accent
Deformations of the diaphragm have one very high up in the scale and the other certain musical frequencies and suppress
inevitably an evil effect upon reproduction. low down, the diaphragm must make a far others or reproduce them imperfectly.
If you possess an old loud -speaker of this bigger movement in the case of the second
The key to the problem is to make the
kind whose results are nowadays dis- to reproduce with equal intensity.
cone as small and as light as is reasonably
appointing do not regard it as a hopeless
We can see at once how it is that the possible on the lines of the moving -coil
case. Make sure first of all that the big diaphragm, comparatively good though speaker.
magnets are up to the mark, and if they its performance may be, is handicapped in
With a good balanced -armature- driving
are not send them for re -magnetisation, its task of bringing out the deep notes. unit we can approach very nearly the
which can be done at absurdly small cost. And there is a further evil influence. quality of the moving -coil instrument. We

Experiments with Loud -speakers"

It is as well at the same time to ask the Sound waves set up in the air by the
makers to make any adjustments in the movements of the diaphragm travel round
driving unit that may be necessary.
from the front of it to the back. If they
The main reasons why old-fashioned' arrive there at the right moment they
cone speakers fall short in the quality of may succeed in increasing the amplitude
reproduction are these. The large dia- of vibration; on the other hand, if they are
phragm is necessarily rather heavy, and it just a little out of step they may help to
therefore possesses considerable. inertia. Its reduce it
large surface means that any movement
It follows that so long as these circulating

cannot perhaps quite equal it, but at the
same time reproduction of a quality which
was previously undreamt of with this kind

of drive can be obtained. In the second
part of this article the possibilities of the
balanced -armature drive and methods of
converting old loud -speakers incorporating

it to the free -edged cone and baffle board
type will be described in detail.

mnicur Wirde5
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RECEIVING WITHOUT

L.T. BATTERIES

W. James explains how
to

run ORDINARY

Valves

A.C.

from
Mains
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TRRAISFORMER

RECTIFIER
Above is shown the schematic layout of the simple apparatus necessary for running ordinary valves from A.C. Mains

ORDINARY receiving valves must be charging, but it would not do for filament
supplied with a current that is nearly heating, because the temperature of the
perfectly steady and without fluctuations filaments of the valves would vary in
An accumulator is, therefore, quite an ideal unison with the current. This would cause
source of filament current from the point the anode current to fluctuate and a hum
of view of the operation of valves; but, would be heard from the loud -speaker.
unfortunately, an accumulator will supply
a current for Only a limited period, de- Apparatus Required
We have, therefore, to connect to the
pending, of course, upon its capacity and
the number and types of valves connected converter a smoothing system which will
level the current, as it were, and allow
to it.
When a trickle charger is available this only a steady and unvarying current to
unit may be employed for charging during pass to the filaments of the valves.
Now let us see what apparatus is needed
those periods when the receiver is not
for smoothing. Obviously, ordinary chokbeing used.
ing coils are perfectly useless for this purRectification
pose. For one thing, their resistance is
A suitable trickle charger is easily con- much too high, considering the amount of
structed, is reliable, and should last for the current which is needed. This, by the
years. The battery will, however, need a way, is usually .x ampere for an ordinary
little attention from time to time. Dis- valve and .2 or .3 for a shielded or a power
tilled water will have to be added and the valve in the 2 -volt series. Sometimes a
terminals kept clean. Some experimenters, valve having a greater filament consumptherefore, prefer to dispense entirely with tion is employed. An ordinary three -valve
the filament accumulator and to employ a receiver may therefore pass a current of
unit which, by itself, will not only convert about % ampere or a little more. This is
the alternating current obtained from the well within the full -load capacity of the
mains supply into direct current, but will I -ampere unit recommended.

also smooth the output current so that

The second reason why an ordinary

it is entirely suitable for the filaments of choking coil is not suitable is that it would
ordinary receiving valves, and, of course, not carry the current without seriously
overheating. A rather special choking coil
for other purposes.
The " r -amp. Charger" described in last must therefore be used. It must have a
week's issue will form an excellent alter- low resistance and be able to carry a curnating -to -direct -current converter for such rent of about x ampere continuously.
a filament power unit. Its output is, how- Several types are manufactured having a
ever, not a steady direct current, but a resistance of approximately % ohm and
number of pulses of current. Thus, if the an inductance of .03 or .04 henry.
frequency of the supply is 5o periods per
These choking coils are not very expensecond there will be roo pulses of current sive. They have to be carefully designed,
per second, as the rectifier is of the full - however, in order that the inductance shall
be sufficient when a relatively heavy curwave pattern.
A current which is varying in this rent is passing. One feature of a suitable
manner is quite- suitable for accumulator design is an air gap in the iron core, which

is adjusted by the manufacturers.

The smoothing apparatus must also

include condensers. Once again, ordinary
condensers of a few microfarads capacity
would be useless. The condensers of a low -

voltage filter must have a large capacity,
or the smoothing will not be sufficient for
our purpose. A special pattern is therefore
used. They are not of the ordinary paper

type, but of the electrolytic pattern and

are characterised by their enormous
capacity for their small size.
An electrolytic condenser for low -voltage

circuits having a capacity of r,5oo or
2,000 microfarads is, for example, no larger

than a standard 4-microfarad condenser
of the usual paper type as used in hightension mains units.
There are two points to be noted in connection with electrolytic condensers, the
first being its terminal indications. One of

its terminals must be connected to the
positive side of a circuit and its other goes,
of course, to the negative.

Connections
The second point is its maximum working voltage, which must not be exceeded
or the condenser may break down, Having
a pair of suitable chokes and condensers,
we may connect them as indicated in the
figure. Notice that a choking coil is joined
in each lead, whilst one of the condensers
is connected across the output from the
rectifier. The second condenser is joined
from one side of the rectifier to a choke.
This completes the smoothing system,

but our unit is not yet finished, for we
should find, were we to experiment with
different valves, that the voltage across
the terminals of the receiver varies accord-

ing to the number of valves. Thus, with
only one valve the voltage might be 7,
(Continued in 3rd col. of next page)
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Weekly Tips

For the

Constructional

Wireless
Amateur

and

Theoretical experiment will possibly obtain curious
Screening and Stability
results by altering the voltages of shield
T REMEMBER, some time during the and anode.
I war, seeing and trying a captured
German amplifier having transformers of Cheap Components
huge dimensions and wired with lead The lowering of the prices asked for
covered cables.

The amplifier was a powerful one, having valve holders appears, I regret to say, to
three transformer -coupled stages, with have resulted in certain instances in a

Sometimes all that is necessary is that one
of the pins be bent out a little. But it may

be necessary to make certain that all
contacts are firm.

RECEIVING WITHOUT L.T.
BATTERIES

various switches for controlling the cir- reduction in the quality of the product to
(Continued front preceding page)
cuit and one for adapting the primary the point where it ceases to represent
coil of the first transformer to suit the reasonable value.
and 6 volts with four valves.
input circuit. It was quite stable. All
A regulator must, therefore, be joined in
Time after time I find loose or unsatismetal parts and the lead coverings were factory contacts. Sometimes it is the the circuit, and also a voltmeter. The
connected together and to earth. This screw which holds one of the contacts that regulator may be an adjustable resistance
had a deal to do with the amplifier's becomes loose, or maybe the contact itself capable of carrying a current of r ampere
stability. Were ordinary wires used and
continuously, and its value should be
HT.+
HT+
HT.+
arranged to look pretty there would have
5 to 10 ohms. A second resistance, but
been howls and squeals, I am sure, for I
having a much lower value, may be in0

have lately experimented with a powerful

cluded in circuit with it for the purpose of
fine adjustment. The voltmeter should be

amplifier.

It is surprising how carefully the parts
and wiring must be arranged when wrong

a reasonably accurate one, but need not
be expensive.

couplings have to be avoided. To earth

I suggest that a fixed resistance be

the cases of transformers and other parts is

H.T-

by no means always the correct thing to
do; on the contrary, this sometimes introduces difficulties. One must, therefore, be

L.TL.T+

prepared to look elsewhere for the cause of
instability and, when necessary, thoroughly

shield the various parts and stages of the
amplifier.

Using a screen -grid valve as a detectoor

joined across the output terminals, in order

that the voltage rmay be regulated by
adjustment of the variable resistance
included in the unit. This Axed resistance
may represent approximately the valves
in the receiver to be tested. If they are of

a 6 -volt type and the current is, say,

1/2 ampere, the resistance may be 12 ohms.

The voltage should be set for safety to,
is a poor fit. Whatever the reason for say, 4 volts, and then, when the valves
Screen -grid Valves as Detectors
faults, however, one thing is certain :
Shielded or screen -grid valves were de- amateurs who discover defective parts are joined, the voltage may be increased
Eigned for high -frequency amplification, after a set has been built are apt to remem- to its correct value.
the shield being for the purpose of lowering ber, and do not make the same mistake . One could, of course, make a point of
always putting the whole of the adjustable
the capacity of the normal grid to the twice.
in circuit before switching on
anode to such a small amount that stability
It is foolish of manufacturers so to resistance
and
then
regulating
the voltage, but the
could be obtained.
reduce the quality of an article that it is
Did you know that a valve of this type unsatisfactory. The reduced price is no important point to remember is that the
works quite well as- a leaky -grid detector?

I have lately tried one or two and, pro-

compensation.

vided a large choking coil was used for the
anode circuit impedance, the results were Microphonic Valves
good.

Choke coupling is suggested for the
of

reason that the anode impedance

shielded valves is high and not much
voltage is lost over a good choke. An

A howling valve in a receiver is a nuisance, and sometimes only the addition of
rubber bands round the bulb, a metal cap,
a covering of cotton wool, or the use of
another expedient will prevent, more or
less, the setting up of ringing or howling

voltage will always tend to increase as the
current is reduced. More resistance must,

therefore, be included when the load is
small than when it is large.
\Vhcn once the unit has been adjusted

for a particular receiver there is no need
_to alter it, as a rule, although one may
find that as the various parts warm up
.a little after use the output voltage falls
,off by a small amount. It- is usually
unnecessary to compensate for this, ex-

ordinary transformer is not very suitable,
whilst a resistance coupling is unsatisfac- during reception.
tory with normal voltages.
I have found, however, on more than cepting when 2 -volt valves are used, and
There seems not much point in using a one occasion that attention to the pins of even then it will not be necessary unless
shielded valve for detection, but those who -the valve has definitely cured the trouble. the current is fairly heavy.
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Here's the new Varley Pick-up-better in every way
than last year's model-and costing little more than half
the price.
The Varley system of Compound Mass Suspension has
been retained; it is, indeed, the only way to deal successfully with high and low frequencies alike. On this
principle the mass factor is divided into two parts, one
of which deals with the higher audible frequencies and
one with the lower. Each mass component is sus-

pended in a special way, one superimposed on the
other, with the resonance of the one kept well below

and the resonance of the other well above the audible
frequency band.
With the new Varley Pick-up there is no such thing as
" chatter " or " blasting," and the possibility of distortion is entirely eliminated. Wear on the record is
reduced to an absolute minimum.
Such is the efficiency and precision of the Varley Pick-up

that there is no need to resort to fibre needles-in fact,
the use of steel needles is definitely recommended.
Ensure correct alignment and perfect " tracking " by
using the Varley Automatic Pick-up Arm (LI : 15s.)
with our Compound Mass Suspension Pick-up.

arley
STANDS 154 and 159
National Radio Exhibition, Olympia
September 23-October 3, 1929
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingstany House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Telephow: Holborn 5303.
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BUILD YOUR OWN SET I
for

1,01WE

FA

RADIO

59/6
GRAMOPHONE
PICK-UP L.R.92

18/6
El
El

CONE SPEAKER
UNIT L.S.71

The Monarch Kit of parts contains a complete
outfit for a receiving set with a simple yet very
efficient circuit designed for a Te-Ka-De two electrode valve V.T.126. Made up correctly
to printed circuit as supplied, it will give
marvellous loud -speaker results. From 200 to
2,000 metres.

Complete with working
drawings and
instructions

Price includes cabinet with

drilled and engraved panel.
ASK YOUR DEALER.

C3NE SPEAKER E.B. 71.

DR. NESPER LTD.9

50/ -

Colindale Avenue,

HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9

HIGH VACUUM RESISTANCES 1'6
The Loewe Radio Co. Ltd.
HIGH VACUUM CONDENSERS 1,13 &1/6 4 Fountayne Rd., Tottenham, N.15

WIIREFEFIITIMCITZ727IFITIER.717.77.11172PflagflOIMEZETUMEMEZ.aPErmum77

A Two -valuer for all Wavebands
The " Ether Ranger " receives on wavebands
and is a thoroughly
efficient two-valver. The cabinet contains all
between 20 and 2,000

IfiC

.PIERVE

batteries and spare coils. One tuning control.
For all details read the " Wireless Magazine,"
now on sale.

OTHER SETS DESCRIBED
IN THIS ISSUE
The FANFARE THREE, a simple set for Radio
or Record Reproduction. The STAY -PUT TWO,
an all -electric Receiver, designed by J. H. Reyner,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. The ARROW FOUR, utilises
a new and efficient H.F. combination.

The 60 Features Include :
Getting Your Grid Bias from the Mains, by W. James-Fifty Loud -speaker Stations on a Four-valver !-A Beginner's Guide
to Wireles Symbols-Why I have Designed a New Type of Tuning Coil, by W. James-My U.S. Radio Diary, compiled

during a recent Tour, by Alan S. Hunter-Our New Service for Listeners-Teaching Music by Radio, by Dr. Alfred
Gradenwitz-Hearing Light and Seeing Sound-Records for Your Radio Gramophone-The Last Proms " to be run by
the B.B.C.? : Special Article by a Savoy Hill Official-Full-size Blueprints at half-price during the currency of this issue.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
S2pternber issue is now on sale everywhere.

Get a copy TO -DAY, 1 /-

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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COMPOVeNTS

IMPROVED TYPE H.F. CHOKE

Iron core
Centre tapped
Suitable for Choke Output Units
Inductance
Resistance

300,000 microhenries
200 ohms
Self -capacity
3.5 M.M.F.
Effective Range 10-2,000 metres

Price 6/6

Talisman Coil
The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Receiver is due to the special coil
used. Mr. L. A. Chapman designed a
special Dual Range Coil and the
Wearite " Talisman " Coil is made
exactly to his specification.
Price 7/6
(Sole Manufacturers under Licence)

New A.C. Valve Socket
Vertical Type

-

-

-

1/3
119

TVrite for Free Lists :

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.

VISIT US
AT OLYMPIA
Sept. 23-Oct- 3

740, High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17

STAND

'Phones: 38t7-3248

MILES PER GALLON!
In these days of groaning
taxation, one of the first ques-

1929 PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray " 9 -volt Grid
Bias Type

2/-

" Wirin " CO -volt HT
Type

... 10/6

"Wirup" 99 -volt 31.T. -

"

Type ... 18/Whci " 108 -volt
... 20/.
Type
Tretle Capacity.

" Kclin " CO -volt H.T.
Type

... 19/-

" Kciap " 99 -volt H.T.
... 32/6
Type
Your Dealer stooks them.

tions you ask about a car is
" How much per mile is it
going to cost me ? " And you
find that it is not necessarily
the cheapest car that costs
least to run.
Apply the same rule to your
H.T. Battery and you will find
the same result.
Thereare many H.T. Batteries
cheaper than the Hellesen in
first cost, but there is none
from which you get so many
milliampere -hours' service
per penny of cost.
It pays you every time to get a
Hellesen, particularly if you
get a Treble Capacity, which
costs less than twice the price
of a Standard Capacity.

.\\O`
4111

.0106

01.0.

.11,

1101itikteole004trA..
oe
0 00061
:$11:414
otAs.**
ofi ife. 040
$0010.00
0:00 le* /00

.00101

$1111,11,40 OS"

0 01140

N
ELECTRICAL

N DRY

DAYTIMES,
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,

k°

400 000 O.

Set:10:::.ORGANISED BY THE RADIO
2H. 1".. MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

POLYMET MICA ... PAPER CONDENSERS,
14ANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.

A. H. IIUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

entatetu Wiretesis
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Now!

Registered Design

A range of

Loud Speakers
that " Re-create the Living Artiste"
WHEN you hear one of these new
Brown Duplex Loud Speakers you
can imagine that the artistes are in

your very room: there can be no higher

as true-to-life as the low notes. A tone
that is sweeter and mellower than you
have ever heard before. A volume that

is simply magnificent. The whole performpraise of a loud speaker than that!
ance of this latest and greatest Brown
Hear a symphony concert reproduced by a triumph is one that you will never cease
Brown Duplex Loud Speaker. Notice how to praise.
you can pick out every instrument, clearly Ask your Wireless Dealer to let
and distinctly . . . . the
you see and hear these
IN THREE MODELS :
violins rising and falling,
wonderful new instruMahogany
or
Oak.
Design
as
illustrated.
the rich notes of the
ments to -day. You will
Model
VI5
£12
10
0
Model
V12
£7
10
0
'cellos, the piping of the
agree that they are as
Model V10 5 10 0
flutes and the rolling of
beautiful in appearAlso obtainable by easy payments,
the drums. Wonderfully
ance as in perform..
ask your Dealer for particulars.
realistic I

High notes

ance.

See them at the
NATIONAL
RADIO
EXHIBITION
Olympia,

Sept. 23 - Oct. 3
STANDS

213 - 214
215

DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKERS

Advt. S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Ave, N. Acton, Lonclo,,, W.3,

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

208
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An Interesting Visitor
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of it is that I have just heard .that two lighter armature

is generally employed
more have arrived, and they will have to with an air gap of respectable size. Adjustthat I have ever met is Dr. C. F. go into the dining -room, too ! I have not ment is an easy matter, since a knob is
Burgess, head of the big U.S.A. company of yet dared to break the news. My own provided, by turning which the armature

ONE of the most interesting Americans

that name, who isatpresent taking a holiday solution would be to put most of the can be exactly balanced up with the
in this country. Dr. Burgess is one of the dining -room furniture temporarily into the greatest ease. There will be many of these

most modest men that I have ever come bathroom, but I have some misgivings in
across and any information about his own putting this forward. I am consoled by
doings has almost to be dragged out of the thought that many other experimenters
him. He tells me that radio is still making have been found a nuisance by their
enormous strides in the United States and, families.
despite the huge number of receiving sets
Interesting Work
in use, there are no signs that the saturation
To be serious, though, comparing loudpoint has been reached.
speakers is one of the most interesting jobs
Broadcasting plays perhaps an even that I have done for a long time. Frankly,
more important part in the life of the I have come up against some real surprises,

units on view at the coming exhibition,
and I strongly recommend readers who

think that they want something better
than they now have in the way of loudspeakers to spend a bit of time examining
them.

Wireless Geography
In my young days there used to be a
book which we either read ourselves or
had read to us, which was written to show

American man and woman than it does not the least of which is that there are how much of the world was laid under
with ourselves. One reason for this is that several balanced -armature driven loud- tribute by our dinner tables. Somebody
the big stations, which give practically speakers to -day which are very nearly, if really ought to write a book nowadays on
continuous programmes from early morn- not quite, in the same class as the moving - the same lines to show how many countries

ing to late at night, have ample time to coil instrument. Much as I like the moving devote to special business and home fea- coil speaker if it has plenty of space in
tures without in any way trespassing upon which to let itself go, I do not greatly
normal entertainment hours. We shall, care about it, as a rule, in living -rooms of_

contribute to the wireless receiving set.
When you come to think of it, there are
an immense number of them. Could the
reader say off -hand just where the following

I think, in time see the same kind of average size. If you tone it down it seems ingredients of his receiving apparatus come
development over here; but we cannot do to lose quite a bit of its rich quality. It from: Rubber, sulphur (these two go to

so so long as the B.B.C. tries to crowd occurred to me some time ago that the make ebonite), zinc, aluminium, copper,
education, women's talks, children's talks, balanced -armature drive was capable of
topical talks, musical training, and all that very fine things, and nowadays some,
kind of thing into the comparatively few wonderful units of this kind are being
hours that are now available for broad- turned out.
casting.
Another very absorbing point brought

tin, lead (in accumulator plates), tungsten,
'thoria (in the dull -emitter filament), man-

ganese, sal -ammoniac (both in the dry
battery), nickel, molybdenum (both used
in valve plates), magnesium (used for

out is the importance of matching the Bettering valves), and iron? Best soft iron
We wireless folk undoubtedly take up output of the receiving set to whatever used either by itself or as a component of
a good deal of space in the home with all kind of speaker is employed with it. With stalloy for armatures, diaphragms, and
The Wireless Man's Home

the best valve and the best speaker going, transformer cores comes from a foreign
you may get horrible results if the filter country.
circuit or the output transformer are not
The Transportable
of the right values. Alternatively, even a
When the portable set first swam into
mediocre loud -speaker can be made to do our ken its designers had, I think, in mind
much better than it ordinarily would by the idea that it would be mainly used for
paying very careful attention to the reception out of doors. They therefore
valuable unless you make them cover a big output arrangements.
turned out sets of the smallest possible
variety of instruments. At the moment of
weight and so shaped that they were not
A Big Improvement

the gear that we accumulate as time goes
on. Lately 'I have found myself faced with
a new problem. I have .been, and still am,
conducting a long series of comparative
tests with loud -speakers. Now, naturally,
you cannot make your tests without having
the loud -speakers, and tests are not very
writing I have only nine working, and it is

Not a few of the older balanced -armature
astonishing how much room nine loudspeakers seem to want. The little fellows units were disappointing in their performwith horns or fixed cones, or those con- ances because they would not stand up to
tained in small cabinets, will fit in almost anything like a respectable volume of
anywhere; but when you come to the ones sound. The reason was that the spaces
that want baffle boards, then you have to between the pole pieces of the permanent
do a bit of manoeuvring. Since my own magnet and the armature were very small,
den became rather congested I have had so that any comparatively large movement
to overflow into the dining -room, and Mrs. was apt to cause chattering due to the
Thermion has begun to register protests armature coming into contact with them.

difficult to carry. I may be wrong, but my
own impression is that the great majority

of portable sets are not nowadays pur-

chased for any such purpose. People buy

them for two main reasons. The first is
that they have no visible wires and batteries and need no outside aerial. The
second is that they can be used in any
room of the house. This being so, would

not makers be justified in ceasing to bother
so much as they do about weight or size?
against the presence there .of three baffle - One old unit that I took to 'pieces the other An extra pound or two on the weight very
day
for
examination
has
a
heavy
armature
board loud -speakers.
often means a tremendous increase in the

(which seemed certain to mean a loss of quality and in the service life of the
Points of View
bass owing to its inertia) and such a small batteries.
I think they look very jolly, but she clearance- that it took a very long while to
Does Weight Matter?
says they get in the way of carpet sweepers adjust it properly after it had been put
Personally, if I were a manufacturer
and things. I say "Why bother about together again. Worst of all, the adjusting
I should be inclined to go one better and
carpet sweepers ? " and she says " Why arrangements were very primitive.
Now, in the best modern units a much to turn out a transportable set intended
bother about loud -speakers ? " The worst
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On Your Wavelength!

(continued)

great point abotit them is that, owing to tion on the record will not slow up the their astonishingly low plate -grid capacity, turntable momentarily. Looking at the
one does not need to use the parallel feed matter more from an idealist's point of
circuit; they can, in fact, be employed' view than from that of the practical man,
With efficient transformer coupling. The' I would Say that the weight -drive used
difference this makes to the amount of by many gramophone companies in recordinag. on- the H.F. side has tcr be experi- ing give the most constant drive, followed
enced to be believed. I know that now closely by three-phase synchronous A.C.
success. It would be easy and cheap to: I have to use only a touch of reaction on motors, used in many talking film and
run, and there is really no reason whatever most foreign stations instead of bringing gramophone recording systems. Next in
why first-rate quality should not. ' be' the reaction condenser to perhaps 5o or order of. merit I would place A.C. motors,

for mains working. Instead of batteries
I should have an eliminator built into it.
There would be one visible wire-or, rather,
one pair of wires. These would be connected to a standard plug which could be
pushed into a wall socket in a room.
have an idea that a transportable' set built
on these lines would meet with very great'

6o degrees, as was the case with the older
S.G.' valVes and 'the 'parallel feed circuit.
What Has Happened?
Quite a number of foreign stations come I used to recommend any of my 'non= through without any reaction at all,
wireless friends who maintained that the though I have only one H.F. stage-, and
loud -speaker could never reproduce real powerful fellows like Nuremberg and music to pay a visit to the Science Museum Toulouse actually require a little volume
at South Kensington, where the B.B.C. control on good nights.
demonstration set is installed. And a very
wonderful receiver it was in conjunction
Did You Know?
with its Rice -Kellogg loud -speaker. You
By
the
way,
you all know how very
will notice that I write " I used to recommend . . ." At the moment I am rather much better reception is in the winter
wondering just what has happened. When time and how it falls off during the summonths. Various theories have been
I went round to South Kensington the mer
propounded
to account for this fact, and
- other day I received quite a shock. Two wonderful' pictures
are drawn of Heaviside
loud -speakers were in use; not together, layers and other curious
effects of this
obtainable from it.

but first one and then the other. These
In view of the high calibre of
were a ,Rice-Kellogg-the original one, nature.
wireless
technicians in general it is rather
I believe-and an instrument with an
immense horn. The moving -coil was used surprising that no one has stumbled on
first of all, and I could hardly believe my the real reason. With all modesty I lay
ears. It seemed reedy on the upper claim to having discovered this, and I feel
registers and boomy down below. Cer- sure our readers will agree that it must be
the correct solution in view of its astoundtainly, it wasn't in the- least naturaL

ing simplicity. It is simply that Large num-

preferably of the synchronous type. driven
from single-phase A.C. mains, such as are
available in many of our homes. After
these would come the best double -spring
clockwork motors, D.C.-driven motors,
and, finally, the single -spring cheap gramophone motor. Steadiness of drive insures

that a constant note will not have that

annoying tremolo effect and that there will
be no tendency for the music to flatten in
pitch towards the end of a record.

Luxury
I think people are -inclined to turn down
the spring -driven motor solely because of

the winding up. After all, there is not

much effort required to wind a good
gramophone spring, and one winding
should play two or three records. But if
this small "labour-saving" luxury can be

acquired at the same time as additional
steadiness of speed, then it is all to the
good. I have heard expensive electric
gramophones giving most horrible vibrato
effects, due to badly adjusted D.C. motors'
in such cases as these the good old clockwork motor must be substituted and handle
winding regarded as an act of self-sacrifice
in the cause of better quality !

bers of electrons are having their annual
A Difference
I much looked forward to hearing the holiday during the summer -time, so that
huge horn, for one has always understood it stands to reason that the electrical prothat the size and shape of the trumpet cesses in the upper atmosphere cannot be
plays such an immense part in the per- carried out with the same activity as
formances of this kind of loud-spealcer. usual. I give this idea quite freely to the

-

Is it that the loud -speakers want an over- weekly, and I intend to devote more atten-

long-playing records are amusing for their

Three Speeds
The electric gramophone turntable of
They turned on the horn. There was a world, and I have no doubt that it will the future should, in my opinion, be
distinctly metallic sound about it. On start the pundits off in all sorts of directions. capable of turning at three speeds, namely,
8o, 78, and 331 revolutions per minute.
speech it turned single "s's" into quadThe Gramophone
The first two speeds will deal with' the
ruples and double " s's into the kind of
The radio -gramophone is rapidly becom- principle makes of records, while the 331
noise that an empty soda syphon makes
when you press its lever. Why does repro- ing a standard article, judging by advance speed will make the motor capable of
duction here not sound so good to -day as information of the radio manufacturers' driving Vitaphone and other talking -picit did a year or two ago? Is it that our plans for the coming season. The number ture records. There is no doubt that many
ears have been educated up to expect much of queries we are receiving concerning of these eleven -minute -playing records will
all -electric" gramophones is increasing shortly be available to the public. These
more than they did from the loud -speaker?

haul?.Is it that the receiving set is not tion to this "department" than heretofore. novelty, with the speech and effects that
now up to date ? Frankly, I don't know,
but I would like to hear what any reader
who has been lately to South Kensington
thinks of these two speakers. There was a

Several people have asked me if the electric synchronise with a reel of film, but many
turntable is really worth while, considering of the all -music records have a greater

how reliable a really good spring- gramo- value than that of mere novelty. I have
phone motor is. The answer to this ques- in my possession several Vitaphone records
third there, but it was not in use, and I tion is that a really good electric turntable and have succeeded in making my gramocould not find out to what particular type is worth while, with the "rider" that phone run fairly well at 33 r.p.m. The
A.C.-driven gramophone motors are more result on the, loud -speaker is quite good,
'it belonged:
orchestral, singing, and dancing "numsteady than those driven by D.C.
-

-

Some Amplification!

Steadiness

bers" coming through especially

well.

Apart from second-hand cinema records,
The chief requirement of a gramophone it is highly probably that the gramophone
trying out some of the newest types of
screen -grid valves, and I must say that I motor is that it shall drive steadily, with companies will issue standard 3.3f 'records.
THERMION
am delighted with their performances. The ample reserve power so that heavy modulaDuring the past few weeks .I have been
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THE BERLIN RADIO EXHIBITION
A Critical Survey by an "A.W." Correspondent
THE exhibits at this

receiver. These sets consist

year's annual exhibition

of

of a one-piece hollow moulding of Trolite with the valves

the German Radio

Industry, were arranged in
three halls of the permanent Exhibition Ground.
Two halls were devoted to
apparatus and the remaining one to the work of the

and coils mounted on top
and the other components
fitted inside. In the case of

the Loewe and two others,
multiple valves are used, but
in all other makes three
ordinary valves are supplied. Some of these sets
measure less than 6 in.
square, and they all cost

German Post Office in technical matters.

Taking the latter exhibit
first, it included, as well
as a complete record of

about
or less, complete
G e r ma n' broadcasting, a
with valves and a set of
display of " The Enemies
coils.
This
of the Listener."
Loud -speakers fall into
comprised a selection of all
two classes : cabinet cone
A general view of the Berlin Exhibition taken from the Broadcasting Tower
kinds of apparatus which
types, fitted with 4 -pole
can interfere with a receiving set, such as two to six valves. All these receivers were movements, and moving -coil instruments.
vacuum cleaners, electric bells, and violet - of all -metal construction, although some The condenser type of speaker, at one time
ray apparatus, together with a chart show- were ornamented on the outside with very common in Germany, has fallen into
ing the suggested cure for any interference Trolite mouldings, and in the case of large disfavour and was represented by only
experienced from that source. Demonstra- radio -gramophones the metal chassis might two types. The exponential horn, so
tions were given of the efficacy of the cure. be fitted in a. wooden cabinet. Prices popular in America, and for "talkie" work,
ranged from iro to £15 for three -valve was exhibited at one stand only.
Television
sets and from 12 to 20 for four-valvers.
The number of 4 -pole loud -speaker
Another part of this exhibit was devoted
A typical example was the Kaston model, movements available, two or three of
to television, in which research has been exhibited by Koch & Sterzel, of Dresden. which are well known in this country, was
financed by the Post Office. Several types This had an H.F. stage, an anode -bend seemingly endless, and it was very difficult
of apparatus, including the systems of detector, and two resistance -capacity - to detect much difference between them.
Baird, Karolus, and Mihaly, were on view coupled L.F. stages, the last valve being a Some of the speakers using this type of
and frequent demonstrations were given, screened -grid output valve-a valve not unit were 3 ft. or 4 ft. square and amazingly
the results being extraordinarily good. Two used in England. Complete with valves, sensitive, giving great volume when worktelephone booths were fitted with the this set cost JJi6. Some sets of similar type ing from a pick-up followed by a two -stage
apparatus developed by the Post Office were even cheaper. German designers have amplifier. The most expensive of these
itself, and visitors were allowed to converse been clearly influenced by modern Ameri- speakers, almost capable of public-address
and watch one another's faces on the can practice in the construction of these work, cost about £9 and the small home
sets and wiring in most cases was carried
(Continued at foot of next page)
televisor screen.
Throughout the exhibition the large con- out with copper strip rivetted to the comference hall was used ds a studio by the ponents. The resulting sets were surprisWitzleben station, and as the whole of the ingly compact, and one all -mains three,
transmitter was on view, including the the Telefunken, was in a metal case less
42o -ft. Broadcasting Tower in the exhibi- than 8 in. each way.
tion grounds, visitors were able to see the
whole process of broadcasting, from micro- Self-contained Sets
Another type of receiver much in evidence
phone to aerial.

The outstanding feature of the new was the self-contained set, either battery
receiving apparatus was the very great or mains driven. This must not be con-

fused with the transportable or portable as
coil loud -speakers. Mains sets were exhi- we know it. Rather, it is a cabinet loudbited by the dozen, having anything from speaker with a set built in at the back of
the case.
Portable sets are still
a novelty in Germany,
popularity of all -mains sets and of moving -

although two of those

exhibited were excellent

examples of this type
of set, one being a
screen -grid four and

the other a six -valve
superhet.
The cheapest type
of set exhibited was

that represented
A television demonstration at the Exhibition

in

England by the Loewe

The Funkturm (broadcasting tower) which
has a cafe at the top
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :
I AM rather puzzled over the screen grid valve, which as you know I have
been using for some weeks now.
What is the problem?

The amplification factor is stated to
be about two hundred, but I am sure
that I don't get ten times the magnification that a three -electrode valve with
an amplification factor of twenty used
to provide.
You certainly will not be able to do
so.

Then will you please tell me why?
You know that in the three -electrode

valve there must always be a small
amount of capacity between grid and
plate.

Yes. And in modern circuits this is
neutralized by various means, isn't it?
That is so; and just because you are
able to neutralize this capacity you can

make the fullest use of the valve's
amplification factor.
How exactly?

If you connect the plate and grid of
the three -electrode valve to unneutralized circuits of very high efficiency,
the valve will oscillate before resonance
is reached owing to the feed -back
through the tiny condenser which
exists between grid and plate.

" THE BERLIN RADIO
EXHIBITION "
(Continued from preceding page)

THE =LANNI,

Neutralising cancels out the capacity plate and grid of the S.G. valve. If we

-doesn't it ?-and enables the circuits tried them we should find that the valve

to be sharply tuned without their would oscillate.
Then I suppose we must compromise,
oscillating.
That's it, and when you tune both as we so often seem to do in wireless?
The nail on the head ! The great
the grid and plate of a valve sharply
with "low -loss" circuits the magnifica- advantage of the screen -grid valve is
tion obtained will very nearly reach the that with quite simple circuits it gives
figure of the amplification factor. And far more amplification than the average
triode, and that with complete stability.
you can go a step further.
What is the average amplification
How do you mean?
By means of a well -designed step-up actually obtained from the screen -grid
transformer in the plate circuit it is valve in broadcast reception ?
Between thirty and forty on the medpossible to obtain an amplification of as
much as forty per stage from a neu- ium band and rather more on the long
tralized three -electrode valve.
waves, but it is very interesting to
experiment with the S.G. valve to see
And what about the screen -grid?
The purpose of the screen is to wipe how far you can go in the way of low out the capacity between control grid loss whilst still retaining stability.
and plate; but it does not quite succeed
How do you mean exactly?
and there is always a tiny amount of
Well, With effective screening you
can use one fairly "low -loss" circuit
capacity left.
Can't we neutralize this?
with the valve and then you can go on
It could be done but it would demand to see just -how far you can cut down
the use of rather complicated and tricky losses in the second without upsetting
circuits. Most people are content to put stability. And don't forget that if you
up with the little capacity that there is use the parallel -feed method in the plate
and to use straightforward circuits.
circuit the high -frequency choke is
What is the result of this?
all-important. It must be of first-rate
We can't employ genuinely "low - make and in every way suitable for the
loss" circuits in connection with both purpose.
set in the exhibition was adapted for work- for exciting pot windings of moving -coil
ing with a pick-up. Almost all the manu- speakers.
facturers exhibited a new pick-up, costing
Among components there was an almost
about
and many showed electric motors complete absence of intervalve trans-

models about Lz. The smaller speakers and other components for building radio formers ; resistance coupling, with grid were mostly cased in Trolite mouldings, gramophones. Complete combination in- leak type anode resistances, and high and special white porcelain finished models struments, many with dual turntables and impedance valves, was used in the great
were available in the Telefunken range for
use in hospitals and sick rooms.

pick-ups for restaurant or hotel work, were majority of amplifiers.

Loud -speakers

German Valves

available at prices betweenzo and ego.

Valves formed a very interesting comcoil loud -speaker is now the fashion in parison with the many types we have on
Germany and there were well over a the home market. With the exception of
hundred types on view, most of which three 2 -volt valves and one or two special
could be heard in the demonstration rooms types, all battery valves had 4 -volt filaattached to each stand. Probably because ments. In addition to the usual ranges
resistance -capacity amplifiers with high there were eight screen -grid valves, two
value anode resistances were used almost double -stage H.F. valves, three pentodes,
exclusively, the reproduction appeared to and several double -grid valves designed to
be lacking in the upper part of the scale, function on anode voltages of zo volts or
and with most of the instruments there less. These types had their counterparts in
was considerable resonance in the bass. a very full range of mains valves, both
Examination of many of the speakers directly- and indirectly -heated patterns
showed that all of them, except the A.E.G., being available, fitted with the standard
which is the standard Rice -Kellogg design, 5 -pin base. There were also two special
Almost unknown a year ago, the moving -

were fitted with the same centering device,

a very heavy type. This may have accounted for all the speakers showing signs

of resonance at about the same place in
the musical scale.
Electrical gramophone reproduction has

acquired a similar popularity to that of
the moving -coil speaker, and every valve

High-tension batteries, which have always been a speciality of German manu-

facturers, were much in evidence, and
there was an interesting demonstration of
the construction of each component

cell of a battery by means of automatic
machinery.

Mss Production
Considering the exhibits as a whole, the

apparatus, especially the complete sets,

showed a very high standard of workmanship, and the finish of most of the sets and
speakers could not be improved. German
designers have been handicapped by the
need for producing cheap sets, and so in
the past they have devoted more attention
to ingenious methods of construction and
H.F. triode valves with the anode con- simplicity of operation than they have to
nected to a terminal on top of the bulb, as purity of reproduction. With the advent
in a screen -grid valve.
of the moving -coil speaker, no doubt,
Rectifier valves were exhibited for all improvements in the design of amplifiers
values of anode voltage and rectified cur- will raise the standard of purity of reprorent, and in nearly every case these valves duction, and manufacturers in other counwere of the glow -discharge type. Metal tries will then have to follow Germany's
rectifiers are not yet in general use, except lead in mass -production methods.
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SOME UNUSUAL VALVES
Possibly many listeners will be surprised to know that there are many
types of valve other than those used for wireless purposes. In this
article MORTON BARR describes some outstanding examples.
exercises a restraining force which serves to to a submarine, aeroplane, or other vessel
damp the movements, so that they respond which is to be steered automatically along a

only to the applied sound waves.

definite course. So long as this course is
Fixed to the outside of the bulb is an maintained, nothing happens; but if the
ordinary mouthpiece as shown. Under vessel yaws to one side or other, the com-

normal conditions the foot of the pivoted pass grid will swing to left or right, and so
grid is held steady by the magnet, and a divert a greater proportion of the electron
current of definite value flows through the stream to one particular plate. A relay in
primary winding of the output trans- the external circuit of this plate thereupon
former.
comes into action and operates the steering
Under the influence of speech or music gear so as to restore the vessel to its original
applied to the mouthpiece, the grid is set course.
into vibration so that it intercepts or cuts off
more or less of the electron stream accord- Modern Valve Tendencies
Turning for a moment to the ordinary
ing to the strength of the applied air
type
of valve as used for broadcasting, it is
waves.
an
interesting
matter to speculate in what
Owing to the amplifying property

of the valve, the volume of sound direction the next outstanding developobtained from a loud -speaker con- ment will take place.

Within the last year or so the most
valve development to discover any transformer is much greater than that important improvements have related to the
really new principle, but the tribute of applied to the input, though further introduction of the screening -grid for radio ingenuity can at least be paid to an stagesof valve amplification can be used if frequency application, and the developIT is difficult in these days of intensive nected to the secondary of the output

ment of the two -grid or pentode type for
low -frequency amplification. Side by side

ingenious type of valve microphone recently necessary.

protected by two Scotsmen, Messrs. A. F.
and D. A. Pollock, of Jedburgh.
In the ordinary way, a " mierophonic"
valve is a source of downright annoyance to
the listener, because it is prone to produce
sustained "noises" when subjected to any
mechanical vibration from outside. The

with this tendency is the appearance of

A Self -steering Valve

A somewhat similar idea has previously
been suggested elsewhere for a different, but
equally ingenious, purpose. As before, the
action depends upon the use of a moving
grid, but in this instance the grid is actually
slightest jar-sometimes the mere act of a magnetised compass needle, pivoted
walking across the room-is often sufficient inside an elongated glass bulb. In use, the
to cause such a valve to give trouble.

" Microphonic " Valves

double -filament or indirectly -heated valves
and filaments of low heat -inertia for using
unrectified A.C. cprrent taken directly from
the electric mains.

The Battery Problem
The outstanding problem that still
remains to be solved-upon which many
inventors are

racking their

Grid bias

-is how to lessen

The usual cause is some imperfection in
the mounting of the electrodes, especially
the grid. If this is loosely held, or is too

Pivoted grid

springy, it tends to swing slightly to and
fro under any small shock. The resulting
displacement is sufficient

to set up a

old adage, that " it's an ill -wind that blows

nobody good," Messrs. Pollock have deliberately emphasised the "shaky grid"
action, and have thereby produced a new
type of microphone.

Bar magnet

-- filament

power necessary to

The use of low consumption and inOutput
Transformer directly -heated filaments, together with

continued improve-

Mouthpiece

ments
H . T.

Arrangement of the " Microphonic " valve intended to be used
as a microphone

A Valve Microphone
compass grid; which naturally sets north
Instead of being firmly held in position and south, is arranged to lie accurately
between the filament and plate, the grid is along the central axis of the bulb. In this
loosely pivoted inside the bulb so that it can position, it is aligned over a single -wire

further the
still
supply of electric
energise the valve in
operation.

Plate

rhythmic variation in the electron stream
between plate and filament.
Taking advantage, apparently, of the

still
brains.

in the con-

struction and design
of mains -eliminator

units, have undoubt-

edly gone far to minimize the battery
Whether the ideal " cold "
problem.
valve, taking no filament -current, and a

comparatively small H.T. voltage, will ever
be achieved remains to be seen. All that
swing to and fro. As shown in the diagram heated filament.
Two plates or anodes are situated above can be said is that it is not impossible.
it consists of an L-shaped plate, pivoted at

the point P. The lower foot of the plate the moving grid, one being displaced
extends into the path of the electron stream slightly to the right or east, and the other
between the filament (which is shown in to the left or west. So long as the compass
grid remains centred above the filament,
section) and the plate.
In order to prevent the grid from swing- the effective current passing through the
ing too freely and so producing undesired valve will be shared equally between the

The Grid -glow Tube
Some very extraordinary results have

already been secured, for instance, with the
so-called grid -glow tube. This is an
electron discharge tube, in which no heated
filament is used, but requires a high-tension
"noise," a permanent bar magnet is two plate circuits.
The whole arrangement is then fitted (Continued in third column of next page)
mounted just outside the bulb. This

earwax z,
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TANTALUM

AS AN

A.C. RECTIFIER

By W. W. WHIFFEN
CONSIDERING the important advantages tantalum has.as a rectifier, it is
surprising -that it is not more generally
used. 'For eliminators it is extremely
useful as it has a very rapid cut-off, which

Before such satisfactory results could be connecting wire, is that during slight
obtained, however, considerable experi- expansion of the metal when warmed up,

ment was necessary -to obtain a reliable the surrounding medium is forced out

means of mounting the rare metal: Despite slightly. Upon contraction when the
every care, the sulphuric acid in time found charger is not in use, a tiny aperture is
reduces the amount of smoothing necessary. its way through bitumen sealing compound, obtained up which the acid creeps by
Its life is practically everlasting and when celluloid and numerous other materials to capillary attraction.
renewals are required the cost is only a
Celluloid has been found repeatedly to be
120fraction of that of the valve. Running costs
unsatisfactory in connection with tantalum
are also lower as no energy is wasted in
chargers.
110
filament heating.
Internal Resistance
Against these advantages is the natural
/0
With a view to ascertaining their in
disinclination to have anything to do with
ternal
resistance, four rectifying cells for a
acids or chemicals. The Noden valve is a
90
high-tension charger were wired in series
chemical rectifier with electrodes of lead
with a moving -coil milliammeter and a
and aluminium in a solution of ammonium
SO
large - capacity high-tension accumulator.
phosphate, and although generally satisLti 70
As the conductivity of the cells was
factory in results continued time and
cC
required and not the breakdown voltage,
attention are required to keep it in good
Ix. 60
positive of accumulator was connected to
order. It is certain that those who have
the outside lead electrode and the outside
been satisfied with the Noden valve will be

more than pleased with the tantalum

tr SO

rectifier. It has every advantage over the

-.1140

former except one. The exception is that

tantalum possesses a much lower breakdown voltage.

Breakdown Voltages
An aluminium cell of good design and

CURRENT -VOLTAGE

CURVE OF

4 SERIES

3020-

TANTALUM CELLS

10

construction will withstand a back -pressure
of roo to 12o- volts. One authority on

tantalum via the milliammeter to the
negative of the 11.T. battery. Until a

pressure of 8 volts was applied no meter

deflection was observed. At this figure ohe
milliampere was registered, and 3 m.a. at
o volts. At 12 volts the output rose
rapidly to r2 m.a. The internal resistance
of the cells continued to decrease rapidly
until at 20 volts the meter was showing .8
ampere. These results are shown graphically.

tantalum places its breakdown voltage at
5 10 /S 20
27, but the writer considers this very much
VOLTS
under -estimated. On a D.C. test, actual attack the metal to which the tantalum
breakdown was not obtainable until 6o was fixed and to stop the rectifying action.
volts was reached. On an A.C. voltage the This trouble was particularly noticed in
breakdown would be lower. An ample high-tension chargers. There is a certain
factor of safety is provided in fixing the amount of local heat generated during
breakdown voltage at 40. As the internal rectification, and one theory for the
resistance at any current value required is unexpected difficulty of making an acid -

tantalum cell when passing current in any
quantity becomes an efficient rectifier. In
addition it is entirely silent in operation,
free from smell and perfectly
A
tantalum charger or eliminator, designed
with the avoidance of the pitfalls outlined
and within its voltage and current limita-

cell, the volume of the electrolyte can be
decreased very considerably. Instead of the

labour spent upon it.

It will be seen from the graph that the

tions will give lasting satisfaction and amply

very much lower than the aluminium tight sealing round the tantalum and its repay the constructor for the time and
usual r- or 2 -lb.' jam jar, small pots of
- or 2-0Z. capacity can be used.

" SOME UNUSUAL VALVES "

Current Density
Apart from the question of cooling,

supply of considerable voltage.
This H.T. voltage is applied across two
cold electrodes, one being in the form of a

(Continued from preceding page)

tantalum has a current density Iola times
greater than aluminium, and can, therefore,

metal cylinder, and the other a vertical

have '/tooth part of its area. A safe basis

wire. Between the two is interposed a fine
grid wire which ends in a point very close
to the anode.

for calculating current -carrying capacity to
area is to allow r ampere per square centimetre of metal, which includes both sides.
In English measurement this is equivalent

The action of the, grid -glow tube depends

upon the so-called "short -path" principle.

to approximately 6.5 amperes per square

If the distance between the grid "point"
and the anode is made less than the free

inch. Thus, although tantalum is expensive

to buy, only a 'very small quantity is

path of travel of the molecules of rarefied

wanted for amateur requirements. AS an
illustration of its long life; the writer constructed a trickle charger designed to

gas inside the bulb, the response of the
device is extraordinarily sensitive.

It has been calculated that a discharge

supply 1/2 ampere to a low-tension accumulator. This has been in constant use for

tube of this type is capable of magnifying a

over two years and at present shows no

than one hundred million times. At present,
such tubes are mainly used as ultra -sensitive relays for detecting and testing minute
voltage variations.

signs of deterioration, although frequently
it has been forced up to an output of 1%
amperes for normal charging.

voltage stimulus applied to the grid more
Baby tunes in !

The radio nursemaid has

come into being, and a set installed in a
pram keeps the occupant quiet !
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
ACLEVER surprise idea was some- might have enjoyed trying to detect a

what spoilt in the handling when similarity in tone, etc.
"a mystery play" was announced the
other. evening.

I am sorry to see that an ex -announcer
We were told that "the artistes were not is criticising slight errors of pronunciation
called upon until that afternoon, nor was by a new announcer. This is hardly
the play written by then." It was a sur- worthy of him. The new announcer isn't
prise, in fact, to author, artistes, and doing at all badly,although one was sorry
producer.
for the departing announcer.

Sandy Rowan was bright and fresh, as
usual, during the vaudeville hour. A song
I have not heard before, "We're all
Scotch, every one of us," went with a lilt,
while his jokes appear to be as fresh as his
personality. But why does he say " trew
blew" for " true blue" ? Isn't this a mixture of Scotch and American. Oh, Sandy !
As a rule, the compere (which I believe is

When the show was under way it turned
I was greeted in the house on my return
out to be the most trivial of mystery plays home with : " There was some horrible
'Foundation of Music' playing to -day !"
It turned out to be the modern pianoforte
sonatas ! And perhaps it was just as well
that I was detained in the City.

French for something or other) is a bore.
But Claude Hulbert and Enid Trevor were
not so bad. Many of the vaudeville hours
are spoilt by the stupidities of introducers.

I heard part of the Zepp. transmission
in the drawing -room at Savoy Hill. No
doubt they have a super -super -super
receiver there, for it sounded excellent.
Miles better than anything I have heard
from across the "herring pond."

a long silence with a kind word for Philip
Brown's hard-working Dominoes Dance

My young adviser on dance -musk
matters, "Harold," pops up again after
Band. "Although I have, said none too
complimentary things about this littl?,
band before;" he writes, "I must say that
they seem better each time hear them.
They have improved beyond expectation."

"Harold" suggests that the band is far
I don't know that I cared very much too small for broadcasting purposes and
for the play by Pirandello; which shows, would make the nucleus of a very good
of course, that I do not belong to the band if only the B.B.C. would encourage it
coterie of highbrows who make a fuss of to increase the personnel.
this kind of play.

Vernon Bartlett steered very carefully
through the difficult channels of the
Palestine dispute. I was interested to see

what would happen in his survey of a
An impression of Miss Florence Marks

question of such an inflammable nature.
But beyond a legal reference to the dispute, which is open to question, it was
done perfectly.

and might well have passed muster as a
Dr. Thomas Gann's talk on "In Search
parody on thousands of this sort of penny of a Treasure Temple inCentral America"
dreadful. I wager that a good many was interestingly simple-and simply inlisteners switched off, as I nearly did; in teresting. The more pioneers the B.B.C.
which case they lost the whole point of the gets to the microphone, the better.
surprise. It turned out to be a one-man
show by
Williams.

the

ever -brilliant

Bransby

He it was who wrote the

Florrie Ford was a vocal ghost of the

"masterpiece" and took all the parts; past, although, if my recollection of her is
thus providing a real surprise.

right, you could scarcely call her a ghost
physically. It was an interesting experiment,

and must have been a revelation to the
As I say, it was a pity that we were younger generation as to the manner in
not told beforehand that all the parts were which some of us elders enjoyed ourselves
being taken by one man, so that one in the long ago.

Charles Keys-seen through Lissenden's eyes

onsatutrWireic5

iN addition to those who have built, or
intend to build, the set described and
illustrated last week, its operation and
maintenance should be of general interest
and value. As explained previously, the
tuning wavelength range extends from the
ultra -short waves to the long waves; this
flexibility of tuning is made possible by

reduce oscillation to the predetermined
point. A great number of quite strong
signals on the short-wave band can be

Coil Sizes
In all, nine plug-in coils are required;

specified, will give a wavelength range of

the best sizes for average aerials have been
found in the AMATEUR WIRELESS Test
Laboratory to be as follows : For the ultra-

lower waves in this band the shorting strap

approximately 3o to So metres. For the

across the .0003-microfarad series fixed
condenser should be opened, so that the
effective maximum is reduced, thereby

giving a greater separation of stations
round the dial. Instead of the complete
rotation of the dial covering a variation of

0

capacity between the minimum of the condenser and a .0005-microfarad maxi-

4
4

mum, this rotation will only cover a
variation of capacity between the
same minimum and a greatly reduced
maximum.

For medium waves-on what
is generally termed the broadcast band-the aperiodic coil is
not critical, sizes of No. 3o and
No. ,to giving, a fair compromise

The design is quite
straightforward

between maximum selectivity
and maximum signal strength.
The secondary coil should be a
No. 6o size, as this will cover
all wavelengths between 25o
and 55o metres. Reaction is

not critical,
quite suitable.

short waves the aperiodic coil should be a

2, the secondary or middle coil a
No. 6, and the reaction coil a No. 6 or
No. 9. Suitable short-wave coils to be
No.

a No. 40 being

Long -wave Coils

makes.
A No. 6 size, with the variable condenser

can be heard, the aperiodic coil should be
a No. 15o, the secondary a No. 25o, and
the reaction
a No. Go or
°lir+
No. 75.

s/

Suitable

HI*

a

Valves

LS.

The choice
of valves for
this set is
rather im-

-25Mfd
6

portant, as
actual tests

FUSE
ici

valve not more than 5,000 ohms imped--i and a super -power valve in the second
ance, and the second low -frequency valve - amplifying stage, the current drain is far
not more than 3,000 ohms impedance. too heavy for the standard -capacity
Excellent quality was obtained with a battery.
PM 'HE as detector (22,55o °Mils), a
The grid -bias values with the above
PM2 as first low -frequency valve (4,400 valves and high-tension battery are as
ohms), and an Osram P24o as second low - follows : 9 volts for G.B.- r and 15 volts
frequency valve (2,500 ohms).

for G.B. - 2. A reduction of either of these
values will send up the ainode-current consumption in a particularly wasteful way;

The impedances of the first two valves
have been chosen with reference to the

impedances of the transformers that follow -hence the importance of following the
them; the last valve is chosen to suit the values given.
loud -speaker, which in one test, to take an
Operation of the "All -wave Highaverage condition, was one of the linen - mag. 3" is simple 'enough for even a novice,

diaphragm types driven by a Bluespot
unit. If the impedances of the first two
valves differ greatly from those recommended, such troubles as motor -boating
and distortion will inevitably develop.

H.T. Consumption
-\\ ith these valves the measured H.T.
anode -current consumption was i6
amps.,

milli -

the maximum voltage from a

nominally rated r 2o -volt battery being
ro6 volts at this load. For economy of

though the technique of simultaneously
tuning and adjusting the reaction can only
be learned, by experience. With coils,
valves, and batteries fixed up, the opera.

tion of the set consists in ...setting the
reaction -condenser dial on the right at
zero, pulling out the filament switch knob,

and then slowly turning the tuning condenser on the left until the nearest transmitting station is tuned in. This steady
signal will prove useful in the preliminary
adjustments of grid bias, etc., after which

set to oscillate gently; too much oscillation

will reduce the strength of this type of
signal.

2011.12

LT+

0003
-.0003

!Hi *WI
dB.
The Circuit Diagram

have very
strikingly

(and

who

the real business of "finding the wavelengths" can be undertaken. Although
not primarily designed for long-distance
reception, the set will always have a number of stations at its command, because of
its wide wavelength range. The ultra -short

FUSE

VALVE -

,L.F.
VALVES

APERIODIC

HEAVY

AERIAL

TRANS'

COIL
GRID COIL

L.F. Maw'

TRANS

REACTIO
COIL

tion, and the difficulty lies in the

fact that this condition changes
for every point of tuning.
The simplest process is to vary
tuning and reaction in sympathy;
start by allowing the set to
oscillate, then adjust the re-

action dial to a point just be-

low that at which oscillation sets
in. Turn the tuning -condenser

dial a few degrees to the right

The wiring is very
simple

and left of the setting at which oscillation
was obtained; then see how much more or
less reaction -dial setting is required to start

settings.
The point to bear in mind is that on short

waves t h e
sensiti vity
is definitely
reduced if
the set is
allowed to
oscillate. Of
course, oscillation will

sometimes
have to be
resorted to
a
weak d i s -

tant station
is being
picked up,

REACTION COW'

The special features of the set are indicated in this photograph

size-No. 25, for example. If selectivity

adeptness in tuning is necessary. The set
is in its most sensitive condition when just
short of the point of oscillation; the art
lies in tuning the set when in this condi-

when

'AERIAL TUNING CONDENSER

be appreciated. If a rather large aerial is
involved _and selectivity is perhaps inadequate with the coil specified, try a smaller

provide plenty of telephony.
It is on the short waves that the greatest

of the tuning dial than on the higher
DE 1.

use of the aperiodic aerial -tuning coil will

waves will provide the most interesting
long-distance reception; American shortwave stations and Continental amateurs

It will be found that less
reaction is required on the lower settings

proved. For
those who
desire to get

really good
quality reproduction

Medium -wave Coils
On the medium -wavelength band the
chief concern will be selectivity; here the

oscillation.

On the long waves, where Daventry 5XX
and other high -power long -wave stations

recommended are Atlas, Igranic, and DX

,s.q005 .0003

does not ?) we recommend the following :1 working the super -capacity type of dry
The detector to be a valve of about 2o;too battery is strongly advised, because with
ohms impedance, the first low -frequency a power valve in the first amplifying stage

When

receiving C.W. morse signals allow the

Constructional details of this set, which has been expressly designed for volume, were given in last week s issue.
Below are instructtels on its mainitetince and operation

from medium -wave to -long-wave sizes.

HF
CHOKE

entirely missed by over -oscillation.

awl/I/SOLI:WAVE HIGH -Mac.

the use of plug-in coils, which are changed
from ultra -short to medium -wave sizes and

#6
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is not the main object, but instead of this
maximum signal strength from a certain
station is desired, a greater volume of
sound can be obtained by taking the aerial

lead to the centre terminal of the grid
condenser, thereby connecting the aerial
direct to the secondary coil; a smaller size
may then be required for the secondary.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.

Raymond, Ebz.nart).

(Becol,

Two strips, one 3 in. by z in. and one
6 in. -by z in. (Becol, Raymond, Ebonart,

Paxolin).

.000s-mfcl. variable condenser (Lotus,

Lissen, J.B., Burton, Igranic, Polar).

.0003-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus,
Listen, J.B., Burton, Igranic, Polar).
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lissen, Benjamin, Wearite, Lotus).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
Two slow-motion dials (Brownie, Varley,
Lotus, Lissen).
Baseboard, 16 in. by qin. (Pickett,

Clarion).
Three valve holders (Godwinex, Wearite,

but as soon

W.B., Lotus).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser, with series

setting is

Graharn-Farish).

as the dial

located

clip (T.C.C., Dubilier).
z-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,

........

.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham -Parish).
.25-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., DubiHer, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
3o,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance, with
holder (Ferianti, Dubilier, Varley, Lissen,
Ready -Radio).

.

Three single coil holders (Lissen, Lotus,

Igranie).

Screen -grid high -frequency choke (Bulgin, Peto-Scott).
Low -frequency transformer (Varley " Nicore " No. 1, Igranic " J," Philips).
Low -frequency
transformer (Varley
" Heavy -Duty," Ferranti, Igranic, Listen).
Fuse carrier (Bulgin).
Eight terminals, marked :-Aerial, Earth,

LT.+ , L.T.-, HT.+

L.S.± ,
L:S.- (Eelex, Belling -Lee, Igranic).
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iN addition to those who have built, or
intend to build, the set described and
illustrated last week, its operation and
maintenance should be of general interest
and value. As explained previously, the
tuning wavelength range extends from the
ultra -short waves to the long waves; this
flexibility of tuning is made possible by

reduce oscillation to the predetermined
point. A great number of quite strong
signals on the short-wave band can be

Coil Sizes
In all, nine plug-in coils are required;

specified, will give a wavelength range of

the best sizes for average aerials have been
found in the AMATEUR WIRELESS Test
Laboratory to be as follows : For the ultra-

lower waves in this band the shorting strap

approximately 3o to So metres. For the

across the .0003-microfarad series fixed
condenser should be opened, so that the
effective maximum is reduced, thereby

giving a greater separation of stations
round the dial. Instead of the complete
rotation of the dial covering a variation of

0

capacity between the minimum of the condenser and a .0005-microfarad maxi-

4
4

mum, this rotation will only cover a
variation of capacity between the
same minimum and a greatly reduced
maximum.

For medium waves-on what
is generally termed the broadcast band-the aperiodic coil is
not critical, sizes of No. 3o and
No. ,to giving, a fair compromise

The design is quite
straightforward

between maximum selectivity
and maximum signal strength.
The secondary coil should be a
No. 6o size, as this will cover
all wavelengths between 25o
and 55o metres. Reaction is

not critical,
quite suitable.

short waves the aperiodic coil should be a

2, the secondary or middle coil a
No. 6, and the reaction coil a No. 6 or
No. 9. Suitable short-wave coils to be
No.

a No. 40 being

Long -wave Coils

makes.
A No. 6 size, with the variable condenser

can be heard, the aperiodic coil should be
a No. 15o, the secondary a No. 25o, and
the reaction
a No. Go or
°lir+
No. 75.

s/

Suitable

HI*

a

Valves

LS.

The choice
of valves for
this set is
rather im-

-25Mfd
6

portant, as
actual tests

FUSE
ici

valve not more than 5,000 ohms imped--i and a super -power valve in the second
ance, and the second low -frequency valve - amplifying stage, the current drain is far
not more than 3,000 ohms impedance. too heavy for the standard -capacity
Excellent quality was obtained with a battery.
PM 'HE as detector (22,55o °Mils), a
The grid -bias values with the above
PM2 as first low -frequency valve (4,400 valves and high-tension battery are as
ohms), and an Osram P24o as second low - follows : 9 volts for G.B.- r and 15 volts
frequency valve (2,500 ohms).

for G.B. - 2. A reduction of either of these
values will send up the ainode-current consumption in a particularly wasteful way;

The impedances of the first two valves
have been chosen with reference to the

impedances of the transformers that follow -hence the importance of following the
them; the last valve is chosen to suit the values given.
loud -speaker, which in one test, to take an
Operation of the "All -wave Highaverage condition, was one of the linen - mag. 3" is simple 'enough for even a novice,

diaphragm types driven by a Bluespot
unit. If the impedances of the first two
valves differ greatly from those recommended, such troubles as motor -boating
and distortion will inevitably develop.

H.T. Consumption
-\\ ith these valves the measured H.T.
anode -current consumption was i6
amps.,

milli -

the maximum voltage from a

nominally rated r 2o -volt battery being
ro6 volts at this load. For economy of

though the technique of simultaneously
tuning and adjusting the reaction can only
be learned, by experience. With coils,
valves, and batteries fixed up, the opera.

tion of the set consists in ...setting the
reaction -condenser dial on the right at
zero, pulling out the filament switch knob,

and then slowly turning the tuning condenser on the left until the nearest transmitting station is tuned in. This steady
signal will prove useful in the preliminary
adjustments of grid bias, etc., after which

set to oscillate gently; too much oscillation

will reduce the strength of this type of
signal.

2011.12

LT+

0003
-.0003

!Hi *WI
dB.
The Circuit Diagram

have very
strikingly

(and

who

the real business of "finding the wavelengths" can be undertaken. Although
not primarily designed for long-distance
reception, the set will always have a number of stations at its command, because of
its wide wavelength range. The ultra -short

FUSE

VALVE -

,L.F.
VALVES

APERIODIC

HEAVY

AERIAL

TRANS'

COIL
GRID COIL

L.F. Maw'

TRANS

REACTIO
COIL

tion, and the difficulty lies in the

fact that this condition changes
for every point of tuning.
The simplest process is to vary
tuning and reaction in sympathy;
start by allowing the set to
oscillate, then adjust the re-

action dial to a point just be-

low that at which oscillation sets
in. Turn the tuning -condenser

dial a few degrees to the right

The wiring is very
simple

and left of the setting at which oscillation
was obtained; then see how much more or
less reaction -dial setting is required to start

settings.
The point to bear in mind is that on short

waves t h e
sensiti vity
is definitely
reduced if
the set is
allowed to
oscillate. Of
course, oscillation will

sometimes
have to be
resorted to
a
weak d i s -

tant station
is being
picked up,

REACTION COW'

The special features of the set are indicated in this photograph

size-No. 25, for example. If selectivity

adeptness in tuning is necessary. The set
is in its most sensitive condition when just
short of the point of oscillation; the art
lies in tuning the set when in this condi-

when

'AERIAL TUNING CONDENSER

be appreciated. If a rather large aerial is
involved _and selectivity is perhaps inadequate with the coil specified, try a smaller

provide plenty of telephony.
It is on the short waves that the greatest

of the tuning dial than on the higher
DE 1.

use of the aperiodic aerial -tuning coil will

waves will provide the most interesting
long-distance reception; American shortwave stations and Continental amateurs

It will be found that less
reaction is required on the lower settings

proved. For
those who
desire to get

really good
quality reproduction

Medium -wave Coils
On the medium -wavelength band the
chief concern will be selectivity; here the

oscillation.

On the long waves, where Daventry 5XX
and other high -power long -wave stations

recommended are Atlas, Igranic, and DX

,s.q005 .0003

does not ?) we recommend the following :1 working the super -capacity type of dry
The detector to be a valve of about 2o;too battery is strongly advised, because with
ohms impedance, the first low -frequency a power valve in the first amplifying stage

When

receiving C.W. morse signals allow the

Constructional details of this set, which has been expressly designed for volume, were given in last week s issue.
Below are instructtels on its mainitetince and operation

from medium -wave to -long-wave sizes.

HF
CHOKE

entirely missed by over -oscillation.

awl/I/SOLI:WAVE HIGH -Mac.

the use of plug-in coils, which are changed
from ultra -short to medium -wave sizes and

#6
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is not the main object, but instead of this
maximum signal strength from a certain
station is desired, a greater volume of
sound can be obtained by taking the aerial

lead to the centre terminal of the grid
condenser, thereby connecting the aerial
direct to the secondary coil; a smaller size
may then be required for the secondary.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.

Raymond, Ebz.nart).

(Becol,

Two strips, one 3 in. by z in. and one
6 in. -by z in. (Becol, Raymond, Ebonart,

Paxolin).

.000s-mfcl. variable condenser (Lotus,

Lissen, J.B., Burton, Igranic, Polar).

.0003-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus,
Listen, J.B., Burton, Igranic, Polar).
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin, Lissen, Benjamin, Wearite, Lotus).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
Two slow-motion dials (Brownie, Varley,
Lotus, Lissen).
Baseboard, 16 in. by qin. (Pickett,

Clarion).
Three valve holders (Godwinex, Wearite,

but as soon

W.B., Lotus).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser, with series

setting is

Graharn-Farish).

as the dial

located

clip (T.C.C., Dubilier).
z-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,

........

.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham -Parish).
.25-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., DubiHer, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
3o,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance, with
holder (Ferianti, Dubilier, Varley, Lissen,
Ready -Radio).

.

Three single coil holders (Lissen, Lotus,

Igranie).

Screen -grid high -frequency choke (Bulgin, Peto-Scott).
Low -frequency transformer (Varley " Nicore " No. 1, Igranic " J," Philips).
Low -frequency
transformer (Varley
" Heavy -Duty," Ferranti, Igranic, Listen).
Fuse carrier (Bulgin).
Eight terminals, marked :-Aerial, Earth,

LT.+ , L.T.-, HT.+

L.S.± ,
L:S.- (Eelex, Belling -Lee, Igranic).
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NEW LONG -LIFE
A Recent Filament
VALVES
Development

having 2 -volt filaments for test. They are
A full test report of the new valves will
rated as follows :
be given in an early issue, when it will be
Type.

The internal elements of the
new valve

WHEN a valve manufacturer who has
had a great amount of success with
his valves over a period of years (with both
ordinary private users and receiver manufacturers) decides to introduce an entirely
new series, we may be certain they really
represent an advance over existing types.
Cossor valves, as issued during the past
year or two, art much too well known to
need description here. Everyone knows of
their remarkable characteristics as expressed in terms of electrical efficiency and

Filament
Current.

210 H.F.
210 L.F.

.r ampere

zr o R.C.
22o P.

.r

23o X.P.

.3
.2
.3

220 S.G.
23o V.T.

.1

.2

,
Al

I,
Pt

Impedance.

20,000 ohms
12,000
50,000
4,000
2,000
200,000
20,000

Amplification
Factor.

Remarks.

H.F., det., L.F.
First L.F.
Res. cap.
Normal power
Extra power

20
TO

36
8

4

200
40

Screen -grid

Pentode
_.._

These valves have been tried in various seen from the actual figures obtained in the
receivers in order to obtain an idea of their laboratory that the manufacturers are work-

sensitivity, quietness, and freedom from ing to close limits. They are to be conhowling, and their ability to magnify with
the minimum of distortion.
They have proved without exception to
be excellent. The 2Io R.C. makes a splendid

detector valve when the coupling is of the
resistance type, or a transformer when there
long life.
But now the Cossor people are issuing is only one L.F. stage; the magnification
even better ones. The valves have been would be too great were a transformer
entirely redesigned. They have a new type coupling used' with two low -frequency
filament, providing an emission that is even stages.

We were also particularly struck with
greater than that from the older valves.
the
23o X.P., which handles powerful sigThe construction is new and, in fact, the
whole process of manufacture has been nals without the least trace of valve
revised.

Microphonics
One of the troubles in the past with all
makes of valves has been that high impedance types, as often used for detection, have tended to be microphonic. It

distortion.
In a receiver having an ordinary high -

frequency stage we tried one of the new
210 H.F. type, and here again there was a
distinct improvement in the sensitivity and

selectivity, whilst the receiver was much
more easily stabilised. This may be attrihas been difficult sometimes to receive with- buted to the improved characteristics of
out valve noises being troublesome. The the valve and to its relatively`low electrode
whole subject of valve noises was, therefore, capacity, Cossor valves have a sk:leton
investigated by the research and develop- type base which results in the capacity
being less than when a solid base is used.
Type 22o S.G., which is a shielded valve
reason for microphonic noises, but, and this having very good characteristics, was
is more important, in finding how to manu- tested in a portable receiver, in which it
facture valves that would remain perfectly provided greater magnification than other
silent throughout their life, even when used types tried, with freedom from howling and
instability. All the electrodes of this type
under the most unfavourable conditions.
Microphonic noises are due, to an extent, are firmly locked together, a form of conto the construction of the filament and its struction which ensures that the valve will
supports. Attention to these factors has not suffer should it accidentally be knocked.

ment sections of the Cossor company, who

succeeded not only in discovering the

resulted in the production of a different Small A.T. Cottsumption
filament and a new style of mounting it in
association with the other electrodes, with

Cossor new process valvenote the new label on the bulb

gratulated upon having produced a fine
range of new valves. We understand tha t
4- and 6 -volt types are about to be issued
in the new improved form.
Meteorological reports and weather forecasts are broadcast daily from the observatory situated on the summit of the Pic du

.A. point of great importance to those who Midi de Bigorre, in France. A correspondent

the happy result that the new valves are use dry batteries for high tension is the reports having picked up these transnot only silent, but their filaments provide amount of the anode current which passes missions at about 5.15 p.m. B.S.T. on a
a greater emission and have even longer when the valves have their correct grid wavelength of 253 to 258 metres. The
bias. Tests of the new valves show a saving
in anode current as compared with the old
Seven Types
types, which were not extravagant valves
We have received samples of seven types by any means.
lives.

power of the transmitter is only 15o watts,

but the announcement in French, "Ici

Poste de l'Observatoire du Pic du Midi de
Bigorre," was clearly heard.
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Extra Quality
Without Extra Cost
in OSRAM VALVES

A GOOD Filament
WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph showing the coating typical of
all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There are no gaps,
the coating clings, so thatthe full benefit of
the coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific process

of " TENACIOUS COATING."

A BAD Filament
MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by
all
Wireless

Dealers

WITHOUT
" TENACIOUS COATING"

with the
1ENACIOUS COATING"

WRITE for "OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929 Edition) Sent Post Frae

This reproduction shows part of the

filament of a badly coated valve before
use, showing a serious gap in the coating.

A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.z

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

nutteur Wiretesi
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REY NER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Trix Valve Holder
THE new Bob Brown anti-microphonic
valve holder marketed by Messrs. E.
J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., of 8-9 Clerkenwell
Green, E.C., is an interesting example of
modern production. Here we have a

small and compact valve holder of the
vibratory type produced at a price nearly
a third of what we used to pay only a year
or two ago.
The valve holder is in two portions, a
centre moulding holding the valve sockets

and an outer shell to which the centre

66,5oo and an amplification factor of 4o. is no doubt that the efficiency of the new
This valve is the latest type of resistance - Mazda range is beyond question.
coupled amplifier, but owing to the much Pioneer Switch
lower value of impedance it can also be
THE number of push-pull switches on
utilized in choke -coupled and even transthe market is not by any means small
former -coupled amplifiers.
and it would seem as if there could be little
The next in the series, the H.L.2ro, is a new in this direction. Our first impression
general-purpose valve with an A.0 resis- of the Pioneer battery switch was that it
tance of 22,000 ohms and an amplifica- was just "another push-pull switch,"
tion factor of 23. As a high -frequency or but closer inspection revealed that this
detector valve or even a first stage low - was not a fair statement, various points
frequency valve in portables, it should being revealed which made the component
prove most satisfactory.
of undoubted merit.
Then we come to the L2/0 with an A.C.
The springs are of nickel silver and are

portion is anchored by four springs which
serve to make the connections between the resistance of 10,500 ohms and an amplificavalve sockets and the terminals. The tion factor of 16, this being an excellent
centre moulding is provided with a groove valve for anode -bend rectification as well
so that the valve may be rotated until the as first stage L.F. amplification.
The power -valves have exceptionally fine
pins automatically find their correct slots
while the contacts are recessed to a depth characteristics : firstly the P220 has an
of nearly one -eighth of an inch so that A.C. resistance of 4,50o and an amplificaaccidental contact is practically impossible. tion factor of xo.8 and secondly the P.24o
The construction of the springs them- has a resistance of 2,000 and the astounding

selves showed evidence of thought, for figure of 9 for an amplification factor.
there is >a great tendency for phosphor - There is little need to comment on these
bronze springs to break off at the point figures as they speak for themselves.
A valve of some importance is the new
where the spring turns into the valve
socket., To avoid this, the stamping has Mazda 2 -volt screen -grid. The figures here
been specially shaped so that there is no depend of course on the conditions under
which measurements are made. We ob-

shaped at the top to conform with the
plunger. The other end of the spring is

finished off in the form of a soldering tag
giving a one-piece contact. At the same
time terminals are provided for convenience.

When this switch is in the off position
the springs rest in a grooved portion on the

plunger, the diameter being less than the
diameter of the contact portion. Thus,
the springs are not perpetually strained,
but are at rest when the switch is not in
use and under tension when the switch is
making contact.

This is a useful property

and should do much to avoid the noises

tained an A.C. resistance of x34,000 with an
amplification factor of 200, giving a mutual
conductance of 1.49 which is a good figure.

In addition the internal capacity of the
valve is extremely low, being .005mmF
only. This means that the maximum
amplification obtainable before instability
occurs is greatly increased.
Finally we have a Mazda Pentode 220.
Here the makers have been satisfied with a
fairly efficient valve. The resistance is

Pioneer Switch
51,000 and the amplification 54. The
which
occur
in
push-pull battery switches
sharp bend at this point and we imagine makers have attempted to strengthen up after they have been in use some time.
the
electrodes
and
design
them
in
such
a
that this should overcome the difficulty to
The action is definite without being harsh
manner as to overcome to some extent the
a large extent.
and the whole switch is of a workmanlike
vulnerable
qualities
of
this
particular
class
Throughout the job gives evidence of
construction. The particular sample we
careful thotight and it should prove an of valve.
tested was a three-point switch of the type
The
agreement,
between
our
figures
and
attractive and satisfactory line in use.
often used in modern circuits, but a similar
Trix Valve Holder

the rated values is fairly close, while there

New Mazda Valves
AFTER inspecting the characteristics
of the new Mazda valves, one cannot
help wondering if there is any limit to the

only.

NEXT WEEK

efficiency that can be obtained from the
modern valve.

The super -Mazda 24o

power -valve for example, has a mutual
conductance approaching a 'figure of 4,
whereas only two years ago a figure of r
was considered quite satisfactory.
The two -volt valves in the new range
include an lizro which has an A.C. resistance, as measured in our: laboratory, of

battery switch is made having two contacts

A COMPLETE GUIDE
TO THE SHOW
SPECIALLY ENLARGED
ISSUE.

The prices are very reasonable in view
of the quality of the articles. The makers

are The Pioneer Manufacturing Co.,

of

Cromwell House, Fulwood Place, W.C.x.
FUSSY LANDLORD : "You say you have

no piano, no gramophone, and only a_
crystal set? You seem to be the quiet
tenant I have been looking for."
FLAT -HUNTER (sarcastically) :

" I think

I ought to tell you my catswhisker sometimes squeaks a bit !
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THE High Frequency Choke
FIT your receiver with a Watmel
H.F. choke and obtain greater
stability, range, selectivity and
purity of tone. It makes an all-

round improvement to the performance of your set, and has been
fitted with outstanding success to
the Cossor Melody Maker. Of all
good Radio Dealers or direct
from us in case of difficulty
MIN

Have you had your copy of this
blueprint and assembly chart ?

It tells you both how to build
a really modern, inexpensive
three -valve receiver (1929 Imperial 3) and also how you can
bring many old-fashioned sets

LOKVANE-locked vanes ! Sturdy, rigid vanes
which always remain accurately spaced and give_
you constant precision tuning. In addition,
double self -aligning bearings which still further
eliminate all risk of inaccuracies and give smooth

up to date by incorporating a
few Watmel components.

Send for your

copy: a post
card will do.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS Co., Ltd.
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middx.
Telephone: Edgware 0323

PEr'T

movement with no chance of slip or backlash.
Bring your present set up-to-date and make
your new set a credit to you by fitting Igranic
Lokvane Condensers.

Prices :-.00o15 mfd. 8/6 ; 'oco3 mfd.
'0005 mfd.

XACTLY
-0'M one

RIGHT

10/6

9/6 ;

TVrite direct
to Dept. D129
if your dealer
cannot supply
you

tested

E D I SWAN GLASS -ENCLOSED

VACUUM RESISTANCES.

(Grid Leak or Anode)
Ediswan are the only British made resistances of this

type on the market. All resistances are thoroughly
tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely
accurate and noiseless in operation. Obtainable
in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Overall
length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS.

IGRANIC SPRING -

MORE WANDER

IGRANIC G TYPE

PLUG

TRANSFORMER
For superlative quality

Fits all sockets and stays

where it's put

301-

Price

3d. each

These condensers are ideal

for the man who likes to
experiment. In a second,
you can pull one out of the
clips and put in another of a

They are
made in values from .0001
different value.

mfd. to .001 mfd.
length, 45 mm,

149
Queer2Vict:

Overall

For the best
W.a.

results.

EDI SWAN

Works: BEDFORD

Made only by Th- Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd..
12315. Queen Victoria Street. London. E.C.4.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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we get the greatest
possible magnetic
effect. The design

the article

INwhich appeared
the week before last
the general prin-

in a moving -coil
loud -speaker were
diScussed, and it
was shown that the

NSITIVI

magnetic circuit

was made up of two
portions. The first
of these was the iron

or magnetic mater-

ial of the magnet

system, while the second was the air gap
in which the coil vibrated. The object of
the designer is to obtain the greatest possible field in the air gap as the sensitivity
of the loud -speaker depends essentially
upon the strength of the field, other things

PEAft

C01

ciples of the magnetic system used

11, in. is the smallest permissible. In. order

stances,

increase the number of turns or the current
flowing round the magnetising winding, or
both. There are, unfortunately, two factors
which come into operation as soon as this
simple solution is applied to the problem.
It is the appreciation and satisfactory disposal of these problems which results in a

200 volts, according

to the

circum-

and we

have in our minds

some current which the loud -speaker shall
take. This determines the resistance of the
winding, and consequently the size of wire
which can be used.

Limitation of Turns
Consequently, with a given size of pot,
the number of turns which can be put on
is determined at the outset, and the best

possible use is -made of the iron circuit.
Increasing the size of the pot enables more

turns to be put on, but it also increases
the total length of the iron circuit which
counteracts to some extent the effect of

.t10,000

the increased current. A further important

point is that of the leakage, for a great

5,000

percentage of the magnetic field does not
flow across the gap at all, but leaks across
from the sides of the pot to the centre, as
indicated in Fig. 2.

(,)

Increasing Field Strength
At first sight it would appear as if this
would not be possible, for even under the
best conditions the reluctance of ;the air
gap is between two and three times that of
the iron, and the only method of obtaining
increased field strength seems to be to

6

volts, roo volts, or

design is the one in which the greatest

15,000

to improve the sensitivity still more it is
necessary, therefore, to investigate the
iron circuit to see if any increase in the
field strength can be obtained from this
direction.

winding.

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
not be anything like as rapid because the
iron is becoming saturated.
It is' this effect which gives rise to the
well-known magnetisation curves such as
are shown in Fig. r. Here the saturation
effect is quite marked, there being a dis-

the reluctance or magnetic

speaker

Saturation in Moving -Coil
Pots

improving the sensitivity is to reduce the
gap, since

voltage across the

This may be

tinct bend over in the curve. The point
being equal.
It was shown that one of the methods of

resistance of air is much greater than that
of iron, but that we are limited by practical considerations, and a gap of about

then simplifies itself
into one of mechanical considerations.
We are able to
apply a certain

20

10

30

MAGNET/SING FORCE
rnmp-turns per cm.)
Fig. 1: Typical magnetisation curves

Because of this the design is largely
It depends upon practical

empirical.

experience to a great extent, theory being
used to assist the design, and data collected

from experience to determine the per-

centage of leakage and such like. It is no
uncommon thing for half the original field

which is of interest, however, is the differ- strength to be lost in leakage in this
ence between the various forms of magnetic manner.
material. Cast iron, for example, is poor,
whereas cast steel is distinctly better, and Measuring Field Strength
wrought iron . is even better still. Thus,
The measurement of the field strength

with the materials shown, a given mag- obtained with the various experimental
netising force applied to the iron circuit models is, of course, a matter of distinc
produces the greatest magnetising effect interest, as it is necessary to see how far

good design.
The first factor is that iron does not behave with wrought iron.

the actual results tally with the theoretical.

The first essential in a good design, There are various ways in which this may
reluctance increases rapidly after a certain therefore, is to use good quality iron or be done, one of the simplest being known
in a uniform manner and its magnetic

point is reached. This effect is known as steel so that for a given magnetising force as the "search coil" method. For this purpose a small coil having a suitable number
"saturation" and has a certain physical
of, turns is made up on a former which just
meaning. The atoms of the iron are made

-J =7

up of tiny belts of electrons rotating in
orbits of their own, and the application of
an external magnetising force tends to
turn all the atoms in one particular direction, so that the tiny magnetic fields produced by the electrons all add up together
and produce a resultant appreciable mag-

7 jam`

netic effect. As we increase the magnetising

force the magnetic effect increases until
we reach a point where the majority of the
atoms have already taken up their appropriate positions. Beyond this point it is

clear that the increase in the magnetic
field with increased magnetising force will

rIEFIHRGE FIELD DOES Not
GO THROUGH THE GRP
Fig. 2. Leakage Paths of moving -coil
speakers

fits inside the gap, and leads are taken

from this coil to an instrument known as
a " ballistic galvanometer." This is an
instrument which has what may be termed
a sluggish movement. If it is set swinging
it will take a long time over each swing.
It is, as it were, slow off the mark, and
that is the feature which is utilised.
If the search coil is suddenly withdrawn
from the gap a voltage is induced in the
coil, depending upon the number of turns
and the field strength in the gap, and this
-sends a sudden pulse- of current through
(Continued on page 308)
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EVERYTHING

.414

gge

ELECTRICAL

goute,ramee

12E101 LOP

Offt*A4

GmeAr
T h e polished,

heavy oak

cabinet supplied
with kit assembled in a
minute.

OSRAM

VALVES,
GECOPHONE
components, polished heavy oak
home constructor's Cabinet

and full-size Instruction Chart.

MADE IN

ENGLAND

Last Autumn the " OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET " was placed on
the market to fill the demand for a really reliable constructor's
3 -valve receiver at the lowest price, and proved the best set of the
year.

The success was amazing.

This year the NEW " OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET " possesses a
number of noteworthy improvements, including a handsome
polished heavy oak home constructor's cabinet, which makes it
even better value than ever.
It is a product of The General Electric Co., Ltd., evolved and
manufactured in the one organization. The reputation of the
G.E.C. is behind it. THIS IS YOUR GUARANTEE.

#444ON E ir'S
I.

Single Tuning Control

2.
3.
4.
5.

No changing of coils
No soldering

The simplest to assemble
Widest possible choice of
stations
No aerial oscillation

Write for
Instruction Chart

MUSIC MAGNET

Evolved in the G.E.C. Research Laboratories.
Approved by leading experts.
Bought by thousands of Constructors-now improved and made the easiest set to assemble.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

Sold
by all
Wireless
Dealers

SENT POST FREE
This will tell you how to assemble the

"C6RAM MUSIC MAGNET."
details of

stations received in

Gives
areas up

and dcwn the country where stations have
hitherto been difficult or impossible to tune
in.

Send

a POST CARD TO - DAY.

&Star **AT
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" IMPROVING MOVING -COIL
SENSITIVITY "
-

(Continued from page 3o6)

a very small air gap, but if this strength
of field can be attained, then the sensitivity of the speaker is comparable with a
good cone speaker. If, on the other hand,

SECRET WIRELESS
ONE system for rendering wireless tele-

phone messages unintelligible to an

unauthorised listener consists in splitting
the galvanometer. If the galvanometer is the gap is made larger and, as is very often up the applied speech -currents into two

ballistic this current will have come and the case, the iron circuit is not too well
gone before the galvanometer has had designed, the field strength is more likely
time to move. The moving system, there- to be of the order of 5,000 lines per square
fore, has' received a sudden shock which centimetre, or even less, and in such cases
will cause it to give a certain deflection, the sensitivity is poor.
Obviously, although one may be preand it is possible, by noting this deflection,
to work out the actual quantity currents pared to sacrifice a certain sensitivity for
which passed in the sudden pulse. Since quality, there is a limit to this when the

separate bands by means of filter circuits
inserted in the microphone leads. One band

covers frequencies between 5oo and goo
cycles, whilst the other extends from 90o to
about 1,50o. The two speech bands are then

applied to separate modulators, and are
radiated on carrier -waves at different fre-

this current was produced as a direct power output necessary from the amplifier quencies.
At the receiving end, before the transresult of the magnetic field in the gap, we to obtain satisfactory volume begins to mitted
speech can be understood, it is
can work backwards and find what that exceed the safe distortioiless output, and

for this reason it is best to give due atten- necessary to rectify each carrier -wave
separately along suitable filter channels, and
In practice, therefore, the method is tion to the sensitivity question.
afterwards to re -combine the speech comvery simple. The search coil is inserted in
ponents in a common receiver. M. A. L.
position and connected to the galvanometer. It is suddenly removed, and the
pointer on the galvanometer swings -over
PLATE RESISTANCE
to a certain figure and then slowly comes
back to rest. From the calibration of the
THE term "internal impedance" is very
galvanometer and the indication obtained
often used loosely 'when "plate resisit is possible to determine exactly the field
tance" is meant. The former expression is
strength of the gap, and by this means a
open to two objections. In the first place
very quick and easy method of comparison
every valve has two internal circuits, viz
is obtained for various forms of magnetic
(a) from plate to filament and (b) from grid
system.
to filament, and these have very different
The order of magnetic field obtained in
values. In the second place the nature of
the air gap of a moving -coil speaker is
the path traversed by the electron stream is
between 5,000 and xo,000 lines of force
a pure resistance, not an impedance, since
per square centimetre. To reach the latter
it has a practically constant value at all
figure necessitates a very good design and
frequencies.
B. A. R.
field is.

NEXT WEEK:

A Complete

Guide to the

Show
and Two Fine
Receivers

ME

The het

111

for the home constructor with a true
appreciation of quality in i-adio repro-

duction.

18 11

The full-size free constructional chart

E S

makes assembly simple, and satisfaction
certain. Ask your dealer, or write direct
for a copy.
The Ferranti Screened -Grid 3 possesses
inherently good selectivity and besides
the local station, 5XX and 5GB, it will
give good reception of a number of con-

tinental programmes, according to the
situation of the listener.
Easy construction, easy control. No

NE

M IN

OE

111

1

soldering.
NO COIL CHANGING

111

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

NM I

U.
IN E

MN
M IN

SCREENED GRID THREE

1.11
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BUILD YOUR OWN
SUPER LOUD SPEAKER
FOR 27/6
wonderful unit gives exTHIS
cellent reproduction over the
whole range of musical frequencies.

It is constructed on the balanced
armature principle and has a powerful permanent magnet system with

a step-up mechanism for driving
the cone.

PRICE 15

ASSE44
chassis has been produced

THIS
for use in conjunction with the

<Am

B.T.H. cone unit. A corrugated
cone is used and not only does it
vastly improve. the response, but
prevents unpleasant paper
rattle. It is supplied finished in
also

our standard radio brown, ready
drilled for baffle board mounting.

PRICE 12/6
Atli t. of

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD Incorporating
the Wiring SuMlies, Lighting Engineering, Refri-eratiott
,

9

atul Radio Business of the British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division:

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

IEDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

W. 1 5.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

mateur Wirdesi
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We reply promptly by post. Please. give all necessary. details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your nime

RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point.
and address.

See announcement below. Addtcss Queries-AMATEUR WIRELEss Information Bureau, 58161 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

What Value Grid -leak ?

could be used. These can be screwed to the

the present z-megohni grid -leak with one having
a value of, say, 3 megohnts or even 5 megohms.

potentiometers.-C. A.

extremely well I thought I would make sure of

Q.-I have been informed that I shall get baseboard inside the receiver and perform things by testing across the different points with a
greater sensitivity front my receiver by replacing similar duties to the usual variable type voltmeter. You may imagine any surprise when
Can you advise me in this respect?-F.

S.

aVVVV `VVVVVVVVVVV0

(Ipswich).

grid leak, is usually employed with a grid

Ge

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

condenser having a capacity of .0003 -micro -

farads. These values have been found to be

satisfactory for most present-day valves used
as cumulative grid rectifiers. Increasing the

popularly supposed, increase the sensitivity
improving the sensitivity of a grid -leak detector
valve is to introduce a potentiometer across the

o

end of the leak, which normally connects to

0

filament terminals of the valve and to take the

volts and that to the detector valve was only 25
volts ! In view of this and the fact that my set
works quite well I should think that if the
eliminator were giving the proper voltages I
should get even better results. Can you assist me
to trace the lost volts, so to speak, so that I can
still further improve my reception.-D. A.
(London).

A.-Your " lost volts " are only mythical.

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and ,the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

resistance of the grid leak does not, as is

positive L.T. to the sliding contact of the

Ge

When Asking
Technical Queries

A.-The value of the grid leak is governed

by the type of valve used and the value of the
grid condenser. A value of 2 megohms, for the

of the detector valve, but, in most cases, such
an increase in grid leak resistance will improve
the stability of reception. The best method of

I found that the maximum voltage being delivered

to my set at the power terminals was only 5o

0

Actually you are getting the necessary voltages

applied to your receiver but it appears that

you are testing your eliminator voltages with a
low -resistance voltmeter which gives a totally

inaccurate reading. To be sure of reasonable

accuracy in your voltagetests you should use a

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

high -resistance voltmeter.

One having a

resistance of t,000 ohms per volt is suggested.

plans and layouts cannot be supplied. <

0,0AAAAAAAAAWMAAMt.

Such an instrument, although practically a

laboratory instrument can now be obtained for
a very reasonable figure from Messrs. Ferranti,
Ltd., and you are advised to use one of these

Where the introduction of a
voltmeters for any further tests you may
potentiometer on the panel would upset the Testing Battery -eliminator Voltages
Q.-I have recently installed a battery elinzina- conduct. Your present instrument may conbalance of the panel layout, a fixed -tapped
potentiometer such as the Lewcos or Polar tor for H.T. only and although this works sume quite a large amount of current.-L. C.
potentiometer.

The type H.T.3

j1r, VOUS 215

sewer sit
S 35;v1p

CAVVESTINGHOUSEn

METAL RECTIFIER
specified for "Amateur Wireless"

" SIMPLEST H.T. ELIMINATOR YET "

" The All -Metal Way -193o" will be out in
a da; or t
pages of valuable eliminator info"mation and it uits.
Get one

COSTS ONLY 21/ -

Obtainable from the makers, or through any dealer.

The Westinghouse Brake L4 Samcby Signal Co., Ltd.,
Si, York Road

-

King's Cross

-

London, N.1

Staid '3/14 at ,the Radio Show
neat week, or send 2d. stamp with your
fro.....

name and address.

...000000000000040000040400
three- halfpenny

Si -amps

will bring you full instructions for

Making your own Loud Speaker!
You can yourself build up the best and latest type of
Balanced -Armature speaker, fit it into a handsome

cabinet, and achieve results which you might not
obtain otherwise by spending even three times the
amount on a factory article.

Full details of the parts required, how to assemble
them (a very easy yet interesting job) and complete
illustrations arc included in the Broadsheet which we
will send you on request.
Simply give us your name and address and include
two 1N. stamps to cover postage, etc.

adatlik4
Watmel Wireless Co. bd., Imperial Works. High Street, Edgware, Maly.
Telephone : Edgware 0323.

"The Shielded
Four -Electrode Valve

O

Theory and Practice.
With Numerous Circuits.

By CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.

Get a copy from any
Bookseller or Bookstall, 2/6

o°
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nuiteur Wtreie:sj

DUBILIER FOR
STAUNCH

DUMETOHMS

STANDS No

RESISTORS
Any standard

.25, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3,

4, 5 and so Megohms. Other
Risher Values

value. Each 1/Holde, (Horizon tel or Vertical).

specially to order.

Each 26

Each 11.

AT OLYMPIA
(NEW HALL )
EXHIBITING the latest productions of Graham Farish
Ltd., specialists in accessories
and manufacturers of the well-

known range of components
bearing their name. Several
new Graham Farish lines will
be on view and it will be well

worth your while to pay this

Stand a visit-whatever else
you miss.
DUWIROHMS
10,000 to ioo,000 ohms

GRAHAM
FARISii

5

150,00o and 200,000 ohms 8/.
250,000 ohms
300,000 ohms
I lelder

9,9

11/6
1'6

VISIT OUR STANDS Nos. 181 & 182 AT
THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
NEW HALL, OLYMPIA, SEPT. 23 to OCT. 3

INBILIER
ow RESISTANCES

"Ohmite"
NewProcess
Anode Resistance. In all
values from

1,000

to
000,000 ohms,

213 each.

,110011111,

If unobtainable from your dealer,
write direct to us giving his name
and address.

QJ`4.

Condenser Co. (1925)
Ltd.; Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

to 250, R

T h o " Mierofleient."
An extremely compact.
log -mid -line condenser;
can be mounted for
either drum or ordinary
dial control. 0005. 4/6
-0003, .00015, 4/3.

Advt. of Graham Earish, Ltd., Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

(flatcar Wireit
"The SHOW SECRETS REVEALED''
(Continued frqua page 284)

So far as portables are concerned, two
former snags, namely excessive weight, and

lack 9f economy, are being rapidly killed
and you will find impcSrtant steps in this
directibn from a brief tour of the Exhibition.

It is being realised that home constructors want to make their own H.T. and L.T.

eliminators and many prominent manufacturers are marketing power resistances,
chokes, transformers, and so on, Which are

just what is wanted for the home construction of mains units.

Wide Range of Components
Generally the whole range of component

parts available to the amateur is being
rapidly increased and it is a safe prediction
that the lot of the home constructor will be
a very happy one in the coming season.

For those, too, who wish to purchase
ready-made receivers, everything has been
done 'to make operation and maintenance
as simple as possible. It is an open secret
that in many cases "one -control" is
rendered possible by the use of a number of
aperiodic H.F. stages (a scheme which can
be very efficient if properly designed), and
with most radio gramophones mains

operation is a sine qua non. Even with
ordinary sets, provision is made in ninetynine cases out of a hundred for the use of an
electric pick-up. Gramo-radio has certainly
come to stay.
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Short-wave gadgets are,not so muck in
-RADIO IN FRANCE
evidence, perhaps as in former years and TN his annual report to the Department
probably at the Show.they will be swamped 1 of Overseas Trade, Mr. J. R. Cahill, our
out by the increased number of clever Commercial Councillor in Paris, gives an
devices for ordinary broadcast reception.
interesting account of the progress of the
radio industry in France. Upwards of
30,000 people are now constantly engaged
MORE RADIOGRAMS
in
the manufacture of wireless sets and
Half the cost of operating station WAPI
components.
Although French exports of
(Birminghatfi, U.S.A.) is shared by the
radio
appliances
exceed their net imports, it
city each month.
is satisfactory to note that a great number
The police department of San Francisco of British products are sold over there,
has issued special police badges to five among which loud -speakers are especially
local broadcasting stations to be divided in evidence.
31. B.
among their staff members. 'The passes
)vill be used to admit them beyond police
STARCHED LINEN FOR
lines at fires, wrecks, road accidents, etc.,
to obtain information for broadcasting.
CONES
AFIELD of useful experiment is proThe most beautiful feminine radio staff
vided in employing starched linen for
artiste in the United States will be picked
when the sixth annual Radio World's Fair the cone material. The ideal cone material
takes place in New York, September 23 would have practically no weight, no
resonance, and yet be capable of moving
to 28.
a good deal of air almost instantaneously.
Paper of any kind has its advantages and

NEXT WEEK
A. GREATLY ENLARGED
ISSUE

COMPLETE GUIDE

TO THE SHOW
USUAL PRICE, 3d.

ARMON leo

disadvantages, as also have the special
fabric cones now obtainable. Starched
linen offers itself as a possible substitute;
various grades of cloth down to thin silk

may be tried either thinly or thickly

starched, and an inch or two of the material, left unstiffened round the circumference of the cone, maybe employed as a
very efficient and supple suspension for
the actual cone from the baffle board.

® Till AT'

The most critical listener with the most sensitive
ear-this speaker was designed to please him.
Nor was appearance an afterthought, This speaker
is finished in a rich brown colour and has a decorative
grille backed with gold gauze.
This is the speaker to suit your pocket-you will know

that you have an instrument which will satisfy you.

B.Lit. CONE SPEAKERS
EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

ADVERT. OF

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO

LTD.,

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio
Business of the British -Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.,
HEAD OFFICE & WEST END SHOWROOMS. EDISWAN RADIO DIVISION:

.,g,

Price £3.0-0

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.

SHOWROOMS S. TRADE COUNTERS IN ALL TEE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
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P.G.5 Non -

The cleverest Engineers

Indicating

zo a.h. zv. 7r.

CostlyBroudcastutgi Stations -

The Finest Receivers,-.

P.G.F.7 Indicating
30 a.h. go. 13/9

30 a.l. go. II/P.G,9 Non Indicating
40 a.11. 2v.

on the speaker

held in the balance by

go air. go. 11/9

Indicating

Everything depends
Why should the per
formance of a set be

P.G.F.5 Indicating

P.G.7 Non -

131-

Guaranteed

FEATURES OF
THE WORLD'S

but costs less

MOST PERFECT
REPRODUCER.

Although we guarantee it for

a " built . down . to . a .

The Wates Star Unit has

six months the Peto & Radford
Accumulator costs no more
than the ordinary battery.

provide a unit superior to

Just think of this for 9/-.

price " Loud Speaker.
been deliberately built to
the glut of " Built -down -to.
a -price " speakers, to which
the majority of modern sets
has been entrusted.

This unit is such an advance
in fine quality reproduction

that no one, on hearing it,

would for one moment consider any other speaker.
Its cost is a little higher,

because it is built from the
finest quality materials, in-

A

2 -volt 20 -ampere hour (actual
capacity) accumulator ; with
sturdy plates, interlocking grids

A. Operates en principle
moveof " parallel
ment in the magnetic

to hold paste, terminals with
acid -proof glands, glass keyways in the box to hold the

field."

B. Four coils-cannot be

overloaded.
C. Double magnets of
specially manufactured

plates, a crack -proof, hermetically sealed Dagenite lid,
non -reversible terminals, a

steel.

D. Condenser.

E. Upper adjustment for

screwed, splash - and - spray proof vent, ample acid space -all as we say, for 9/-, and
guaranteed for six months.

magnets.

F. Lower adjustment for
armature.

corporates many innovations

and has real precision construction, which linked with

This same accumulator can be
supplied with our patent indi-

its amazing superior
performance, justifies this
increased cost over and over
again.

cating floats-they tell you at
a glance whether the cell is
charged, half -charged, or run
down-for 2/9 extra.
Send a postcard for details to

YOUR SET IS ONLY AS
GOOD AS ITS SPEAKER.

Peto & Radford, 93, Great

Before purchasing
purchasing any speaker

Portland Street, London, W.I.

unit hear the Wates Star first.
Or write to SHAFTESBURY
RADIO CO. ( D E P T. A.W.),
Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
184-188,

Glasgow Depot
45, Clyde Place.

AN D

London Sales and
Repair Depot,
107a Pimlico Road,
S.W. I

PETO & RADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
STAND 57
Radio

Exhibition,
Olympia.

During show
demonstra-

5sST

The beginning and the and in

tions at

POW IR

7 Beaconsfield

Terrace, West
Kensington.

W.T.5
This Announcement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR

LOUD SPEAKER UNIT
M.s.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

-

LTD.
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coils are used it is a very simple matter to

ETTERS TO THE EDITOR

change your inductance if a station

is

backward at coming forward, or not quite
good enough with the coil in circuit. This
is what I mean by the greater flexibility of

17--d

the latter type. In other words, with a
solenoid coil you are tied to a definite
range of wavelengths which- may or may

not include the broadcast band, whilst

Correspondence should be briefand to the
point and written on one side of the paper.

The Editor goes not necessarily agree with

the views expressed by correspondents.

with the plug-in type your. range is limited

only by the number of coils in ybur
The Capehart Automatic Gramophone advised that the trade name Orchestrope possession.
I have made up two sets with solenoid
SIR,-In a recent issue of your journal has been registered by M. P. A. Wireless,
you described the Capehart automatic Ltd., 62 Conduit Street, London, W.r, who

type), one . employing, a
screen -grid valve, but with neither was I
coils (six -pin

gramophone,, which in America is sold under called our, attention to the fact that they

are the proprietors of this registered trade able to tune in 5GB (which is a rather
We regret to say that we have been name and have asked us to see that equal difficult station to get up here) and corn:.

the trade name Orchestrope.

prominence is given to a notice to the effect

H. Li B.
The Name that implies HONEST and BETTER
VALUE

All -Wave
High-mag. 3
("A.W.," Sept. 7).
Complete Kit, ready for assembling, exactly as used
by "A.W." Panel drilled. Complete with three
Lewcos Coils, Wire, Baseboard, and Screws.
Blueprint Free with all Kit Orders.
Any part sold separately. Cash price, £5 3s. Three

Mullard, Cossor, or Marconi Valves, 33/6 extra.
Cabinet in Oak, 17/- extra.

This kit can be obtained on our gradual payment

paratiyely few stations on the lower range
that they are the registered proprietors of of wavelengths compared with what
the name and that the name was used by could get with the plug-in coils. I have
us in ignorance of their rights in the matter.

now reverted to the latter, and can not

In future the machine will be described only receive 5GB on the loud -speaker, but
as the Capehart automatic gramophone.
more than twice the number of foreign
THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, LTD.
stations I used to get with the solenoids.
(London, W.). I -may have been unfortunate in my experi-

ence with them, but I am certainly not
Coil Comparison
surprised that so many old -stagers still
C IR,-I have seen it stated recently prefer_to remain "old-fashioned" by using -

B.T.H. Super Cone Unit and Chassis. Cash price
27/6, or 5j- down and 4 monthly payments of 6/3.

that, under the regional scheme inter- the good old plug -ins.
changeable plug-in coils might come into
A. W. (Manchester).
favour again. It would be interesting to
A Curious Trouble
learn the opinion .of those who are able to
Swonder it any of your readers
speak of the merits of the two types of.
have ever had a similar experience to
coil mostly used to -day, i.e., the ordinary
plug-in kind and the solenoid or single - one I had recently? I have just finished
layer wound. I have tried both, and must building a three-valver utilising swinging -

Cash price, 52/-, or 11/- down and 4 monthly pay meats of 11/-.
B.T.H. Electric Pick-up and Tone Arm. 6/- down
and 7 monthly payments of 6/-.

ence

system, 18/6 down and 10 monthly payments of 9/6.

NO REFERENCEt REQUIRED
Wearite Dual Range Binowave Coils in stock, 25/ pair, post free.
Wearite Talisman Coils, 7/6, post free.

Buy Your Radio Goods
the H. Et B. way
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, size 14 in. by 14 in.

Ekco D.C. Model IV20 S.G., 0-120, 120/150, 20 mfa.

5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-.
Ekco A.G. Model 3F20, S.G.80, 120/150, 20 nala.
10/- down and 8 monthly payments of 9/8.

Regentone Eliminator A.C. Model WIB. S.G., 0-120,
0-120, fixed 130/150. 10/- down and 11 monthly
payments of 9/-.

Brown's " Vee " Unit and Chassis. 8/7 down and
4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Blue Spot Power Chassis and 56K Unit. IV- down
and 5 monthly payments of 8/-.
All Radio Goods supplied on our Gradual Payment
System. No references required. Carriage Paid on all
orders.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

H. kt B. RADIO CO.

34, 3b, 38 Beak Street, Regent Street
London, W.I
Gerrard 2834.

confess that, in spite of being dubbed coil reaction and using an old ebonite

"old-fashioned," I have a decided preferfor the interchangeable plug-in
variety. There is a certain flexibility in
the use of these for meeting wavelength
requirements that seems to be lacking in
the solenoid. For example, a single -layer

panel, all the components being mounted
on this (underneath), except the coils,

come to try it out, your minimum is higher
and your maximum lower than yoli anticipated, owing perhaps to the idiosyncrasies
of your aerial -earth system, or other

my ebonite panel. A test when my set was
first assembled revealed excellent results,
but with the three-ply panel covering was

which are mounted on the top of the

cabinet on the outside.
I was desirous, when finished, of cover-

ing the holes left in the panel; so I cut a
wound coil may be rated to cover, say, piece of three-ply to size and left holes for
25o to 55o metres with a certain con- the terminals, tuning dial, and switch.
denser. The probability is that, when you
I stained and polished it and fixed it to

decidedly a failure, there being what I

factors, so that certain stations are out of should describe as a low -frequency hoWl,

and although there was no mechanical
On the other hand, if ordinary plug-in contact with the wooden panel, when

your reach.

FREENEW LIST OF

DOUBLE THE VOLUME
of your LOUD -SPEAKER

CABINETS
for all

Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker and
you will be positively amazed at the difference,
Double the volume and much greater purity in tone.

purposes

MI the notes come out in their correct value, No

resonance-no" drumming "-lust pure and real music.
The P.R. Cone is the only one
which correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instrumental music. That is why it
will improve any cone speaker,

no matter the make or price.
11 in. diameter, correctly pro-

Post 91.
GUARANTEE
Money refunded
without question it

not satisfied 8z retained sei tido 7days

portioned, ready to fit, complete with washers and screws.
Can be adjusted instantly. No

cutting, sticking or wash leather

Send C.O.D. if desired.

required.
Telephone City 3783.

Fill in and post the coupon to -day.
41.16141.1111M11111101111.11111111

SW11

To CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
Cameo Works,

OLYMPIA
STAND

Sanderstead Road, South Croydon
Telephone: Croydon 0623 (2 lines)

270-271

NAME

(GALLERY)

ADDRESS

P.R. PRODUCTS, Dept. H, P.R. House, 14, Newgate
Street, London, E.C.4.
opposite Post Office Tube.
I.
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" LETTERS TO THE EDITOR "

bONIIIN 10 14

(Continued from preceding page)
touched it seemed to be alive and increased
considerably the howl.

AS SPECIFIED

FOR THE
ALL -WAVE
HIGH-MAG.

However, on removing it results were
normal, and to ascertain whether or not it
was the wooden cover I again affixed it,
with the same mystifying results, and, of
course, had to remove it.

3

M. (Warrington).

Manchester listeners on September 20
will hear a one -act comedy, The Rest Cure,

by Gertrude Jennings, produced by D. E.
Ormerod.
The North Regional programme on
September 15, which will also be broadcast

by 2L0 and 5XX, comprises a concert by
the Eccles Borough Band, conducted by
James Dow, and the Tudor Singers, under
the direction of Dr. J. E. Wallace.

D ROWNIE are now producing 2,000

LP Dominion Vernier Dials a day.
That is why it is possible to offer this
high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 3/6.

On September 22 Aberdeen and all
Scottish stations will broadcast a Roman
Catholic service. The address will be given
by the Rev. Bernard Grimley, D.D., and

The mechanism is a special non backlash design with a reduction
ratio which makes fine tuning easy

the choral part of the service will be

without becoming tedious.
Obtainable from all wireless dealers
in beautifully finished plain black or
lovely grained mahogany bakelite.

NELSON S I. WORKS
*re es sum nuessehbouns

-

rendered by the Boys' Choir of Nazareth
House, Aberdeen.

The Hawk's Feather, a new Scots play

ESS

LO DONt N.W.
samerbee isms Ems smis w

!pal rpm
!

i

%eBRITISH FIRM
of- a Centunkr

Standing

TO'FIRLUAStr(K

by Neil M. Gunn, is to be presented by the
Aberdeen. Radio Players and broadcast by
that station on September 24.
Listeners to Glasgow on September 24
will hear a community drama entitled The

Kim, by Gilbert Pitt. This play has been
produced in Scotland and met with great
success. It is the first radio presentation,
I and will be produced by the author, with
! the original cast-The Garrick Players.
I

.
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H.T. BATTERIES
07 volt, 7 6 ; 100 volt, 12;6.

New Exhibition FREE GIFT of a 9 -volt Grid
Edition shortly Bias Battery with the first 12

,

for

to be distrthated orders received each day

I
I

"Tommy, if your father
could save a pound a week for four weeks,
what would he have then ?
TOMMY :

"Please, miss, a radio set, a

gramophone, and a Rolls-Royce."

SALE

SPECIAL VALUES
Antiphonic Baseboard Valve
IHolder, 90. All Brass .0001 Reaction Condenser, 3;13. Doubleaction Slow-motion Dial,
0005 Ball -bearing Log. Variable
Double -scale
Condenser, 3;-.

RECOMMENDED NEW LINES'
Ferranti AF5 Transformer 25/Lewcos H.F. Choke

Si-

.

Telsen Radio -Grand L.P.
Transformer ..

12/0

Wakes Volt -Amp Testmeter

7/0

Forma New Vernier Dial'
3/3;18 it. Loud -speaker Cossor Screened -grid Valves 22/8'
MI
Cone Speaker Unit, Brownie Dominion Dials

IVoltmeter, 0 to 6 and 0 to 120 Bulgin Short-wave Choke
volts,

Cord, 1.6.

I unequalled value, 5.1.

I We pay all postage on orders over See Competition in "Wireless'
I5,5 in value, so you purchase at World" Miseellaneous Columns.
most favourable prices from an extensive stock upon equally favour- ORDERS FOR ABROAD.-

able terms, as though our premises Special care is given to packing
and to urgent dispatch.
were in your neighbourhood.

1.4TAYLOR &co
3. RADIO HOUSE.

I WINK
Retiubilitat

MACAULAY ST., HUDDERSFIELD
.7e/ 341 Granis:-THOROUCH"HtiDelli5FiELD. 'Ile.11alii4

Rlways the Centre of Radio fie tivIties
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At Home !

At Once !

MEN ! Here is the chalice of a lifetime!

A GOLDEN opportunity in every sense of
the word. It is an opportunity for you to

participate in the BIG PROFITS now being made in
the Electrical and Wireless Industry--a.business which
has enlarged enormously of late years but which has

not yet reached a tenth of the size to which it will

eventually attain. My new and improved patents -are

in increasing demand everycvhere because they are such

a vast improvement upon all others; this I can prove
to you by certified Tests.

A Genuine Spare -

Time Business
With soy Unproved and Patented Process the work
Is so easy that the whole of the family-including.the
children-can help. Even though you have no knowledge of Wireless or Electricity you can commence at

once to turn your spare time into CASII and earls
anything, up to

500 a Year./

No expensive " plant " or machinery and no opeoial
skill is required. I will supply you with all details
entirely free of charge. your kitchen or ally small
outbuilding can be your workroom. Nobody can
encroach upon your business, because it is protected
under Royal Letters Patent.

305, Church Road, Leyton, E.ro.

your profits only a limited number are
allowed to manufacture, SO' your, market'
can never be overcrowded. If necessary,
we arrange to, purchase all. your stocks.
Thins you are postilbely &nab; of profUl

DEPT. lard, Magnum, Ormond, Peto- I

PRICES will be given whenever possible, whatever the value of the order

al

MAINt MUNC T

WE GIUIA

':

, . OPENED. Shop hours as regu- Scott, Radio Instruments, Ripaulta, Siram, Watinel, etc.
7, tenons. No Sunday Trading.
6 ANY RADIO MATERIALS spec Bed or advertised in this or other
1 publication supplied at the prices quoted therein. SPECIAL CASH I

ft

Leyton Batteries. The address of the

Battery Co., which was omitted
I Leyton
from a test report in a recent issue, is

Send your name Reliability Batteries
and address for
BRANDS STOCKED AND
registration to
RECOMMENDED
your
llensure
., Benjamin, Brandes, Bulgin. Edigetting ERE son Bell, Ever Ready, Ferranti,'
Copy.
Gecophone, Hellesen, Igranic,
Mal.
.,..lalik,, NEW WHOLE- Lamplugh. Loewe,
lit,

THESE end

The Instalment Age

TEACHER :

,

MAKE

This is

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be

a

at once for Full Free Particulars: Dealt:hesitate
-this is a Straightforward; Genuine, Iliimest ProposiSend

tion. Commence to earn easy Extra% 4:WS NOW and
become an independent Master: Man:

SEND THIS FORM NOW !
r"Amateur Wireless " COUPON 1
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

not a "dying" industry, but

It has been esta'sfished over a decade and is competing su:cessfully against big combines. It offers a
tremendous opportunity.

rapidly growing one.

The England -Richards Co., Ltd.,
1212, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE,

full details- as to how I cam Make Money at
Home in my spare time. I enclose 2d. stampfoe
postage:

Print your name and address boldly in capital

letters on a plain' sheet of paper and pin this
-

Coupon W it.
Amateur Wireless,'.' 14/9/29.

L..
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ASSEMBLE
HT IN A MINUTE
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Go,

ARCH

I or_
\ot
that makes the svonderful

AMAZING

I

INVENTION

Siff'

SACA LZC

AN

")LO, 5XX, and other stations will orchestra, which can present, as required,,
broadcast an eye -witness account of a tango band, a dance band, an entire

JANUARY

CARD

2L0 will relay a popular concert from give its first performance at Swansea in
the Kingsway Hall on September 22. This the Patti Pavilion on September 24. This
will include a performance by the Band of will be relayed by Cardiff and Swansea.
the Welsh Guards, and vocal solos by Megan. Thomas (soprano) and Parry Jones
Harry Brindle (bass) and Thelma Tuson (tenor) are the soloists.
(soprano), also Leonard Henry (enterCardiff on September 26 relays an All tainer).
Welsh Concert from the Pavilion, CarThe 5GB vaudeville programme on narvon. The Carnarvdn Choral Society
September 17 includes a short play entitled will be heard.
Dining Out, by Austin Melford, given by
Belfast listeners on September 27 will be
Vera Ashe and Partner. Other artistes given a concert of the works of Brahms,
taking part in the programme are Tommy which will include two of this composer's
Handley, James Donovan, and Philip best known choral works, the "Contralto
Brown's Dominoes Dance Band.
Rhapsody" and "Song of Destiny."

SUPPLY.

PERMANENT

definitely PARAMOU NT

2

To -day the Standard Wet Battery offers a wonderful proposi-

to listeners to solve the

tion

bugbear of costly replacements.

In a matter of a few moments

per cell it is ready to supply
abundant H.T., for twelve months
or

more AND CAN THEN BE

RE -FILLED SIMPLY, EASILY

and at low cost AT HOME and
again READY FOR A FURTHER
PERIOD OF SERVICE. It ran
literally be made to last for

It is absolutely trouble reliable, and
SELF REGENERATIVE. The power pressure is so smooth and non Years.

'free,

varying that reception

Is improved out of all knowledge.
Now the wonderful Cartridge

A concert entirely dedicated to Spain
will be given by the London studio on

Sacs are the final development
Making the operation of re-

charging at home absolute simplicity. Before wasting further
money

replacements

on

September 18.

we

seriously ask every listener to
learn about STANDARD-send for the book FREE.

Two short plays, entitled The Pot of
Broth, by W. B. Yeats, the well-known

DEFERRED TERMS. NO DEPOSIT.
.tiny voltage or capacity battery supplied to suit all

sets.
Obtainable direct or from Halfords Stores,
Curries Stores, and all Radio Dealers on Mil or

Irish playwright, and Between the Soup and
the Savoury, by Gertrude Jennings, whose
is now showcomedy, These

deferred terms.

No. 3 cell, 7d.

Spare Cartridge

No. 1 and I

5d.
cells

the Amateur Motor Cycle Road Race from Hawaiian combination, or a concert
the grand stand, Douglas, Isle of Man, on orchestra.
September i6.
The National Orchestra of Wales will

No. 4 cell, Bid.
Spare Cartridge
7d.

ing in London, are to be broadcast from

are manufactured as previously,

complete with alt accessories.
Write to THE STANDARD WET BATTERY 00. (Dept.
A.W.), 184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, Loudon, W.0.2.

Simple Home Charging.

5GB on September 20.
Dorothy Ord -Bell,

14regl

Cnibloc Trays, supplied with lid.

a native of New-

castle, will give a song recital from that
station on September 16. This talented
artiste has frequently broadcast from
London and provincial stations.

Popular artistes taking part in a proM.B.

ELECTRICAL BARGAINS

ELECTRADIX

,000 Ediswan Immersion Heaters for liquids, 110 or
220 volts. List 30/-, Sale 3/6. Brand new. Bed
Heater,s 41-. Electric Hpt Plates 7/6. Electric Soldering Irons 6/-. Complete Kit 7/6. Belling Electric
Towel Dryers 50/-. Metaphone House -office Telephones, fitted anywhere, 12/6 pair. New 3 -valve

Sets 30/-. Loud -speakers 12/-. Microphone Buttons 1/-. Power. Valves 4/6. Electric Motors from
5/- each. .0o t Condensers 6d. boo -volt Dynamos
70/-. 2 -volt Accumulators 6/-.
Send stamped addressed envelope for

August Bargain Sale List.

ELECTRADIX

HOUSE

218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

gramme from Newcastle on September 19
are Constance Astington (soprano), Hughes
Macklin (tenor), Herbert Cameron (baritone), and Catcheside Warrington (Tyneside entertainer).
On September 21 a concert by the Eastbourne Municipal Orchestra, conducted by
Captain H. G. Arners, will be relayed from
the Festival Hall at the North-East Coast
Exhibition. The soloist will be Frederick
Stevenson (baritone).
Winners at the Royal National Eisteddfod of Wales at Liverpool, 1929, are to give

another concert from the Cardiff station
on September 22. The Rhondda Ladies'
Choir, conducted by Mr. James Davies,
will take part in the programme.
Cardiff listeners on September 23 will

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE

hear a " Round the World" programme

Constructors of receivers described in

to be givenby. John Stean's Carlton Celebrity Orchestra. Thirty-eight instruments

this Journal should make full use of
our Blueprint Service and avoid all risk
of failure.

can be played by the members of this
IMO

TO PERFECT RADIO
In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known

Radio Receiver or Component-all on

EASY TERMS
The following list is merely representative. and
we ask you to fill in the coupon below or send us
a list of your requirements.
EXIDE 120 -volt H.T. ACCUMULATORS, with crates.
Send only 6/11, balance in I I monthly instalments of 6/11.

LEADING MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINATORS from
Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 4/7.

4/7 down.

CELESTION C.12 LOUDSPEAKER. Send only 10/9
balance in

I

I monthly instalments of 10/9.

OLYMPIA EXHIBITION

Stands 42, 43 and 44
On these stands will be gathered together

the cream of the exhibition for your inspection.

See all the latest models
SIDE BY SIDE.

Our new catalogue contains fully illustrated details
of ALL the new season's apparatus. It will be a
veritable guide to radio. Available September 21st.
Reserve your copy NOW !
Mat, Con Pon In unsealed entrant, finder

stem

PETO SCOTT EPI3.
Please send me your new 48 pp. Illustrated Catalogue.

NAME..
ADDRESS
A.W. 14,/4

Free Demonstrat.ons acd Advice by Qualified Engineers at

cur Shops :-

77 City Road, London, E.C.I

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY
MANCHESTER.
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The full plans regarding the new CenRADIOGRAMS
tenary Algiers (North Africa) high -power
(Continued)
broadcasting transmitter show that the
Radio Belgique may be heard testing station, which is now nearing completion,

on Saturdays and Sundays during the at Eucalyptus will have an energy of

morning and Iate evening hours on 339' 12 kilowatts minimum in the aerial. It is
metres, a wavelength which may eventually of an ultra -modern type and will be
be adopted by the Brussels high -power brought into operation on October r next.
transmitter.
A small private transmitter at Antwerp:
has started to broadcast concerts on
Sundays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays on
246 metres. The call is : "Ici Station.
Beige it Anvers 4ED."

Arlon, capital of the Belgian province of
Luxembourg, now possesses a small broadcasting station working three times weekly
on 312 metres.

F8BP, the experimental station of the
French wireless association Le Journal des

Huit, has increased its wavelength from
47 to 55 metres.
Eiffel

Tower, Paris, has resumed its

experiments in short-wave telephony; the
wavelength has been reduced to 31.5
metres.

From September r a radio telephony
service was opened between the s.s.
Leviathan and Berlin on short waves.

Although the wavelength has not yet been

definitely fixed, it is expected that tests
will shortly be made on 364 metres.

The transatlantic telephone service is
now available to and from (1) all places
in the Isle of Man, (2) Northern Ireland
(Belfast only), and (3) the Irish Free State
(Dublin only). Extensions in Northern

Ireland beyond Belfast and in the Irish
Free State beyond Dublin will be made as
soon as circumstances permit.
Plans of the Universal Wireless Communication Co., U.S.A., call for the erection of two new radio stations just outside
Memphis, Tenn., one a transmitting station
and the other a receiving station,. These
will give Memphis direct connection with
points in Europe and South America.
Eighty per cent. of the radio sets in the
Canadian west are in the rural districts.
After fulfilling a Glasgow engagement,'

The Bavarian stations have abandoned Rona Valdez, the popular soprano, left
their old interval signal and between items immediately for the Continent, where she
now broadcast a short carillon of bells is to figure in broadcast concerts in Italy
and Germany.
G, E, F, A, B, C.
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The Remarkable Performance Curve

of the Ultra. Air Chrome Speaker.

'Pe Double Diaphragm
is a Patented Principle

incorporated in the
UltraAirChrome Speaker
*The remarkably faithful
musical reproduction given

by the Ultra Air Chrome

Next Week

Speaker is the result of extensive
scientific research.
The relative sizes and disposition

of the two diaphragms are accurately determined to give a

"THE

uniform frequency response well

beyond the limits of audibility.
The driving unit is of true

KNIFEEDGE
THREE"

balanced -armature type.

CHASSIS PRICES
OVEIZALL DIMENSION,

Type L 12" X IO" X 31"
Type K 14"X 14" x 51"
*Type F 18" X 23" X 5k"
Type J 24" x 24" x 51"Type

Reyner

g=f,Z

42/ -

52184/ -

105/-

`tie4!;:z,`Ti;Z:,Y,1in

The Ultra Air Chrome Speaker is also
available in attractive cabinet designs

Set

Visit Stand 106 and Demonstration Room F

at the Exhibition

AND

THE
CLARION
ALL -

ELECTRIC

AIR CHROME

THREE "
Outside and inside a prominent German broadcaster-Nurnberg.
The giant aerial probably largely accounts for the good reception

of this station in this country

Ultra Electric Limited, 667-663 Harrow Road Y.W.To
TelephOneWillesden 1616,7
PST

emaim- Wireiesi

ROADCAST TELEPHONY

COULD YOU BUT SEE THEM
Not a day, not a post, without letters of praise
from satisfied users of the new

TUNEWELL DUAL COILS

"My Mullard S.G.P.3 circuit will not give
complete satisfaction. I think the coils are at fault,
would yours effect a cure 1"

The coils were sent and acknowledged as
follows :"My set is now very satisfactory, your coils have

given me plenty of volume and smooth reaction
control on both wave bands.

"I am no longer troubled with uncontrollable
oscillation. They are really wonderful and I have
informed Messrs. Mullard of the great improvement they have made."

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY

Mr. S. W. Flood, the chief technical adviser to
the Scandinavian Broadcast Companies Official

Journal, has recently specified our coils and
IELF, chokes in his 2.S.G. set and pentode circuit,
The "Europa."
He says "They are without doubt the finest
DUAL -RANGE COILS I have ever tested.

They are wonder coils, and I ain specifying them
for my new circuits to be published."

INSIST ON TUNEWELLS
Prices: DUAL COILS, complete

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)

with

switches, panel mounting or 6 -pin base fitting,
10/6 each (Aerial or Anode) for Mullard S.G.P.3,
Clarion 3, Dominion 4, Broadcast Picture 4, etc.
Special pins for converting panel -mounting
type to 6 -pin base type 1/- per dozen. Six -pin
bases 2/- each. H.F. Chokes, 5/9 each.

Dual Range Coils for Bantam 3, Mullard
Master 3, Favourite 3, etc., 7/9 each: ditto.
panel -mounting type with switches 10/6 each,
Six -pin coils for 20/45 m. to 1,000/2,000 m. from

3/11 each. Two -pin coils all types, from 1/6

Call Sign

25.53 zr,751 Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13

1,500
1,238
1,148
288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040

* 200

Belfast (2BE) ... 1.0

. 242

Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
Swansea (5SX) 0.13
Stoke-on-Trent

* 261

(6ST)

288.5 ',op
288.5 1,040
288.51,040

Dundee (2DE)
Bournemouth

0.13

288.5 r,o4o

Bradford (2LS)

0.13

288.51,040
288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040

*301.

*310
* 356
* 377

*300
*474

*1,554

(2EH) 0.35
(6BM) 1.0

995
968
842
797

Aberdeen (200) 1.0

753
6a6
193

Glasgow (5SC)

Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
London (2L0)
2.0
Manchester
(2ZY) 1.0

AUSTRIA

* 246

*283

1,220
1,058

* 352

85r

*453

666
581

517

116
246

Linz
Innsbruck
Graz
Klagenfurt

Vienna

Charleroy (LL)
Antwerp

1,391
1,219

etc.: Dual Range 10/6 each; separate types

1,200 Ghent
1,071 Liege
961.4 Arlon
590 Brussels

TURNER & CO.,

* 509

Kosice

*487

1,022
878
617

* 281

1,067

1,153

26o

Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn) 1.0
Kalundborg
7.5

*297

1,010

'293
'342

WANDER PLUG
Adjustable to fit any socket,
A tura of the insulator locks
it.
Special short insulator.

Red, Black
and Green,

VI 1 ri
6'1.2.6"

CLIX PIN
TERMINAL.
The Pin with
III:MMUS us:,.

2d.

1,355

*221
*1,796

170

Lahli
FRANCE
2,750 St. Quentin

220
230
237
218

1,354
1,304
2,265
.r,z6o

240

255

1,250
1,175

268

1,121

111.31,420

/./30

.265

1,028
1,020
986
916

292

.294

304
304

2.0
0.8
40.0
0.25
0.1

Beziers

Fecamp
0.5
Ste. Etienne
0.3
Juandes-Pins
0.4
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest) 2.0
Radio Nimes
1.0

Toulouse (PIT) 1.0

Lille (PTT)
Casablanca
5277.5 1,081,4 Rennes (PTT)
:.
Montpelier

Power
Kilo- Station and
Metres cycles Call Sign
(Kw.)
2
970 Radio Vitus
309
*Stu
95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
526.5 oi8.9 Grenoble (PIT) 1.5
:45
6 .6 t'cit Parisien... 0.5
.1341)
869 Strasbourg
0.3
849.1 Algiers
1.'53
2.0
815 Radio LL
368

(Pads) 0.5

*381.
411.

788
729

436

687

Radio Toulouse 9.0
Radio Maroc
Rabat) 2.0
Radio Flandre

447

672

Paris (Ecole

(Lille) 0.5

Sup. PTT) 0.7

Lyons (PTT) ...
Tunis (Kasbah)
205.3 Eiffel Tower...
274 Radio Paris ...
GERMANY
1,373 Flensburg

458
1,350
1,461
*1,720

640
222

*21S
*227

1,319 Cologne
2,283 Muenster
1,256 Nurnberg
1,220 Kiel
1,220 Cassel
1,184 Breslau
1,157 Leipzig
2,112 Kaiserslautern
1,085 Koenigsberg

* 234

.239
. 246

' 246
*253
* 259

*270
. 276

r,o58
.283 .7,058

Magdeburg
Berlin (E.)

' 283

Stettin

1,058
941
923
882
833
8o6
770
716
662
657
635
563
536
536

*283
1'319

' 325
* 333

'360

' 372

390

418
' 453
456

Dresden
Gleiwitz
Bremen

Stuttgart
hamburg
Frankfurt

Berlin
Danzig
Aachen
Langenberg
Munich
Augsburg
Hanover
Freiburg
183.5 Zeesen

.473
*533
*560

'560
*1,635

2,51:
2290
,

Sept.

15

PP

17

so
20

L. T.. Nickel plated for old.
H.T. Red & Rlack

CLIX WILL BE ON

Luxembourg
HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven
246

' 298

1,0'4

20.0

*1,071

880

1,070

28o

2

Huizen via Hit.
venom
aerial
(after 5.40 p.m.

6.0

Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. H.S.T.)
xbo Hilversum via
'1,875
Ifu,zen
aerial
(AVROI

HUNGARY

6.0

0.8
2.5
1.0

550

545

Budapes^

15.0

*1,200

e50

Reylcjavik

1.0

(PTT) 1.5

*225

Bordeaux (PIT) 0.5

248
*215

Radio Lyons
Limcges (PTT)

1.5
0.5

Agen

0.3

ICELAND

IRISH FREE STATE

'413

Metres
* 332

.385
*441
453

'501
031 8

.431.7

Cork (IFS)
1.5
Dublin (2RNI
1.5
ITALY
1,209 Trieste (testing)
1,094 Turin ( or
7.0
1,337
725

Power
Kilo- Station and
(Kw.)
cycles
Call Sign
905 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
3.0
779 Genoa (ILE)
3.0
68o Rome (Roma)

(62

Bolzano(IBZ)... 0.3

599

Milan (Milano)

' 525

572

12.83

*365
*301
447
4.,3
453
453
*493

2.5
2.5

69448 Belgrade
53o

'1,935

7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
973 Zagreb (Agram) 1.23

586

Sjubljana
LATVIA

4.0

Riga

LITHUANIA

Kovno
NORWAY
r,c58 Notodden
820 Bergen
6r Frederiksstad
67r Rjukan
c 02 Tromsoe
(63 Aalesund
(62 Porsgrund
155

608

*313
' 335
385
*408
*1,411

959
896
779
734

* 391

761

7.3
0.7

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5

Oslo

POLAND
Cracow
Posen
Wilno

Ka t towitz

212.5 Warsaw

ROUMANIA

Bucharest

1.5
1.5
1.5
10.0
10.0

2.0

RUSSIA

* 351

*427
* 483

' 825
1 060
1,000
*1,30/.

10.0
855.5 Leningrad
702.5 Kharkov (NKO) 5.0
2.0
621.5 Hornet
364 Moscow (PIT) 25.5
283 Tiflis
1't.0
20.0
300 Leningrad
230 Kharkov
5.0

r,r93

SPAIN

95o
86o

Almeria (RADS) 1.0
Oviedo (EAJ19) 0.5
Barcelona

493

815
743

Seville (EA J5)
San Sebastian

424

707

251.

314

349

368
453

(62

2.31.

r,3or

(PCI) 25.0
*257

270
* 322

322
' 436
. 512
*770
1,200
*1,313

2,112
932
933
689
554
389
250

Salamanca
(EAJ22) 0.55
Malmo

Hoerby
Trollhattan
Goeteborg

Falun
Stockholm
Sundsvall
Ostersund
Boden
222.5 Motala
SWITZERLAND
743
653
442
395
297

*1,200

250

0.5

(EA J8) 0.5
Madrid (EAJ7) 8.0

SWEDEN

2,r6o

*459
080
760
1,010

* 403

(EA J1) 8.0

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

0.5
10.0

0.4
6.0
0.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
231

30.0

1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.25

TURKEY

Stamboul

5.0

All wavelengths marked with an

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan Prague.

Authority has been granted by the -

OF THE WEEK

Polish Posts and Telegraphs to the Polskie
Raadjo Company to reorganise the broad-

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
A Ketelbey programme.

casting system in that country. It is proposed to reconstruct the Warsaw transmitter in order to obtain a power of some

Queen's Hall

promenade concert-Tchai-

A vaudeville programme.

Queen's Hall promenade concert -Beethoven
and Mozart.

15

A concert by victors at the Royal National

CARDIFF
Sept.

0.7

Huizen via Hil-

21

STAND 261, OLYMPIA

4.0
0.5
0.7

versum
aerial
(until 5.40 p.m.
5.0
B.S.T.)

Charles Brewer.
Queen's Hall promenade concert.
Queen's Hall promenade concert.

r8

4.0
4.0
4.0
0.7
0.7
4.0
4.0
1.5
4.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.75
6.0
0.75
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.75
0.75

GRAND DUCHY

1,220

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Sept. 16 Cafe au Lair, a condensed musical comedy, by

A.W." Free .on Request.

0.6
8.0
8.0

13r

kovsky.

Ideal for speedy connection and
sore contact L -ad coated for

6.0

527;21.

CHIEF EVENTS

Red 2d.

LECTRO LINX, Ltd, 254, Vauxhall Bridge, S.W.1

Helsinglors

167

An Ideal fitment for Per/mama contact.

of pafect aids to contact are
illustrated in oar New Folder

Reval (Tallinn)

FINLAND

CLIX RING

CLIX21VARIETIES

(Feriby) 12.5
2.0
2.4
Bruun (Brno)
Prague (Pratta) 6.1.1

ESTHONIA

TERMINALS.

CLIX HOOK
TERMINAL.

Bratislava

DENMARK

0111111111111111111111111

CLIX-LOX

0.5
0.5
0.25
1.0

Morava -Ostrava 10.0

Olympia : STAND No. 95

them by using " Clix."

Brussels 0.5

1,139
1,076

54 Station Rd., New Southgate, N.11

Bad contacts account for
unwanted noises. Get rid of

Scriaerbeex-

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

* 283

*279

The Cure for Clicks !

0.25

(Anvers) 4ED 0.4

1,202

SEND FOR LISTS

0.5
0.5
5.0
0.5
15.0

BELGIUM

250
280
312

from 3/11 each.

1.0

Daventry (5GB) 17.0
Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

250

Valve holder fitting coils for Cossor, Lissen,

0.13

Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
Plymouth (SPY) 0.13
Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
0.2
Hull (6KH)
Edinburgh

288.5 1,040

each.

111111111111111111111111U

Power
(Kw.)

Station and

Kilo.
Metres cycles

GREAT BRITAIN

From Brighton, the following

and Black.
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Eisteddfod of Wales, Liverpool 1929.

70 kilowatts in the aerial and to. erect
further stations at Thorn, Lemberg, and
Lodz.

A broadcast as a "send-off" to the
_holidays is

the somewhat novel policy

adopted by the Glasgow station in connec-

tion with "the Crawford Chaotics," The.
latter are a band of merry amateur mirth makers who go to the little upland holiday
resort of Crawford for a September holiday
yearly.

L
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BLUEPRINTS C:,'Iegatte.Mts''leagut",Z
eriplions of all these sets can be obtained

at is. 3d. and '4d. respectively. past free.

Index letters " A.W:" refer to "Amateur Wireless " sets and !!W.M."
to

Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d, each)

..
ONE -VALVE SETS

A Daventry-Local Crystal Set
Reinartz Cne
The A.'.

AW185
(1S. each)

WM/27

WM153

TWO -VALVE SETS (ls. each)
. AWr59

East to West Short-wave Two (D, Trans)
Beginner's Two (D, Trans)
.
1929 Favourite Two (D, Trans)
Loud -speaker America Two
Meteor Two (D, Trans)
Clipper 'Fwo (D, Trans) ..
Twinflex (Reflex) ..
Continental 'I'wo (D, Trans)

se AW171
AVV186

,

Talisman TWO (D. Trans)
Hyper -selective 'Fwo (D, Pentode)?
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Trans)

.

AW190

AWtg4

AW198

WMio7

.

..

.

.. WM138

\VIVI it 4

WM135

..

WM143
WM 155

Stay -put. Two (All -AC, D, Trans)
1::ther Ranger (D, Trans)

WMI56

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s, each)

..

All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans)

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) ..

Listener's Three (I -IF, D, 'Trans), price 4d., free

with copy of "AW" .
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans):..
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
5926 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans)

AW/58
AWIno
AW169
AW172

.. AW175
AW179
Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans

.

AWI89
.
..
or D, RC, Trans)
AWrgz
..
Broadcast Three (SG, D, 'Trans)
.. AW s96
James dual -range Three (HF, H, Trans)
AW199
All -wave High-mag. Three (HF, D, 'Frans)
All -wave Screen -grid Three (H F, D, Trans) .. WM f ro
.. WM117
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, 'I'rans)
.. WMIzo
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
W141123
..
New Year 'I'hree.(SG, D, Pentode)
WM124
The Q3 (D, RC, I rans) .
WM129
..
Lodestone 'Three (HF, D, Trans)
Simple -Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
.. WM136
Dynamic Three (SG, D, Trans)
At Home Three (D, zRC)
WMI42
..
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
. WM152
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, rans)
WMt 57
..
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)

FOUR -VALVE SETS (Is, 6a. each)
OverseasShort-waver (HF, D, a Trans)
..,
Touchstone (HF, D, RC, Trans)
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..

..

The Drum Major (HF, D, RC, Trans)..
..
Music Player (HP, D, RC, Trans)

... WM i37

AWr33

.. WM tog
WMI19

WM Izz
WM134

Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 211C)
Dominions Four (2SG, D, Trans)

WM144

WM1F4

Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans)

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is, 6d, each)
WM13o
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 2RC)
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, b, Re.., Push-

WM146
..
SIX -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d, each)

pull)

AW67 t

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, 'I'rans)

WMto6

Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Tram)

AMPLIFIERS (1s, each)

Awioi

"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC)
Searcher Unit (HF)
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.)

AW176
AW1137

WM128

Signal Booster (I -IF Unit)
.
Auditrol Amplifier

WIVit32

MISCELLANEOUS (1s, each)
.. AWroz
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)
..
AVV123
L.T. and HT. Mains Unit (D.C.)
Listener's Speaker, price 4d free with copy. of
AWC7o
"A.W."
Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker, (Full..
.,AW177A
..
size)
..
AW178
D.C. Unit (HT)
AW183
..
Short-wave Adaptor (I v.)
AW19
High-tension Battery.Charger
ANY' 03
Mains Unit for S Valves

..

Scratch filter (6d.)
Simplest ELT. Unit (i /-) .
Universal Short-wave Adaptor

HA'. Unit for A.C. Mains

..

AWm7
WM8z

WIVI125

PORTABLE SETS
..

Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) ..
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)

116

ANY -18u

1)6

AW184

/6

AW 88

1/ -

... WM145

/6

WM139 . 1;6

Picnic Portable (D, RC, Trans) ..
WM148
Enchanter Portable (aHF,'D, RC, Trans). WM iso,

//-

1/6

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Orddr
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS

tone. This instrument, it is claimed, imparts

Send Detailed List

parable to the original music.

12/11

to the electrical reproduction of gramo- Handsome Polished Oak Speaker CABINETS
13\1356
phone records a realism making it com-

It was to substantiate these

claims,

5S-61 FETTER LANE
LONDON E.0 4

POSt
1/3

BLUE el r-_,/

explained Dr. McLachlan himself, that the
Press had been invited to the demonstration. He explained that notes under a
frequency of 25o cycles are not recorded on

4 POLE ADJUSTABLE

the gramophone record at anything like
their true proportion as originally played.
Apart from this root cause of unrealistic

BLUE SPOT, 35/11

reproduction, caused by lack of bass notes,
the average electrical pick-up is more
efficient;

SPOT Ia. 0

OK UNIT. LATEST MODEL

BALANCED ARMATURE

OR
I TRIOTRON UNIT
CABINET. 12 'Cone

it was stated,- on the middle

Post 113

CHASSIS,
CONE.

22/6

Nett. Cash.

The Lot Post N11 U.K.ah

register, with a falling off in efficiency at
Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
the top and bottom registers.
READY TO
USE.

Added to this was the imperfection of the

amplifier; the Cumulative effect of these

In Handsome

faults was to be heard in the vast difference

Receives London

Cabinet.

in the original music and that reproduced 5G13, 5XX, and
Contion the record. All these faults, it was many
nental Stations.
claimed, could' be compensated by the use

Many testimoni-

of the Novotone, designed to supply, the

NO COILS TO

electrical equivalent of the deficiencies.
In making up for the loss of high and low
notes, Dr. McLachlan explained, the Novo -

tone raised the whole sound output to a
much higher level, making the general
volume of sound some four times greater
than that obtained without the Novotone.
Volume and Quality
Nine different gramophone records were
then played through a high -quality, amplifier and moving -coil loud -speaker, the
Novotone being switched in and out of circuit during the playing,of each record. The

increase in volume was very appreciable
' when the Novotone was switched in, so

much so that the

difference in actual

quality was' not. an' easy matter to - determine. Bass notes came up considerably
when the -overall volume was increased by

..

ANVI 95

RAYMOND'S

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
AT the invitation of Gambrell. Radio, ThisCome
address is at the back of Daly's
Ltd., of Buckingham House, ,Bucking- Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821
ham Street, W.C.2, members of the staff of I WE ARE OPEN CASH ORDERS
AMATEUR WIRELESS were able to attend an ALL DAY SATURDAY
OVER 25/ DAY THURSDAY
interesting Press demonstration of the ALL
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Quoted for at
McLachlan tone compensator, to be mar- Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Special Prices
9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
keted by this firm under the name Novo - Sat.
Sunday morning 11-1

were appreciably enriched.
Without question the overall volume and
quality of the reproduction with the Nova -

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, z 'I'rans) with
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWi77,

talisman Portable (SG, , z Trans) .
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans).

REALISM FROM RECORDS

the insertion' of the Novotone; top notes

..

..
..

Advance Notes on the Radio Exhibition

.

WM12,6
Lodestone Loud -speaker
.. WM133
Tames H.'I'. Unit for D.C. Mains
.. WM14o
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Five
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
.. WM147
..
A.C. Mains Amplifier ..
WM Idg
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WMt5i

ortable (D. 'Fran Ds)

emahaur
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tone is exceptionally pleasing to the ear,
much more so than without it. Probably

als.

CHANGE.

SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT
or BRITAIN'S FAV-, 3 -CIRCUIT

Above shows you Cabinet and Panel (but 2 S.M. Dials on
Sets), Dual Range Coils1 all parts on Baseboard,
5 Battery Leads 6, 3 Dull Emitter Valves. Tested,
O.K. Tax Paid. Carr. and Packing, 3/6 Set.
NETT.
CASH
With 3 MULLARD Valves; 941-

TALISMAN
2 EASY TERMS
[UT OF PARTS. 9.W., Aug. 3rd SET READY TO USE
.11005 5.M; Condeneer, .0002 Re-

With Valves.

Wearite Talk,.
man Coil 7/6, H.F. Choice, Lotua
L.P. , Type"J" Formo, P.P.Switch,
Panel,' Strip, S Hoorayed Terrainds, Baaeboaril, Wire, Plugs, Clips.

In American Type Cabinet

action, 2 Spring VIE, .0002 and
Series

100 v. H.T. Battery

2 v. L.T. Battery

Cabinet Speaker with
Cone Unit, Aerial.
Complete Ready to rise in American
Type Cabinet, Power and Detector 12 EQUAL PAY- 11 /6
Valves, Tested,70
Tax/_
Paid.MENTS OF 1 '

49/6 Cash

Post Free

Carriage 2/6.

/

'''

THE BEST 2 YET

OVER 10'. (U.K.) SEND ORDER. PAY

C.O.D. STATION. PLEASE WRITE PLAINLY
POSTMAN.

CLARION

S.G.3

roar .0000, No. 3, at 510

Reactim 4/.. 2 Dual range 0.1'.
tolls, with Reaution (Tunewelll.

Anode, 10/6;
Aerial, 10/6.
Sprung V .ff at 1/3.
ForamSense
J," 2/, 1 mid., 2/6., .ul

IF

RAIL,

NEAREST

1 he clarion S.I.4 3, with
Handsome American Type
OAK CABINET, S.G., II.F.

and Power Valves, large
oacity H.T. Battery, LT.
ditto, 0.1k Cone Speaker.

Aerial Equipment.
Pined T.C.C., 1/9. nnneiz.
5.0.1.1.5. Cho., 5/... IT.F, Choke. THIS IS A SET OF
.5/6.
Loth's or Teleen Radio- PARTS NOT MADE
grand,121, .1.1.,2 and gene,. II,
14x7 Ebonite Panel., Screen, 81,301.
8 Terminals,
Push -Dull Switch,
Flex. Plugs; Wire 2 S.M. Dials.

OD
The Lot 70, - "tt.,21-

UP.
12 MONTHLY

PAYMENTS OF

13/6

Nett Cash. Post. Free 11.K:

the most impressive part of the demonstra- COILS-Tunewell Dual, 119; James 3, 25j-; Clarion
; Aerial (Tunewell),10/6 ; Wearite Talisman, 7/6.
tion was the exceptionally realistic repro- Anode,10i6
UNITS-Brown's " Vee" Unit, 25/-; Chassis, IS'. Or-

duction of the drums and cymbals, at the

mond 4 -pole Unit. 12/6; Watmel ditto, 18/6 ; Chassis, 12/6;

Blue Spot 66K ditto, 25;-; Triotron 4 -pole, 17,6; Lissen

end of the Parsifal record.
Super Unit, 15,!-; Do. Gramophone Unit, 13/-; Raymond
Arm., 10'11 ; B.T.H. Pick-up Tone -Arm, 45/We- congratulate Dr. McLachlan on his Bal.
Cathedral Tone Cone Unit, 13/11.
latestcontribution to the much desiredper144 pp. and Our Lists
;

fection of electrical reproduction, and we CATALOG U E 1 /- refunded first 10/. order
look forward to making a laboratory test of KITS OF PARTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
SETS, SPEAKERS, ELIMINATORS
0. EASY TERMS
the Novotone in the near future. Its price ANYTHING OVER £5
SEND DETAILED LIST
has. been fixed at 5, and readers should To save time please
make out exact list of your require..
ments. Easy payments net to exceed twelve months.
make a' point of inquiring about it at the
;forthcoming Radio Exhibition;
RAYMOND'S ADVERTISEMENT
%I
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enuateur Wtrele.

"SCRATCH" AND STATIC

"Amateur Wireless"

HAND OOKS
each 2/6 net.
The Shielded Four- electrode Valve
Loud -speaker Crystal Sets.
Mechanism
Wireless -controlled
for Amateurs.
The Wireless Man's Workshop.
The Practical " Super -het " Book.
The Short-wave Handbook.
The Practical Wireless Data Book.

THERE is an interesting parallel between the "scratch" produced by a
gramophone record, especially when used
with a pick-up, and atmospheric "static"

as heard on a wireless set, Both are
extraneous noises, and both are due to
irregularities or a lack of uniformity in the
medium concerned.

Static arises from a state of discon-

tinuity in the electric content of the ether,

and to the resulting movements of the
electric charges as they seek to find a com-

mon potential level. Scratch, on the other
hand, is due to a lack of homogeneity in the
material on which the gramophone record
is engraved. In reproduction the needle

finds out these minute irregularities and
B. A. R.

emphasises them.

each 116 net.
The Book of the Neutrodyne.
Wireless Telephony Explained.

Crystal Receiving Sets and How
to Make Them.

Wireless Component Parts and

HE "I've got a 'orrible 'eadache listening to 'er and 'er 'ouse'old 'ints."
SHE : "What you want is a couple of

aspirates.

Apparatus.

4110f allNewsagentsand Booksellers,

or by post, 3d. extra, front Cassel

& Co., Ltd., La Belle Sauvage,
London, E.C.

..www.wwsl

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES --

prieer, Jar, 1 /3, bass 1/2, Zinc 101. Sample da.,,
lb Volts complete with hands and electrolyte 4/1., post J1,
Sample unit ISti. Illus. booklet tree. Bargain lid free.
AMPLIFIERS. 30/-.
3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5.
Ise,,

A. TAYLOR, ST Studley Road,

Stockwell. LONDON

Iv a' io
Fortheill'I'iiitlt/"a'y
(THE BELT IN THE weer)

19 LISLE STREET. LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDON.W.C.I.
nwr.nopn
TALAOL.A.AlloAs
SaPiETENEoRIOirRL.TATUCtt

vosTdot ad Feet TO Lenses

STARTLING
DEVELOPMENT
in Electrical Reproduction of Gramophone
Records
shortly to
be
announced by the firm known as the
" Pioneers of All -electric Sets."

"THE iNOVOTONE' IS COMING"

The Neutrodyne from A to Z

" The Book of the
Neutrodyne "
By J. H. REYNER

under

this

head

are

chargei

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum sharp
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
term fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persona
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of SI, to cover
Postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
cf persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
Ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

55/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, L.C4.,
EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient Showeard
Writer. Me train you by post and sell your work through our
specialized Sales Department. Show Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT NOTIOE.-Results now to hand show
that bfi per cent. of our candidates pass their Exams. at the first attempt,
a remarkable record unapproached by any other organisation and
showing, why we can guarantee "No pass-no fee." If SR out of every
100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you remain in the ranks?
Now is the time to "get busy" and investigate. Our handbook.
`Engineering Opportunities," explains the most simple and successful
home -study methods of passing A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.l.A.E.,

A.M.I. Struct.E., A.M.I.E.E., 0, & G., G.P.O., Metric, etc. Exams.
The book outlines courses In all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Mo'oe:

and Wireless Engineering, sod includes a brilliant foreword by Prot.
A. M. Low, in which he shows clearly the chances you are missing.
Send for this Free Handbook now (state subject or Exam.)-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 21-e/
Oxford Street, London, W.I.

How to Make Them.

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony and How to Make the

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

FADING
is a recognised bugbear in all
FADING
long-distance signalling, but it is particularly troublesome in the case of transatlantic picture transmission, where uniform signal strength is essential in order to
maintain correct light -and -shade values. In
practice radio engineers regard fading as a
variable " attenuation factor " which cannot
be prevented in itself. They therefore seek
to counteract it by systematically varying

the sensitivity of the receiving valves in
exact step with the ether fluctuations.
In practice a special " control " wave is
sent out with the picture signals, but at a
different frequency, and this is utilised to
continually adjust the grid bias of the first
receiving valve. In this way the valve
amplification factor is automatically varied
to offset the effect of fading experienced by
the wave en route.
B. A. R.

ELECTRONS AND WAVES
HE new "wave theory" of the electron
is mainly due to the ingenious speculation of Louis de Broglie, the famous French
physicist. La Planck, in his quantum
theory, had shown that, under certain circumstances, light and X-rays behave as if
they were particles, i.e., they deliver their
energy in definite " packets " or pulses, and
not in a perfectly continuous manner.
In these circumstances de Broglie asked

himself, why should not particles under
certain circumstances behave as waves ?
Although the reasoning may not appear

1/6 net

convincing, subsequent experiments made
by Davisson in America, Thomson in Scot-

Cassell & Co. Ltd., La Pelle Sauvage, E.C4

land, Rupp in Germany, and Rose in
England, have shown it to be fully justified

-so far as this is possible in the realm of

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems molecular physics.

M. A. L.

LINEN SPEAKER. Drilled Bolt with tapped Extension forBlue Spot.
No Soldering, 2/0. Brarnhall, 63 Branton St., Birniingbarn.

MAGNET POTS-for 7/6, Tin, diameter, very limited stock, less than
half cost price, cannot repeat.-Goodman, Engineer, Frognal Avenue,
Wealdsionc, Middlesex.

NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED
Master 3 Type coils B.B.C. 3/3, 4/9. Titan type 9/6 S.G.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/-, 7/9 Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 1/3. with switch
3/3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units 3/6. Four -pin COSSOf
type coils 6,9 pair. S.L.F. Condensers 0005, 3/3, 3/6, Mid
Log, ball bearings 3/6. S.M. dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Alumn. panels 2/4. Cone Chassis 6/6. P.P. switches 9d.
Phones pair 6/6. H.F. Chokes 1/6, 2/-, 3/.. Combined 3/3.
Engraved term 2/6 doz. All wave tuners 7/11. Valve
Holders 1313 9d. Volt Meters 5/6. Cleartron Valves 3/-.
Stamp for List. Everything Wireless.
orders post
paid. Get our coupon, it saves you Money.

fl

Manufacturing Agents,

F. SANDERS
Church Street, ILFRACOMB E

SINQU E RS
SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

Sinquers tell you the exact state of pour accumulators
and warn you when they need recharging ; you can't
fool a Sinquer I Just drop them in and leave them to it.
They last for ever.
Ii -per carton from most dealers or 1/3 post free from

actual makers:

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO., Oakhill Road, Sutton.

STARTLING OFFER IN CRYSTAL SETS

The W.C.R.S. Crystal Set in Rekine Case, with !id and fastener,
making it absolutely d.tproof. Nickel -Plated fittings, Detector
complete with crystal and Cats -Whisker.
Variometer Tuning.
Will take two pairs of Phones. Every one tested and guaranteed.
Special Price, 6/6 Post Free.
Fully guaranteed Headphones for above set, 6/6 Post Free.
SEND NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE
Sent C.O.D. if desired.
'Phone: Terminus 6777.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259, Gray's Inn Rd., King's X. London, VI.C.1

REPAIRS

Any make of La?. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or Headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
kith each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO,
"Service" Dept.

214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.19

=deur Witties

COUPON
Availableuntil Saturday,
SEPTEMBER 21, 1929

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929
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Call first at the

Lotus Stand
Here's help for your next set. The very latest in
transformers, condensers, chokes-every unit you
need-and all made in one of the most modern radio
factories in Great Britain and carrying the Lotus

guarantee.

Every one is a Lotus masterpiece of mechanical
perfection; every one the very best of its kind that
you can buy. Lotus components are all neat,
strong and accurate, and ready to give you perfe:t
service.

Come and handle these new Lotus units and note
their wonderful workmanship and low prices.

will find them very useful this season.

You

Get to

know them NOW !

You'll be welcome at the

Lotus Stand-No. 63

01[101S

COMPONENTS
The new Lotus range includes:H.F. and L.F. Chokes; Power and L.F. Transformers;
Reaction, Differential and Variable Condensers, Antimicrophonic, 5 -pin and Rigid -type Valve Holders; Dual
and Single Drum Dials, Flat Vernier Dials; All -mains
Unit; Dual -wave Coils; Assembled Panels; Remot,
Co, trols; Colt Holders; Jacks; Switches and Plugs.

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain by
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,

Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
SEND FOR LITERATURE

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929
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Screen grid receivers
can be improved this simple way
Equip your set with these new
CROSS -MESH screen grid valves
MODAY all experienced wireless owners know the much greater range
1 -,given by a screen grid H.F. stage. But it is only by fitting the new
Marconi screen grid valves that you can obtain the best possible results
from your set.
The unique cross -mesh construction of the screen in these Marconi
valves - specially designed for the very highest efficiency - gives greatly
improved screening and lowers the inter -electrode capacity. No other
screen grid valve produces so high a gain per stage, such stable, easy control.
designers of the great :transmitting valves
Made by skilled engineers -designers

used in the leading stations of the world - each Marconi valve you buy is
fully tested, thoroughly reliable, with along life of first-class service before it.

Enjoy the power and range that Marconi screen, grid valves can give
your set. Types S.215 for 2 volts, 5.410 for 4 volts and S.610 for 6 volts
cost 22/6 each. Type S Point 8 for A.C. mains operation costs 25/- Ask
any dealer for them. If you do not know of a dealer near you, write to
the Marconiphone Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W. 1.

SPECIFICATIONS

The special cross -mesh construction of the new Marconi
screen grid valves gives you

greatly improved screening
and easier control

5.215

Filament volts .
Filament current .

Anode volts ..

.

.

_

*Normal slope

.

.

4.0 max.
0.1 amp.
100-150 max.
60.90 max.

2.0 max.
0.15 amp.
100-150 max.
60.90 max.

Screen grid volts .
170
*Amplification factor .
.
200.000
ohms.
.
*Impedance
.

S.410

. 85 MO%

S.610

6.0 max.
0.1 amp.
150 max.
60.90 max.

180

210

200,000 ohms.

200,000 ohms.
1.05 Ma/v.

_

.9 Ma 'N.

S Point 8
0.8 max.
0.8 amp.
100-150 max.
60.90 max.
160

200,000 ohms.
0.8 Ma/v.

*At -Anode Volt, 120. Screen Grid Volts 80, Grid Volts 0 to -1

MARCONI Screen Grid VALVE S
See the Mareoniplione stands at Olympia, Nos. 79 to 84
Printed in England. Published by Pernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/6 t Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sole Agents for Australasia GORDON & GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, Saptzmb2r 14, 192

sole Agents lot Ecutb Attica; CENTRAL I\ MS ACLINCY, LIMITED.
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THE
MISSING

TENOR

The Westminster Singers

Regd. Design

BY THE

WONDERFUL

THERE is now a loud speaker that does not cheat you
of half the broadcast ! In its reproduction the tenor
is no longer missing. It gives you notes you've never
heard before. It reveals instruments that have hitherto
been silent. In short, it gives you the broadcast in your
home as it is played in the studio. It is the new Brown
Duplex Loud Speaker.
Because it incorporates entirely new features in designthe wonderful " Vee" Movement and the Duplex Cone this latest Brown triumph sets a new standard in Radio
reproduction. Its tone is sweeter and more mellow. Its
volume is richer and more magnificent. Its appearance
is finer and more handsome. Ask any Wireless Dealer!
IN THREE MODELS:
Design as illustrated.

V10 £5 10s. Od.

Mahogany or Oak.

V12 £7 10s. Od.

V15 £12 10s. Od.

Also obtainable by easy payments, ask your Dealer for particulars.

See them at the
NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION

Olympia-Sept. 23 to
Oct. 3. Stands 213-4-5

DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKER
Advt. S. G. Brown. Ltd., Western Av:., N. Acton, London, W.3

Don't Forget to Sa. Thu You Saw it in "A.W.-

SEPTEMBER 21, 1929
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mateur Wtreten

fi product we are
proud to
resent

Punch- Purity- Power
DROVED superior in every test
.impressed upon it the Ormond

4 pole adjustable loud speaker unit

is a triumph of radio efficiencyespecially the efficiency of Ormond
Radio.

Only the finest materials and the

best British workmanship are put

ADJUSi

4
POL
LOUD SPEAKER

into this Ormond Component. The
result is a perfection - of working
hitherto unknown in a Loud Speaker
Unit of such low price,
Your dealer will suppl3ryou to -day

with the Ormond 4 pole Adjustable

Loud Speaker Unit - none other

offers such supreme advantages.
Cat. No. R/450. In attractive

Walnut finish.

UNIT
VISIT OUR STANDS AT OLYMPIA, Numbers
118 and 121 (Demonstration Room M in the Gallery).

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenwell 5334-5-6.

Telegrams: "Ormondengi Smith."

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA

SEPT. 23rd.-OCT. 3rd.

STAND NO. 110

GROUND FLOOR

REPRODUCTION

W1'111111 .4111i1.0111v

011'1' 01: '11111:4

.\ \
,

A4t1:111A1iir
They impart that reality of reivi.,v,
to the instruments of
\\

\rt
\

anyband or musical programmeindividually and collectively,

A \\

portraying the master touch of

the Artistes throughout the entire
musical scale.
You 1, USt try one --when you will instantly twee
that Telsen arc the Transformers of this generation.

Try one now.

L \

They are entirely British.

"RADIOGRAELND"

"ACE"

RATIOS 5-1
AND 3-1

PATIOS 5-1
AND 3-1

MODEL

8/6

TRANI FORAlliitS
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

HEAD OFFICES :

MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

A 2.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

(Intattur Wirelg!5
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New life
NEW
PROCESS.

Old /

Sets!

AMILLION owners of Wireless Sets

will welcome this New Cossor Valve
which gives such sensational results. For
when they fit the New Cossor their

Receivers will perform even better than

Such exquisite sweetSuch
colossal volume that the artiste seems
almost td be in the room. Such range that
when they were new.

ness of tone that is a revelation.

stations hundreds of miles away come in

NEW
CONSTRUCTION/

with incredible ease.
These are the results that anyone can expect
when his Set is fitted throughout with these
wonderful New Cossor Valves. But don't
take our word for it. Ask your Wireless
Dealer. He is demonstrating them daily in
all the Sets he is selling.
interesting
32 -page booklet

FREEAn

telling you all

about the new Cossor filament-

the new construction and the new
high vacuum process. Ask your

dealer for a copy.

(The NEW

Cossor

4. C. Couto Ltd., Elighbury Grave. London. NA.

-it's a
wonderful valve/
v(M,) 369

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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America Follows Us-Scotland Yard and "A.W."-PCJ's Nightingale-Regional
Sets for the Blind -A Great Achievement-The Show !-Television at Last !
America Follows Us-From what lit-

tle the general public knows of the radio
side of Scotland Yard's Flying Squad, it is
generally deduced that the whole organisa-

OUR SECOND

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBER

tion is run on rather "American" lines.

NEXT WEEK

Well, this is wrong, because the Chicago
Police Department has studied our radio

will be another bumper issue, full

section and intends to follow our lead.

the Radio Exhibition, and for those
who will just have to be content to

Chicago is having a 5 -kilowatt centralstation

and 15o radio -equipped cars. Some of the

cars will carry machine guns and tear

of interest for those who are going to

read all about it in "A.W."

Of

bombs, but then Chicago wouldn't be complete without that, would it.!

special interest will be
A Critical Survey of the Exhibits

Scotland Yard and " Amateur Wireless "-Apropos of Scotland Yard's radio

explaining most items of particular

we are now able to disclose a piece of very
interesting secret history. A trusted member -of the AMATEUR WIRELESS Staff was

recently allowed to see the whole of the
inner workings of Scotland Yard Radio
Section, with its powerful transmitter and
radio -equipped Flying Squad cars. It was
hoped to present our readers with a glimpse

merit. The receiver to be described
will be
The Music -lover's Cramo-radio

which is a " super " receiver and
gramophone, cheaper to make up
than any commercial instrument.

Make sure of your copy of

this

Institute intends, if funds permit, to
exchange each existing crystal set for one
of the new and more selective kind.
Television at Last !-Arrangements
have at long last been concluded, and the
experimental broadcasting of Baird television will begin on September 3o, through
2L0, from II to 11.3o daily, except
Saturdays and Sundays. This is just what
amateurs have asked for, and a few weeks
should see some startling practical developments in amateur -constructed television
outfits.

' A Great Achievement-A late note on
the Schneider Trophy race broadcast can
be excused, owing to the entire success of
the event. It is unnecessary to say anything about reception in this country,
because nearly every listener must have
taken advantage of the broadcast, and it is
good to know that some thirty American
broadcasting stations linked up for a relay
of the event, and reception was quite good
for most of the programme. A relay was
also conducted at Sydney, Australia, and,

into these interesting things. But for the
BUMPER SHOW ISSUE
time being the Commissioner has said
" No," so the Yard's inner history must scheme comes into operation. The Insti- of course, in Rome great interest centred on
remain unpublished until a change of mind tute, in co-operation with the B.B.C., has the doings of the Italian team. Loudoccurs !
designed a crystal set capable of receiv- speakers were installed in all the prominent
PCJ's Nightingale !-One of the PC J ing. either of the alternative programmes public squares and parks.
studio staff had a curious experience in without disturbance by the other. The Radio Honoured-The Prime Minister
the early hours recently. A regular ritleG.It7)1/(G)CG)ter_-13cr.atwlw.)c)c;,1-1 is honouring radio by giving a
transmission having just finished, he 5
short talk on the Na t iona 1
opened the studio window to admit
fresh air, and heard the full-throated
song of a nightingale singing not far

5

away. Taking in the situation im-

5

mediately, he ran to the microphone
and announced in six different languages that PCJ was about to broadcast the bird's song. The micro-

5

s

5

phone was silently wheeled to the

window, and for some time five
continents heard the bird's song.

Regional Sets for the Blind-

5

The National Institute for the Blind,
following a questionnaire addressed
to nearly 2,000 blind listeners in the
London area, has devised a scheme

5

by which the special needs of the
blind will be met when the regional

5
5

5
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The Show!-The eighth Radio

Exhibition opens next Monday
morning. If you are within con venient reach of Olympia, do make

a point of seeing the Exhibition.

And, if you go, don't miss our

stands, Nos. 19 and 20. Come to us
for free technical advice. And you

can't fail to be interested in the
AMATEUR WIRELESS and Wireless

Magazine receivers which will be on
show. You
yourself.

can make them up

NEXT WEEK-The Music -lover's Gramo-radio and a New Moving -coil Speaker

mule= Wiselesj
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the best
thing the B.B.C.
has ever owned.
Brookmans Park
estate consists of
thirty acres of field,
dead
practically
course,

WHAT is this
new Regional
Will- it
still be possible to
have a choice of
programmes? Will
old sets still work,

Scheme?

flat. The building

or won't they be
selective

enough?

And where is
Brookmans
anyway?

Park,

These are questions which every-

-AND WHAT IT
TO YOU

is squarish, modern

MEANS

in style, and faces
the Great North
Road. There are
two giant masts

supporting the

one is asking.

aerial.
A, large part of
Brookmans Park is
the building is
going to make such
taken up by the
a
difference to
generators, there
reception in the
are three giants,
South of England;
one for each transand, in addition,
mitter and one to
this new twin spare, each capable
wavelength station
of an output of
is an experiment
r 6o kilowatts at
upon the success or
otherwise of which depends the extension Southwark, Holborn, Westminster, Lambeth, xo,000 volts direct current. Then there
are fifteen other generators for. auxiliary .;
the City, and Clapham.
of the regional scheme.
Signal strength should, however, be jobs. One, for instance, supplies the
And now let me make the details clear.
Brookmans Park station is on the north amply great enough to give good crystal 3,000 volts negative applied to the grid of
side of London at the side of the Great reception, and valve users will certainly the main amplifiers. The L.T. current consumed is 2,60o amps. Huge 3oo-h.p. crude North Road and is about thirteen miles not have much about which to grumble.
oil Diesel engines supply the drive for the
from Charing Cross. When the station is
main generators,
complete it will consist of two trans- The Question of Selectivity
.

.

mitters in one, putting out alternative

programmes.
But for the time being we are concerned

not with the alternatives, but with the
changes

that may happen when the

present Oxford Street 2L0 transmitter

The main transmitting -room does not
transmitter is in full swing you will need differ. in appearance from other B.B.C.
very good selectivity in order to get the transmitters, except on the score of hugealternatives, but the degree of selectivity ness. AMATEUR WIRELESS made a detailed
required will not be greater than, that tour of the station a few days ago, and
already possessed by most good receivers. further technical details will be given next

Certainly when the twin -wavelength

closes down entirely. The B.B.C.'s con- Circuits employing a detector followed by week.
The B.B.C. is well aware that it is going
servative estimate for the present trans- one or more stages of L.F. amplification
mitter is thirty miles, whereas the service may need a loose -coupled circuit, or a to receive a number of complaints about
range for really reliable reception from wavetrap, in 'order to get that " knife- the drop in signal strength noticed in the
Brookmans Park is up to eighty to a edge" feeling. Sets with one H.F. stage, areas I have mentioned. This will cerhowever, should not be much of a bother, tainly be a problem. It is therefore interhundred miles.
Ninety-nine listeners out of a hundred and the insertion of a small condenser in the esting to note that Mr. Reyner has for
will find that they will get better reception aerial lead, or an alteration to the tuning some time been making a number of tests
from the new station than from the present coil in order to give an aperiodic-coupling with receivers, and for this he has made
one. But it is inevitable that a few should effect, will in most cases be found to make his own "Brookmans Park."
He has rigged up a complete screened
suffer, and tests have shown that in the a complete cure.
following districts the received signal
Not for some time, though, will you oscillator on the same system as is emstrength will be appreciably weaker : have to trouble about this. Brookmans ployed in the broadcasting transmitters.
Paddington, Bayswater, Mayfair, Maryle- Park is at present testing on 356.3 metres The apparatus was adjusted to be capable
bone, Kingston, Chelsea, Beham, Battersea, after the close of the ordinary London of variations in strength from the weakest
programme, and on and signals to the strongest. It has thus been 1
after Monday, Septem- possible to estimate to a fair degree of
ber 3o, the last section approximation the order of signal strength
of the London pro- likely to be experienced from a regionai'"
gramme (usually dance transmitter at various distances.

will be transmitted from the new

It will be clear that it has been of

music)

considerable value to AMATEUR WIRELESS

station every night for designers to have had advance information

two or three weeks, as to the exact effect of the regional scheme.
KENNETH ULLYETT.
excluding Sundays.

Probably not until

rr,

December, or even early

41
I!!

in the New Year, will
the two transmissions

NEXT WEEK:

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS pi
OF A COMPLETE
be put out.
What is the station ::
GRAMO-RADIO OUTFIT
itself like? It is, of
......................
111

The foot of one of the masts of the new transmitter
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LORI
ALL ELECTRIC
THREE
Designed by J. SIEGER
ONE of the early wireless snags was the H.T. supply precludes its use in cases of this set that they made arrangements
battery problem. Valves took as where charging stations are all too remote. for blueprints to be sent gratis and post
much as .75 -amp. each (there were no
Lastly, one can obtain current from the free to every reader making application to
mains, and few houses nowadays are not the Radio Department of that well-known
within easy reach of the electric -light mains, London stores.
or have the mains installed.
The popularity achieved by this receiver
It is found that by far the greater num- convinced its designers that when it was
ber of H.T. supplies are of the A.C. variety. required to bring forward a very attractive
In most districts where new mains sup- three valver, designed to work from alterplies are being put in the current is nating -current mains, they could do no
alternating. It follows there- better than use the basic circuit of the well -

fore that a designer when tried "Clarion" and fit to it the necessary
faced

with the

need to apparatus for converting the electric -light

produce an all -mains re- mains current. This is just what has been
ceiver must logically first done.
consider the needs of those
In this present receiver, then, you have
who wish to operate the set the "Clarion Thrae," with its circuit
from alternating -current modified only as necessitated by the addition of mains drive, and with the addition,
mains.
And now to come to of course, of the necessary rectifiers and
this particular receiver. smoothing apparatus.
Doubtless there are a number of points
It should need no introductio n, for the upon which you will be curious on examinConsidering the
"Clarion Screen -grid ing the photograph and meeting the
complete nature of
Three,"
first published in receiver for the first time.
the set the construction
" A.W." No. 352, in the early
Most probably you will ask : just how
is not unduly comp licaed
part of this year, is one of the does this new "Clarion" work from the
power valves) and a good three -valve set best receivers which "A.W " has ever done mains, and what batteries does it save?
consumed perhaps 2% amp. of filament and it attained almost immediate popu- The set looks larger and much more complijuice. H.T., true, was not so bad, for the larity. It will be remembered, too, that cated than the original "Clarion"; is this
valves of those days did not necessitate so highly did Messrs Selfridge & Co. think really so ?
Obviously there are more
more than 6o to 8o volts anode potential
VRRIRBIE RESISThicr.
U.S RECTIfra
and this was easily supplied by a small row
/00 OHMS -5 ME6S.,
1/RLI/E
of flash lamp batteries.
1 -z -7,2m,0 ,,---6
FUSE
But this is past history. Valves developed.
-,---...7,.. \`T .1.:'..
The dull emitter came into being and the
17 Fr " TT
600 OHMS
demand on the L.T accumulator fell to a
H.F.
negligible quantity. Conversely, the H.T.
liviFOERCH
I

problem increased and became increasingly
Nowadays valves
difficult of solution.

Pd.:000.7

)741RX.

CHOKE

take only about .2 -amp. on the filaments,
but require an anode potential of at least

220 -volts to give good results, and the
number of milliamps. consumed is considerable.

This is where the problem lies to -day.
The use of verybig H.T. batteries is the
only economical way satisfactorily to cope

with big anode current demands, and big
H.T. batteries are expensive. An H.T.
accumulator can be used, but it is obvious

that the bulk and weight of this type of

ro RC.

FIRMS

3M11
5

.3
-0005

F

iv

1/4 Rea
RESrIve

100/1-5

s62M10.
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The Circuit of the " Clarion All -electric Three "
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" THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC THREE " (ccntinued from preceding page)
filament incorporated in a valve of this
type, result in the temperature being

components ; and i5 the expense entailed by raw A.C. to the heater elements of the
them justified by the economy in running? indirectly -heated A.C. valves. Valves of
Finally, the original receiver was one of the this type are used in the screen -grid and
easiest sets to construct that "A.W." has detector stages. It is particularly interesting
ever published. Could the same be truthfully to note/that the power valve is an ordinary
battery type valve, of the P625 variety,
said of this new " Clarion" ?
which is fed with raw A.C. from a separate
6 -volt secondary. It is found that with a
No Batteries Whatever

reasonably constant, despite the A.C.

fluctuations. Moreover, as this valve is in
the last stage such slight ripple as -might
arise is amplified only by that stage and
not by any subsequent valves.

. Having dealt thus fairly fully with the

At the outset let it be said that this new valve of this type taking a fairly heavy L.T. supply it remains only to be noted that
"Clarion" works entirely from the mains current at 6 volts, there is no noticeable the output from the H.T. rectifying valve
and no H.T. battery, L.T. accumulator or hum on supplying unrectified A.C. to the passes through a unit -type smoother in the
grid bias batteries are necessary. The filament. The reason, of course,is simply one box of which is included the necessary
(Continued at foot of next, page)
advantages of this are obvious. Attached that the physical characteristics of the heaVy
to the receiver is a long length of flex with
rIiL/EPRINT V'ttPANEL 168"
a plug. It is necessary only just to place
rAW200
AERIAL
this into a convenient electric light point
--1/NINC COND".
in order to produce immediately an ample r NFTL/NINC COM" 24
2t.
.000.5mld.
34`
-0005mId.
and live flow of H.T., L.T., and G.B. The
'REACT ON COM'
-

ola.(o

mains supply is as safe as the Bank of
England and never again will you be

WON &W.?.

troubled with batteries which run down at
awkward moments and make big demands
upon the purse, so far as H.T. renewals are

Ql

concerned.

The set is certainly larger, owing to the
addition of the mains components, but it

would not be fair to say that it is more
complicated. There are more components
and there are more connections to make,
but that is all. All the problems have been
solved by the "A.W." Technical Staff and
this finished design represents almost the
apex of reliability.
To this end and with the object of enab-

Movaia pralz
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obtained, the attempt has not particularly
been made to cut down the cost or to reduce
the number of components below the sen-

the circuit diagram of a receiver before
laying out the components. It is a wise
plan and in this instance, although the

DUAL RAN

plates

omovh7gplo

ling the most satisfactory results to be

sible level. In next week's issue, when the
construction will be most fully dealt with,
it will be made obvious that in building up
this receiver no more than the usual skill,
patience and knowledge are required.
Most wise constructors probably exajnine
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theoretical circuit diagram may look complicated, it is actually quite straight-

Cc -E31

forward.

TENT/

At this stage it would be a good plan to

examine the circuit diagram of this set
and to see just how the mains drive for
H.T., L.T., and G.B. is obtained. To the

LE4,,,CHONE

right is a mains transformer, the primary
of which is connected through a fuse and a
double -pole switch to the mains supply.
There are a number of secondaries to cope
with the various current needs, and these
are arranged in the following manner. A
five -volt centre -tap winding supplies the

L.T. current to a rectifying valve, the
purpose of which is to change the H.T.
current from A.C. to pulsating D.C. current.

The anode juice is supplied by a 250 -volt
centre -cap winding, and double -wave rectiikcatioli is employed.
There is a 4 -volt winding which supplies

VAR'

H0/i1\

41,

VAR"REN-5VsAft1

RECrY"

°

VALVE
i-$L.R*1

tee

0

ip

Ebonite 9:n

SMOOTH/NC UNIT
MAINS PLUG
The Wiring Diagram of the " Clarion All -electric Three."

:_12,:eiTI
POWER TRANS".
BASEBOARD /6:r/i1
Blueprint available, price 1/6
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ELIMINATORS
ATTERY
By H. REES
THERE are many listeners who shun
mains units as they would fire. " The
mains are very dangerous." This and
similar remarks is what one frequently

liable to be touched? Is there a possibility it is possible to receive a shock to earth
of shorts or leakages which might lead to at full voltage.

hears when suggesting an eliminator.
Perhaps this attitude is all to the good,
for the mains are certainly dangerous to
play with. But there is no rea,son whatever
why an eliminator cannot be made as safe

questions.

fire or other damage? This article is an
From the standpoint of safety, then,
attempt to help you in answering these A.C. units are superior to D.C., but there

is no reason why the latter cannot be made
The first point, of course, you will have equally safe with a little attention to
to settle before buying any eliminator is details. I will confine the rest of this
whether the supply is A.C. or D.C. An article to a consideration of D.C. units, a!;
important advantage of A.C. units is that there are a few snags here which are not
and sound as, say, a vacuum cleaner; an they incorporate double -wound trans- applicable to A.C.
electric iron, or kettle.
formers which effectively separate the set
These snags centre around the fact that
It all reduces to a question of the designs from the mains. It is true that where these one of the mains is usually earthed. Thi
of the set and eliminator. If the set has step up the supply voltage the conse- is true of A.C. mains also, but as the trans-

been designed for the mains, and the quences of a sho,ck would be far more former separates the set from the mains
serious than with D.C. But, since the it is not of much consequence with an
output side is insulated from earth, the eliminator of this type.

designer's instructions are carefully followed, there will be little to worry about.
But to purchase, say, a D.C. eliminator
and simply plug it on to any set is to ark
for trouble. The result of such procedure

actual liability to serious shocks is decidedly

few severe shocks, with the consequent

It is not possible to effect a true step-

less.

would probably be a blowing of fuses or a Possibility of Shock
conclusion that eliminators are exceedingly down of D.C. in any simple and economical
dangerous.
manner. What is usually done is to disBefore connecting any type of mains sipate energy in resistances, thus producing
unit to your set you should ask : Has the an absorption rather than a true voltage

set been built so as to make mains opera- step down. The low -voltage side is thus
tion safe ? Are there any bare " live " parts not really insulated from the mains, and so

Now the majority of large D.C. systems

are what is termed 3 -wire, and small

installations are connected between two
" outer " cables, and a middle wire called
"the neutral." It is this middle wire that
is earthed at the supply station. What is
more important, the polarity of the neutral, in a given installation, depends to
which "side" of the sy3tem the installation is connected. .If it is between the
(Continued at foot of next page)

" THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC
.000r-mfd. reaction condenser (Cyldon,
S.G. high -frequency choke (Peto-Scott,
J.B., Lissen, Peto-Scott).
Lissen, Burndept, Wearite, Varley, Parex).
THREE "
"Clarion" aerial and anode coil (Tune -

(Continued from page 328)

choke and condensers. It will be understood, of course, that the reason for the
provision of a rectifying valve of the thermionic variety in place of a metal rectifier,
.,.

is simply that the overall cost

is

slightly lower. For instance, the same type
of transformer is necessitated in both cases,
a metal rectifier is slightly more expensive

than a valve rectifier, and finally more

Low -frequency
transformer (Lissen
"Super," Varley, Igranic, R.I.).
Double -pole mains switch (Bulgin).
ioo,000-ohm resistance with holder
Three anti-microphonic valve holders (Lissen, Varley, Dubilier, Graham-Farish).
(Lotus, Benjamin, Lissen, Igranic, Burton).
Output choke (Ferranti B.2).
5 -pin A.C. valve holder (Wearite, W.B.,
Two universal -range Clarostats (Claude
Lyons, Rothermel).
Li:;sen).
Aluminium screening -box, 5 in. wide by
Special multi -volt power transformer
6 in. high by 6 in. deep (Parex).
(Varley).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser with series
Filter unit (Regentone No. r).
Three yards of lighting flex (Lewcos),
clip (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Grahamwell).

efficient smoothing is needed, generally Earish).

aking; with metal rectifiers.
.00i-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
The circuit is still, of course, of the Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
".G. H.F., (let., and one L.F." species.
.000 t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
List of Components
Two 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier,
Cabinet (Clarion).
Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Becol,
Two r-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier,
Raymond, Resiston, Paxolin).
Lissen, T.C.C, Graham-Farish).
Two strips, 3 in. by I in. (Wcol, Raylegohm grid leak (Ediswan, Dubilier,
mond, Resiston, Paxolin).
Lis%,en, Graham-Farish).
Baseboard, i6 in. by r5 in. (Clarion,
600 -ohm resistance with holder (Ready
Pickett).
Radio, Varley, Dubilier, Lissen).
Panel brackets (Bulgin, Ready Radio).
Pre-set condenser (Formodenser, type J,
Two- .0005-mfd. variable condensers Igranic).
with slow-motion movement (J.B., Igranic,
400 -ohm baseboard -mounting potentioBarton. Lissen, Formo).
meter (Igranic-Pacent, Lissen).
s

Adaptor or mains plug (G.E.C.), Glazite.

Four terminals marked Aerial, Earth.
L.S.+, L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eekx, Igranic).
Two dial indicators (Bulgin No. 3),
Screen -grid valve connector (Bulgin), Flexible -lead fuse holder (Belling -Lee).

In next week's issue a very full description will be given of the construction of this
set. In the meantime it must be emphasised

again that the construction is well within
the capabilities of any amateur. The
wiring is really very simple and to prevent
any possibility of error a blueprint has been

prepared which can be obtained, price
s/6, from the Blueprint Department,
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.
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oriardile Atetared'
assembled "Screened Dimia Three"
interest home constructors.

The "All -mains S.G.P. Three" receiver on
Messrs. E. K. Cole's stand; also the new Ekco
H.T. and L.T. eliminators.
The new metal rectifiers marketed by the
Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co.,
.
Ltd.
Benjamin anti-microphonic valve holders,

will

The new range of Brown loud -speakers,
including the new units for the home con-

An interesting new balanced - armature structor.
\Vearite coils and switches and A.C. mains
speaker unit manufactured by the Watmel
components.

Wireless Co.

Mainten H.T. units, all -metal cabinets, and Orphean loud -speakers of all types and to
loud -speakers.
suit all pockets.
The giant T.C.C. condenser, as used by the
Handy drum -dial condensers and micro dials and other Utility gadgets, made by Wit-. B.B.C. at the new Brookman's Park station.
"Radiolegs," an ingenious form of metal
kins & Wright, Ltd.
In addition to the range of Ormond con- stand- made by Belling & Lee, Ltd., for conover 3,000,000 of which have been sold.
A range of wet H.T. batteries for H.T. on the densers and portable sets, a new four -pole verting a table receiver into a pedestal set at a

S andard Wet Battery Co.'s stand; also the adjustable loud -speaker unit.

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators and jelly -filled
nandy Watcs pocket test meters.
An interesting mains -drive four -valve re- L.T. accumulators, the latter just the thing for
ceiver which Gambrell Radio, Ltd., are show- your portable set.
The new R.I. receivers and components on
ing.
A new Lotus development --complete re- the stand of Radio Instruments, Ltd.
ceivers. Nnte particularly an all -mains transEyer Ready batteries and accumulators;
particularly the super -power Ever Ready H.T.
portable set.
Lcwcos coils for practically every set, dis- batteries.
Graham-Farish all -wave H.F. chokes, new
played by the London Electric Wire Co. and
components specially designed to work equally
Smiths, Ltd.
Handy Electron indoor aerial pins and Elec-tron well on both the long and the short waves.
The new Mazda radio valves on the stand of
wire.
Ferranti's new moving -coil loud -speakers; Edison Swan Electric Co.,' Ltd.
The much discussed Elkon metallic rectifiers
also their all -mains receivers and gadgets for
marketed by the Igranic Electric Co.; Ltd.
the home constructor.
Exide batteries,particularly the new W.Y.to
The new Marconi five -valve portable on the
Marconi stand, this is designated the Model 55. for multi -valve sets.
The new ," Z " type Celcstion loud -speaker
See also the new range of Marconi ordinary and
units; also the'familiar Celestion models,- which
transportable receivers.
A special two-valver on the G.E.C. stand, a price reduction has made even more attracwhich is fitted with single dial tuning; also the
And
Gecophone mains -operated receivers.
Dubilicr condensers, fixed and variable,
which have featured su- much in AMATEUR
Osram valves, of ccurse !
Tunewell coils, as have featured in many WIRELESS sets; also some very satisfactory
prominent AMATEUR. WIRELESS receivers, on A.C. and D.C. eliminators.
The whole range of Lissen gadgets for the
*he stand of Turner & Co.
-

trifling cost.

Interesting Bulgin and Competa parts for

the convenience of those who make their own
sets.

The well-known R.D. _to permanent detector
on the Jewel gen Co.'s -stand.
Jackson Bros. well-known J.B. condense.'...;
of all types.
The new A.C. mains -operated Philips multi valve set.
VorrncdenSers, made by Arthur Preen & Co.,
which find many uses in a set.

The Regentone complete A.C. mains re-

ceiver.'

The new range of Cyldon Junilog con-

densers on the stand of Sydney S. Bird & Sons.
The whole range of Six -Sixty valves.

Siemen's dry batteries for every purpose;

also the new Crystaccl glass -cell L.T. accumulators.
Novel copper and aluminium screens on the
.

stand of E. Paroussi.
The new range of Cossor valves', having an
entirely new form of construction.

Inexpensive H.T. and L.T. supply units, home constructor; and don't miss the new

mains chokes, and Parmeco transformers on Lissen valves and complete portable receivers.
American -type cabinets made by W. & T.
Partridge & Alee's stand.
Colvern's dual -range, interchangeable and Locke, Ltd.
six -pin coils for all sets.

The

Trix all -electric

radio -gramophone,

The "super" range of portable receivers shown for the first time; also the Trix Portette
made by L. McMichael, Ltd. The home: one -valve portable.

SAFETY FIRST WITH BATTERY via the set, and possibiya blowing of valves switches, bare terminals on the panel, etc.,
if -H.T. is joined to +L.T. To be sure are things to avoid like wild fire.
ELIMINATORS "
whether or not it will be a dead short
If the mains are of opposite polarity to
(Continued from preceding page)

+ outer main and neutral, the neutral is
clearly negative, and the opposite holds

true if the installation is across the -

outer and neutral. This is an important
point to bear in mind, for some have the
idea that the live main is always positive.
In a long street half the honses would be
on the -I- side (- neutral), the other half
on the - side (+ neutral).
Consider now the bearing of all this on
a D.C. mains unit. Taking first the output
side of the unit, it is well known that
-H.T. must be joined to the filament side
of the set, and since -L.T. is generally in
direct connection. with earth, it is clear
that the negative side of the eliminator
will be earthed. As long as the negative

main of the supply 'happens to be the

depends, of course, on the eliminator connections, i.e., whether there are chok:s or
resistances in the negative main.
The first point to attend to, then, is the
prevention of this state of affairs. What
is required is to insulate the filament circuits of the set from earth. This is easily
accomplished by putting a z-microfarad
fixed condenser in the earth lead. As the
neutral is sometimes a few volts above (or
below) earth, this condenser should always
be included irrespective of the polarity of
the mains.
But what is the result of insulating the
filament circuits from earth in this way?
Assuming still the negative line main connected to the filament side, it is clear that
everything connected to the filament leads,
will ,be at a high voltage to earth. L.T.
batteries, grid batteries, coils, and variable
condensers will be therefore "alive."

that just considered the danger zone will
be removed to the anode side.

Safety First Do's and Don'ts
I will conclude with a few "Do's and
Dont's," for which you should now be in
a position to see the reason :I. Treat the setas if both the'anede and
filament circuits are to be at a high voltage
to earth, and insulate all bare parts
accordingly.

2. Remember to put a fixed condenser
in the earth lead or use a loose -coupled
tuning arrangement.
3. Don't be tempted to use headphones
without a telephone transformer.
4. Avoid earthing switches.

5. Think well before ycu put in new
gadgets.

6. Don't touch the wiring, the loud-

speaker, the accumulator, Or change the
neutral, all well and good. But if it is the
Hence the need for the utmost care in ccils until the eliminator is switched
"live side," the result of switching on the
eliminator would be a dead short to earth the design of ' the set. Bare filament 'off.'
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In the early days of broadcasting, the coils for most of the wellknown Low -frequency Transformers were wound by VARLEY.
This valuable experience has been enhanced by the success of

our researches in the use of nickel iron, and NICORE I and
NICORE II-two new L.F. Intervalve Transformers-incorporate the latest alloys of the nickel iron class.
The exceptional performance of these Transformers is shown
by the excellent frequency response curves obtained, and the use

of this nickel iron alloy, with its large permeability, makes
possible a marked reduction in overall dimensions which is a
distinct advantage in many cases where space is confined.
Both these Transformers are housed in attractive bakelite cases
and provided with nickel -plated terminals, also soldering tags.
As nickel iron alloys are much more expensive than ordinary

STANDS
154 and 159
National Radio
Exhibition,

stalloy, any reduction in the amount used naturally affects

Olympia,

production costs appreciably, and NICORE II has been designed
to give the very best performance possible at the price by slightly
reducing its dimensions. As a matter of fact, its performance
compares very favourably with many considerably higher -priced
transformers of other makes.

NICORE I. Ratio 4 to

£1:0:0
NICORE II. Ratio 4 to

Sept. 23-Oct. 3
1929

Valley

15/ Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, if,C.2.

Telephone: Holborn 5303.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

=tau- Wirdes,5
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THE NEW BURNDEPT TRIO

THE NEW BURNDEPT

SCREENED PORTABLE
The Wandering Minstrel widens his
range and offers a better instrument
at a lower price-the result of true

economy and ripe experience. Four
valves including screened grid-drum
control calibrated direct into wave
lengths-single switch for 225 - 530
and 900 - 2100 metres. Complete in
suit case of imitation crocodile finished
blue.
Priced

at 19 gns. including royalty.

THE NEW BURNDEPT

A.C. SCREENED SEVEN
The very summit of radio perfection
-in reception, reproduction and
operation. Seven valves including
2 screened grid and 2 super power
valves. Rotational frame aerial and
a superb loud speaker in the one
cabinet. All current From the mains.
100-240 volts, 40-100 cycles. Sing le
switch covers 200 to 530 and 1050
to 1900 metres.

Price complete in oak 36 gns., in
mahogany 37 gns. including royalty.

Iturindep
PORTABLE AND ALL MAINS
See the new Burndept modes at the RADIO
EXHIBITION STANDS NO. 144-147.
Write

for

terms to :-

specifications

and

hire

-

purchase

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD.,
17 Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3

TRIUMPHS

THE NEW

BURNDEPT A.C. ETHOGRAM
Combined

self - contained

uses

the

new

" Needle Armature
Prices

complete,

50 gns. oak.

You

Radio

Gramophone, with all power from
the mains for both radio and the
electrically driven gramophone. The
radio set is identical with the A.C.
Screened Seven. The gramophone

will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

11

patent Burndept
pick-up.
including royalty,
gns. mahogany.
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On Monday next Olympia opens its doors to the eighth
Radio Exhibition since the inception of broadcasting, and the

third to be held under the auspices of the Radio Manu-

facturers' Association. It will be better and larger than ever,
for developments have gone ahead quickly during the past
year and at the Exhibition you will See what the manufacturers

have to offer for- the forthcbming season.
Stand 1. J. Dyson & Co. (Works),
Ltd., 5 Godwin Street, Bradford.
A full range of Godwinex receivers
and components is displayed on this
stand.

Stand 2: The Radlelle Co., Ltd.,

18a Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm,
London, N.W.3.

The Radielle Co. make battery

chargers and power units for A.C. and

D.C. mains. .If you arc interested in
changing over from battery to mains
operation; you'- should inspect the

'

Stand 6. Yagerphone
Charlotte Street, E .C.2.

interesting stand -to -stand tour.
Don't miss ,the AMATEUR WIRELESS Stands (Nos. -19 and

zo); where a, hearty invitation is extended to all readers to
obtain free technical advice and to see some of the most
popular AMATEUR WIRELESS and Wireless Magazine receivers.

-

Ltd.,

This -issue contains a Complete Guide to the Show, and

with its aid, you will -have no trouble in making a most

28

Stand 7. Will Day, Ltd., 19 Lisle
Street, Wardour Street, W.C.
All ,granto-radio enthusiasts will
visit this stand, because the principal

exhibit is the Musikon triple -turntable electric gramophone, with
complete equipment for supplying a
Small hall or the largest cinema. There
will be, too, the usual range of accessories, stich as transformers, accumulators and so on.

Radio Supply Co., 21 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.

of every amateur who intends .to buy
a portable for the next outdoor
radio season.
Stands 13 and 14. The Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co.,

intend scrapping H.T. batteries or
accumulators in favour of mains
units. In addition, too, are handy
components for those who want to

portable set has a very convincing
specification and merits inspection

Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross,

London, 8.1.
Owing to the successful advance of

Radielle range, wherein you are bound

to find a unit to suit your requirements. Power transformers are also
displayed and will be found useful

ALL THE LATEST AND BEST rti RADIO

by those making up their own mains
units.

Stands

3 and

4.

Catesbys, Ltd.,

Tottenham Court Road, W.I.
Stand 5. Odhams Press, Ltd., Long
Acre, W.C.2.

Stands 8, 9, 10 and 11. E. K. Cole,
Ltd., London Road, Leigh -on -Sea.

metal rectification during last season,

ceivers are fitted with improved.
cabinets and an additional S.G.

The new units are the .H.T.3 and
H.T.4. The former is intended for
use in an H.L. battery eliminator,

This comPany's new season's re-

tapping is provided on the Ekco
power -supply units, excepting in the
to milliamp range. Westinghouse
metal rectification is employed in
most A.C. models and numerous
other refinements have been made.

The Ekco-Electric S.G.P.3 set, using
the latest type of screened -grid
valve, in conjunction with a steep -

slope detector valve and a pentode
power valve will be well worthy of

inspection. It combines high amplification with pure reproduction and is

suitable for use with D.C. and A.C.
mains, provision being made for the

attachment of a gramophone pick-up.
Several other good sets and a number

of units, including rectifiers, trickle
chargers, etc., are also to be on view.
Stand

Epoch permanent -magnet loud -speaker

12.

Royal Radio Co., 4

Dorset Mews North, Upper Gloucester
Place, London, N.W.1.
The Royal Radio Co. are specialis-

Stands 16,"17, and

ing in a screened -grid four':portable
and a pedestal model radio -gramophone for mains operation. The

two new Westinghouse ranges are
being introduced in this category.

H.T. units of all types are prominently displayed here and they
should not be missed by listeners who

make their own mains units, such as
mains transformers, chokes, and
variable resistances. The Regentone
A.C. mains receiver is on view and
merits inspection by those who want

to purchase a receiver capable of

operating entirely from the mains.
Stands 19 and 20. Bernard Jones
'Publications, Ltd., 58-61 Fetter Lane.
London, E.C.4.
Here is the home of A:\ I. \
"R

WIRELESS and the WIRELESS
(Continued in fourth column of next page)

and should be employed with a transformer giving ti,seecindary voltage of
135. The latter, is for use .either,with

an H.T. eliminator or with an H.T.
charger. A 4our-circuit universal
charging set -is also to be shown,
together with the company's wide
range of units of various types.
Stands 15 and 65.

William ,Dtbben

and Sons, Ltd., St. Mary's Road
Southampton.

Monarch and Cromwell receivers

have several important improvements this season, so these well-

known ":straight -threes " should be
even more popular than usual. Loud-

speakers, a new radio gramophone, 2 screen -grid portable four, a
Monarch- set similar, to -the type '1',
'but arranged S.G. detector and power,
and an all -mains receiver in the saute
-class will also. he shown.

G.E.C. screened -grid A.C. mains
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I

EXIT

22 23 24

21

66

30 I)

67

69

71

68

70

72

I

77

79

78

80

35 36 37

87
88

86

89

91

93 95

90

92

94 96

Eleven different types of BecOl

38

low -loss formers, ranging in size from

in. to 4 ins. outside diameter, will

39

17

If

receivers described.
Stand 21. The British Ebonite Co.,
Ltd., Nightingale Road, Hanwell,
London, W.7.

EXIT

84

82

Flo
fOCALLERY

83

81

85

74 76

33 34

32

31

axr
wireless Magazine 73 75

TOGAL ERR

EXIT

EXIT

29

26 27

25

20

LIFT

AR

MAGAZINE. Don't on any account
miss our stand, which will be of the
greatest interest to you because here
are to be found some of the actual

11

65

136

137

144

145

135

134

147

146

97
i 99

98

40

100

41

;101

102

43

103

104

44

be on view. Ebonite sheet in mat,
polished and mahogany grained,
panels, rods, tubes and mouldings of
various sizes and description will

42

14
131

132

133

148

130

129

128

153

Pt 9

150

152

151

13

complete the exhibit.
Stand 22. Cleartron (1927), Ltd.,
21 Cumberland Street, Birmingham.

The new types of coated filament

valves recently produced by this

EXIT

EXIT

63

125

126

127

170

171

124

123

122

169

168

FrOtil

A(180
183

181

154

155

156

!I05

106

182

159

158

157

107

108

concern will be on view and amateurs

will note that it has been possible to
increase the efficiency and lower the
filament consumption of these new

45

valves. The whole range is very

10

120

9

154

160

186

185

1162

16.3

119

1109

161

I

1111

comprehensive and embraces H.F.,

HO)
112

L.F., R.C., power, super -power and
screened -grid valves, all in two, four,
and six -volt types.
Stand 23. A. Baker, 89 Selhtirst
Road, London, S.E.25.

EXIT

8
187

7

61

60

17

114

115

116

113

A number

EXIT

57.1 56 55

TO GALLERY

CAFE

54 1 53

52

51 r50

various types

of

loud -speakers

of

are on show bore,

including the popular amateur type

EXIT

moving -coil loud -speakers, in cam-

MAN ENTRANCE

nection with which the name Selhurst
is very well known.
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The List below and the Plans will enable you to find any Exhibitor
Stand No.

Nome

..
Aeonic Rollo, Ltd.
Amalgamated Press Ltd.
Amateur Wireless
Arthur Preen tFormo)
..
Atalanta

- 73
246, 249

..
..

.

19, 20

72

- ...

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical
Equipment Co., Ltd.

234

.... 233

B. & J. Wireless Co...
Bakelite. Ltd. ..
Beaver Electrical Supply Co.

.. 255
.. 287

Bedford Electrical & Radio Co., Ltd. 45
.
2.63, 264
Belling & Lee. Ltd.
31
Benjamin Electric. Ltd.
Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd.. 19, 20
Bird & Sons, Ltd., Sydney S.
.. 155
Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd., The ..
130, 131
British Ebonite Co.. Ltd.
.. 21
British General Manufacturing Co.,
107

.

British Radio Gramophone Co.,

Lid..

156, 157
Ltd.
British Thomson -Houston
150, 151
..
39, 35
Brown Bros.. Ltd.
Brawn, Ltd.. S. G.
.
213. 214, 215
Brow air Wireless Co. of. Great Britain,
Ltd.
.. 143
Bulgin & Co., A. F. ..
295, 296
Co.,

Enllphone, Ltd.
Burndept Warless (1928). Ltd.
144, 145, 196, 197
Berne -Jones & Co.. Ltd.
..
125
Burgoyne Wireless, Ltd.
..
LO, 51

-

Burton, C. F. & H.
16, 37
Carr ngton Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

270, 271
3, 4
Celestes. Ltd. ..
180. 183
(election. Ltd. ..
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd. 172.175

.. 256

City & General Radio Co., Ltd.

..

Cleartrcn 19271, Ltd...

Stands
(Aldgate),

24 and
Ltd.,

22

Stand No.
Name
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd. ..
91, 92
Cole, Ltd., E. K.
8, 9, 10, 11
..
99
Colvern, Ltd. ..
Columbia Gramophone Co., Ltd.
94, 96
.. 223
Cooks Wireless Co., Ltd
Como, Ltd.. A. C.
.. 78, 138, 173, 171
D.X. Coils. Lti.
Daaipad Rubber Co., Ltd.
.. 219
Day, Ltd., Will
260
De la Rue Co.. Ltd., Thos.
_
26, 27,
Dew & Co., A. J.
Ditben & Sons, Ltd., Wm. ..
15, 65
.

Donotoce (Regd.) Loud Speaker, The

268, 269

Dublier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Duicetto-Polyphon, Ltd.
..
Dunham, C. S. ..
..
Dyson & Co. (Works), Ltd., J.
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd. ..

Eastick & Sons, J. J. ..

Carnage, Ltd., A. W. ..

Goldsman. I. L.

89, 93

..

Graham Amplion, Ltd.

S. Kalisky
Aldgate High

constructors. A certain amount of

clearing lines at reduced prices will
also be of interest.
Stands 26, 27, and 28. A. J. Dew
and Co., Ltd., 33 and 34, Rathbone
Place, Oxford Street, London, W.I.
Although Messrs. Dew cater only
amateurs

_ ., 77
272, 273

258

Graham & Co.. R. F...

of component parts of interest to all

wholesalers,

1

Gambrel' Radio, Ltd. ..
.. 62
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
.. 63
General Electric Co., Ltd.
85, 56, 87. 88.

Street, London, E.C.3.
Here will be found a large number

for

..

East London Rubber Co.
.. 274, 275
Econasign Co., Ltd. ..
Edison Bell, Ltd. ....
.. 116
Edison Swan Elec. Co., Ltd. ..
149, 153
Ellison & Hillman
..
29, 30
Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co.
.. 218
Ever Ready Co. ,013.1, Ltd. ..
139 ,142
Falk Stadelmoun & Co., Ltd.
.. 273
Fellows Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Ferranti, Ltd ..
71, 76
Flinders (Wholesale). Ltd. ..
.. 282
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1326), Ltd... 75

25.
75

..

181, 182
279
47, 48

should

find much to interest them in the

complete range of receivers and
accessories to be seen on these
stands. Practically everything of

interest to the radio trader is shown.

230

d.

1(, 187

Stands 29 and 30.

M.P.A.. Wireless, Ltd...

..

..
101,101
McMichael, Ltd., L. ..
.. 226
Mainten Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers Accessories Co. (19281,

153

Marconipbone Co., Ltd. 7), 80,81, 82, 83.84
148, 152
Metro -Vick Supplies
56
Mie Wireless Co.

..

168, 171

27/
28)

Hart Bros. Electrical Manufacturing

Montague Radio Inventions & De-

52, 53, 51
velopment Co.
Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.
58, 117, 134, 135, 136, 137
New London Electron Works, Ltd. .. 67
.

.. 49
Hart Collins. Ltd.
Henderson & Co.. Ltd., W. I.
.. 201
..
.. 252, 253
Hobday Bros., Ltd.
Houghton -Butcher ((LB.). Ltd.
242, 243, 244, 245
Huatly, Norman
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
..
IItBe & Sons, Ltd.

235

..
..

161, 162
38, 39

..
Ronda Gramophone, Ltd.
..
J. R. Wireless Co.
Jackson Bros. ..
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd. ..
Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

286
266
97

Inc. Radio Society of Great Britain .. 285

" HY." Electrical Products, Ltd.

.. 267
.. 207
.. 254

24, 25
Kalisky (Aldgate), Ltd., S. ..
Holster-Brandes, Ltd, 175, 177, 178, 173
Lamplugh, Ltd.. S. A.
.. 126, 127

Langharn Radio. Ltd ..

..
Lectro-Linz, Ltd.
Lever (Trix), Ltd., E. 1.
..
Lissen, Ltd.
Lithanode Co.. Ltd. ..
Lock, Ltd., W. & T....

281

"

211,

..

202, 203

184, 185,

Lock, Atkinson Wireless
L0(1718 Radio Co., Ltd..
London Electric Stores, Ltd. ..

,21

184

291

293, 234

London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths,

.. 222
London Metal Warehouses, Ltd.
London Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 112

Messrs. Ellison
Albion

Particular attention will be given
to portable and all -electric mains
operated receivers, in addition to a

good show of loud -speakers and
components, by certain prominent
makers.

Stand 31. The Benjamin Electric
Ltd., Tariff Road, Tottenham, London,
N.17.

The well-known Benjamin antirnicrophonic valve holder with one
piece springs, over three million of

which have been sold, will be on view
here. Earth -plates, battery switches

and other types of efficient valve -

.. 165

.. 247
.. 227
.. 237

Harlie Bros. ..
Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd. ..

Halcyon Wireleg". Co., Ltd.
Hardyson Radio, Ltd.

and Hillman, 123 and 125,
Street, Leeds.

140, 141

Staa1 No.

Name

Stand No.

Name

..
Graham Farish. Ltd. ..
Gramo-Radio Amplifiers, Ltd.
The Gripso Co...
Grosvenor Butte:, Co., Ltd. ..

.

Odhams Press, Ltd., Proprietors of the
" Broadcaster and Wireless Itctsile/" 5
..
68, 70
Oldham & Soo, Ltd. ..
.. 118, 121
Ormond Eng. Co., Ltd.
Pandona. Ltd. ..
206
Paroussi, E.
..
.. 224
Parrs Advertising, Ltd.
.. 99
Partridge & Mee, Ltd.
.. 283
Partridge Wilson -& Co.
.. 114
Perfectavor, Ltd.
109
Peto & Radford
.. 42, 43, 44
Peto Scott Co., Ltd.
.. 169, 170
Philips Lamps, Ltl.
Prowse & Co., Ltd., Keith ..
229
.. 160, 163
Pye Radio, Ltd.
.. 93
..
Ready Radio, Ltd.
.. 2
Radielle Co., Ltd.
Radio Gramophone Development Co. 292
122, 123, 124
Radio Instruments, Ltd.
.. 204
Radio Service (London). Ltd.
.. 46
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd.
.. 16, 17, 13
Regent Radio Supply Co.
Rees, Mace Manufacturing Co., Ltd... 105
55
Reproduction, Ltd.

..
..
..

.. 166

Rolls-Caydan Sales
.. 119
Rooke Bros., Ltd.
.. 12
Royal Radio Co.
Set -Eli Wireless Supply Co., Ltd. .. 235
.. 102, 101
Selectors, Ltd.

holder will also be featured.

A

special component will be the ball bearing turntable for use with portable sets, the hinged and folding

legs enabling the set to remain at
the level on uneven ground.

The legs

can be folded up when not required.
Stands 32 and 33. The Fellows
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Park Royal,
London, N.W.10.

The Fellows exhibit will make a

feature of a range of new Little

Giant receivers. There will be two
5 -valve portables, cabinet and horn
loud -speakers, H.T. and L.T. eliminators, L.T. home -chargers, all -mains
receivers and several new screened grid sets.

Stand No.
Name
208, 209, 219
Selfridge & Co., Ltl. ..
..
.. 216
Sells, Ltd.
..
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
69, 71
Sin -Sixty Radio Co. (The Electron Co.,

..
Standard Wet Battery Co.
Stratton & Co.. Ltd.
..
Sun Electrical Co.. Ltd
Swift, Levick & Sons, Ltd.
Sylver, Ltd.
..
Symphony Gramophone & Bad
Ltd.

51
101

250, 251
24)

.. 231

129, 132

Telegraph Condenser Co., Lt3.
Television Press, Ltd.
..
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Tonex Co., The
Trader Publishing Co., Ltd. ..

.. 243
.. 110

Voltron Co., Ltd.

.. 217
.. 290

61

.. 281
hellebore Ebonite Works, Ltd.
Truphonic Radio. Ltd...
..
.. 167
.. 276
Tulsemere Manufacturing Co.
.. 95
Turner & Co. ..
103
Ultra Electric, Ltd,
Universal Gramophone & Radio Co.,
40, 4], 133
..
120
Vandervell & Co., Ltd., C. A.
varlet' (Oliver Pell Control) .. 154, 159
Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
Webb Condenser Co.

..

..

..

..

111
284

Westinghouse Brake & Sanby Signal
Whiteley Boneham & Co., Ltd.
Whittingham Smith & Co
Wilkins & Wright. Ltd.
Witliams & Moffat. Ltd.
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd,
Wireless Magazine

..

Wright & Weaire, Ltd.
..
Yagerphone, Ltd.

..

63

.. 115
.. 229

128. 133

13. 20

.. 221
..

Stands 34 and 35. Brown Bras.
Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London,
E.C.2.

Accumulator charging apparatus,

receivers, mains units, and loud-

speakers form the main exhibits oil
Brown Bros. stands, which, it should
be noted, are primarily for traders.
Stands 36 and 37. C. F., & H.
Burton, Progress
Street, Walsall.

Works,

Bernard

Stands 33 and 39. Iliffe & Sons,

Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4.
Stands 40, 41. and 100, Universal
Gramophone & Radio Co., Ltd.,

Ryland Road, Kentish Town, N.W.5.
The Truvox range of radio gramo-
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STAND Nos. 42-631

phones and loud -speakers will be on
show on these stands. In addition,
there is a demonstration room in the
rosin gallery and special demonstrations at the Truvox West End show-

rooms.

Stands 42, 43 and 44. Peto Scott
Ltd., 77 City Road, London,
E4.1.
On these stands will be found an
excellent .display of components and
Co:

receivers marketed by this wellknown concern. Messrs. Peto Scott
specialise in the construction of

10 GROUND FLOOR

274 275

receivers for all purposes, and the
interest of all visitors should be
centred on this display.

250

243 244

247 248

242 245

246 249

251

1

252 1253]

Stand 45. Bedford Electrical and
Radio Co., Ltd., 22 Campbell Road,
Bedford.
Stand 46.

Redfern's Rubber Works
Ltd., Hyde, CheShire.

GROUND FLOOR U-VEL

Redfern's make ebonite for practically every radio need, and on this

stand are to be found panels, coil
formers of all kinds, ebonite battery
boxes and handy gadgets such as
rubber accumulator trays and loudspeaker mats. If you are a DX
enthusiast you will be interested in
the new Ebonart low -loss coil for-

Our second Exhibition Number will con-

256

tain a critical survey of the outstanding
exhibits at the Show.

257

mers.

Stands 47 and 48.

Messrs. C. S.

Dunham, Elm Works, Elm Park,
London, S.W.2.

Up-to-date receivers will form the

bulk of this exhibit. Last year's
Simplicity Two, with many improvements, and an all -mains model of
the same type will doubtless cause
favourable comment. These can be
supplied, fitted up in oak pedestal
cabinets with a special cone -type
speaker and will be -shown arranged
in this manner. There will also be
the Homing Three, with single dial
control as with the above sets, a pair
of excellent portables, a main's unit
and a charger, incorporating the
Westinghouse dry metal rectifier.
Stand 49. Hart Collins, Ltd., 38a,
Bessborough Street, S.W.1.

TO

270

ft

219

T

5

260 Z59

THE GALLERY PLAN OF THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
loud -speakers of all types and to suit
Stand 55. Reproduction, Ltd., 5, was hitherto composed of two electrodes, is now supplied as one eon - all requirements. Bullphone units
6 and 7, Dysart Street Wilson Street,
plete component which has simply to earned a good name for themselves
London, E.C.2.
The Rhapsody -Twin portable radio

gramophone of new design will be
prominently staged on this stand. A

comprehensive range of normal -type
Rhapsody -Twin radio gramophones,
comprising battery and all -mains

operated models, will be displayed
in addition to the above.

Stand 56. Messrs. The Mic Wireless Co., White Horse Place, Market
Street, Wellingborough.
Zampa

new

and

improved

moviug-coil speakers, cone chassis,
linen -diaphragm

speakers,

aerial

tuners and radio -gramophone am-

plifiers for A.C. mains operation will

form the bulk of this exhibit.
Stand
Battery

-.Stands 50 and 51.
less

.

Ltd.,

Burgoyne Wire-

34a, York Road, King's

S, London, N.1.
Till be showing a four -valve portscreen -grid model, using a
pentode in the last stage, fitted with
independent reaction and volume
controls, a four -valve A.C.
transportable,' employing indirectly heated valves, a straight five -valuer,
able

The Star loud -

Many years ago and this reputation is

meters should also attract notice.
Stands 58, 117, 134, 135, 13b and
137. Mullard Wireless Service Co.,
Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross

present exhibits.
Stand 61. Trader Publishing Co.,

be ,placed in the jar.

speaker unit and the Wates test

Road, London, W.C.2.

Milliard, formerly only famous for

57.
Co.,

The Standard Wet
184-188 Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C.2.
It is sometimes considered that the
normal type of wet battery is trouble-

some to handle, owing to the possibility of spilling its fluid and the
messiness of the acid when the battery
has to be taken to pieces for reconditioning. With a view to overcoming these difficulties, the Standard

cartridge cell has been introduced
and will be featured on this stand.
Simpler assembly is allowed by the
new method and the cartridge, which

anti so on.

Ltd., St. Bride's House,

Salisbury
Square, London, E.C.
Stand 62. Gambrell Radio Ltd.,
Buckingham House, Buckingham
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
The remarkable Gambrel( All-

The Mullard demon-

stration room is an asset to those who
want to hear good reproduction.
Stand 59. Langham Radio, Ltd.,
Exhibition Works, Wembley, Middle sex.

Langham sets will include the
dual -wave Popular Five, with single

tuning control, the Langham Blue,

C.A.V, H.T. Accumulator

up, and a long-range screened -grid
four portable and transportable. A
number of high-class radio gramophones will also be exhibited.

electric Four is to be shown here.

with terminals for gramophone pick -

Stand 60. Bullphone,
Holywell Lane, E.C.2.

Ltd., 38

Here are to be found Bullphone

set, which combines good
selectivity and volume, is contained
in all artistic mahogany cabinet. I t
is fitted .with volume control and is
easily adaptable for reproducing-;
This

gramophone

records.

It can be

equipped for use with both A.C. and
D.C. mains.

Stand 63. Garnett Whiteley & Co.,
Ltd Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.
Lotus, sets and components are
well known that this stand is sure to
be popular. A number of highperformance s-valvers, including an
all -mains transportable set which can
be obtained in oak, walnut or mahogany, will attract special attention in
the display of receivers. So far
ccmponents are concerned the list is

Ltd., 117-119, Regent Street,
London, ,1/.1.
Co.,

Incorporating the Montague quassi-

constant reaction circuit, the Beethoven Standard Q.C.R. portable, of
the attache -case type, using five
attention.

reflected in the high quality of the

valves, now manufacture many other
useful accessories. A visit to these
stands shows, in addition to the whole
range of Mullard valves, components
such as the Milliard loud -speakers,
L.F. transformers, 14.T. supply units,
R.C.C. units, grid leaks, 'condensers,

utilising a pentode in the last stage,
and is Burgoyne speaker, already on
the market.
Stands 52, 53 and 54. Montague
Radio Inventions and Development

valves will attract considerable

FLOOR

TO GROINS FLOOR

El MI

VISIT "A.W.'S " STANDS {Nos. 19 and 20)

A Philips H.T. Supply Unit

GROUND

217

216

varied and comprehensive that
it is difficult to do it justice in the
so

Lithanode Unspillable Accumulator

Westinghouse Rectifying Unit

-'4,-41Ner"-**44elffiellefigerpeelliewc.,

=zeta Wtreksi
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space available. Particular mention,
however, may be made of the various
condenser-logarithmic,
types , of

differential and reaction-and of the
excellent range of plugs, switches,
antimicrophonic valve holders, dual -

wave coils, control dials, etc.
Stand 64. The London Electric
Wire ,Company and Smiths, Ltd., 7,
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, Lon-

don, E.C.1.
Reductions in the company's
prices for certain components are
-

Stand 75. Fuller Accumulator Co.
(1926), Ltd., Woodland Works, Chad well Heath, Essex.
Accumulators for all purposes and
in connection with the power supply,
for every part of a receiving set are to

Stands 69 and 71. Siemens Bros.,

and Co.; Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.18.
As might be expected; batteries to
suit every need can be found on these
two stands.. There are H.T. batteries,

of every type, L:T: dry batteries for
those who cannot conveniently use
accumulators, handy little grid bias
batteries which can be fixed in the

receiver itself, super -power battcrieS,
and Leclanche cells for,every phase of
radio power. supply: Crystacel L.T.

-

being a 4:.yalve Model using a pentode

accumulators of the glass cell type

valve iii.the output stage and the

will be included, which can-- be

obtained' in 'the dry -charged "State.
Two high-class testing instruments

will be shown and these shoulc1;not be:

trussed by those who are tfing out

their radio laboratory. .I sit users

will be interested in a booklet which
is being given entitled " Inside
Knowledge."
technicalities

An example of a Carrington Cabinet
announced. There will be featured

the whole range of coils and components --as

marketed during last

season, except that the number of Q
coils will be limited to three types,

of dry

battleries - in

-

A.

C.

familiar to all amateurs, and here are
to be seen some of the best known,
including ,the ha:ndy FOrmodenser
(which figures largely in "A.W."
receivers), the Formo transformer, log
condenser and anti-microphonie valve

attention should be paid to the latest
products of this immense concern.
Stands 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84. The

something in the Formo range still
interest every constructor.
Stand 73. Aeonic Radio, Ltd., 90
Regent Street, W.1.

speakers, mains units, valves, bat-

holder. There is no doubt but that

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Apparatus shown in this imposing
display will comprise receivers, loud-

"

accumulators, transformers
and public-address apparatus. The
receivers will include Model 82, an
teries,

eight -valve frame -aerial super -bet,

with dual wavelength range, single
tuning dial and remote control of
volume. Model 35 is an excellent

THE A.W. SETS DESCRIBED IN TIES ISSUE

wave coil and is suitable for various
types of circuit. It may be used as a
plain -aerial coil omitting reaction, as

ARE ON VIEW ON STAND Nos. 19 and 20

a magnetic reaction on a Reinartz
aerial coil; or as a tuned anode coil for
S.G.-circuits. There are also to be
two interesting absorption wavetraps
and h varied display of accessories of
other kinds.
Stand 66. Whiteley, Boneham and
Co.; Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

The initials W and B are con-

nected chiefly, in amateurs minds,
with' valve holders and loud -speakers.
In . the first -mentioned component,
developments have produced the
W.13., five -pin valve holder for A.C.
valYes: - The W.B. cone loud -speaker

unit is incorporated in the cabinet
loud -speakers, also displayed, but the
unit may be purchased separately
by those who want to make their

instruments. The range of
cabinet' loud -speakers is very complete and mention must be given to
the Lodestone loud -speaker design
by our Research Consultant,. Mr. W.
James; and made to his specification.
Stand 67. The New London Electron Works, Ltd., East Ham, London,'
own

E.6.

Introducing a new line, namely

Stands 74 and 76. Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hollinwood, Lancashire.

Numerous new lines characterise
the display on these stands. Prominent among these may be mentioned

instrument

with

a

screened -grid

valve detector and a transformer coupled L.F. stage. It is fitted in a
mahogany cabinet with a sloping

Ferranti Cinema Amplifier
Stands 91. and 92. Climax Radio

Ltd.,Haverstoek Works,
Parkhill Roa, N.W.3.
Many Climax components are to

Electric,

-

be found here, including the popular
Climax H.F., L.F., and power chokes,
wire -wound resistances ! and other
components for making mains eliminators. Complete mains .eliminators
are also to be found,. together with
earth tubes, loud -speakers,- lightning
arrestors and other well-known
Climax accessories.
Stand 98. Ready Radio, Ltd., 159

Borough High Street, London, S.E.I.

Ready Radio make a number of
which appeal' to all

components

and incorporates a valve rectifier, the
second, being for use on D.C.-mains,
does not " include the " rectifier:

front and its controls are mounted on
an antique copper escutcheon, which
prevents any possibility of hand
capacity effects. The set is of the
dual -wave type and can be operated
either from batteries or A.C. mains.
Among other sets shown will be a six -

the Columbia

transformers, eliminators, condensers,'

a moderately Priced portable fivevalver, Model 55, and a' high -per-.

speakers,
Types SAr and SDI. The first is for
use on A.C. supplies of eoo-25o volts
two

new

moving -coil

Improvements and additions have
been made to the range of Ferranti

chokes, etc., and these will be displayed together with the new Ferranti anode feed units. The lastmentioned have been - designed to
simplify the well-known Ferranti
anode -feed system and have been
designed in two types. The first
consists of a resistance and clip on a

moulded base embodying the requisite.

2 mfd. condenser; the second is provided with three resistances and condensers. The new Ferranti all -

mains receiver, Model 3r, using a
similar circuit to that of- the Ferranti
S.G.3, and the S.G.3 in kit forni
will also he .on view together with
other interesting products.

valve frame -aerial receiver, Model 6x,
formance

three-valver,

Model

39,

using one S.G. stage, detector and
pentode or power valve.
Stands 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, and 90.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

One of the fullest displays in the

exhibition will make a feature of

several new receivers, both battery

and all -electric type§ having received
their mead of attention. The Geco-.

phone two-valver, for use with batteries, is fitted with single dial tuning
and can be adapted for gramophone
amplification.
included
a

In thiS class are to be
screened -grid three-

Electron indoor -aerial insulator pins,
this" display is also featuring a 3o -ft.

listeners and the display on this stand
will therefore be of great interest.
Stands 94 and 96. Columbia
Gramophone Co., Ltd., 92 Clerkenwell
Road, London, E.C.1. -

Interest at this stand centres on

five -valve portable
and the radio table model 304: This
latter is a luxurious t all-niains

receiver, incorporating three screened -

grid valves. As might therefore be
supposed, it is capable of putting up a
most satisfactory- perforMance. r 1 f
desired, it can work from 'either A.C.
or D.C. mains, though ,batteries can
_be provided if no mains' stipp! y is
available.
Stand 95. Turner & Co., 54.;
Station Road, New Southgate, Lonr n,
N.11,

-Tunewell dual coils for use witl
Clarion S.G.3 circuit will.be of s
interest to Amateur Wireless rca
There will also be coils of - this

at
e

for the Broadcast Picture 4 and he
DX2, among other circuits. , Tune -

well two -pin plug-in coils are ,wellknown for their sturdy construction

aerial for experimental purposes, as

and for the good results they givea full range of these ,will be shown.

recommended by the B.B.C. for use in

conjunction with Brookmans Park.

Coil formers and bases; ehokes, etc.,

Stands 68 and 70. Oldham & Son,
Ltd , Denton.

mooc

A very full range of H T. and L.T.
accumulators is on show here and no

will complete an attractive stand.
Stand 97. Jackson Bros., 72 St.

. .
Thomas Street, S.E.1.
J. 13.1condensers.need no introduction and on: the' J B. stand it is possible to find a condenser .to suit:every
need.- There - are condensers for
broadcast sets with slow:Motion and
-

5ISTEEIE,t

amateur should have any trouble

CAPACITY

in choosing a battery to suit his requirements. Oldham accumulators
incorporate several novel features
which tInake for longevity and easy

COUPLER

Receptly, too, Oldham have introduced mains chargers
maintenance.

for accumulators, so that amateurs
:an keep their accumulators always
in tip-top condition.

pany's stands a centre of attraction.

might be expected, a gigantic display

of the whole range on these four
stands. The Cossor range includes a
valve for every purpose and for
every type of set, and the keenest

a recent pattern of dual -

transformers, Osram valves, condensers, and a complete range of; standard components will make the com-

Highbury Grove, N.5.
Cossors having recently introduced

(Formo), Ltd., Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.
For3uo cOmponents are, of course,

show at this stand.

likewise be featured.'- Loud-speakem-",

138, 173, and 174.
Cossor, Ltd., Cossor House,

a new series'rof valves there -is, as

a large number of portables are on

26o volt A.C. mains. Several exe
lent screened sets and portables w

Warwick.
Stands 78,

which field-MeSsrs. Siemens are, of
course, acknowledged experts:
Stand 72. Arthur -Preen & Co.,

Aeonic is a name which one always
associates with portable receivers and

shows a two-valver ' and a thr

valver; both being suitable for ao

other a five-valver employing a L.F.
valves. The Warwick radio graniophone, incorporating the above type
of set, and the new dual -wave

namely QAT, QSP and QSG. The
first is

I

This deals with the

be found on this stand.
Stand 77. The Eagle Engineering
Co., Ltd., Eagle Works, Warwick.
Warwick Junior portable receivers
are to be shown in ;two models, one

valyer, with a switch for dual rang
a six -valve long range and an:eigh
valve Supersonit heterodyne mod
The Gecophone all -electric displ

SHOW-- GUIDE
A Rced Type Celestion Sneaker

The Varley Resistance capacity
Coupler

CONTINUED ON
PAGE 352
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7he3inest in the World

IER!..111

EADY

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

WHETHER your first consideration be simplicity, convenience, efficiency or cost, you will find that Ever Ready Dry
Batteries are unequalled by any other source of current supply.

The complete range of sizes and capacities, covering every

standard requirement, enables you to ensure the utmost
economy in working.

All Radio Enthusiasts must see

STANDS Nos. 139-142

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA

SEPT. 23-OCT. 3

AGOG

SPECIAL UNITS

FOR PORTABLE SETS

pa ICE

PORTABLE 1. 63 volts 8%6
Size 6" x 5" x 3"
PORTABLE 2. 99 volts 13/8

Size 9' x 5" x 3"
PORTABLE 3. 1C8 volts
Size 10' x 5' x 3'

15/ -
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Now See the Complete

BOWYER-LOWE
Range for 1929-1930
Improved sets !

New models !

Greater

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

Receivers and components for
every purpose, widely comprehensive in
price, all backed by the Bowyer - Lowe
values !

A combination of the famous Bowyer.Lowe

Screened Vox Populi 3 and an Electrical Repro.
ducing Gramophone. Gives perfect reproduction
of radio and gramophone music. Prolongs life
of records. List No. 374, Battery Model, 39
£56
Mains Model D.C. ...
Mains Model A .C.
..
...
£65
Including valves and royalties.

reputation for highest technical efficiency.
Ask your Wireless Dealer about the Bowyer -Lowe

range of Sets and Components, or write to Headquarters for illustrated literature.

STAND NO. 130 & 131.
PENTOVOX .2
A two -valve receiver using the
Pentode valve. Wav e length
ranges are 250/500 metres and
1,000/2,000 metres. No change
of coils. List No. 329, 6. Ss,

E10
cludin 7,

Including valves and royalty.

valves 6'
royalties.

THE PENTOVOX

._JUNIOR CONE
REPRODUCER

The finest set of its kind on the market, yet lowest in price.
Using a screened grid H.F. valve and a Pentode amplifying
valve, it is notable for purity, selectivity and volume. Wavelength ranges are 250;'500 metres and 1,000.2,000 -metre's.
Now improved in detail and appea,rance but reduced in price.
List No. 362
£10 includiog valves and royalties.

A thoroughly efficient
speaker, giving clear
and faithful reproduction, and selling
at a very attractive

..

y"

Woo/wry

price.

UNIVERSAL LOG
CONDENSER.

1141

List No. 375 ... 35/.

For panel mounting with

GRAMOPHONE PICKUP

dial

or drum control.

"Very easily ganged. Sin.
gle hole fixing.
.0003
.5s: 9d.
.0005
...
6s. Od.

A scientific instrument giving an
entirely new beauty to records.
Absolute fidelity of reproduction
obtained, the design being -tested
to give bass and treble their true
values. List No. 364, 1916. List
No. 365, Special Track -arm for
Pick-up, 10/-.

PORTABLE 5.
The latest addition to the
Bowyer -Lowe range, this
set establishes a new stan-

dard among portables. A
wonderfully efficient pro.
thictionata moderate price.
List No. 363, £16. 16s. in.
eluding valves F. royalties.

T

All Bowyer -Lowe Sets and Loud Speakers can

now be obtained on generous hire purchase
terms.

0\A roLowe
Recordaphones Ltd.

In association with

London Showrooms:

ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C. 2
Head Office 6' Works:

Radio Works, Letchworth, Herts.
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The latest development in Radio ! The
NEW H.C. Cell

the product of an entirely

new manufacturing process-reaches the
peak of perfection in battery achievement.
It gives added purity and maintains a
smooth -and effortless power for an abnormally long period. Fitted with super grip
screw terminals for perfect contact.

.S&

la CD

AA,

C),
flAa'

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by all
Wireless Dealers

PRICES
STANDARD TAPPING
L.4920
60 volt
L.4922

96
18/6

100 volt .........
WITH GRID BIAS
TAPPING
L.4921

11
60 vat
SUPER CELL.TYPE
L.4903
66 volt

21 J.

GRID BIAS BATTERIES
L.6095 ... 6 volt
1/6
L.6096 .. 9 volt ... 1/3
L.4908 ... 161 at ... 3/6
Write for folder No. L.5237.

WIRELESS

BATTERIES

See them at Olympia, G.E.C. Stand Nos. 85- 90.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention !`.A.W.' to Advertiser.
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Ce;he

CLARION
CABINET
or the
CLARION
ALL -MAINS 3

THIS cabinet is specified for the Clarion
All -Mains Three described in this issue.
Although it is designed specially for this receiver, it is suitable for any All -Mains model

of similar type, since it provides ample

space for the complete receiver and mains
unit in the one cabinet.
This Clarion Cabinet, like all Clarion products, is solidly made throughout by skilled
cabinet-makers; only thoroughly seasoned
timber is used, and all joints are properly
tongued and grooved.
This Clarion Cabinet is available either
made up or finished ready for assembly.
PRICE COMPLETE

42r

If your dealer cannot supply,
send us your order and the
cabinet will be despatched per
return, C.O.D.

CLARION

RADIO FURNITURE
(B. Sewell, Jnr.)

MANSFORD ST., LONDON, E.2
Telephone: Bishopsgate 6371

ESTABLISHED

OVER

FIFTY

YEARS.
e,

THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

I

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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BOTH LOOK ALIKE
BUT ONE RUNS LONGER

Two clocks-both similar to look at, both
fulfilling the same purpose. But one is
an eight -day timepiece whilst the other
will run for only 30 hours.
SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
66 v. (with G. B. Tappings) 7/11
.
11/9
99 v. -

. 9 v. - 1/6
63 v. - 7/6
66 v. - 7/ /

.

108 v.

-

.

.

12/9

SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 v.

.

13/6
is100

v.

63 v.

. 22/.

.

The New Dubilier H.T. Battery is not
merely another battery just as good as

others, but one that has definitely a

longer working life.
Dubilier realised the need for a longer lived battery. After months of research
and experiment they have produced one.

14/3

LIICR "A Bit about a Battery"-which you
You can read about it in the booklet-

ATTE FRY
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Duran
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

can get free of i request.

You can best

prove its claims by using one in your
set now.
Visit us at STANDS Nos. 181 and 182,
Radio Exhibition, New Hall, Olympia.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

6.2

e'flatcar Wtink5
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BUILD IT
YOURSELF -

1

Build it yourself
in an evening!

Gets Concerts

A real Musical
Instrument!

Works from your
Electric Light!

from all Europe!

A

SET YOU'LL
BE PROUD

TO OWN !
AT last the standard of home -built Receivers nas
been raised to that of factory -built Sets-by the
makers of the World's finest loud speaker.
Look at this wonderful new Brown Receiver. A handsome Set-in rich mahogany or oak cabinet-it gives
you concerts from all Europe ! Amazingly selective-

accumulator and loud speaker contained in the
cabinet. Or - if you prefer it -you can build it
without the loud speaker - and either model can
be made to work from your electric light. Finally,
its tone is purer and its volume is greater than

new B.B.C. Regional Scheme which will put old Sets
out-of-date. It is self - contained too - batteries,

will build and hear it at your Dealer's.

cuts out local station at will-the ideal Set for the

-,ny previous home -built Set. And you can build it
yourself- even if you have never made a Set before!

Now - read on below, decide which model you

2 Models- Battery or Electric Mains Use.

Types " A." and " A.M." - As illustrated -with

Brown Loud Speaker tested and assembled in cabinet.
Type " A " has space for batteries and accumulator.
complete kit of parts, less valves, batteries and
accumulator, but including coils for 200-550 metres,

price £12. Type " A.M.," as type " A." but for A.C.
or D.C. Mains operation, price £20.

Types "B" and " B.M."-Similar to types "A" and
" A.M." but without loud speaker. Kit of parts
for type " B ," less valves, batteries and accumulator,
but including coils for 200-550 metres, price £9.
Type "B.M.," as type " B " but for A.C. or D.C.
Mains operation, price £17.

Extra coils for 900-2,000 metres, 17/- extra.

FREE!

THE WONDERFUL NEW

The four models of the wonder.
ful Brown Receiver are more fully
described in an illustrated Folder
which you can obtain free from
your Dealer or direct fromS. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Western Avenue,
N. Acton, London, W.3

You can pay
as you listen !

Any of the four types of the
Brown Receiver can be obtained
c n easy monthly payments. Ask
your Wireless Dealer for Folder
giving full details of our "pay as
you listen " system.

522 M
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Winter Joys
FOR obvious reasons, the approach of the
long winter evenings does not have the
same depressing effect on the wireless man
as it does on the ordinary man in the street.
For the same reasons, the wireless manufac-

soPIL.--01000%.0%....44%.0"460
sides.

It may be remembered that the

Baird Company some time ago declined an

Real Television

Gaorge Robey as the blushng bride is the
offer of three one -quarter-hour periods a film featured at the demonstrations. It may

week without guarantee of continuity of
broadcast, but as a result of the mediation
brought to bear by the Post Office this offer
turer permits himself to smile at this time waS substantially increased to five halfof the year. And the smile grows broader hour periods per week. Obviously, this is

be recalled that Mr. Baird in his earlier
experiments tried the silent film alone, but
after achieving success in that direction he

turned his energies and inventive genius
into real television channels, being con-

than ever at the commencement of the really all too short a time to satisfy the vinced that although film work was easier,
period of the -Radio Exhibition,particularly

desires of the large proportion of listeners the televising of a living subject had greater
if he has something new and startling to who now wish to become acquainted with potential value, and undoubtedly he was
show in receiving sets and components. the art of "seeing -in."
correct in his diagnosis. However, the mere
Well, what is going to be the "rage " of this
However, we must be thankful for small
year's Exhibition?
mercies, and in any case this step marks a
turning point in the history of television as
One Dial
The one -dial, one -switch set is going to far as this country is concerned. Germany
be "the thing." Hitherto, the complica- is already turning her hand to production,
tion of the high- and low -wave tuning range so it will be interesting to see which country
has retarded the progress of one -dial ultimately takes the lead in the commerreceivers in this country, but I hear of cialisation of television. Not only readyseveral sets of this type which will be made receivers will be in demand, but home
"featured" (horrible word !) at the Exhibi- constructors, alive to the fresh opportunition. In America, one -dial sets are the rule ties now afforded for their display of skill in
rather than the exception, largely owing to making up the machines,will seek fordetails.
the fact that the broadcasting wavelengths
Progress in America
are limited to between 200 and 60o metres.
In America there are a large number of
Secondly, I anticipate the more general use television experimenters, but up to the
of the moving -coil loud -speaker, which will

idea of a choice between television proper,
tele-talkies, silent films, colour television,
stereoscopic television, daylight television,
noctovision, and phonovision opens up an

avenue of delight to those who have felt
they were heading for a cul-de-sac as far as
ordinary listening was concerned.

Does the Pentode Pay?
In a recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS

I was taken to task by a correspondent
who maintains that there is no very great
saving in having one pentode L.F. stage

against two fitted with three -electrode
valves of the more generally seen type.
"According to my reckoning," he says,

present most of the results are desultory. "a two -valve pentode set cost- only sixbe cheaper and more reliable than ever. Parts for the home constructor have been pence less than a three -valve Set giving
Elaborate cabinets for moving -coil loud- on sale in the U.S.A. as in other countries, the same volume." 1 take it that he means
speakers will be seen, too, but these I do not but a "pukka " commercial machine has not in the one case a set incorporating a valve
regard in the light of a step forward. The been available to the public, and undoubt- rectifier and a pentode and in the other a
square " fire screen " type. of baffle board edly this fact hinges on the all-important detector valve followed by two L.F. stages.
may be a little inconvenient, but it is cer- question of automatic synchronising.
Comparisons
tainly free from that unpleasant "boxy"
Talking Films-What Next?
Here is my reckoning for the two. In
effect frequently heard when a moving -coil
The agreement between the B.J3.C. and both, the aerial, grid, and reaction coils,
loud -speaker is mounted inside a cabinet.
the Baird Company has followed quickly in with their condensers, will cost the same
Portable Sets

the wake of the tele-talkies demonstrations
It is extraordinary the way portable sets which have been going on for the past three
nave " caught on." There are many excel- or four weeks at the Baird Company's
lent portable sets now available, and from laboratories in Long Acre.
In many
time to time AMATEUR WIRELESS has pub- quarters it has been held that the
lished details of tried and tested portables entertainment value of a silent film is not
for the amateur to construct. But never very high, and in consequence Baird rapidly
has it been guaranteed that the portable developed a transmission of picture and
will "reach out" and give as good quality as speech combined on one film. Both voice
the orthodox type. It stands to reason that and picture depend for their " transformathe limited amount of space available is tion " upon the photo -electric cell, but
insufficient for large batteries or moving - whereas the former was worked direct
Moving -coil loud- through the medium of the narrow speech
coil loud -speaker.
speakers are out of the question for port- strip running down the edge of the film, the
able work, anyway. Just imagine attempt- latter called into play the familiar scanning
ing some portable set reception on the top disc to break it up into light spits to be
of Snowdon, carrying with one a moving - handled adequately by the cell.
coil loud -speaker, portable set with heavy current filament valves, high -capacity L.T.
accumulators, and 40o volts of accumulaNEXT WEEK:
tor H.T. !

and there will be no difference in the price
of the detector valve, including the coupling of the first L.F. valve. In the pentode
Set we require, therefore, one valve holder
at, say, 25., one resistor at Is. 6d., and one
valve at 22S. 6d.; total, r 63. Now for the

Television -Cause for Congratulation

pised in these days. Either set will require

The recent announcement that at long
last the B.B.C. and the Baird Television
Development Co., Ltd., have come to terms
concerning the broadcasting of television is
a matter for mutual congratulation on both

two L.F. stages. A pair of valve holders
of the same class comes to 4s., a pair of
resistors to 3s., a first -stage L.F. valve at
los. 6d., a super -power valve in the last
holder 15s.; total, so far, E,I I2S. 6d.' We
must have a super -power valve, since this

is the only triode type which will handle
the same volume as the pentode.

But we have not yet finished with the

expense. In a two -stage L.F. set there

must be a coupling of some kind between

the first and second L.F. valves. If we
allow as little as 13s. 6d. for this, the saving

on the pentode works tut at a whole

A

Fisher, which is certainly not to be des-

CRITICAL SURVEY
OF THE
EXHIBITS

a filter circuit or an output transformer,
and this will cost no more for the pentode
than for the triode outfit. There will be
a small economy in running costs, since
the two filaments of the pentode set will

malear
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On Your Wavelength !
take rather less current than the three of
the other and slightly less H.T. current
will be consumed by the former than by
the latter.

(continued)

This allows a good margin for ordinary most afternoons during the week 2L0 and
working, and even a direct short will do 5XX are silent from two o'clock until
no damage to the accumulator. Every four, whilst 5GB does not open up until

now and then the fuse wire should be 5.3o p.m. And this, too, during the holiday

renewed, but if it is kept well vaselined it month, when people like to use portable
does not seem to suffer much from corro- sets out of doors on fine days and indoors
Our correspondent, too, is clearly not a sion.
on wet ones. Why there should be these
believer in putting all one's eggs into one
gaps during the afternoons I do not
H.T. Fuses
basket. " If the pentode burns out," says
understand, and I am quite sure that it is

The Next Point

High -tension -battery fusing is done with not to the general advantage that they
flashlamps, one being used in the H.T. should exist. A good deal of shopping
your heart, dear reader, just how often negative lead and one in each positive lead. must be done between 2 and 4 p.m., and
have you known a valve come to an end The best kind of bulb to use Is one designed it is pretty hard lines on the retailer who
by burning out? I don't want to exag- for low voltage-say, 2.5 or 3, and intended cannot give a demonstration of his wares. gerate, but I must have had many hun for a current of about .2 ampere. The We ought, I think, to press for a better
dreds of valves through my hands in the resistance of the filaments of these bulbs is service and to see that we get it.
course of a long and exciting wireless not excessive and its presence certainly
The Advertising Question
career. I can remember an old bright - makes no difference to the working of the
Foreigners
hold that we Britishers are
set
if
decoupling
resistances
are
used.
A
emitter or two burning out, but such a
thing has never happened to me or to filament designed for .2 ampere generally about the most inconsistent people on the
anybody else I know with dull -emitters. blows instantly when current reaches face of the earth Though, of course, we
By burning out I mean, of course, the about double that amount and valves stoutly deny the allegation, there is,
between you and me, quite a lot in it.
giving way of the filament in the ordinary suffer no damage.
I mean to say that we are proud of boastcourse of operation, and not a firework
A
Convincing
Test
ing that no advertising is ever allowed to
display due to a short-circuit or a wrong
Once or twice, to convince doubting form any part of our programmes. It
connection made in a moment of madness.
That sort of burning out has been known friends, I have put a brand new valve into would never do-would it?-to have anyto occur, but it becomes absolutely impos- a holder and have deliberately blown a one providing free programmes so that his
sible if one connects the batteries negative fuse by making a short. Curves of the products might be advertised. You agree
to negative and fits safety fuses in the valve taken before and after this treatment with me that it is simply not done ? Now
showed no difference whatever. An am- we come to the delightful inconsistency.
H.T. leads.
meter placed in circuit with the valve On a good many occasions during the week
filament shows that the overload when a we are treated to canned programmes of
-and Another
And there is one little point that this short-circuit is made never reaches any gramophone records and always the ancorrespondent has, I think, overlooked. If serious figure and that the fuse blows so nouncer is most careful to give, in addition
he is referring to a burnto the title of the record,
out of that kind it would
its number and the name

he, " the cost of replacement is 25s. against
r5s." True, but placing your hand upon

affect the pentode and one
other valve in the one case
(costing ros. 6d. plus 225.
6d. equals 33s.), and in
the second case three
triode valves (costing 15s.

Big Gift Number of

W IR ELESS MAGAZINE

plus ros. 6d. plus ros. 6d.
equals 36s.). On the whole,

I think the odds are quite
distinctly in favour of the
pentode combination.

guards of this kind for some

"review," just as books

on September 20th, will contain
A BROADCAST IDENTI-

it be wrong again to suggest that the gramophone

white card.

no better publicity than
that obtained from the

of the "A.B.C. Two," the

components for which cost
under 55/,

are to newspapers ? Would

FIER AND STATION LOG:
printed in two colours on

company

could

receive

112 pages, including 12 -page supplement in
colours -45 Features -3 other sets described.

broadcasting of their re-

GET A COPY BEFORE YOUR NEWSAGENT HAS SOLD OUT

a reasonable amount of

Talking of fuses reminds

me that I have used safe-

The October Issue/-, on sale
A FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT

Safety First

of the company that manufactures it.
Am I wrong in supposing that the records
are sent in free for

time now and that (here I
touch wood firmly) I have

never had an accident with my valves quickly that insufficient time elapses for
since they were installed.
In these any real harm to be done. It costs only a
days of screening the provision of suitable shilling or two to provide both L.T. and
fuses is, I think, an absolute necessity. In

the set we have large areas of metal all

connected to L.T.-, and there are a

thousand and one opportunities of causing

a short that may damage the batteries

cords? Myself, I have not

the slightest objection to

advertising if it leads to
better programmes. 2.

A Suggestion

Now, obviously, every company using
H.T. batteries with fusing arrangements, the microphone in this way will want to
and the cost is well worth while, in view of put on the best possible programme, and
the excellent insurance that it offers.
the result is that some of the very finest
items over there are provided in this way.

Shorter and Shorter Hours?

I think myself that if the same kind of

even if it does not injure the valves. Here
Recently I commented on the poor system were introduced over here it would
is my own simple system, which works showing that our home stations make with go very well. A first-rate programme with
admirably. First of all the L.T. battery. regard to the number of hours' service stars of the first magnitude for one hour
I remove one of the lead connecting strips given during the day when compared with a week could be provided at far less cost
between cells and put in its place a piece those in the- United States. Matters are than a whole page advertisement in a big
of fuse wire guaranteed to blow at 2 amps. even worse at the moment of writing. On daily paper
THERMION.
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Is there a Best Set ?

This a question that every listener asks and below W. JAMES

indicates what is the best type of receiver for your requirements.
T SHOULD not like to say how many
As the listener is not far from a broadcastI types of sets there are in use to -day. ing station there would be ample strength
There must be several hundreds, and I for the anode -bend detector which would,
suppose that when their owners first therefore, rectify almost without distortion:
One may also claim that with a good

filters and an anode -bend detector. It
is an excellent local -station set when the
best quality of reproduction is desired with
the minimum of trouble.

VI+

resistance coupling there is very little dis-

tortion, with the result that the quality

L.S.

of the reproduction from this little two valve receiver would be very fine. Ample
high-tension and a good loud -speaker
should be used. There is only one knob for
tuning and a switch in the filament circuit.

io

A Local -station Set

-47
Fig. la. A good circuit for the local station

The circuit of Fig. ia shows a detector
grid battery, GBx, which must be adjusted
to suit the high-tension, as well as the usual
grid battery for the power valve, marked
GBz. There is also an anode circuit condenser C2 of .0003 microfarad, a resistance
RI of xoo,000 ohms, a grid condenser Cr

obtained them they considered them the of .005 microfarad and a grid leak of
megohm.
best for their own particular purposes.
It is therefore quite impossible in a few
words to describe more than a few receivers
A LIST

OF BLUEPRINTS
APPEARS ON PAGE 379

6B/

682

L.T.a

tir
Fig. lb. Another local -station circuit giving
excellent quality

Three extra large capacity dry batteries
should be used for high-tension or better
still, a well -made mains unit giving the

desired voltage. Reaction could be added
to bring up the strength of a second station
own class. What I shall do, however, is to
and a dual -range coil could be used. Notice
describe a few sets for certain purposes.
A modification which will give greater that a potentiometer is employed as a
There is, to commence with, the listener
who lives within a few miles of a broadcast- strength is indicated in Fig. O. I should volume control. The parts may have the
call this a local -station receiver, and it will following values : C .00I, CI .I, C2 .1, C3
100,000
NE -KNOB give excellent quality with the minimum .0003 microfarad, R 1 megohm,
of tuning. Resistance RI may be of 30,000
ohms, R2 50,000 ohms, R3 5oo,000 ohms,
CONTROL ohms, condenser Cr of .ox microfarad, R4 20,000 ohms, R5 10,000 ohms. The
condenser C2 of .0003 microfarad and trans- various grid batteries should be chosen to
former T may have aratio of about 4 to I. suit the valves.

that might be reckoned the best in their

OF A.W. AND W.M. SETS

DLIRL RAIN6E

These two receivers may be run

from high-tension dry batteries
as their current consumption
is small. I would naturally like SIMPLE
to see them used with -160 or

STEHLE

more volts, but this may not LAYOUT

SCREENING

always be possible. They could,
of course, be supplied with high-

COMPRCT LAYOUT

tension from a mains unit and
there is no reason why, with

The " Listener's Three," a particularly compact
set (described in A.W. No. 347)

ing station who wishes to hear that station
very well with a simple receiver, and not to
bother with distant stations. The best set
for this- listener would have an anode -bend
detector and a power valve with a resistance
coupling, the circuit arrangements being
shown in Fig. Ia.

-COIL

special valves, the whole set
should not be run from the mains.

If I had to run a moving -coil
or other good loud -speaker at

ample volume and lived say

ro miles or so from a main

station I would use a three -valve

receiver of the type indicated in
Fig. 2. This set has two resistance coupled stages with anode

The " Talisman 2," one

of the best two.; yet
(described
in A .W .
No. 373)

SERIES
"SELECTIVITY
CONDENSER
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" W. JAMES ON THE BEST SET" (Continued from preceding page)
If very powerful signals were required, a There is no reaction. Every valve is biased this purpose. But when there are two
push-pull stage would have to be fitted negatively, and the high-tension should be stages, as in Fig. 2, very good results may
instead of the last stage indicated in the at least 16o volts. be obtained, although one must remember
figure.

R4

HE

RS

CHOP

This set will tune very well, and the three
0H.r+ condensers should be
/9011 fitted with geared dials.
One could gang the

gramophone it is necessary to employ as a

minimum i8o volts of high-tension and

a push-pull output stage.
ti
second and third, but it
I would prefer for my own use a more
would hardly be safe to powerful amplifier for wireless and the
gang the three, when gramophone, bnt this is only possible when
good coils are used. Re- a mains supply is available and the equipsistance R is employed ment is, of course, rather expensive
as a volume control. It
is joined to the filaments Blueprint Service
of both shielded valves.
For every published description of an
ojj+ Their shields are shown AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver, there is avail;
fitted with the usual able a full-size blueprint, giving panel and
L. r - stopping resistances RI baseboard dimensions and layouts. These'

MEM F

VET

that in order to improve upon a good

and condensers C.

111111111111

Complete shielding

taa2
Fig. 2 -A suitable 3 -valve circuit for working a moving -coil speaker

blueprints are most helpful to the home
CHOKE` OUTPUT

maybe needed

in order to

The tuning coils indicated in Figs. r and ensure perfect stability. A set
z should be well made in order to obtain of this description must not
reasonable selectivity. I should prefer oscillate, and it will not do so
Litz -wire coils and small primary windings.

when the parts are carefully

All three receivers could be converted
into sets capable of bringing in with good
volume and quality of reproduction, two
or three other stations by the addition of a
single high -frequency stage. This stage
would have to be tuned in order to provide
adequate selectivity for tire magnification.

arranged.

EFFICIENT COIL

LOW HE
CONSIMPtk

Here again, special
coils fitted with switches may
be employed in order to cover

LOUD-

both, wavelength ranges.
The best set for distant

SPEAKER
INCLUDED

stations and quite good quality
of reproduction for ordinary
purposes would have only one
high -frequency stage, a leaky grid detector and a single power

gRRRNGEMENT stage. Such a set, built, with PIMPLE efirtERYgood parts, would bring in a
SPACE
number 'of stations, have
adequate selectivity and be
easily tuned. This type of set

The " Holiday Portable "-an inexpensive and efficient
portable. Described in "A. W. " No. 365

is very popular just now, but different constructor, and as a complement to the

designs result in widely different results.
detailed descriptions. They , can be ob
'Good high -frequency transformers must tained from the AMATEURWIRELESS Stands,
be used, and "an aerial of moderate dimen- ro and 20, at the Radio Exhibition, or from
sions. I would naturally- prefer to supply the AMATEUR WIRELESS Blueprint Departthe filament current, grid bias and high ment, 58-61 Fetter Lane; London, E.C.4.
tension from the household supply of electricity,
11E+2

for then a good power

SAFE
SCREENING

with, say, 18o
volts high-tension could
be used. Sufficient dry
batteries to provide such
yalve

SELECTIVE
H.E. STAGE
The " Brookman's Three " an Ultra -Selective

H.F. set described in the October issue of
the " Wireless Magazine "

shows two high -frequency stages, an anode -

RI

a high voltage as this
might be too expensive,
but the best results can

not be obtained Juiless
there is plenty of high-

None of the three receivers is intended tension.
for long-distance work, but simply to
None of the diagrams
provide good quality of reproduction.
show how an electric
If I wanted to listen to the distant
stations as well as the local one and still
put quality of reproduction first, I should
use a set wired as indicated in Fig. 3. This

V

for playing
gramophone records may
be fitted and, indeed,

sound -box

a set having only one

68/

682

GB

V1.
£62

VET
,I.T-

low -frequency stage is Fig. 3-A set incorporating this circuit would give good quality and
bend detector and a single power stage. not very suitable for
'
bring in distant stations
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SEMEN

1;10

41r1K-'17;"

STAND N91 69 6/71
MAIN HALL
Where you can inspect the full range of
Siemens Batteries.

FREE BOOKLET
Be sure to ask for a copy of the interesting
booklet
" Inside Knowledge "

on the correct use of Radio Batteries by

PRICES
POPULAR TYPE

-

8/ at..

No. 1204 "Power" 60 volts
No. 1206 "Power" 100

22/6

No. 1200 60 volts
No. 1202 100 volts

-

POWER TYPE

13/6

GRID BIAS

No. G.9. 9 volts

1 /6

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of f`A.W." with Your Order
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Whatever the

Circuit

In multi -valve sets, in single -valve sets, in amplifiers

-eliminators-in fact, wherever a condenser is

specified, use T.C.C. and be safe.
Sometimes the circuit demands a capacity that is
critical-sometimes an ability to stand up to sudden
high voltages-often the circuit demands both these
things ; then, for the sake of the circuit-for safety's
sake-use the condenser in the green case.
Remember this, too - there is a quarter of a
century's experience behind every T.C.C. Condenser,
-and now, with the new reduced prices, they cost
no more than ordinary condensers.
illli111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111

SEE THEM
ALL ON

STAND

G 428

The NATIONAL
RADIO

EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA,

Sept. 23 to Oct. 3

Advert.

The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Indes Farm Rd., Adon, W.3

rr
436

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Components

11011M

One or More

R PR

&0

SPECIFIED
In every NOTABLE CIRCUIT PUBLISHED during past year.

" 1930 " CONDENSERS

For

EFFICIENCY

COMPACTNESS,

SINGLE
SCREW
CONCEALED

FRICTION

PIGTAIL

BRAKE

" 1 9 3 0 " DUAL GANG

CONDENSER

CONDENSER

.0005
.00035
.00025
.00015

CONCEALED

I

SiNGLE SCREW

IPIGTAlt

FRICTION BRAKE
oaCEALED

4/6

36

RELIABILITY UNEQUALLED.

" MIDGET " REACTION

" 19 3 0 " LOG (mid -line)

CONDENSER
-----

and

1

NOTE.
WEIGHT

24 0,,CEE,

.00015
WEIGHT

21.

OuNCE5

Double
spacing for

3

Ultra

C°°3 15/6

Short Wave

FORMO Patented INTERNAL NOISELESS "PIGTAIL" is incorporated in ALL FORMO CONDENSERS.
As mechanically and electrically perfect as the Formo Condensers of last season of which we had to
treble anticipated production to meet demand.

The patented features are obtainable only in FORMO CONDENSERS. The method of construction is such that the amount of solid dielectric is reduced to negligible quantity.
The " Pigtail "passes through a central hole practically the full length of the spindle, and is securely
fastened to the end bearing, which is integral with the Rotor Terminal. The means employed completely
overcomes the noises associated with the generally used clock spring and similar loose external devices
The terminals are placed conveniently accessible. All brass parts are plated.
Small. Elegant, but robust condensers of perfect design and workmanship and of highest efficiancy.

The Finest

thus enabling us to perfectly balance one condenser with another at all
positions of the condenser movement, without destroying the logarithmic

curve. The usuallyemplop.d method of balancing condensers is by a
small auxiliary condenser. This method, however, corrects errors in one
position of the condenser only, and as o result, the curve of the condenser

is destroyed. By the Formo method, the gang when balanced in any
one position remains correctly balanced over the whole scale.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

.......

VERNIER DIAL

The patented constructional features of this Gang Condenser (obtainable
only in Formo condensers) perm
v idual adjustment of cads condenser.

As pictorially shown the
scale and aperture are in-

)

clined at an angle of 30'

obtainable.

BLACK,
BROWN,

e2

from perpendicular thereby

permitting convenient unobstructed view of scale
without need to crouch or

MAHOGANY
WALNUT.

qt-Pi "

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO BACKLASH. ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free.
SMALL. EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.
Anti.Microphonic
FORMO-DENSOR

VALVE HOLDER

stoop.

Price

I
TWO RANGE
TUNER

go

COMBINATION L.F. UNIT

Black, Brown,
Mahogany, Walnut
(Black supplied unles
otherwise stipulated).

(coo, hrlob,ocke) plated).
SHROUDED
L.F. TRANSFORMER

The finest article of its

kind on the market,

Ref.

Max.

F

.0001

including BASE PLATE j
Practically DUSTPROOF G

.0003

First

Grade

BAKELITE

Price 1 /3
Walt E.

H

.001

.002

to

Min. Price
.000005
2/.

2,/-,ormer on

.000025
.0002

2/.

.001

3/_

"TRUE SCALE" - 2 5/.

t

Price 10/6
Six Pin

Base

.5

2,

"TRANSFORMER -

CHOKE" -

"TWO STAGE" .

25! -

30/.

(Send for full details)

The First Shroude
the marks.
Transf
Ratio

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Price 8/6
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1ENACIOILIS
A BAD Filament,
WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"

COATING"

Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing part of the

A GOOD Filament

use, showing a serious gap in the coating.

WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"

filament of a badly coated valve before

A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.
.

This reproduction shows the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES.
Notice the absolute evenness of the coat-

.

ing. There are no gaps, the coating
clings, so that the full benefit of the

See

OSRAM VALVES

coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific pro-

at the

cess of "TENACIOUS COATING."

NATIONAL RADIO

MADE IN ENGLAND.
SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS

EXHIBITION,

G. E.C.

STAND Nos.
8 5 -9 0

IF

you are unable to visit Olympia, write for " ()SRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE " (7929 Edition) SENT POST FREE

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kin,sway, London, W .C.2

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

Pages 351 and 352 are missing
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
OF course, cheers for the Schneider Cup Lost Pearls, "the farcical comedy," which affair was put together in a most palatable
relay, which was done perfectly and was silly and inconsequential. The music form.

thrilled the whole multitude of listeners. was- so-so; and,, as I have said, Handley

It is -on such occasions as these that, many was not the Thomas we know.
who forget to pay their licence fees
remember to fork up.

:I can see no reason for the artistes'

names being kept dark. Each singer was
good and every instrumentalist-particularly the banjoist-was tip-top. I rather

It's a funny thing. I mean, this A. J. fancy I could trace the identities of most of
People who heard him for those concerned. But, anyhow, why this
The Gershom Parkington Quintet con- the very first time when he talked about undeserved obscurity?
the "19" Club say he is marvellous. On
Alan business

the other hand, those who heard him

before, say'he was dry. Personally, I could
find little to write horde about in this latest
effusion of his. No doubt, it was because
I'd heard him before. One soon gets used
to his careful " care -free' manner, and

There is always something to enjoy in a
programme which gives us extracts from
the good old musical comedies-if only the
memories which some of the tunes call up
again !

Birmingham went one better in giving
then the paucity of real laughs becomes
boring I think Alan reads better than he us a programme of the new and old together. To find such selections as The
sounds.

Why take the trouble to S.B. a talk on
"Bird Migration " from Aberdeen at ten
o'clock at night? There was a certain
interest in Professor J. Arthur Thomson's
talk, but why-oh, why-give us this sort
of thing when we want an hour's good
entertainment before turning in? I hate
the idea of giving Professor Thomson the
bird, for their habits (I mean the birds)
are always interesting. But not at ten
o'clock at night.

.
Lissenden's idea of Miss Babs Valerie

tinues to discourse music which, besides

Gloria Swanson's surprise item -was a
surprise, inasmuch as we don't often have
film stars singing to us across the ether !

But now we know that she can sing-

-)eing refined and popular, is rendered in a and a film in which she sings is now on
show. What a boost the film was given !
truly classic manner.

A recent programme of theirs included
"Dance of the Hours,"
What is Greenhorn's idea in niding his
Liszt's " Liebestraume, " Debussy's " Pro- identity? He has nothing to lose in
3ig,a1 Son," and Rachmaninoff's " Vocalise." revealing himself. Indeed, much to gain.
If anyone asked me who, in my opinion, This occurred to me some time ago, but
An impression of Ernest Jones
had the power to pacify our millions of I am not certain whether I said it before
varied listeners, I should refer them to the I hope not. If I have, so much the better.
" Parkington Boys."
Arcadians and The Desert Song coupled
together was quite pleasing.
A first performance in England of
What a welcome they gave Solomon at "Flivver Ten Million" was described as
the Promenade Concert. Few listeners will a " joyous epic." Don't you believe it.
Listened in one lunch hour to the
forget his brilliance in the "Concerto No.
Piccadilly Hotel Orchestra, and could
Ponchinelli's

)111,

in B -flat Minor," by Tchaikowsky.

hardly hear what seemed an excellent

repertoire because of the noisy diners. At
It seems easy for Tommy Handley to gramme, "Down in the Canebrake." The the conclusion of a good selection I heard
get out of his element. This happened in melodies were well chosen and the whole one solitary clap.
I liked Derek McCulloch's plantation pro-
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ONE of the greatest calls this coming
season is undoubtedly going to be
for selectivity. When the new
London transmitter starts operations many
people who have hitherto been untroubled

straight-

titularly Lon -

ceiver -a

who wish to

and

forward re-

don

reference to the

be
prepared
for the regional
scheme, t h e
wave -trap may
be added. This

photograph

with the problem of selectivity will find

and diagrams

themselves in the happy position of receiv-

will

ing too much signal strength. It has been
suggested that residents within five miles
or so of Brookman's Park will be able to
light their houses from the signals from
2L0, but I do not think we need fear this
just yet 1 The fact remains, however, that
greater selectivity will be required than
has been necessary in the past, and although

the problem will affect London listeners
only at the outset, the whole country will
ultimately be subject to similar conditions.

Specially Selective
The present set is an attempt to provide
a good all-round receiver suitable for use in

various parts of the country. It has been
designed to give good and efficient results
under average conditions, while special
provision is made for London listeners in
the arrangement for obtaining special
selectivity.

Sharp tuning can be obtained

in a

variety of ways, all of which depend upon
the use of additional tuned circuits in some
form or another. One method is to use an

illustrate

this pointwhile the
flexibility of
the arrangeFor the receiver

transformer

wave -trap itself
is simple of
constru c t i o n
and is arranged

portion the
straightforward detector,
R.C. and`

SELECTIVE

For the tuning coil, one of the new " Q"

has been employed. These coils
retain the properties of the older form of
"Q" coil in that they tune to both wave
bands in the most efficient manner and
are astatic on the short-wave band, but
coils

employed in the "Hyper -selective Two,"
which was described in these columns a

while

reduced in

and
size of base,

.00027
MR X.

the

has
been materially
improved. In
addition, the
efficiency

WHAT THIS RECEIVER WILL DO
Selectivity is not just a matter of cutting out a station. It must be possible to receive
other stations as well. On the standard London transmission, at a distance of 12 miles,
it was possible to receive Stuttgart (360 metres) at good strength without interference
from London which was working at the same time on 356 metres. A test made on the
artificial signal equivalent to the London Regional transmitter at a distance of 15 to 20
miles showed that this could be tuned out and a weak station tuned in at a separation
of 50 metres only.

switching arrangement has been made distinctly simpler, so that the coil is in every
way a vast improvement.
Coils

The H.F. transformer coils, both for
ofir+3

---

0111+2

pbp

0003

L_

0

=

1

L.7:-0 >--oL.7:+

.00035

0005

6 B.+

6.B-1

68.-2

strips, z in. by a in. (Becol, Raymond,

condenser

Graham-Farish).
z-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Graham-Farish).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit
with too,000 ohm anode resistance
Graham-Farish).
(Lissen, Dubilier,
High -frequency

choke

(Lewcos.

Ready -Radio, Lissen, Peto-Scott).

ordinary and screen -grid valves remain as

before, but a further simplification has
been effected in the matter of the aerial
coil. In place of the various forms of

Park has created a certain scare in some
quarters and varying opinions were ex-

pressed as to what the signal strength
really would be like. I felt that some
definite information on the subject was
highly. desirable, and for this reason I
arranged an artificial transmitter capable
of supplying to another aerial a signal
strength equivalent to that from Brook man's Park at varying distances, ranging
from ten miles upwards. Elstree, by the
way, is a little under ten miles; so that we,
ourselves, were rather anxious to discover
the relative seriousness of the new trans-

The properties of the wavetrap may often

missions.

interaction may take

place

indeed, the most selective, simple

series clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Lissen,
H.T.-

Some details of the nature of these tests
may be of interest. The idea of Brookman's

trap itself is simple in construction, its
principal feature being that it is astatic.

between the wavetrap coil and the timing
circuit, which again militates
against the satisfactory operaLIST OF COMPONENTS
tion of the device.
Cabinet (Cameo, Pickett, Clarion).
Low -frequency transformer (Igranic,
type J, ratio 6-1, Philips).
In the present instance,
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. and two
is,

meter (Lissen, Igranic).
" Q " aerial coil (Wearite, Lewcos).
Three anti-microphonic valve holders
(Lotus, W. & B., Lissen, Benjamin).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser with

i/M2

the receiver may be left with this adjustment for all normal working. The wave -

Selectivity Tests

Moreover,

It

variable
condenser
(Formo, Lissen, Cyldon, Lotus, Burton,
J.B.).
400 -ohms panel -mounting potentio-

IS

setting suits the local conditions-when

mences operation.

sufficient without the use of any wave -trap.

.00035-mfd.

to
IP

to be brought into use by connecting flex
leads to the various terminals. It is then
a simple matter to find which particular

the coil as shown in the diagrams,

This oscillator had to be completely
be marred to a large extent, if the set is
being used close to a local station, by screened, all batteries and accessories being
direct pick-up on the coils themselves. inside the case, so that the only outlet for

(Formo, Burton, Cyldon, J.B., Lotus),

L.S.

The

of

results in a negligible interaction between
the two and an equally negligible pick-up
on the local station either on the wavetrap
or on the tuning coil. This will apply, as
'far as can be ascertained from preliminary
tests, even when Brookman's Park com-

Thus, in itself, the tuning coil used for
the circuit constitutes an aid to selectivity
and in many cases this will be found to be

Resiston, Paxolin).
variable
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Otherwise, the arrangement is conventional.

diameter

This enables us to build a very simple

self.

arrangement has been employed, the only
point of difference being that a relatively
low value of anode resistance is used in
order to obtain a high value of H.T. on the
anode of the detector valve. This is
necessary in order to prevent overloading
of the detector on a fairly strong signal.

coupled -circuit system similar to that

the extra "tune" takes the form of a wave trap which can be cut in or out as required.

the back of the
baseboard in

the rear of the
tuning coil it-

they have been

short time back. In the present receiver

is mounted at

ment is good.

H.F. stage with efficient tuning arrange-

ments. The second method is to use a

readers

Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin,
Lissen, Benjamin, 'Prix).
Four terminals marked Aerial,

Earth, L.S.+, L.S.Eelex, Igranic).

(Belling -Lee,

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
Paxolin tube, 3 in. long and 2 in.
diameter (Wearite, Atlas).
t oz. No. 30 D.S.C. wire (Lewcos).

Baseboard, i6 in. by to in. (Pickett,

Clarion).

Pre-set condenser, .00027-microfarad
maximum (Igranic, Formo).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
3 yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
7, wander plugs marked
a, H.T.-1- 3,

H.T.--,

pick-up

is

reduced

to a

considerable extent by the
fact that, first of all, the "Q"
coil itself is astatic
on the short-wave

high -frequency energy was via the coupling

coil, which could be calibrated. In this
way it is possible to control the signal
strength at will and duplicate the conditions existing at any distance from ten to
one hundred miles or more away from the
regional transmitter. A dummy aerial was
used, because the strength was so large
that had it been coupled to an ordinary

bands, with which
we are dealing, while
in t1;ie second case
t h e wave -trap has

been made astatic.

This, coupled with
the correct
positio ning

G.B.-1, G.8.-2 (Belling -Lee).
2 spade terminals, one red and one
black (Clix, Belling -Lee).

receiver that I have handled, particularly
having regard to the fact that a dual -range
coil is employed.

The reaction winding, by the way, is

aerial coil which were necessary with the 'entirely separate on this new aerial coil,
old type of coil it has been found possible so that the reaction condenser may be
to replace all of them by one simple coil, arranged with its moving plates at earth
which is known as the " QAT " coil. This potential, thereby avoiding any .hand
coil has a coupled aerial winding which has effects. Reaction will be found to be fairly
been very carefully proportioned to give uniform and quite smooth if the circuit is
good results on both wavebands without arranged as shown in the diagram given.
any trace of short-wave interference; and

it has the advantage of being distinctly An Optional Wave -trap
For the benefit of readers who require
more selective than the average types of

Comparatively few components are required

coil,

the greater order of selectivity, more par-

The wiring is particularly simple.

Flex leads are used for battery
connections
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.N.a
ONE of the greatest calls this coming
season is undoubtedly going to be
for selectivity. When the new
London transmitter starts operations many
people who have hitherto been untroubled

straight-

titularly Lon -

ceiver -a

who wish to

and

forward re-

don

reference to the

be
prepared
for the regional
scheme, t h e
wave -trap may
be added. This

photograph

with the problem of selectivity will find

and diagrams

themselves in the happy position of receiv-

will

ing too much signal strength. It has been
suggested that residents within five miles
or so of Brookman's Park will be able to
light their houses from the signals from
2L0, but I do not think we need fear this
just yet 1 The fact remains, however, that
greater selectivity will be required than
has been necessary in the past, and although

the problem will affect London listeners
only at the outset, the whole country will
ultimately be subject to similar conditions.

Specially Selective
The present set is an attempt to provide
a good all-round receiver suitable for use in

various parts of the country. It has been
designed to give good and efficient results
under average conditions, while special
provision is made for London listeners in
the arrangement for obtaining special
selectivity.

Sharp tuning can be obtained

in a

variety of ways, all of which depend upon
the use of additional tuned circuits in some
form or another. One method is to use an

illustrate

this pointwhile the
flexibility of
the arrangeFor the receiver

transformer

wave -trap itself
is simple of
constru c t i o n
and is arranged

portion the
straightforward detector,
R.C. and`

SELECTIVE

For the tuning coil, one of the new " Q"

has been employed. These coils
retain the properties of the older form of
"Q" coil in that they tune to both wave
bands in the most efficient manner and
are astatic on the short-wave band, but
coils

employed in the "Hyper -selective Two,"
which was described in these columns a

while

reduced in

and
size of base,

.00027
MR X.

the

has
been materially
improved. In
addition, the
efficiency

WHAT THIS RECEIVER WILL DO
Selectivity is not just a matter of cutting out a station. It must be possible to receive
other stations as well. On the standard London transmission, at a distance of 12 miles,
it was possible to receive Stuttgart (360 metres) at good strength without interference
from London which was working at the same time on 356 metres. A test made on the
artificial signal equivalent to the London Regional transmitter at a distance of 15 to 20
miles showed that this could be tuned out and a weak station tuned in at a separation
of 50 metres only.

switching arrangement has been made distinctly simpler, so that the coil is in every
way a vast improvement.
Coils

The H.F. transformer coils, both for
ofir+3
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strips, z in. by a in. (Becol, Raymond,

condenser

Graham-Farish).
z-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Graham-Farish).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit
with too,000 ohm anode resistance
Graham-Farish).
(Lissen, Dubilier,
High -frequency

choke

(Lewcos.

Ready -Radio, Lissen, Peto-Scott).

ordinary and screen -grid valves remain as

before, but a further simplification has
been effected in the matter of the aerial
coil. In place of the various forms of

Park has created a certain scare in some
quarters and varying opinions were ex-

pressed as to what the signal strength
really would be like. I felt that some
definite information on the subject was
highly. desirable, and for this reason I
arranged an artificial transmitter capable
of supplying to another aerial a signal
strength equivalent to that from Brook man's Park at varying distances, ranging
from ten miles upwards. Elstree, by the
way, is a little under ten miles; so that we,
ourselves, were rather anxious to discover
the relative seriousness of the new trans-

The properties of the wavetrap may often

missions.

interaction may take

place

indeed, the most selective, simple

series clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Lissen,
H.T.-

Some details of the nature of these tests
may be of interest. The idea of Brookman's

trap itself is simple in construction, its
principal feature being that it is astatic.

between the wavetrap coil and the timing
circuit, which again militates
against the satisfactory operaLIST OF COMPONENTS
tion of the device.
Cabinet (Cameo, Pickett, Clarion).
Low -frequency transformer (Igranic,
type J, ratio 6-1, Philips).
In the present instance,
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. and two
is,

meter (Lissen, Igranic).
" Q " aerial coil (Wearite, Lewcos).
Three anti-microphonic valve holders
(Lotus, W. & B., Lissen, Benjamin).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser with

i/M2

the receiver may be left with this adjustment for all normal working. The wave -

Selectivity Tests

Moreover,

It

variable
condenser
(Formo, Lissen, Cyldon, Lotus, Burton,
J.B.).
400 -ohms panel -mounting potentio-

IS

setting suits the local conditions-when

mences operation.

sufficient without the use of any wave -trap.

.00035-mfd.

to
IP

to be brought into use by connecting flex
leads to the various terminals. It is then
a simple matter to find which particular

the coil as shown in the diagrams,

This oscillator had to be completely
be marred to a large extent, if the set is
being used close to a local station, by screened, all batteries and accessories being
direct pick-up on the coils themselves. inside the case, so that the only outlet for

(Formo, Burton, Cyldon, J.B., Lotus),

L.S.

The

of

results in a negligible interaction between
the two and an equally negligible pick-up
on the local station either on the wavetrap
or on the tuning coil. This will apply, as
'far as can be ascertained from preliminary
tests, even when Brookman's Park com-

Thus, in itself, the tuning coil used for
the circuit constitutes an aid to selectivity
and in many cases this will be found to be
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Otherwise, the arrangement is conventional.
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This enables us to build a very simple
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arrangement has been employed, the only
point of difference being that a relatively
low value of anode resistance is used in
order to obtain a high value of H.T. on the
anode of the detector valve. This is
necessary in order to prevent overloading
of the detector on a fairly strong signal.

coupled -circuit system similar to that

the extra "tune" takes the form of a wave trap which can be cut in or out as required.

the back of the
baseboard in

the rear of the
tuning coil it-

they have been
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is mounted at

ment is good.

H.F. stage with efficient tuning arrange-

ments. The second method is to use a
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Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin,
Lissen, Benjamin, 'Prix).
Four terminals marked Aerial,

Earth, L.S.+, L.S.Eelex, Igranic).

(Belling -Lee,

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
Paxolin tube, 3 in. long and 2 in.
diameter (Wearite, Atlas).
t oz. No. 30 D.S.C. wire (Lewcos).

Baseboard, i6 in. by to in. (Pickett,

Clarion).

Pre-set condenser, .00027-microfarad
maximum (Igranic, Formo).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
3 yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
7, wander plugs marked
a, H.T.-1- 3,

H.T.--,

pick-up

is

reduced

to a

considerable extent by the
fact that, first of all, the "Q"
coil itself is astatic
on the short-wave

high -frequency energy was via the coupling

coil, which could be calibrated. In this
way it is possible to control the signal
strength at will and duplicate the conditions existing at any distance from ten to
one hundred miles or more away from the
regional transmitter. A dummy aerial was
used, because the strength was so large
that had it been coupled to an ordinary

bands, with which
we are dealing, while
in t1;ie second case
t h e wave -trap has

been made astatic.

This, coupled with
the correct
positio ning

G.B.-1, G.8.-2 (Belling -Lee).
2 spade terminals, one red and one
black (Clix, Belling -Lee).

receiver that I have handled, particularly
having regard to the fact that a dual -range
coil is employed.

The reaction winding, by the way, is

aerial coil which were necessary with the 'entirely separate on this new aerial coil,
old type of coil it has been found possible so that the reaction condenser may be
to replace all of them by one simple coil, arranged with its moving plates at earth
which is known as the " QAT " coil. This potential, thereby avoiding any .hand
coil has a coupled aerial winding which has effects. Reaction will be found to be fairly
been very carefully proportioned to give uniform and quite smooth if the circuit is
good results on both wavebands without arranged as shown in the diagram given.
any trace of short-wave interference; and

it has the advantage of being distinctly An Optional Wave -trap
For the benefit of readers who require
more selective than the average types of

Comparatively few components are required

coil,

the greater order of selectivity, more par-

The wiring is particularly simple.

Flex leads are used for battery
connections
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" THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE" (Continued from preceding page)
aerial it would have caused serious inter- tuning points were obtained, this being receiver was fully tuned in. On altering
the well-knOwn effect of a strbng signal On the setting of the tuning condenser the
ference with neighbouring receivers.
Actually the signal was applied to the the grid detectOr. The signal also extended regional station could now be tuned out
with a fair amount ,of ease, and the tesi
dummy aerial consisting of a condenser and all over the dial.
The wavetrap was then brought into consisted in seeing how easily London
resistance, a zo-ohm effective resistance
being assumed 'as representing average operation and
conditions, and the earth side of this tuned to the
The " Knife-edge Three "
aerial system was connected to earth. regional
ready for testing
Under these conditions London could be transmission.
tuned in on the set at a strength com- It was not
parable with that obtained from a good possible to
foreign station on an outside aerial, the eliminate the
pick-up, of course, being on the earth lead. signal comThe artificial regional transmitter was con- pletely, but
nected up and set in operation on a wave- it was 'pos-

length of 395 metres. A 3o per cent. sible 6 remodulation was arranged by means of ,a duce it to a

gramophone amplifier and the. strength value which
obtained with the plain aerial system was did not cause
shattering. This was under conditions serious over-

corresponding to ten miles away. The loading, even
detector overloaded so badly that two when the

could be tuned in on 356 -metres.

It was found that with the strength of
BLUEPRINT].

OWN,.

Checked

N°A.W201

/6"x8

REAcnote coma -

4'

miles London could be tuned in on the
earth lead, as already described, without

AER/AL TUN/NC COMP'

.00035 inhi

any interference. There was a faint background of the regional transmission when
London stopped modulating, but that was
all. It therefore appeared that the receiver

-000S aild
4"
To

the regional transmitter adjusted to correspond to a distance of fifteen to twent3,

moving plates

0

would be capable of tuning out the regional
transmission in something under 15 metres

and receiving a distant station without
difficulty. By the time these notes appear
in print, of course, London will be carrying
out experimental transmission after its

6

usual programme, so that it will be possible

to test under actual conditions, but the
information obtained from these preliminary tests has enabled me to feel confident
that the receiver will meet the needs of the
majority of listeners.

Change'

L.F. TRANS"'
R.C.C. UNIT

`ssfacy
shaft

Construction
The construction of the receiver

C?

0
(,)

OA.

0

CO/L

lNewijp

is

straightforward and, if desired, no soldered
joints need be used at all. From the
photographs and diagrams given the layout
h

will be seen with complete clearness. A
full-size blueprint showing the exact posi-

tion of the parts and the wiring pt, be

obtained, if desired, price is., po.st free.
suhte c p

(DEr OILY

PLE

/MATO

00027

NO

111111--

LS+

H7:41

H7:-

BASEBOARD /6,-4/0" E
H.T+3
L.
L.T+ HT+2
The wiring diagram of the " Knife-edge Three." Blueprint available, price 1/-

There is no need to make any con:Mails on

the construction. Care must be taken to
see that the "Q" coil is placed the correct
way round, i.e., with the terminals r, 2,
and 6 towards the front of the baseboard,
while it will be necessary to cut the extension rod on the switch to a suitable length
so that it just projects through the panel.
The operating knob can be screwed on tc
complete the assembly of this component.
Details of the construction of the wave trap, together with operating notes on the
receiver. will be given in next week's
issue.
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Pure music pouring from your set-volume, detail,
definition and faithful tone-singing, speaking, play.
ing is now a delight to listen to.
All this extra detail you get --this new fullness of power and
tone=because of the new process of the Lissen extended grid
by which every electron emitted from the filament is made

effective-every fraction of power from your H.T. battery
is passed to your loudspeaker.

There is not only a new process but an amalgamation
of a new emissive surface which does not disintegrate.
The emission therefore lasts undiminished.

Your loudspeaker will sing to you, play to you,
talk to you in a new and fascinating way if you
fit these new Lissen Valves.

Most good dealers now have stocks of
the types listed on the left.
LISSEN LIMITED, 16/20, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
(Managing Director : T. N. COLE)

TYPES & PRICES
R.C. and H.F.

H.210

10/6

General Purpose 10/6

H.L.210

L.210 L.F. Amplifier

1st stage 10/6
Power Valve
12/6
All other types available
shortly

P.220

S N
VALVES
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

LISSEN HAVE

SPENT A
FORTUNE
ON THESE VALVES

-AND YOU'LL
FIND THE MONEY

HAS NOT BEEN
SPENT IN VAIN
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 352)

sells at very reasonable prices. jelly acid filled accumulators for portables
and a full display of the various kinds
of battery marketed by the company
will be staged.
Stands 122, 123, and 124. Radio
Instruments, Ltd., 12 Hyde Street,
New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
Transportable all -electric 3 -valve
screened -grid

receivers

will be

prominent feature on this stand.

a

In

the A.C. model, indirectly heated
Cosmos valves (screened -grid, detector and power valve) are used, whilst,

in the D.C. model, ordinary valves

Stand 128 and 133. Wingrove and
Rogers, Ltd., 188-9 Strand, W.C.2.

STAND Nos.122-164(

Stands 148 and 152.

Supplies, Ltd.,

155

Metro -Vick
ross

Charity;

Polar components are shown to Road, London, W.C.
On this stand will be found an
advantage on these stands, and there
will be found something to interest excellent range of the well-known
the home constructor and set user Metro -Vick components which will be
of great interest to constructors and

alike.

Stand 129 and 132. The Symphony
Gramophone & Radio Co., Ltd.,
Axtell House, Warwick Street, Regent
Street, W.I.
Stands 130 and 131. The Bowyer Lowe Co., Ltd., Radio Works, Letchworth, Herts.

This concern has made a number
interesting additions

of

to their

to those in need of complete receivers.
Stands 149 and 153. Edison Swan

Electric Co., Ltd., 123-5 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
As at last year's exhibition, many
new products distinguish the Ediswan
display. There will be a new range
of Mazda Radio Valves and an exhibit

accumulators and dry batteries

well-known range of sets and com-

of

miss seeing the Pentovox Two and
the Pentovox Three, two very popu-

reproducers will be a new cone unit

ponents for the coming season. DOn't
lar receivers.

Standard radio gramophone, which

will be shown here.

Stands 160 and 163.

Ltd.,

Pye Radio,

Paris House, Oxford

London, W.I.

Circus,

Apart from the excellent range of
Pye components the name is fast
becoming famous in connection with
a number of receivers, portable and
otherwise. The whole Pye range is
on show here.
Stands 161 and 162.

Igranic ElecQueen Victoria
Street, London, E.C.4.
New products shown will include
tric Co., Ltd., 147

which should prove of special interest.

In the section dealing with sound
and a pick-up equipped with an
adaptor for use with standard -type

gramophones. For the field excitation
of moving -coil loud -speakers the

latest Ediswan rectifier unit is to be
introduced. Four receivers are to
be

shown, three of

these being

entirely new designs and the other
the B.T.H. 4 -valve set, which is a

modification of the 1928 5 -stage
receiver. Of the new sets, the first
is an A.C. mains model transportable
type, the second a 3 -valve A.C.

all -mains pattern and the third a

G.E.C. 2 -valve A.C. Set

3 -valve all -mains model for use with
D.C. Many accessories will also be
shown.
Stands 150 and 151. British Thompson -Houston Co., Ltd., Crown House,
Aldwych, W.C.2.

(screened -grid, detector and pentode)
are employed. This type of set has

given very good results under test.
An all -electric or battery -operated
g-valver, with single -dial tuning, is
also to be shown.
Transformers,
battery eliminators, chokes, tuners,
testing sets;., reactive anode 'units,
P.M.' detecttirs; slow-motion dials,

Epoch 1-2 amp. Trickle Charger

tors and experimenters will be fea

Stands 139 and

astatic fieldless coils and many other
accessories to interest radio construc-

tured.
Stand 125. Burne-Jones & Co.,
td., 296 Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.
Prominence will be given to Ma..-

nagram all -electric reproducers, the
Universal Three receiver, portable
and mains sets, a short-wave convertor and a full range of components.

Don't miss this display of the full

range of B.T.H. receivers and
components. If you are seeking

142.

The Ever

Ready Company (Great Britain) Ltd.,
Hercules Place, Holloway, London,
N.7.

There is sure to be much of interest

complete receivers then stop here
and weigh up the advantages of the
B.T.H. jobs and don't overlook the

very well-known moving -coil 'loudspeakers and gramo-radio accessories.
Stands 154 and 159. Varley (011v8r
Pell Control, Ltd.), Kingsway House,
103 Kingsway, London, W.C.
Varley have recently introduced a

on these two stands. The exhibits
will comprise a very full range of number of new components of outbatteries and accumulators for radio standing interest and undoubtedly
use, covering almost every size and all visitors will find something td
type suitable for the purpose.
Stands' 140 and 141. Graham attract them in the Varley range of
The name Varley is
Farish, Ltd., 17 Masons Hill, Bromley, components.
very well known in connection with
Kent.

Varley ImproYed Pick-up
Igranic Pentoformer, IgranicElkon metallic rectifiers, dual -wave
inductance coils, special H.T. supply
the

units and the latest type of battery
charges.

These will doubtless create

a large amount of interest among
constructors. The display of new
receivers will contain the Igranic
A.C.3 in 'both table and console form;
a

radio gramophone incorporating

the same model and two forms of the
Igranic :Neutrosonic Seven all -mains
teceiver, one being complete with an
electrical-reprochicing gramciphone.
There will also be'tbe Igranic Neutrosetae short-wave sit in a table
cabinet and the company's wellknown standard range:

high-grade wire -wound components

A' feature here will be a new H.F.
all descriptions and such handy
choke arranged to give a nearly of
as wire -wound resistances
equal impedance on both short and accessories
and
transformers and chokes, of all
long waves. This component, which
can be fitted into the standard grid types figure largely in the diSplay.
leak and anode resistance holder,
Stand 155. Sydney S. Bird & Sons,
incorporates

an

uneven form of

winding divided into sections of a
graduated number of turns. A good
gramophone pick-up, a vernier dial
for use with the new Graham -Parish
Microficient Bakelite dielectric condenser, and several other interesting

types of condenser are also to be
shown.

Stand 143. Brownie Wireless Co.
Britain), Ltd., Nelson Street
Works, London, N.W.1.
(Gt.

All the Brownie gadgets arc to be
found here, including the Dominion

Ltd., Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Road,
Enfield Town, Middlesex.

Cyldon condensers have featured
very largely in "A.W." receivers and
therefore need no introduction. There
are condensers for every purpose in

a set from the ordinary squaregaw
type, up to the very convincing

looking Synchratiine triple condensers
with thumb control. Transmitting
and short-wave condensers are bound
to be of interest to the more technical
e nt Itlauns idass t.

156 and 157. The British
Gramophone Co., Ltd., 77 City
receivers nowadays. There is bound Radio
Road,
London,
E.C.1.
to be something in the Brownie
As its name implies, this company
range which will be of use to you.
will be showing a range of up-to-date
Stands 144, 145, 146 and 147. radio gramophones. Electric gramoBurndept Wireless (1928) Ltd., Black- phones and radio receivers will also
heath, London, S.E.3.
exhibited. The Craigwell range
Designed to give more than ade- becomposed
of high quality sets and
quate selectivity for the requirements is
is well worthy of
the
'of the regional scheme, the imposing Model 120 Radiograminspection,
de Luxe being
Burndept sets should make an attrac- a notable combination of gramotive array. New lines will include
the: new Burndept portable; fitted phone and receiver.
with a recently :developed type - of
Stand 158. Hardyson Radio, Ltd.,
speaker, and the Burndept A. C. 13 Market Street, Huddersfield.
vernier dial which is fitted to so many

Mass.plate Cell

Stands 126 and 127

S. A. Lamp-

lugh, Ltd., King's Road, Tyseley,
Birmingham.

Silver Ghost receivers and radio
gramophones are to be the basis
of

this

display.

The

Chassirad

range of sets -will attract those who
are interested in purchasing --either a
straight' detectOr and`I. F. or -normal
screen -grid 3-valver, to be mounted

in cabinets to suit their particular
tastes.

Screened Seven, with single main
control and containing frame aerial
and loud -speaker.

A 3 -valve all -mains receiver, sped -

ally adapted to radio gramophoi e
reproduction, is incorporated in the

Ultra Air.chrome Spealdr
Stands 164 and 187.
Graham
Amplion, Ltd., 26 Savile Row,

Regent Street, London, W.1.
Apart froin the well-known Amp -

lion range of loud -speakers, including
the recently -introduced Lion instrument, A mplions are showing a number
of complete receivers, which, bearing

in mind the good standing of the

name attached to them merit careful
inspection.
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BUILD YOUR OWN

SUPER LOUD SPEAKER ..
FOR 27/6
wonderful unit gives exTHIS
cellent reproduction over the
whole range of musical frequencies.

It is constructed on the balanced
armature principle and has a power-

ful permanent magnet system with

a step-up mechanism for driving
the cone.

PRICE 15/-

chassis has been produced
THIS
for use in conjunction with the

B.T.H. cone unit. A corrugated
cone is used and not only does it
vastly improve, the response, but
prevents unpleasant paper
rattle. It is supplied finished in
al3o

our standard radio brown, ready
drilled for baffle board mounting.

PRICE 12/6
11,1 t. of

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC

LTD. Incorimrating the Wiring Sul5Plierf. .Lighting Engineering, Refrieeration
CO../

9

and Radio Business of the British Thomson Houston Co.. Ltd.

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division :

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS,

EDI SW A N RADIO PRODUCTS

W. 15.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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STAND Nos.165-222

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
whilst not departing from recognised
principles, embodies a number of

Stands 202 and 203. W. & T.
Lock, Ltd., St. Peter's Works, Bath.
Showing a full range of Kabilok
cabinets in oak and mahogany.
Stand 204. Radio Service (Lon-

results to be obtained when employed

Camden

Celestion reinforced diaphragm.
Stands 181 and 182. The Dubilier
Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Victoria
Road., North Acton, London, W.3
The Dubilier exhibit will mainly
comprise a range of receivers, mica
and paper dielectric fixed condensers

for sale here, inasmuch 'as the company's business is mainly concerned

price reduction renders this range
specially attractive. The Z -type
instruments are fitted With a most

(Continued front page 358)
M.P.A. Wireless,
Stand 165.
Ltd., 62 Conduit Street, Loudon, WA;
Apart from complete receivers,

mains operated and otherwise, the

exhibits include loudspeakers of several types, including a
permanent magnet moving -coil instrument. The complete receivers
range from an all -electric two up to
an all-A.C. home -radio gramophone.
M.P.A.,

Stand 166. Rolls-Caydon Sales,
Rolls-Caydon House, 77 Rochester

Row, Victoria Street, S.W.

Portable sets are, of course, the

prominent feature of the Rolls-Cay. don stand. Suitcase type sets, such
as the Regional and Phantom
Regional, will interest those who like
to take their radio with them while
there are other sets more of the trans-

sensitive electro-magnetic unit, Which

improvements enabling very good

in connection with the established

don)

'Ltd.,105, Torriano Avenue,

oad, London, N.W.5.
No goods will be actually exhibited

with an efficient hire service connected with high and low-tension

accumulators.
Stand 205. Sel-Ez1 Wireless Supply
Co., Ltd., 6 Greek Street, London, W.

range of products of this type is to

be displayed than last year. The new
Exide battery, type W.Y.to, is
especially adapted for multi -valve
sets and is likewise suitable for

public-address and sound -projector
systems. Talking -picture installations can also be operated from this
type of battery. Low-tension batteries have naturally also received
due attention from this maker.
Stands 176, 177, 178, and 179.
Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., Cray Works,
Sidcup, Kent.
The Kolster-Brandes

range

is

comprehensive enough to meet the
requirements of most amateurs and

on the large number of stands the full

range is exhibited. There are com-

plete sets, radio -gramophones, loudspeakers, and all necessary components, the technical points of which
deserve merit by all amateurs.

M.P.A. Loud -speaker

Stand 206. E. Paroussi, 10 Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, Lon-

or D.C., with self-contained
loud -speaker and frame aerial in a

The excellent copper and aluminium screens and coils made by
Paroussi are well displayed on this
stand. A novel design of wave

gramophone, and several all -mains
receivers, .the Duhilier all -mains 3T
A.G.

transportable cabinet being, of special
merit. The last-mentioned can also

be used with an external aerial. The
condenser range will show a number
of excellent variable instruments and
the miscellaneous components will
include H.F. chokes, H.T. eliminators

for A.C. or D.C. mains and anti -

interference units.
Stands 184, 185 and 186. Lissen,
Ltd., Worple Road, Isleworth, Middle-.
sex.

'

C.54 and C.24 speakers are still to be

don, W.C.1.

selector is also of great interest,
particularly in view of the increasing
need for selectivity. Parex coils are
available for practically every receiver and a full range is shown.
Stand M. Junit Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., 2 Ravenseourt Square, W.6.

Junit, once known only for very

ingenious self -soldering wire, are now

responsible for some handy gadgets
such as universal valve holders, ter-

Popular portable s-valver has been

minal , strips and multi -contact
switches. These are all to be seen

this receiver has a very low hightension consumption, and it will be

fits.

Since the last exhibition, the Lissen

introduced. As in the case of the
company's higher -priced portable,

prominently featured in the display.

There will be a complete range of
2 -volt valves; battery eliminators,
both A.C. and D.C.'; accumulators,
with both glass and celluloid containers, and among the new components will be -the Lissen anti -micro -

phonic valve holder, heavy-duty output choke-, gramophone pick-up,
o -7o,000 ohm wire -wound resistance,
a j megohm volume control, a portable set turntable, together with grid

leaks and push-pull switches, now,
fitted with terminals. Lissen synthetic. mouldings And 'a range of
standard sets, gramophones and com-

ponents will complete this comprehensive exhibit.
Stand 201. W. 1. Henderson and

-Co. *Ltd., 351, Fulham Road, London,
S.W.10.

A portable 2 -valver, Type U,

D.C. mains.

Thames, Surrey.

Celestion,
Kingston -on -

183.

Road,

G.E.C. L.F. Transformer

and high-tension batteries. The sets
shown will include portables, a radio -

offered to the public, moreover, a

London

mains operation.

Types

B

and BM are to the same design,

but do not incorporate loud -speakers.
Moving -coil speakers will be featured.
The new Duplex series is claimed to

results.
Stand 216. Soils, Ltd., 168 Fleet
Street, London, E.C.4.
Stand 217. Voltron Co., Ltd., 3
Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex.

For the third year in succession
the popular Celestion C.ro,

Stands 189 and

A.C.

the lowest -priced speaker in the

weighing re! lbs. and incorporating a
Mallard speaker. Another portable,
Type W using a screened -grid valve,
and radio gramophone operated from
the mains. The range of eliminators
will include one 'supplying H.T., grid

Ltd.,

etc., in the Show will be staged on
this stand. First, Type A and A.M.,
are supplied in kit form. They are
screened -grid 3-valvers, the former
being for battery and the latter for

Brown range and gives very good

including a screen -grid four and a de
luxe cabinet five.

Philips range particularly attractive.
Stands 172 and 175." The Chloride
Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., 217-229,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
Exide were to the fore, as it were,
when unspillablc accumulators came
into public favour, and an even wider

One of the most comprehensive

series of receivers, speakers, phones,

speaker will also be on view. The
Duckling, introduced last season, is

Halcyon portable sets are very
well known and form the major
exhibit on these stands. There will
also be a number of other receivers,

such as -FIT. 'chargers and loudspeakers, there are some very interesting mains operated sets which
deserve the attention of all visitors
to the Show. Philips sets are very
novel and attractive in appearance
and the fact that it is possible to
buy a receiver which, for instance,
operates entirely from A.C. mains
(H.T., L.T. and G.B.) makes the

.

type and the popular HQ horn

specially manufactured by Celestion,
Ltd., to match Rolls-Caydou receivers will be displayed.
Stand 167. Truphonic Radio, Ltd.,
Truphonic House, Hanover Park,
Peckham, London, S.E.
Stands 168 and 171. The Halcyon
Wireless Co., Ltd., 813-319 Regent
Street, W.1.

Philips make a very wide range of
receivers and they have some good
things in hand for the coming season
which are to be seen on their stands.
Apart from the smaller components,

and a variegated range of other high,
class accessories.
Stands 218, 214, and 215. S. G.
Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue, North
Acton, London, W.3.

give remarkable results and sells at
very reasonable pries considering
the quality of the workmanship
employed. The well-known Mascot

portable type, such as the Super
Ranger Screened Four. It is interesting to note that loud -speakers

Stands 169 and 170. Philips Lamps
Ltd., 145, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

condensers, grid leaks, lightning
arresters, lead-in tubes; coils, switches

bias and L.T. up to o.6 amps. from

on this stand together, of course,
with Junit wire and soldering out-

The wire carries its own supply
of solder in a groove along its length.
Stands 208, 209, and 210. Selfridge
and Co., Ltd., Oxford Street, London,

w.t.

On these stands is to be found an

excellent range of receivers, including

Voltron components include L.F.
transformers, variable condensers,
wire -wound R.C. units, wire -wound
resistances, reaction condensers and
thumb control dials. Make a point
of seeing the Voltron range.
Stand 218. Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 25 Laurence
Pountney Lane, London, E.C.4.

Moving -coil loud -speakers, trickle chargers, mains transformers and
chokes and scratch filter units can be

seen here. Probably the most inter-

esting among the loud -speaker range
is a permanent -magnet moving -coil
speaker at a remarkably low price.
Stand 219. Danipad Rubber Co.,
Ltd., 5 and 7 Market Street, London,
E.C.2.

Stand 220. The Automatic Coil
Winder & Electric Equipment Co.,

Ltd., Winder House, Rochester Row,
London, S.W.1.
Interest on this stand is centred on
automatic coil winding machines,

which wind at speeds up to 3,00e
r.pm. Slektun coils will be shown,

which are wound in a special manner.
and, which incorporate several novel
features.
Stand 221.
Wright & Weaire,

Ltd., 740 High Road, Tottenham,
London, N.17.

Anti -capacity switches will be an
important part of this range. These

choice of a receiver suited to their

include a recent type, namely the
rotary, which lends itself to many
combinations, including gramo-radio
work. The established heavy and
light types are also to, be shown.

Eric J. Lever
Ltd., 8-9 Clerkenwell Green,

pattern and One 'embodying a condenser for aerial tuning. Coils of

Gecophone and British Brunsni k
products, which will interest every
enthusiast. The aim of the company
will be to enable visitors to make the
requirements.
Stands 211 and 212.
(Trix)

London, E.C.1.

For the first time, the Trix model

A all -electric radio gramophone is to
be shown. This is an -entirely new
product and works from A.C. mains
with three indirectly -heated values,

two of these being used for gramo-

phone

amplification.

'The

loud-

speaker is of a special exponential
horn type. Several portables and a

good 3 -valve A.G. mains setwill also
assist- in attracting the passer-by,
The Trix Portette one -valve portable
for use with headphones is likewise
interesting. The exhibits include
eliminators, chokes, valve -holders,

Others are the, push-pull wavechange- switch, the series parallel

.many kinds, A.C..mains components,
including five -pin valve holders,
H.F. and L.F. chokes, transformers,

etc., Paxolin parts and other up-to-

date accessories will command
attention.
Stand 222. London Metal Warehouses, Ltd., Hill Street, Blackfriars
Road, London,
Plain and enamelled copper aerial

SHOW GUIDE
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351

41.
'
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ENDERS
COS

now
4Z4°°
as always
There is an impressive
finish and neatness about
J.B. Condensers which
give an atmosphere to a
Set. They are always " in
tone " with the Receiver

as well as " in tune."
Behind their excellent
appearance lies skilful

designing and unerring
manufacturing-in fact all
the qualities of a good job.
Visit

STAND
97
National Radio Exhibi-

tion, Olympia, Sept. 23rd
to Oct. 3rd, 1929.

J.B. SLOW MOTION CONDENSERS

S.L.F. or LOG

.0005

-

.00025

- 12/6

.0003
.00035
.00015

14/6

- 131- 12/6

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Adrertisement 9f Jackson Brothers, 72, Si. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 1837.

41110ipt,..ag,
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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STAND Nos.223-260

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 36o)

wire, insulated terminals, the Lunmet
indoor expanding aerial, screws, nuts,
stamped parts, etc., will be the main

items on this stand.

Stand 228. Keith Prowse & Co.,
Ltd., 159 New Bond Street, London,
W.I.
Stand 229. Williams & Moffat,

geared condensers, Duplex condensers,

products.
Stand 239. Hart Bros. Electrical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Queensway,
Ponders End, Middlesex.
As specialists in the manufacture of
electrical wires and cables, the com-

plicon" stands for simplified control,

Harbros flex, battery cords, winding
wires,, etc., for radio use. The Easy -

Ladypool Road, Sparkbrook,
Birmingham.
The Simplicon range of accessories
Ltd.,

Cook's Wireless Co.,
Ltd., C.W.C. Works, Ipswich, Suffolk.
This concern is adopting the conventional course of marketing table model receivers suitable for operation

Stand 223.

on A.C. or D.C. mains. One of the

receivers upon which great attention
will centre is a radio -gramophone.

includes many handy parts, such as

reaction condensers, and drum and
vernier controls of all kinds. "Sim-

pany are showing a full range of

and this idea is well carried out by

fix flex will be a good line here.
Stand 240. Swift Levick & Sons
Ltd., Clarence Street Works, Sheffield.
Permanent magnets, cast, bent

the condensers shown on the stand.
Stand 230. Messrs. R. F. Graham
and Co., 45 and 47 Cambridge Road,
Ki ngston-onr Thames.

Numerous types of Norbex valve
holders, including the new L.O.E.T.

W.C.1.

tinsel fabric for cabinet speakers, will

constitute this exhibit.

Stand 232. The Lithanode Co., Ltd.,
190 Queens Road, Battersea, London,
S.W.8.

Some fifteen or twenty unspillable
portable accumulators displayed on

Bowyer -Lowe Five -valve Portable

this stand should interest all set
users. For the first time, too, Lith-

Stand 224.
Parr's Advertising,
Ltd., Craven House, Kingsway, W..C.2.

played will be a high -capacity battery
for power work.

Stand 22g. Mainten Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., 126 Portland Road, Hove,
Sussex.

Six A.C. and six

D.C.

battery

anode batteries will be shown with
glass containers. Prominently dis-

Stand 238. B. & 3. Wireless Co.,
2-4 Athelstane Mews, Stroud Green
Road, London, N.4.
Stand 234. Atalanta, 1-3 Brixton
Road, London, S.W.9.
Atalanta manufacture some very

handy tools for wireless constructional work. The Atalanta screwdriver is particularly useful for the
manipulation of nuts in places difficult of access. There are chucks for
holding small taps and reamers,
drilling jigs, and a complete Atalanta

handy tool set, comprising screw-

drivers, box spanners, soldering iron,
pliers, and so on.
Stand 235. Norman finally, 85
Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1.
The most prominent Norma exhibit
is the Norma five portable set, which
sells at a competitive price, despite a
very comprehensive equipment. The
Norma screened -grid three is a somewhat different type of receiver, which

is also capable of very satisfactory
operation. Norma components incondensers, H.F. chokes,
switches, and terminals.
Stand 236. Manufacturers Accesclude

sories Co. (1928). Ltd., 85

Eastern Street, London, E.C.2.

M.P.A. Electric Two

eliminators form one of the main
features here. One particular model,
the DCM6.SG is suitable for screened -

Great

A five -valve portable set is the

chief exhibit on this stand, while the
component shown will include Reliomac H.T. and grid -bias batteries, and
Alaco cabinets and mains transformers

and chokes.
Stand 287. The Grosvenor Battery

grid receivers and delivers 17 milliCo., Ltd., 2 and 3 White Street,
amperes, the screen -grid tapping
being variable and the remaining two Moorgate, London, E.C.2.
This company is showing a
tappings being at 6o and 120 volts at
milliampere and 9 milliamperes standard range of high-tension
respectively. The prices of these - batteries and has given consideration
eliminators are very attractive in to constructors of portable sets,
view of the high Mainten standard of batteries specially designed for this
class of receiver being prominently
production. An excellent louddisplayed.
speaker, a range of metal cabinets, a
Mainten all -mains three-valver, and
Stand 238. The Econasign Co.,
other special exhibits are also to be
Ltd., 137 Victoria Street, London,
included.

S. W .1.

many of the well-known radio
manufacturers on which bakelite
materials have been used. Bakelite
laminated sheet for radio panels, and
Bakelite moulded parts, together

with a general display show in a
convincing manner the increasing

number of uses to which Bakelite can

be put.

Stand 256. City & General Radio
Co., Ltd., 46 Watling Street, E.C.4.

balanced -armature

also. be

and screws.
Sylvex, Ltd., 144
Stand 231.
Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1.

nent detectors, together with cone
materials, of artistic design, and

particularly the Pandona portable,
which will make an appeal to a large
number of listeners. The portable
receiver is shown to advantage on
this stand.

will

speaker magnets and fittings of this
type for moving -coil units.

Svlverex radio crystals and perma-

selection of components made by

and stamped in cobalt and Tungsten
steels will be displayed here. There

pattern, which is anti-microphonic
and avoids the need for soldering,

will be displayed among other useful
components, such as Norbex plugs,
valve pins, safety caps, bushes, nuts,

Stand 225. Pandona, Ltd., 87-89
Edmund Street, Birmingham.
Pandona receivers are of interest,

Economical advertising outfits of
much use to wireless traders. There
will be improvements on last year's

Stand 241. Television Press, Ltd.,
26 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. ,
Stands 242, 243, 244, and 245.
Ltd.,
Ensign
Houghton -Butcher,
House, 88-89 High Holborn, London,
Houghtons are wholesalers and
these stands are, therefore, primarily
of interest to the trade.
It is
Houghtons endeavour to make their
stands a rendezvous for radio dealers
and amateurs will be interested in the
display of a limited number of new
lines which will be most popular in
the coming season.
Stands 246 and 249. Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

Kolster-Brandes Cabinet Speaker

Stand 247. Gramo-Radio Amplifiers,

Ltd., la New London Street, E.C.3.
Stand 248. The Telegraph Condenser Co.,'Ltd., Wales Farm Road,

Stand 257. Lock -Atkinson Wireless, 95 Gt. Titchfteid Street, W.I.

comprise paper and mica types for
radio reception and transmission

Holborn, London, E.C.1.
There will also be a complete range
of sets, and a display of portables.
Stand 259.
A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,

North Acton, London, W.3.
Fixed condensers are specially
detailed on this stand. These will

purposes, besides high -frequency
models as supplied to certain government departments. High -voltage

smoothing condensers will betested
here as high as 8o,000 volts D.C.
together with a condenser of the type
used by the B.B.C. for Brookmans

Stand 258. A. W. Gamage, Ltd

Tunstall Road, Croydon.

In place of an actual display, a

Park. Two patterns of electrolytic
condenser, one being intended for
workine.° up to 4o volts D.C., subdivided block condensers of various
types and sizes in all voltages will
also be displayed.

Stands 250 and 251.

The Sun

Electrical Co., Ltd., 118 and 120

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
As wholesalers, the company will

be displaying receivers and components by prominent British manufacturers. We understand that this
exhibit, although naturally of interest,
is mainly intended for the trade, and
that only new lines will be shown.
Stands 252 and 253. Hobday Bros.,
Ltd., 21-27 Great Eastern Street,
London, E.C.2.
These stands are of primary

interest to retailers, but doubtless in
the range of components exhibited
many amateurs will find great
interest.
Stand
Products,

254.
Ltd.,

K.N.
Electrical
5 Singer
Street,

Finsbury, London, E.C.2.

The three items of major interest

on the " K.N." stand are the receivers
for all -mains operation, portable sets
and " K.N." loud -speakers.
Of
interest to constructors is the
" K.N." electric soldering iron which

is a very handy gadget when constructing a new receiver.
Stand

255.

Bakelite,

Ltd.,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

68

On this stand will be found a

Falkstadelmann Ascot Portable Four
trade office is to be established
for the duration of the Show, where

business will be conducted in connection with Hellesen dry batteries,
Polymet components, and other
accessories.

Stand 280. Thos. De la Rue & Co.,
Ltd., 90 Shernhall Street, Waltham stow, E.17.
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"EKCO-LECTRIFY"
YOUR RADIO!
VISIT

US
NA 770NA

AT THE
EXHIBITION,
1- RADIO
STANDS

8

The "EKCO-LECTRIC" Sets listed below work direct from the mains.
No batteries. No accumulators. No mess. As convenient and simple
to use as a table lamp. Switch on-that's all ! You can also electrify
your present set with an " EKCO " All -Power Unit - eliminating
accumulators, batteries, and grid -bias. Or eliminate H.T. batteries with
an " EKCO " H.T. Unit, and L.T. accumulators with an " EKCO " L.T.

Y IVIPIA.

No alteration whatsoever to set, wiring, or valves. Ask your
dealer for the new " EKCO " booklet and particulars of Easy Payments.
Unit.

" EKCO-LECTRIC " RECEIVERS

REMARKS

Model P2
Detector and Pentode Valves
Model SGP3 Screen Grid, Detector and Pentode Valves
Model cou,ftr,:tt
VOLTAGE TAPPINGS

DPRICE COMPLETE
A .C.

£12-17.6
0-0

£12.17-6
£21- 0-0

tion whatsoever to Set,

£9.15.0

£17-15-0

D.C. 2-6 volts from .2 amp.

Wiring cr Valves. Westinghouse Rectifier in all

amp. .2
max.
amp.
A.C. '27vt:l.ts ' from

A.C. Models.

£5.17.6

£10-17.6

For 1 to 3 Valve Sets, or
those not requiring mare
than 10 m h., Westinvhouse
Rectifier in A.C. Models

11. 9.6

For 1 to 5 ValveSets. or those not re-

£1-17-6

£3-19-6

£2.10.0
£3.15.0
£4.15.0

£4.12.6

Cabinets of finest grade

anu
Polished£21Walnut
W

1

ALL -POWER UNITS
Milli-

amps

C 1. A
C 2. A

S.G.:Completely
H.T.

G.B.

0-120:

Up
to

60

12-01150

20

60 :
1201150

:

POWER

21

Up
to
12

L.T.

D.C.
A.C.

Electrify your
Radio Set with no altera.

Up to .6 amp.

2-6 volts from .3 amp.
min. to 1 amp. max.

min. to .5 amp. max.

H.T. UNITS
1 F. 10
2 F. 10

120.

10

2 A.10
3 F. 20

60 and 120.
60 and 120.
S.G. : 60 : 120/150.

20

1 V. 20
4 T. 60
5 T. 60

qt2:=1MIn7atitg

S.G : 0-120: 120/150.
S.G : 0-120 : 120/150 : POWER.

60

S.G : 0-120: 0-120: 120/150 : POWER.

RECTIFIER UNITS
R. 20
R. 60

20
60

Fos Multi -Valve Sets

or those not retailng

80 re

than

Valve Rectifier in A.C.
Model : Philips 505
Westinghouse Recti-

fier in A.C. Model

17-6

£3.10.0

£7- 5.0
£10-10-0

REMARKS

For attaching to D.C. Units
for use on A.C. Mains.

Valve Rectifier : Philips 373 or 505

ia- 7-6

Valve Rectifier : Philips 505

£5. 0-0

Westinghouse Rectifier

£8-15-0

Westinghouse Rectifier

£2-12-6

L.T. UNIT
L.T. 1

2-S Volts from .3 amp. min. to 1 amp. max.

1

TRICKLE CHARGER
T. 500 Charges 2, 4 or 6 volt ac. from A.C. mains at 1 -amp.
I

ISOLATING TRANSFORMER
I. Tr /For isolating Loud -speaker or 'Phones from set where a Power Supply Unit is in use.

15s. Od.

PLUG IN-THAT'S ALL
"EKCO-LECTRIC"
RECEIVER. Model P2.

A.C. or D.C. £12 17 6
complete

"EKCO LECTRIC"

RADIO

RECEIVERS AND

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

"EKCO" H.T. UNIT.
A.C. Model 4T60.

£7 5 0
compete

Announcement of E. K. COLE, LTD., DEPT. K, " EKCO " WORKS, LEIGH -ON -SEA
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 362)
Stand 261. Lectro Linx, Ltd.. 254
Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I.
The Linx All -in plug and socket is
the main new feature here. All its

metal parts are completely insulated

Stand 267. Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.,

21 and 22 Great Sutton Street, London,
E.C.1.

A number of very handy Jewel
including the well-known R.D. 4o
Pen gadgets can be seen on this stand

mounting. The well-known Clix valve

Permanent Detector. Other useful
components include lead-in tubes,
switches, H.F. chokes, coils and coil

ated, and a point is, that no spade

bases.

There is also a new Clix show -case
for the benefit of traders and the full

(Regd.) Loud -speakers, 40 Furnival
Street, London, E.C.4.

and the fitting is ideal for metal

pin and wiring device are incorpor-

or other contact end is required.

range of Clix specialities will be

shown, including pin and spade terminals, the Clix multi -plug, bushes,
connectors, and accumulator knobs.

Stands 268 and 269.

Donotone

Donotone loud -speakers of all types
are to be seen here. and the attendants

will be pleased to explain the technical features of this unique type of
loud -speaker.

Stands 270 and 271. Carrington
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Cameo
Works, Sanderstead Road, Croydon.

Cameo cabinets are used in conthey need no introduction. If you
are in need of a very well -made
junction with so many receivers that

cabinet for your set then stop to

Belling & Lee terminals and connectors of all types. Belling & Lee

terminals are used extensively in the
construction of receivers described in
" A.W." and undoubtedly interested
constructors will all the time gather
at the Belling -Lee stand to inspect

the various types of non -rotatable
head terminals and to learn of the
practical advantages of other Belling
and Lee constructional gadgets.
Stand 265. The Tonex Co., Tonex
Works, Walker Street, Blackpool,
Lancs.

Many of the components in the
Tonex range are on show here, including the Tonex Tonatuna, an auto coupled dual -range tuner.

addition to accessories of many types.
Stands 274 and 275. East London
Rubber Co., 29 Holyivell Lane, London, E.C.2.

This concern is exhibiting a full

range of up-to-date complete receivers

and components.
Stand 276. The Tulsemere Manufacturing Co., 1-7 Dalton Street,
West Norwood, S.E.27.
The Tannoy H.T. mains unit does
not follow the practice of the normal
thermionic rectifier and therefore
requires no filament -heating current,
no valve replacement and no critical
control. This eliminator will be on

view together with an L.T. supply
unit and a comprehensive array of
components, containing chokes, condensers, potential divider panels, etc.

An interesting combined H.T. and
L.T. mains unit will also be shown.
Stand 277. Messrs. Barite Bros.,
Balham Road, Lower Edmonton,
London, N.9.

Featuring the new Volustat variable resistance of the graphite -mica
type, the display will include a complete range of the firm's well-known

standard components and a number of
improved fittings. The Volustat is
made in three ranges, namely
universal, 5o to 5oo,000 ohms,
Dulcetto

Polyphon,

Ltd., 2 and 3 Newman Street, Oxford
Street, London, W.I.
This display will be mainly devoted
to showing up-to-date lines by various

makers, the company being factors
as well as manufacturers. There will
likewise be a number of Dulcetto
lines.

bases, rheostats and H.F. chokes
are the most prominent Sovereign
components,

Many of Britain's radio manu-

facturers use Trelleborg ebonite
specialities and a full display of these
products will be made. A good range

Stand 279. Falk, Stadleman & Co

Ltd., 83-93 Farringdon Road, London-,
E.C.1.

Efescaphone sets have received
reinforcements in the shape of

several new models for both battery
and mains operation, whilst the
established existing models have
been improved in constructional
details and appearance. Two -port-

ables will be shown, one being a

screened -grid four and the other -a

and Goldstone make radio gadgets of
practically every description. Fixed
condensers, coils, wire, quick -grip
condensers, Volex H.T. batteries and

H.T. chargers are to be counted in

the range.
Stand 291. The Loewe Radio Co.,
Ltd., 4 Fountayne Road, Tottenham,
London, N.15.

Here will be shown the Loewe

local receiver, type 0.E.333, the
company's Multiple valves, types
3NF and 2HF, and the efficient

of components, such as tubes and
formers, will be on view and will
include examples of machined work.
Stand 282. Flinders (Wholesale),
East Stockwell Street, Colchester, Essex.
Ltd.,

This stand has been taken mainly
so as to give retailers in the Eastern
Counties a meeting place.
Stand 283. Partridge, Wilson and
Co., Loughborough Road, Leicester.

conversion kit for altering receivers
from battery to all -mains operation.
The Davenset - transportable fivevalver incorporates a Celestion

megohms.
Stand 278.

Stand 266. The J. R. Wireless Co.,
6 and 8 Rosebery Avenue, Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1.
Here are to be found a number of
components in the Sovereign range.
Dual -range coils, wavetraps, six -pin

cone speakers will also be prominent.
Stand 280. J. L. Goldsman, 4 Gt.
Queen Street, London, W.C.
Stand 281.
Trelleborg Ebonite
Works, Ltd., Union Place, Wells
Street, London, W.1.

Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1.
Ingenious in design, the new Eelex

medium resistance, 2,000 ohms to 2

Hart H.T. Accumulator bank

mains units and the new Paravox

The latest lines here will be the
Davenset starter charger and the

insulated plug and socket will be
one of the best things in its class.
Our drawing -shows the construction
of this useful and low-priced little
fitting. A full range of the popular
Eelex products will be shown, in

Stand 262. D. X. Coils, Ltd., 542
Kingsland Road, London, E.8.
Messrs. D. X. Coils are showing, as
their name implies, a number of very
efficient coils of various types.
Stands 263 and 264. Belling & Lee,
Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End.
Here are to be found a full range of

which can also be
obtained in transportable form.
H.T. battery eliminators, A .C. all -

five-valver,

inspect the Cameo products.
Stands 272 and 273. Messrs. J. J.

Eastick & Sons, Eelex House, 118

Kolster Brandes Electric Gramophone

STAND Nos. 261-296

Davenset all -mains transformer choke

speaker, Mullard valves, and two
Mullard Permacore transformers. It

has smooth reaction control, provided
by a differential reaction condenser.
The well-known Grippleshell eaves
brackets will again be on view.
Stand 284. Webb Condenser Co.,
42 Hatton Garden, E.C.1.
Stand 285. The Incorporated Radio
Society of Great Britain, 58 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.
Stand 288. Itonia Gramophones,
Ltd., 58 City Road, London, E.C.4.
The Autocrat Portable Five, which

embodies the Air Chrome speaker,
will be shown here. It is fitted with
a local station rejector. A number of

interesting developments will be
noticeable in the range of radio

gramophones and a section of the

stand will be devoted to the Air
Chrome speaker and various accessories.
Stand

Electrical
Supply Co., 5 Gt. Chapel Street, W.1.
287.

Beaver

Stand 288. Six -Sixty Radio Co.,

Ltd., 122 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
There are Six -Sixty valves for

every purpose in a receiver, and the

New Amplion Receive

type E.B.7r. The
Loewe Multiple valves contain, as it
were, three complete valve systems
together with the necessary coupling
elements. They operate without
reaction.

loud -speaker,

Stand

292.

Radio

Gramophone

Development Co., 322 Broad Street,
Birmingham.

A range of R.G.D. radio -gramo-

phones, operating from the mains
are prominent on this stand. These

receivers cover all needs and are
designed to work with almost any
mains supply.

Stands 293 and 294.

London

Electric Stores, Ltd., 9 St. Martin's
Street,

Leicester

Square,

London,

W.C.2.

This company, being mainly concerned with the wholesale side, each
year makes its stand as representa-

tive as possible of the products of
established makers

with

a

chiefly to attracting retailers.,

view

Stands 295 and 296. A. F. Bulgin

and Co., 9-11 Cursitor Street, Chancery
Lane, London, E.C.4.

Prominent, among the displays of
components and accessories will be
the Bulgin range. An interesting
product is the Bulgin automatic
indicating control, this being a relay

full range is to be found on this stand,
together with other Six -Sixty accessories, such as cone type loud-

speakers and turntables for portable
sets. Those who make up their own
loud -speakers will be interested in
the special paper marketed by Six Sixty, which is specially made for
cone diaphragms.
Stand 289. The Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd., Marshgate Lane,

Stratford, London, E.15.

Glass -container type L.T. accumu-

lators continue in public favour and
these will be well demonstrated here.

G.E.C. Short-wave Set

The company's RME products of

this type are assembled in moulded
pressed glass boxes with sealed glass
lids. Vaseline cups are provided to
prevent corrosion of the terminals.

Pendleton,

which combines the duties of a
refnote control and signalling device.
It can be operated from any distance
by means of Bulgin wall jacks,
opening and closing the L.T. circuit
of the set by a telephone plug fitted
to the loud -speaker. There are to be
many new lines, including the Bulgin
Multi -coil which covers all wavelengths from 25o to 2,250 metres, the

It is not possible in a short note to
catalogue. the complete numbers of
lines exhibited on- this stand. Ward

tained on both high and low wavelengths. This is specially designed
for use with S.G. valve circuits.

Unspillable

accumulators

for

use

with portable sets are also to he
shown, together with the MEZ
models assembled in ebonite containers for tropical work.
Stand 290. Ward & Goldstone,
Ltd., Frederick
Manchester.

Road,

centre -tapped connection being main-
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MODEL Z.20

£7 15 0

Oak ...
Mahogany

...
£8
Walnut
£9
(to special order only).

5

0

0

U

Size, 19y2 in. by 18 in. by 8% in.
Resistance, 750 ohms (other resistances to order, at 3/- extra).

incomparably superior
MODEL Z.25
Oak ...
Mahogany

...

£15

0

0

£15 15
£16 16 0

Walnut
(to special order only).

Size, 24 in. by 24 in. by 14 in.

Resistance, 750 ohms (other resistances to order, at 5/- extra).

We claim of the new Celestion that every detail of
tone is re-created flawlessly. The proof of our claim
is in your hearing. So confident are we of the outstanding merit of all Celestion models, that we ask
you, unhesitatingly, to call at any radio dealer's and
hear for yourself a COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATION

of Celestion and other makes. Every reputable radio

dealer stocks and demonstrates Celestion-a sure
indication of its acceptance in all radio circles.
An interesting and beautifully illustrated booklet on
Loud -speaker Reproduction awaits your postcard.

CELESTION

" CELESTROLA " MOVING COIL SPEAKER

c6 -he Very Soul of Offusic

6 volt D.C. complete.

Oak, £24 0 0. Mahogany, £25 0 0
110 and 220 volt A.C., complete.
Oak, £25 10 0. Mahogany, £26 10 0
110 and 220 volt D.C., complete.
Oak, £24 12 6. Mahogany, £25 126

LOUD -SPEAKERS
London Showrooms :

Size, 24 in. by 40 in. by 11,/2 in

106, VICTORIA ST., S.W.1

(Without Cabinet Stand, £1 5 0 off

Telephone :

the above prices).

Victoria

3955

Visit us at Olympia, Sept. 23rd to Oct. 3rd.

Write to CELESTION, Ltd.,
Department J,
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

Stands 180 and 183

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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MAKING SURE OF GOOD RESULTS
How simple additions and alterations to a set
can increase the pleasure to be obtained from it
pared to criticise. Nothing happened.

Examination showed that the L.T.
accumulator was run down, and there
was no spare. My own reserve 2 -volt

cell was soon fitted, but the first

moral was obvious. The accumulator

given a reasonable amount of work, and a
big L.T., if used as a spare, would be doing
hardly any work at all for most of its time.
To cut a long story short, the set itself
was examined when a new accumulator had
been wired up, and the somewhat startling
discovery was made that-in these days of

fitted to the two -valuer on which I
was called ;to adjudicate lasted only regional schemes and alternative profor about a week and a half at each grammes-only one B.B.C. station was
charge.

THERE is no doubt but that many
listeners do not realise how much of the
pleasure of radio they are missing : and in a

number of cases just a little time or a few

receivable, together with a few faint squeaks

A Silent Set

from foreigners. This was because plug-in
coils of an obsolete type were used, and the
while the cell was on chargé, the set was variable condenser used did not enable the
"as dead as a door nail." Often these wavelength range of one coil to overlap
"silent periods "' coincided with some item that of another.
which it was particularly desired to receive,
The set was being worked in the London
and the resulting disappointment on the district, with the result that 2L0 and 5GB
So, for the remaining days of the fortnight,

shillings spent in improvement would result
in greatly increased pleasure in listening.
Take, for the sake of example, the case of part of the whole family more than outa friend of mine who invited me to listen to weighed the advantages of the times when

his two -valuer recently : most folk are the set was working, and there were no
justly proud of their own receivers, and it items deemed worth receiving !
And to think that for a few shillings spent
does not behove anyone to criticise, .or to
suggest improvements. But in this par- on a spare cell, of a capacity sufficient to
ticular instance I was invited to do what I last only over a couple of days, all this discould to improve receptionfor the set - appointment could be avoided. A large or
owner felt that he was not getting the expensive cell would not be necessary :
indeed, a large cell would be a disadvantage
best.
Well, I turned on the "juice" and pre- for an accumulator is never at its best if not

A noisy
crackle \-0
is the
only way
your set
can say

7!

: Hardening fools
and Case Hardening

7/6

improved methods.

FLUXITE
LTD.,
(Dept. 328)
Rotherbithe, S.E.1.

tuning condenser. There was no long -wive
coil, and so 5XX and Radio Paris were not
available.
In addition to these troubles, the

NE

DEMAND "KEYSTONE"
AND

GET THE BEST
KEYSTONE S.G. H.F. CHOKE
Specified in the " Electric Clarion Three "(13,?scribed in this issue)
Also used in many other well-known setsi---*;

Specially designed for S.G. sets. Covers 20 to
2,000 Metres ; negligible self -capacity ; high
inductance ; one -hole fixing.

PRICE 5/ Other keystone Components include :-

S.C. H.F.
Choke.

Another use for Flux- SET Complete
Ash for leaflet on

,presence was a faint whisper-almost
inaudible-at the "all -in" setting of the

DON'T SAY " COMPONENTS "

FLIOUTE "
SOLDERING

changing. But in this instance 5GB came
in the gap between two of the medium wave coils, and the only indication of its

KE

Please solderall
my joins with
FLUXITE is sold in tin;
price 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

should have been receivable on the medium waveband without the need for coil -

Standard Wave Trap 12/6, H.F. Coupling
Unit 10/6, Midget Reaction Condensers
from 4/-, Drum Drive 5/-, Universal Tuning
Coil complete with base and switch 12/6.
Fully illustrated folder on- request.

or LAMP
only

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR " KEYSTONE "
rlinntr
THIN5OM

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

The BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenwell 5 384
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LOOK OUT

FOR THE WONDERFUL

BurToN

RANGE OF COMPONENTS
BurToN TWIN DRUM
DRIVE CONDENSERS

GREATER

THAN
EVER
EXHIBITED AT OLYMPIA

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

STAND Nos. 5, 36 and 37

The New BurToN Components include H.F. Chokes, Transformers,
Drum Drive Condensers, Battery Switches and a New Range of Metal
End Plate Condensers along with Valve Holders, S.L.F. Condensers,
Bakelite End Plates, Reaction Condensers, Vernier Dials, Terminals,
Baseboard Resistors, Panel Rheostats, Multiple Contact Switches, etc.

BurToN ANTI
PHONIC
VALVE

HOLDERS

Make your way to the
BurToN Stand first.
See the wonderful BurToN
Empire 3 - Valve Sets
(Battery and All Mains
Models) Built by BurToN

SEE THE

BurToN MID -LOG
CONDENSERS
METAL END
PLATES

BurToN

BurToN
TRANSFORMERS

EMPIRE 3 VALVE
k SETS!

Bur TON BASEBOARD
CONDENSERS

Bur TON S.L.F.CONDENSERS

BAKELITE END PLATES

Bur TON PANEL

MOUNTING
REACTION
CONDENSERS

BurToN SINGLE

and BINOCULAR
B.F. CHOKES

C. F. & H. BurToN, Progress Works, WALSALL, ENGLAND
To Ensure *Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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"MAKING SURE OF GOOD
RESULTS"

of which the receiver had been built. But
the power valve was of the " super " type
taking (by measurement) 9 milliamps.
(Continued from page 366)
This would ,_have been excusable, and,
coil holder was of the type which would strike indeed, an excellent figure had everyhorror into the heart of an engineer ! It thing else been in keeping.
wobbled, altered its setting and did not
But the presence of a dubious -looking
allow of anything like fine adjustment. So inter -valve transformer of cheap Continenthere was no possibility of the foreign tal make, coupled with the fact that the
stations, faintly received, being resolved H.T. was provided_ by a 99 -volt small into pleasing sound.
capacity dry battery, made the use of this
large -consumption power valve simply a
Fitting a Dual Coil
To effect a cure it would be necessary to wasteful extravagance.
So much distortion was always present
scrap the moving coil -holder, and to put in
owing
to the faulty characteristics of the
its place a dual -range coil (which would
tune -in 2L0, 5GB, and other medium -wave transformer, and owing to the insufficient
stations, and the long-wavers,such as 5 X X), H.T. supply, that a small -grid -swing
and an accompanying reaction condenser power valve, or even an ordinary low and H.F. choke. This, with a slight modi- impedance L.F. valve could have been
fication, to the circuit, would enable semi- used, with a consequent cheapening of
Reinartz reaction to be provided, which running costs.
In the interests of good results, it would
would overcome all the bugbears of
"floppy" reaction, and enable faint distant 1E9331E1
I L I9EHEFIEEMIERIIME9EMETIMINIBI
stations to be tuned in with precision.
Cwing
to the Complete Show
The cost of such a conversion need be
7.1

EG

only in the nature of a few shillings. Dual range coils of very good efficiency are now
available at ridiculously low prices, and the ts
total cost of this component, together
with a reaction condenser and H.F. choke Ell
Eli
need not be great.
Attention was next turned to the valves.
fll

These were, more or less, O.K., and had been

Ell

fitted according to the specification given
with the constructional article with the aid

D3

Guide occupying a large amount of space in this issue
tail some of the "A. W." regular

Apparatus and Information
Bureau have been omitted.

good inter -valve coupler, when a large
H.T. battery would be needed adequately to

supply the H.T. for the second valve.

True, this would have meant a fair expense,
probably 25s. for the transformer and 3d. a
volt for H.T.; but the increased pleasure to

be had from the set, and the greater

economy over a long period of working
would have made it well worth while.

Bad "A" and "E"
In this particular instance,

too, the
aerial and earth arrangements were defective. The former was badly insulated and

consisted of a length of insulated steel

wire-not at all ideal for the job. A similar
length of enamelled " seven -twenty-two's"
hung up on porcelain bobbin -insulators
proved to be more than twice as efficient ;
and the cost -4s. 9d. all told !
The earth connection was made to a gas
pipe, because this was near; but the total
run of the gas -pipe to earth was far longer
than to a more distant water -pipe : and as
the gas -pipe was found to have composition

joints it is doubtful if it made a proper
with earth, anyway. Ten
minutes spent in unwinding the earth wire
from the gas -pipe and in making a proper
clip connection to the water -pipe, resulted
in greatly improved selectivity.
connection

it has been necessary to cur features and "A.W." Tests of

have been worth while investing in a really

EH
Ef9

13153

It is, indeed, strange, that owing to
sin -1131e faults such as these, people miss the
best that is to be had from radio !
K. U.

LEM

EEBIEBBNIREFIDEMEEMINII31%131EfiEREEFEMDIMEEMEIYI

.............. $$$$$

DP NESPEP
TE KA DE'''.

TRICKLE CHARGER
for charging 20v.6volt accumulators
MOM A.0 MAINS

100,10125v. 200,to 140v

'

NEWPIAV

The phenomenal success of the British General
Tuning Unit during the past year and increased
production in all directions have enabled us to
reduce considerably overhead charges and to
make a big reduction in the cost to the public.
And besides being cheaper it is better. The
reversible moulded dial is now marked with white
filled degrees and figures. Owners of last year's
model who desire one of the new dials can obtain

same for IF. And remember that this new
A.T.U. gives you all wave lengths between
220-2,000 metres on one dial.
STAND NO.

107

RADIO
EXHIBITION

From all Dealers of

VOTS
7.44 29

VO TS 3$6

Charge gourAammulator

ATROME for LESS

thart

The Dr. Nesper A.C. Trickle Charger does not
contain any fluid. No valves are used. It does
not become heated or give off smell.
Ask ycur dealer to show you the latest
improvement in accumulator charging.

Repute or direct from

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING
COMPANY LIMITED

Brcckley Works,

.

.

.

London, S.E. 4

DR. NESPER LTD

COL1NDALE AVENUE,
LONDON, N.W.9,

11111111111MMI!IMM

JJ 11=1111111111111iMIIIIMERI
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ALL POSITION

NON -SPILLABLE

It is only natural that the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery should have its imitators. It is a compli.
ment that reflects the marvellous success of a battery already, standardised in many
popular portable sets, and which is invariably recommended in the constructional
articles of the Wireless Press.
The preparation of the special C.A.V. Jelly Acid, remains the secret of our
chemists, however, and is not to be found in any other battery. Its use
in conjunction with the special container provides a battery which is
the lightest and most compact obtainable. It gives maximum
capacity in any position, and is absolutely unspillable.
We are introducing this Season an
It is the battery for your portable set.
entirely new and original range of

We are exhibiting at
The National Radio

Exhibition
OLYMPIA Gran

Our latest Radio Battery Catalogue No.P.
will gladly be forwarded on application.

Wirietr-clervella705V5
ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

Stand No. 120

H.T. Accumulators. Do not com-

mit yourself until you have
inspected these at the Radio

Exhibition. We shall be showing
a full range of this new H.T., suitable for all classes of Receivers,
also the ever popular C.A.V. L.T.
types in celluloid and glass.

The Original

The Perfect

Jelly Cald

Baliery for

.

allPorlables

Battery

TONE AND
AR MONNte

TI -11/%:

The most critical listener with the most sensitive
ear-this speaker was designed to please him.
Nor was appearance an afterthought. This speaker
is finished in a rich brown colour and has a decorative
grille backed with gold gauze.
This is the speaker to suit your pocket-you will know
that you have an instrument which will satisfy you.

B.T.H. CONE SPEAKERS

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS
ADVERT. OP

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio
Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.,
HEAD OFFICE & WEST END SHOWROOMS, EDISWAN RADIO DIVISION:

Price X3'0-0

la,, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.

SHOWROOMS & TRADE COUNTERS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :
WHAT exactly is meant by rectification?
You are referring, I suppose,

RECTIFICATION

Each wave consists of a crest or push,
followed by a trough or pull.
I .follow that.
could possibly vibrate 842,000 times a
second-still less something over sevenWhatever detecting device is used
teen million times.
only the crests 'or the troughs can be
I suppose it would become red hot if effective. In other words, one-half of
it did ?
each complete wave is strained out.
Quite possibly it would. In any case - What happens then ?
one wouldn't hear anything.
In the crystal set the uni-directional
Why is that?
impulses are marshalled either by the
The shrillest note that the human ear fixed condenser wired across the telecan detect is one with a frequency less phones or by the invisible but still
than 30,000 -a second. In the wireless present condenser provided by the
set it is necessary to convert these phone leads.
enormously rapid radio -frequency vibraAnd in the valve set?
tions into audio -frequency vibrations.
Hundreds, or possibly thoUsands, Of
That is done by rectification?
Yes. In both the crystal and the impulses arriving upon the grid serve to
valve set we have appliances-the build up a small rise or fall in the plate
crystal and the valve-which will pass current. The net effect is --that, though
the grid potential varies at radio frecurrent only in one direction.
quency, the plate current changes at
Please explain.
In the valve, current can pass only audio frequency.

Yes, I follow that.

You will appreciate that no diaphrag al

to

ordinary wireless reception?

Yes, that's what I want to know

about.

.

You know that wireless waves as
received by the aerial move up and
down an enormous number of tithes in
each second.

Yes, .I have heard that their vibrations are pretty rapid.
When you are listening to London,
waves flash through the ether and cause
your aerial to vibrate no less than
842,000 times every second; but that is
a comparatively low frequency for
wireless.
Low !

Yes. If you happen to tune in Radio
Malabar on the short waves the wavelength is 17 metres and the frequency
of vibrations is 17,647,000 every second.
Phew !

from the filament to the plate. In the
Am I right in taking it, then, that
crystal detector it can pass either from rectification results in the conversion of
To enable the wireless set, whether catwhisker to crystal cup or from cup impulses far too rapid for the ear to
crystal or valve, to produce sounds, the to catwhisker, according to the crystal detect into something that it can hear?
diaphragm of the telephones or loud- used. No reversal of current is crdinarily
You have put it in a nutshell; that's
speaker must vibrate in order to set up possible.
exactly what takes place in any wifeless
sound waves.

What is the effect of that?

set.

RA.131110 PRODUCTS

A LARGER RANGE THAN EVER
Of high-class components
"THE CHOICE OF CRITICS'

and gadgets made under

Our new 1929/30 Catalogue
which has been entirely re-

skilled craftsmen, will be
shown on our stands at

vised and enlarged is without doubt one of the most

comprehensive and fully
illustrated Catalogues yet

expert supervision by

OUR

Olympia Don't fail to pay
us a visit.

published by a component
manufacturer. A copy will

STANDS (
ARE

Nos. 295 & 296

be sent

FREE OF CHARGE

In the same position in the Gallery

upon application

where we have shown previous
years. Straight up the new main

staircase and turn right.

A.F.BULGIN 84 CO.
Radio Manufacturers

C
C910HA,NCURERSITORY

STREET

LANE

LONDON, E.C.4
Telephones-HOLBORN 1072 and 2072

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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BELLING -LEE
P.G

PRODUCTS

.

,

P.G.7 NonIndicating
3o a.h. 2V. II

for 1929 NE" 30

I

Non-

Indicating i.,
zo a.h. 2V. 7/..

71

."*.

kr

P.G.F.5 Indicating
zo a.h. zy. 11/9
P.G.F .7 indicating

.

I -a
-

3o a.h.

4,

.....

2V.

33,'9

.P.G.9 Non -

Indicating

10 a.h.

13/-

21;

-....
1

And now the Belling -Lee products for the
coming season-all of them the result of
year3 of experience in making the "little
things that mean so much "-products
for which there is a real need in
modern sets.
Belling -Lee components are essential in constructing mains operated sets-sets where high
voltages make anything but
insulated terminals and

product will be dealt

with more fullylook out for the
Belling -Lee pro-

duct that your
set needs.

Call

STANDS 263264 OLYMPIA

Buy a guaranteed

Accumulator
Every P & R Accumulator is

plugs positively dangerous.
Lockout for the f uture advertisement s where each

SPADE
TERMINAL,

1

/ WANDER PLUG
ri,,,ILQut al Entry 4d.
vrtital EutrY 3:1d.

sold with a six months' guarantee. Yet P & R's cost no more
than ordinary batteries.
Consider the Peto & Radford
P.G.5. It is a 2 -volt battery of
20 -ampere hours actual capacity-price 9/-. It embodies
these features.
Plates are
sturdy and held in place by
glass key -ways in the box.
Paste is kept in by interlocking
grids. Terminals have acid -

proof' glands and cannot be
reversed. The lid is of. crack proof Dagenite, hermetically
sealed at the edges. And, as
we said above, it is guaranteed

National Radio Exhibition

Sept. 23rd-Oct. 3rd, In?

for six months.

This same battery is made with
indicating floats-our patent,
which tells you whether the cell
is charged, half charged or run
down-for only 2/9 extra.
Send for particulars of these and other
P AND R Batteries (H.T. included) to:-

Peto & Radford, 93, Great
;,."FUSE.
CoMplete

TERMINALS

with

Adaptor, 1/Spare Fuse, 6d.

Type ' B '

Type' M'
Type' R'

.. 6d:

.. 4ldi
.. 3d.

PLUG AND SOCKET,
9d.

Portland Street, London, W.I.
Tthoh.

(Panel portion, 3d.)
(Flex portion, 6d.)

k your Dealer for Belling -Lee's Handhook-" Radio Connections."

BELLING -LEE

Langharn 1173

London Sales and
Repair Depot,
107a P imlic Road,
s.w.,o

Glasgow Depot,
45 Clyde Place

AND
& I ADFORD

PETO

ACCUMULATORS

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

The beginning and the end in
w.-1-.4

Piolo, L. R
This announcement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., urn
Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Quccnsway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex

You will Help Yourself and Helo Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

11

It eLZ:-,
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
AT OLYMPIA
The Radio Exhibition at Olympia will reveal nothing more
astonishing than

the Lewcos new developments.

A combination of the finest materials and skilled
workmanship, backed by scientific research,
guarantees every Lewcos component to give superior reception.
LEWCOS RECEPTION IS
PERFECT RECEPTION.

The New Lewcos Dual

The
Lewcos 3 -valve

Price 17/6

Price £7

Binocular Coil for the 1930
" Monodial "

The New Lewcos

Transformer.

Price 301 -

Kit Assembly.

7

The

London Electric Wire Company & Smiths
Limited
,

r""

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON,
LONDON E.10

Trade Counter and Cable Sales 7, PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE,
E .0 .1
.

_

The LEWCOS Kit Assem-

Actual models of LEWCOS
New Developments will be
on view at Stand 64.

bly, illustrated above, will also

be on view at Olympia.
THE NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA=
SIR25OCT 5 11Ale.
ADMISSION V6 DAILY
ROW 211141C(.11

L.F.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH

UD PEAKERS
Thermion on Converting Old Cone -type Instruments

TN the preceding article a general statement was made that a balanced -armature drive employed with a light floating
cone and a baffle board might give results
almost as good as those obtainable from a
moving -coil loud -speaker. This statement
requires a certain amount of qualification.
Unless a moving -coil instrument is of first-

rate make and design, its results may be
distinctly disappointing. Reproduction
from a really good moving -coil speaker is
so excellent that it is difficult to tell with
one's eyes shut whether one's own piano is
being played or the music is coming froin

a studio Many- riffles- away. But many
moving -coil loud -speakers have one distinct drawback : unless the volume from
them is rather great they lose their natural
tone.

the weight of the armature and the rod
The second method, which I have found
which connects it to the driven cone. very good, is to make use of Meccano perStill, if given a fair chance, it can do forated strips for the purpose. The ring on

wonders with notes near the bottom of the the frame which supported originally the
scale.
large diaphragm will contain, in most
And now for the practical part of the cases, screw holes diametrically opposite
problem of converting an old-fashioned one another. Fix Meccano strips to these
large -diaphragm cone speaker to the more and bend them downwards until they are
modern floating cone and baffle -board at a suitable angle. Then with a pair of
type. Provide the drive with a small and pliers bend down the free ends of the strips,
very light cone, and obviously inertia will cut off any unneeded portions, and fix the
play a much less important part in making wooden frame by means 'of .a couple of
reproduction fall short of perfection The 4B.A. countersunk screws and nuts.
Great care must be taken, whether
lighter the driven parts and the less their
resistance to air, the more we are likely to wooden battens or Meccano strips are
hear of the bass. Remove, therefore, the used, to see that the floating cone is procld large and rather heavy diaphragm of perly centred. .Before the setscrew in the
the fixed -edge or free -edge type and nipple is tightened up it must be absolutely
(Continued on next page)
discard it altogether.

We are left with the driving
unit, mounted upon the frame
Now, in the average house with its of the loud -speaker, and its
rooms of moderate size what has been connecting pip. A suitable free called "realistic volume" is, to say the edged cone is one with an angle
least of it, somewhat trying. What the of about 45 degrees and a

Volume Required

wireless loud -speaker ought to do in

greatest diameter of some 61/2 in.

ordinary circumstances is to give, as it It is suspended freely in an
were, a miniature of the actual perform- aperture cut in a piece of thin
ance in the studio: everything must be wood by a ring of fabric or thin
_

rcduced in proportion. The right moving- leather. The apex of the cone
coil loud -speaker used with the right is provided with a small nipple
receiving set can do this,. and, though it with a setscrew to enable it to
may sound heresy to say so, I maintain be fixed to the connecting rod.
that the balanced -armature unit can do
How are we to mount the
very Pearly, if not quite, as well.
small piece of wood containing
One of the great points about the the aperture in which the cone
moving -coil speaker is that it brings out floats? There are several simple

the bass; but one can have too much

a n d satisfactory w a ys o f
bass-far more than there should be for accomplishing t h i s. In the
proper musical balance. It is no good majority of cases it is best to
sacrificing, as often happens with mediocre retain the metal frame of the
moving -coil units, the brilliance of the loud -speaker, leaving the driving
treble and middle registers to the undue unit in position. The frame up,

booming of the bass. And it must be borne porting the floating cone: may,
in mind that the B.B:C. in its wisdom is be mounted by means of
apt to accentuate the bass when trans- wooden battens acting as
mitting so as to help out the average distance pieces. In the case of
many types of speaker it will
loud -speaker.
The balanced -armature unit is handi- be a very easy business to
capped in its reproduction of the bass by accomplish this.

A Schneider Trophy Scene: mechanics on the pontoon
with a rortable listen to the report of the lap times

etnateurWtreigsi
free to move on the connecting rod of the
driving unit. A good way of seeing that
the cone is free is to .leave the setscrew
quite loose and to blow gently into the
cone. Quite a light blow should produce a
considerable movement.

Alternatively, converters of old loud=
speakers may employ one of the many
floating cone chassis now on the market,
fixing it to the -original frame of the

speaker either directly or by means of
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SIR,-Referring to " Thermion's " advice
as to not being "flabby" and failing to
report to makers when their goods do not
The Ediior does not necessarily agree wtih
afford that service they claim, I have done
the views expressed by correspondents... .
as he advised and the makers took some
interest in my letters. I even had a visit
Oscillation
from their London agents, who also took
SIR,-With reference to O.M.M.'s letter some pains to remedy matters.
re the "Oscillation Fiend," I should
My everlasting cause for complaint is
like to confirm his remarks.
my accumulator H.T. battery, which is
On Sunday nights in particular, as soon supposed to give 5;000 m/a hours' service.
as 5NO closes down, one is treated to the
My milliammeter (dead beat) in circuit
finest selection of 'Aid impersonations it is shows my consumption is 8 milliamps
possible to find, making distant reception -say, io for convenience. I use the set

distance pieces. Again, there is little difficulty about the job if one tackles it with
a certain amount of care.
There remains lastly the provision of a
suitable baffle board. This should nor- possible only through a background of
mally not be less than 24 in. square, and who-o-o-ps that would certainly convince
if space permits. 36 in. square is better. " Thermion" that Ham-handed Henry and
The aperture, which, -of course, should be -Oscillating Oswald are still very much alive.

in the middle of the board, should be

Accumulator H.T. Batteries

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

less than 3 hours daily-anyway, say 3.
Now, allowing 20 per cent. loss, I should get

4,000 m/a hours; on this last figure I

should get 4,000 + 3o, or 133 days' theoMr. Moseley objects, quite rightly, to retical service, using ro milliamps. for

slightly larger than the greatest diameter delay in the programme, but when he
of the floating cone. A cheap and very remarks, "Why London should have to
effective baffle board may be made from wait until this local gossip is sent over
five -plywood with mahogany veneer, beats me," I am afraid he is getting off the
which can be obtained at a cost of about rails somewhat.
Why shouldn't London wait any more
ninepence per square foot. Fix this vertically to a baseboard of whitewopd by than should the provinces? Arid perhaps
means of small angle brackets. The loud- the "local gossip," which annoys Mr.
speaker frame is fixed to the baseboard by Moseley, is of more consequence to the

3 hours a day.
I have not had 42 days' service from the
battery at any time !
This brings me to that wretched thing
called a hydrometer. With this wonderful

instrument it takes me an hour and a
quarter to get a rough reading of my
8o cells. (Think of that in 1929 !) I once
asked a service agent what was the reading

local listener than the rest of the news of my cells on gassing. The agent was so
being used, if necessary, as props to bring bulletin put together. Mr. Moseley should shocked that he said : "Good Lord, we
it to the height required to centre the remember that London listeners are not haven't time for that. E. E. H. (Gorleston).
[ll'e regret that it has been necessary to hold
floating cone in the aperture cut in the the only pebbles on the beach.
means of a couple of screws, pieces of wood

J. J. C. (Gateshead).

baffle.

over a large amount of correspondence.]

A Wonderful Discovery!
Wireless enthusiasts are daily discovering the advantages of placing Polar Condensers behind their

POLAR CONDENSERS

Place them behind your panel and recapture the old thrill of exploring the ether in
search of new stations - and discovering them !
Panels.

THE NEW POLAR DRUM CONTROL CONDENSER
has many points of interest and advantage which will appeal not
only to those who are already confirmed users -of Polar. Condensers, but to those who have not yet experienced the pleasure
of handling a really superior condenser.
This new PoPar Condenser has both
Quick and Slow Motion control.
The scale, o-roo, is clearly marked
and gives definite hair -line readings,
which are easily read.

The condenser is secured to the
panel by two screws. These screws

pass through and hold the neatly
designed Bakelite escutcheon, thus

vow.vic MINI! rraglovt...
10'.1 101 WI Ph 011'

,

''111MI

entirely insulating the condenser
from the panel and cutting out
all possibility of shocks through

the screws.

Dead true fixing.

Very robust

mounting.
Drums and Escutcheons are supplied
in either Black, Walnut or Mahogany finish,

PRICES :
Complete with Escutcheon and
Fixing Screws.

'0095-1/0035
-00O3

15/14/9
14/6

SEE THEM ON STANDS

128 & 133
OLYMPIA

POLAR

- IDEAL
'C005
- 12/6
'00035 - 12/3
- 12/'0003

POLAR
' VOLCON "
'00025 - 6/'00015 - 5/9
11001
- 5/6

POLAR
*00025

'00015
'0001

-

10/6
1C/3
10/ -

The full range of Polar Condensers is illustrated
and described in our New Catalogue " A.W."

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.
188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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CARTRIDGE REFILLS !
The

*is
*HSI

STA N"ARD
WET H.T. BATTERY

comes into its own
To -day the Standard Wet Battery offers a wonderful proposition to listeners to solve the
bugbear of costly replacements. In a matter of a few moments per cell it is ready to supply
abundant H.T., for twelve months or more AND CAN THEN BE RE -FILLED SIMPLY,
EASILY and at low cost AT HOME and again READY FOR A FURTHER PERIOD OF
SERVICE. It can literally be made tO last for years. It is absolutely trouble -free, reliable,
and SELF -REGENERATIVE. The power -pressure is so smooth and non.varying that
reception is improved out of all knowledge. Now the wonderful Cartridge Sacs are the
final development making the operation of re -charging at home absolute simplicity. Before
wasting further money on replacements we seriously ask every listener to learn about
STANDARD-send for the book FREE.

No. 3 cell, 7d.
Spare Cartridge 53.

Deferred Terms

ASSEMBLE YOUR H.T. IN A
MINUTE TO LAST FOR 12
MONTHS OR MORE & THEN

previously.
complete with all acces-1 .9
sone,. Any voltage
supplied.

NO DEPOSIT
Stockel by Halford's Stores,

Curry's Stores, ant all Radio
Dealers on Cash or Deferred
Terms
5',, extra. 1.6 th
down and balance in equal
monthly payments. Batteries

RECHARGE AT HOME AT
LOW COST.

assembled

supplied

--

1 r 2;

Spare tglaglel. 't.' "4.116711110
Na. 1 & 2 cells are
4,'-'''°IC-ani"-'jllk---7--'
manufactured as --

tato,/

vt.

CP. T7:1.69:4.3°
14et

wok

.naafi Pvelsle snare 9
2stesbe a me ..coge
c.3'0
et' Ctal`

in neat

IInibloc Trays complete with
lid. Write for prices.

.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK NOW.

_

'
.

M. B.

Zbe ileabp iaabio

WE ARE AT

OLYMPIA
STAND 93

& TO uper5

A
VISIT

uibe

IT PAYS TO BUY EFFICIENCY

No. A .W .1

THE CLARION
ALL -ELECTRIC
This receiver embodies the unique

features of the CLARION 3 together
with equipment for COMPLETE
MAINS DRIVE.
s. d;
0
0

1 Cabinet, 16 by 8 by 15 in.
1 15
1 Resiston panel
...
8
2 Strips
2 Ready Radio panel brackets
2
.

2 J:

PAY US

Ikebietv

.

0005 slow-motion con -

4
6

1 Bulgin double pole
Switch

..
mains
..

2

0

SATISFACTION

...

2

6

1 Peto-Scott S.G. H.F. choke
1 Lissen "Super" transformer
1 Lissen 100,000 -ohm resist-

5

6

19

0

5

6

1

0

meter

ance and holder
...
1 Ferranti 132 output choke...

4 Belling -Lee terminals (marked)

1 Bulgin S.G. valve connec-

1

3

1 Ready Radio screening box
1 Dubilier .0002 condenser ...
1 Dubilier series clip
1 Dubilier .0001 condenser ...

6
2

2 Dubilier 2 -mad. condensers
2 Dubilier 1-mfd. condenser...

7
5

2

6
6
6
6
0
0

1

... 1 1 0
2 Universal Clarostats
1 Varley Multi -volt power
2 10 0
transformer
...
1 Regentone No. 1 filter compact unit
1 10 0

0

1 Lotus A.C. valve holder ..

Private Exchange

1 Formodenser type J.
...
1 Igranic 400 -ohm potentio-

A receiver which overcomes

0

6
9

Telephone No.
Hop 5555

SERVICE AND

9

1

3
3

.

KNIFE-EDGE THREE

2

5

1

.

3 Lotus valve holders

6

0

2 Tunew4..."Clarion" coils
1 aeriat:and 1 anode

1

1 13

1 Cyldtwt .0001 reaction con -

SEPTEMBER 1929

1 Ediswan 3 meg. leak
1 Ready 600 -ohm wire wound
resistance and holder

tor
1 Belling -Lee flexible lead fuse
holders

2

0

1

0

1

6

dial indicators; 20f t. Glazite ; screws, nuts, bolts, etc.
4 Mains valves (Der., 15,'-;
-

Inclusive Total

1 Cabinet and baseboard
1 Resiston panel
2 Strips
1 Formo .0005 condenser
1 Form° .00035 condenser ...
1 I.issen 400 -ohm p.'m potentiometer
...
1 Wearite "Q" coil (aerial) ...
3 Lotus valve holders
1 Dubilier .0003 condenser ...
I Dubilier 2-meg. leak
1 Lissen R.C.C. unit ...
1 Lewcos H.F. choke...

1 Igranic type J transformer

1 Push-pull switch ...
4 Belling -Lee insulated terminals

...

2 Ready Radio panel brackets
1 Paxolin tube, 3in. by 2in....

1 oz. Lewcos No. 30 d.s.c. wire

1 Igranic .00027 max. preset:

1 Adaptor or mains plug; 2
S.G., 25/-', Super Power,
15/-; and Us, 22/6
...

"REGIONAL" DIFFICULTIES

3

5

7 Wander plugs, marked; 2
spade tags; 3 yds. flex;
tuft. Glazite
3 Valves as specified .::

TOTAL (including valves)
3 14 6

£19

.7,

6

1

s. d.
5 0
8 0
6
4 6
4 6

2
15
3
2
2
4
'

6

avail yourself of our service.

0

9
6
6

TO HOME C 1STOMERS

0

Your goods are dispatched post free in
sealed cartons or carriage paid by rail;
A nominal charge of 2/- is made on
crates, and this amount is credited if
the case is returned within 7 days.
NOTE.-You can, if you desire, avail

11
10
2 6

TO OVERSEAS C JSTOMEIS

0

7

9

17

6
3

1

2
2

4

0

£7 5

6

:.:

We have customers all over the world
who haVe taken advantage of the Ready
Radio Service. Ve receive every day
testimonials and letters of appreciation:
It pays to advertise good products and
it pays to tell you about ourselves
because we know it will pay you to

1 13

6

yourself of the C.O.D. system.

All your goods are very carefully packed
for export and insured, all charges
forward.

WRITE, WIRE or' PHONE
require any goods not shown in
our lists, send your order and they will

Any parts can be supplied separately

If you

Any components for these receivers can
be supplied separately if desired.

be dispatched promptly at list prices

if desired.

READY RADIO

159. BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
(Three Minutes from London Bridge Stations)

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers

C.O.D.

Telegrams:
Ready Hop 5555
London
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HELLESE
DRY BATTERIES

d.

MILES PER GALLON!
In these days of groaning

taxation, one of the first ques-

tions you ask about a car is
" How much per mile is it
going to cost me ? " And you
find that it is not necessarily
the cheapest car that costs
least to run.
Apply the same rule to your
B.T. Battery and you will find
the same result.
There are many 11.T. Batteries
cheaper than the Hellesen in
first cost, but there is none

1929 PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" wiray " 9 -volt Grid
311as 'Type
" wirin " CO -volt 11.'1'

from which you get so many
milliampere- hours ' service
per penny of cost.

... lOtS
Type
": Wimp" 99 -volt 31.T.
18 /Type
" Wisol " 108 -volt 11.T.
20/-

It pays you every time to get a

1're/de capacity.

Hellesen, particularly if you
get a Treble Capacity, which
costs less than twice the price
of a Standard Capacity.

" Kolin " 60 -volt 111'.
...

Type

" Kclup " 99 -volt

19 -

11.'1'.

... 32.6
Your Dealer stocks them.
pe

LLLLL IN DRY

BATTERIES,

MEASURING

ELECTRICAL

MISTRUMINTS,

POINMET MICA ...PAPER CONDENSERS,
NANDLAMPS, TORCHES,

frt.

P. &T

A: IL 11T1NT, LTD., CROYDON-, SUM; EY

WEA:I i
COMPOiVeA/TS
FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS

AND BETTER RECEPTION

IMPROVED TYPE H.F. CHOKE

Centre tapped
Iron core
Suitable for Choke Output Units
Inductance

300,000 inicrolteinies
200 ohms
3.5 M.M.F.
Self -capacity
Effective Range 10-2,000 metres

Resitaiate

Type

Vohs

Amps.

Use in Set

Price

B A.9

2

C.05

General Purpose

5/6

B.C.9

2

0.1

Power Valve

6/6

B.D.9

2

0.2

Super Power Valve

8/.

Also Pentode and Screened Grid Types.

Price 6/6
TALISMAN COIL
The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Receiver is due to the special coil
used. Mr. L. A. Chapman designed a
special Dual Range Coil and the

Wearite "Talisman" Coil is made
exactly to his specification.

Price 7/6

(Sole Manufacturers under Licence)

Ask Your Local Dealer or Write Dept. "A.W "

New A.C. Valve Socket
Vertical Type

-

-

-

'

THE CONCERTONE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO LTD.
329, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.2

'Phone: Hot, 8667

ite for Free Lists :

1/3
1/9

VISIT US
AT OLYMPIA

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.

Sept. 23-Oct. 3

740, High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17

221

'Phones: 3817-3348

STAND
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THE LITTLE

SEE ! AND HEAR !

TRANSFORMER

THE NEW Wonder

WITH THE

BULL PHONE

GREAT CURVE

CONE UNIT
Duplex Reed, 4 pole, three impedances available.

Adj

us table

tone, in a dus't-

proof bakelite
case.

17f6

PRICE

BUT WORTH MORE
Specified in the

"KNIFE EDGE THREE"

Hearing is Believing

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

NEW

DUAL
STANDS

Write to

Nos. 161, 162

Dept, D130

COIL

THE NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA==
SFWO.00T 5 IIAM '101,M

ADMISSION V6 DAILY

Suitable for any and
every circuit.

lutspay Yn Ne00i uPle 5. 0'6

417
Que. nVicteriaSI

IG
RANK
AL ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.
AIND'

SEE OUR COMPONENTS ON

STAND 60
BULLPHONE
38 HOLYWELL LANE, E.C.2

Works BEDFORD
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

LTD.,

Phone: Bishopsgate 91S0
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical by
Much depends upon the size of the aerial
MANY intervalve transformers have. a and its construction and also upon the
ratio of 3 to i. In other words, there earth. It is well-known that the apparent
are three times as many turns of wire in selectivity. of a set increases as the aerial
the secondary winding as in the primary. is reduced in length, and I have found that
Under favourable conditions the voltage several sets which magnified very well have
generated in the secondary is three times put up excellent performancei when used
that in the primary, which accounts for the with a small aerial, but were not sufficiently
saying that a transformer steps up the selective when connected to what is known
voltage. One might, therefore, ask why not as a standard aerial. Such an aerial would
a ratio of say six to one or even more, in be row ft. in overall length.
For the new conditions, a total length of
order that still greater voltage May be
6o
ft. is generally ample, and indeed those
developed.
Unfortunately, there is a limit to the who are troubled by a powerful station may
ratio which may usefully be employed with find an aerial of 40 ft. the best.

Choosing a Transformer

a given valve. Much depends upon the S.G. Valve Mounting
type of valve and more especially upon its
shielded valve was designed with
anode impedance. As a general rule, the theTheobject
of allowing stable high lower the anode impedance of a valve, the
frequency
amplification
be obtained,
greater the step-up ratio that may be but not very long after to
this type was
employed for identical quality of repro- issued it was found the anode
-grid capacity
duction. Thus, a transformer having a ratio
still sufficient to set a limit to the
of six or eight to one might be employed was
with every satisfaction, after a valve of magnification. As a result, it precautions
4,000 or 5,000 ohms impedance, but the
ratio would have to be restricted to about HOLDER
3. to r -for a valve of from ro,000 to zo,000
ohms.

The size of the core and its magnetic
properties are of vital importance. Ratio

by itself is valueless, but ratio and the
impedance of the primary winding at
various frequencies, are factors which

enable one to form a fair opinion of the
worth of a transformer. A further important factor is the actual value of the inductance of the primary under various working
conditions.

W. JAMES

Better results are therefore to be expected.
Practical tests indicate that more magnification may be obtained with greater
stability. With improved valves, however,
circuit couplings must be still further

minimised, and the question arises as to
whether it has become essential to shield
the high -frequency valve itself.
This question is easily answered by tests

which have shown that the method of
mounting the valve in a screen is worth
while. The simple upright screen having a
hole in it which is a fairly good fit round
the bulb of the valve, seems satisfactory_
Suitable, valve holders are now available,

and there are no difficulties in fitting or
removing the valve. See the accompanying
sketch. A simple screen of this type

effectually separates the anode and grid
circuits, provided care is taken, and allows
one to obtain the maximum results.

Test Your G.B.
Most amateurs k_noW why a grid battery

is employed in a receiver. One important
reason for its inclusion is that the anode
current is reduced to a value which allows
the maximum volume, or magnification as
the ease may be, to be obtained.
Thus, as an example, a well-known make

e
Method of mounting screen -grid valve in
order to obtain the most efficient shielding

of power valve passes a current of 20
millia-mperes when no grid bias is used and

of about one half of this amount when the
bias is 9 volts negative. This difference is a
considerable one because the usual high

tension battery will not last very long
when it is supplying 20 milliamperes,

whilst it will have a normal life when the
current is about io milliamperes.
Having this point in mind you may, well

It is therefore apparent that a trans- are not taken, high -frequency amplifiers
former is really a complicated piece of will oscillate and, therefore, be difficult to imagine how surprised I was when test

a

apparatus as regards its electrical proper- tune, and provide unsatisfactory results.
ties, and that ratio by itself does not mean
It would appear that the latest valves
a great deal. Most manufacturers who are rather better than earlier samples.
issue a transformer having a ratio of 3 to x

new set to find the current was something
like 35 milliamperes. A test soon showed
the reason for the excessive current. ,:The

have designed their product to suit valves of
moderate impedance, however, and usually
a curve is given with the object of showing
the results to be expected from a combination of a transformer and a particular valve

The end which was marked positive should
have been negative.
A mistake of this description is serious.

Those Long Aerials!
I have recently had an opportunity of
testing a number of receivers with particular reference to their selectivity and magnification.

I have been particularly struck

by one point, and it is this.

NEXT WEEK :

HOW TO MAKE

AN UP-TO-DATE

MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER

grid bias battery was wrongly -marked.

Had I not noticed there was something
wrong, the high-tension battery would have

discharged itself in a week or two and the
power valve would probably have suffered.
It is therefore, a good plan to test a grid
battery before it is used in a set, and those

who are without a voltmeter ought to

make a point of having a new battery tested
at the time it is purchased.
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inn/011r Wiretesi

Copies of the "Wireless Magazine" and
ci" Amateur Wireless " contain no descriptions of all these sets can be obtained
at Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free.

Index letters " A.W." refer to " Amateur Vlireless " sets and "
to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free.

CRYSTAL SET

(6d, eac11)

..
. AW235
ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

A Daventry-Local Crystal Set

..

Reinat tz One
The A.1

.

111111111MMMMEIIIMISt 71111011:2111110

TO PERFECT RADIO

WM127

AVNI1 53

TWO -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
East to West Short -Wave Two (D, Trans)
two Favourite 'Fwo (D, Trans)
Loud -speaker America Two
..
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
Hyper-select ive

.

(D,.Pent ode)

Nleteor Two (D, Trans)
Clipper Two (D, Trans) ..
Continental Two ID, Trans)

AWf 59
AW186

AWtoo
AWtea.
AW198

WM1i4

.. WM135

..

WMI43

..

Stay -put Two (All -AC, D, 'Trans)

Ether Ranger (D, Trans) ..
ABC Two (D, Trans)

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT offer
YOU ?very known Radio Receiver or Component-all on

EASY TERMS

WMI55

.. WM 56

WN116o

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s, each)
All -Britain 'Three (H.F., D, 'Frans)

AW158

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Listener's Three (HI?, D, Trans), price 4d., free

AAV16a

with copy of "A\V"
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans)
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) ..

AWt75

AW179

.Local and Continental Three (HE, D, Trans
or 0, RC, Trans)
..

AVV189

Broadcast 'I'hree (SG, D, Trans)
.
AWto2,
.. AWL 96
James dual -range Three (HF. 0, Trans.)
All -wave High-mag. Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AW too
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, 'Frans) ... AWzoo
_AW2ot
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans)
..
All -wave Screen -grid Three (HE, 0, Trans) . WM t to
Standard Coil 'Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
WM117
.. WM t zo
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, 13, 'Frans)
WMi23
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)

The Q3 (D, RC, Trans) ..
..
..
Lodestone Three (HE, D, Trans)
Simple Screen Three (HE D, 'Frans)
Dynamic Three (AC-SG, D, Trans) ..
At Home Three (D, 2RC)
Short -Wave Link (0, RC, Trans)
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, 'Frans)
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)

WM124
WIVIt 29

WM13 t

WMI36

WMiat

WN1142

.

WN1 I 52
W1A1161

FOUR -VALVE SETS (h, ed. each)

..

Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, z Tram)
Touchstone (HE, D, RC, 'Trans)
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Tram) ..
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, zRC)
Dominions Four (2SG, D, 'Trans)
..
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
'The Drum Major (HE, ID, RC, 'Frans)..
Music Player (FIF, D. RC. Trans)
..
Arrow (SG, HF, D. Trans)

AW67

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, 'Trans)

. WM1o6

Eagle Six (3 1IF, D, RC, Trans)

(1s. each)
AW162
AW176
AW1S7

WM128

.. WM132
(1s, each)

; . AW102
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)
AW123
Mains Unit (D.C.)
..
L.T. and
Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker (Full-

'

..

Mains Unit for S'8 Valves

.

I 1 igh-tension Battery Charger

Scratch filter (6d.)
Simplest,H.T. Unit (1/-)
11.'1'. Unit ?Or A.C. Mains

..
.

..

..

..
.
..
.
..
..

IL

In

monthly instalments of 1118. A.C. and D.C. models available.
PETER GRAMMAR MOVING -COIL UNIT (for 6 -volt ace. or
D.C. Mains). Send only 9/-. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 91-.
A.O. Mains Model. Send only 15/2. Balance
in 11 monthly instaltnents of 15,2.
ULTRA AIR CHROME. U.I2 Cabinet Model. Seal only 7;4.
Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4. U.14 Cabinet it °lel.

Send only 9/8. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9;8.
Other Cabinet Models and all Chassis also available.

BLUE SPOT 68.E UNIT, with SQUIRE MODEL 101 CONE KIT.
Send only 5:11. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 5,11.

OLYMPIA EXHIBITION
STANDS 42, 43 and 44

On these stands we have gathered together the cream of the Exhibition for
your inspection. Sec all the latest models SIDE BY SIDE.

CONSTRUCTORS' KITS
Send only 12'4. Balance
n 11 monthly instalments of 12.4. 'Valves Extra.
, ALL-ELECTRIO CLARION (described in this issue). Kit 1110111ding
polished
mahogany
Cabinet,
Panel,
and allcomponents and
-1C
Valves. Send only 33,4. Balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 33/5.
8.0. BROWN, MODEL B. Three -valve screened grid set.
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET.

Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only TS', Balance in
10 monthly instalments of 18,-.
MCMICHAEL SCREENED THREE. Complete kit of muponents, excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc, Send only 16,3.

Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/3.
BOWYER-LOWE, UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, includil',
-

Coils, for 10 to 5,000 metres and Valves. Send only 48,1.
Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 25.6.

COMPLETED RECEIVERS
KOLSTER-BRANDES K.B.102 S.G. and Pentode 3 -valve set.
Valves and Royalty included. Send only 17,11. Balance in
11 monthly instalments of 17/11.
PH1OLIPSle,

TYPE

2514,d 5-spe.0.

Pentodonlye set for A.C. Mains.

25 10s. Balance
.
Send
t except lou
Compe
in 11 monthly instalments o 37,-.
EKCO S.O.P. THREE for A.C. or D.C. Rains. Complete except
Toud-speaker. Send only 24 4s. Balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 332.

and Tone Arm, and latent Air -Chrome Speaker, all fitted in a
heautiful Oak console Cabinet, with ample room for record
storage. Send only 85 5s. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 42/-.
BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO.'s " CRAIGWEIL,"
SIODICL 12. Three -valve self-contained Receiver absolutely
completeof. Send only 42:-. Balance in 11 monthly ip,tni21/
MARCONI

55

, PORTABLE

RECEIVER. Send

Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 3016.

only 30/-.

MISCELLANEOUS
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home construction. using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier; output, 200 v., 100 ni/a, for
A.C. mains. Send only 40/-. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/8.
STANDARD WET H.T. 144 -VOLT BATTERY, 10,000 in/a.
Absolutely complete. Send only 7:2. Balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 7,2. All parts for these batteries available.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type W.I., in crates.
Send only 8;11. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 8111.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of all types by thb leading makers.

See Catalogue for full details.
THE ADAPTAORAM converts your existing audio receiver to a
modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takes prac-

tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H.' Pick-up, balanced
armature Lotid.speaker. All fitted in a handsome polished
Oak Cabinet. Send only 39,0

Balance in 11 monthly instal-

AVV19f

OUR NEW SEASON'S CATALOGUE contains 48 large pages, profusely illustrated and with detailed
descriptions of the 1929;30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS. Receivers, Components
Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc.. all are dealt with: in tact you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue A VERITABLE GUIDE TO RADIO, (let your copy now,

.. AWi83

AW193
AW195
AW1e7
WN1 t25

ing Philips 2 -vale Receiver, Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up

ments of 22/,

PETO SCOTT

ITD

Mail coupon, in unsealed 4olvelope under 1st. stamp.

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AW177

AWifit

AW184.

AW188

WM139

WM14;

WM148

Enchanter Portable (211F, D, RC, Trans) WMI5o

1/6

i/6
116

1/1/6

t/6
1/-

t/6

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Orlar
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS

Send only 140 Balance

monthly instalments of 14,3. In mahogany, 15/2.
E.T.H. JUNIOR R.K. UNIT (for 6 -volt ace. or D.C. mains).
Send only 11/7. Balance in 11 monthly instalinents of 1117.
B.T.H. SENIOR LE. UNIT (ditto). Send only 190 Balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 13,0
B.T.H. SENIOR R.K. UNIT (for A.C. Mains). Send only 21-.
Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 21/-.
MAGNAVOX X CORE DYNAMIC SPEAKERS, with 71.1n.
cone (for 6 -volt. ace.). Send only 11;8. Balance in 11

PETO-SCOTT RADIOGRAMOPHONE, for A.C. Mains, corunris-

PORTABLE SETS

two Chummy (SG, D, Trans, Re)
Picnic Portable (0, RC, Trans)

CELESTION Z.20, in oak.

AW178

..
WN1126
Lodestttne Lou -spea er
James HT. Unit for D.C. Mains
.. WN1133
.. WM147
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
..
..
..
.. WMI49
A.C. Mains Amplifier ..
A.0 Mains Unit for Ali -wave Lodestone Five WM i st
..
..
.. WN1159
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
5.5.0 Portable (D. 'I'rans)
l'alisman Portable (SG, 0, 2 Trans)
I ioliday Portable Three (D, RC, 'Trans)
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)

Send only 10/4. Balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10,4. In mahogany, 109,

WM154

WN1146
..
SIX -VALVE SETS (is, 6d, each)

D.C. Unit (ITT)
Short-wave Adaptor (5 v.)

LOUD -SPEAKERS
CELESTION 0.12, in oak.

AWt33

pull)

MISCELLANEOUS

send only 9;2. Balance in II monthly instalments of 92.
EKCO 3E20 (A.C. Mains), also for S.G. and Pentode sets. Send
only 7;4. Balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7,4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OP ELIMINATORS, from 4, 7 drat
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Ace., with A.C. Main, Charger, all in metal case. Uses Westinghouse Metal Recliner. Send only 10/10, Balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10,10.
MAINS COMPONENTS AND VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Pull details in our catalogue. For
example
WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type
}LTA, with Regentone Power Transformer, type W. 51.1.
Send only 9,2. Balance in 11 monthly instalmtlits of 9,2.

WM134
WM14o
WMI37
WM144

.

AMPLIFIERS

H.T. ELIMINATORS, ETC.
REGENTONE W.lb 8.G. (A.C. Mains), for S.G. and Pentode sets.

WMtoo
WMi to
.. WM t22

W1\1158
1930 Monodial (2SG, D, Trans)..
All -electric Four (All AC-SG, D, RC, Trans) WN116z
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. Cd. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 2RC)
WN113o
All -wave Lodestone Five (HE, D, RC, Push-

"A.\V." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC)
Searcher Unit (HE)
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.)
'Signal Booster (HE Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier

The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to Jill
in the coupon below or send us a list of your requirements.

WNI1c7

..

.

SERVICE AFTER SALES

AW16g
AW172

58-61

LONDON E C 4

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Sliop3:

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
62, High Hobo: n, London, W.C.I.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whiteow Road, Choriton-cum-Hardy,
My nchester.

COUPON.
Please send me your New 48 -page Illustrated

Catalogue.
NAME

ADDRESS
A .W

I /9
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AT HOME WITH " EXIDE "
"ffiHERE is no finality about accumulators. There May be an epoch -

or
164AiriS

rwutiiirS

ma king invention some day. Exide are on
the look -out for it all the time and through
their organisation in all countries. There is
no sign of it yet."
In these words Mr. D. P. Dunne, director
of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.,
summed -up the policy 'of Britain's largest
accumulator makers on the occasion of a

special Press visit to the Exide works at
Clifton Junction on September ro, at which
AMATEUR WIRELESS was represented by the

Editor and a member of his staff.

This factory, which covers an area of
37 acres and gives employment to 2,000
people, is one of the three largest in the
world devoted exclusively to the manufacture of accumulators. It is safe to say -that

nobody who has been over it will ever
misuse an accumulator again !
No praise can be too high for the splendid

Exide organisation, which is probably the
best of any works in the country. Extra-

ordinary care is taken to prevent any

chance of lead poisoning; in fact there has
not been a single case of this dread disease
since the end of 1927.

Balanced Armature

4 pale
The 4 -Pole Balanced Armatu,
is the secret of its &rest volume,

purity of tone and fidelity of

reproduction. Pn fart the efficiency of the Boll awed Armature

principle is miles ahead of any

other method-excluding Moving
('oil-for ensuring successful
vibratory movement in any cone
speaker. Where other Balanced

Armature Units cost more than

this W.11 Preri'i°' 12/6

instrument costs only

ON

00S
FgCO

iyERS

All of them the outcome of 5 years'

specialized experience in Mains Work.
All of them covered by our 12 months'
guarantee which includes the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, incorporated in
all our A.C. Models.
Our new ART BOOKLET contains much

interesting information on "Radio from
the M2 ills." Write to -day for free copy

A Man's Job!
Evei y man handling lead oxides (women

are not employed on this work at aIl) has
to take a compulsory bath before changing
into his own clothes; special working
clothes are provided by the company, and
twenty minutes of works time are allowed
for bathing and changing. Compulsory
mouth -washing and teeth -cleaning are also
the order of the day in this department.
The most spectacular process is the test-

ing of ebonite accumulator cases for pinhole faults that would cause trouble were
they put into use.
Each case is placed upside down on a
metal block and is wiped all over with a
kind of metal "brush." A high voltag' is
applied between the brush and the turntable; consequently a spark takes place at
any pin -hole and. clearly visible to the
operator. Quite a large spark is obtained
from a hole so small as to be invisible in the
ordinary way.

Wireless batteries are made at Clifton
Junction in all sizes and types. All work

central Adjustment
This W.B. device ensure;
added convenience without impairing efficiency.

Steel

Magnet

Cobalt
The rull and never -failing

volume and tone of the
\T.B. Unit owes much to
the powerful magnet of
Cobalt Steel.

Bakelite

Case

Artistic

*--

and the finishing touch to
this remarkable unit is
added by the neat Bakel it e

casein which It is housed.
his CM, trzll work either° free edge row, oblabgtbre
at 1/- front 11"..11.-, or a &tele cone;

involving the use of celluloid is isolated from

the rest of the works and automatically closing fireproof doors are provided.

At every stage in the manufacture
stringent tests are applied. No faulty battery can possibly get out of the Exide works.

During the war the output averaged ioo
tons of submarine accumulators per week,

and the company is proud of a letter of

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO
21.,Bottlett's eldgs, Holborn Circus
London, E.C.4. 'Yetephone,Centnal 9661

thanks from the Admiralty stating that not
a single instance of failure regarding the
batteries was recorded.
There is just one other point that deserves
particular mention : if you work for the
Exide people for twenty-five years, you
will receive a long -service gift of {loo !

WHITELEY BONEHAM Sc. Co., Ltd.
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.
Telephone; Mon8field 762

Telegrams:" Whilebon, Mansfieht."

London Office :

2t Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus,

E.C.4.

6669.

STAND 66 OLYMPIA

National Radio Exhibition,

Sept. 23rd-Oct. 3rd, 1929

°
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M.P.A.

e34

COMPONENTS
--BEST IN

86

WHETHER FOR SWING-

ititte

ING COIL, REINARTZ,
MHAAIRNTSLCEIRC
Y,
FS.G.

IT

RADIO !
1.10P0A1114000111414110MINNAPALINI11OMAA0,10004%."0000\0011.40MOKM Anirepokoft iihopto.ppy

MADE TO A STANDARD THAT
SETS A STANDARD

11004101140~.00.0001040~1~~4001.00e40.0~,WWW6w,orysaampaIlopay,~paira.

TUNEWELLS

M.P.A. ELIMINATORS

Wide research and experience are behind these new components

Wireless" Technical Staff, for inclusion in their

Every Eliminator is tested to over r,000 volts A.C. for breakdown and
complies in every way with I.E.E. regulations.
UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C.-For input voltages from 200-250 volts.
Supplies H.T., in 6 tappings from zoo/60 volts, output at 200 volts
5o m.a., L.T. (A.C. 4 v.-4 amps.). Grid Bias in 20 one -volt steps.

THE CLARION ALL -MAINS 3

GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C.-,-For input voltages from
200-250 volts. Supplies H.T. in 6 tappings from zoo/6o volts-output
at 200 volts, so m.a. L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) valves variable 2/6

Again selected in this week's issue by the "Amateur

special EXHIBITION CIRCUIT

(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties).

Price £12 . 10 . 0

volts, and Grid Bias, 20 one -volt steps.

Price £1'6. 16 . 0

(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties).

POWER MODEL A.C.-For Public Address Systems and Power
Amplifiers. For input voltages from 200-250 volts. Supplies H.T.
400 volts and six for zoo/6o volti.- Outinit at 40o volts, too m.a.
Output at zoo volts, 45 m.a. L.T., A.C. valves, 4_Volt, 6 volt; and
Grid Bias, 20 one -volt steps and one variable supply_ to 150: volts.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties).
Price f2g . 0. 0

PRICE

~woo mowevuer., iwwwwwsipsiwwwwwwwwwwww.wwiwwwwwwwwwworwrov

M.P.A. CHOKES

10/6

1

Power Smoothing Choke (Type SM/500).
EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY ! FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP !

EACH

Carrying capacity 500 milliamps, suitable for smoothing in power
amplifiers. Tested to over r,000 volts for breakdown. Complies -Wall
Price 60t,
respects with I.E.E. regulations.
M.P.A. Chokes, L.P.
M.P.A. CHOKES, L.F.-Maximum inductance at full load No increase

in temperature. Comply with I.E. regulations. Tested to over r,000
volts A.C. for breakdown.

ANODE

DUAL RANGE
Clarion 3, Dominion 4,

Mullard S.G.P.3, Cossor
3, Lissen 3, etc. Coils,
Dual Range, 10/6 each.
Bantam 3, Favourite 2 and
3, Mullard's 3, and 3 Star,

DUAL COILS for base-

board fitting as illustrated.

PRICE 8/3 EACH

NO 6 -PIN BASE
REQUIRED.
Above coils for 6 -pin base
mounting-from 7/9 each.
Panel mounting, 10/6

2 -pin coils from 1/6
each. Complete Wave traps, 1 0/6 each.

STAND 95 Olympia Exhibition

"A" Series : Carrying Capacity
3o Henries
.. 170 m.a.
5o Henries ..
90 m.a.
55 m.a.
150 Henries ..

Price 37/6

"B" Series : Carrying Capacity
55 m.a
3o Henries ..
.. z8 m a.
5o Henries
15o Henries

..

i m.a.
Price 25;'-

M.P.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS

High efficiency with first-class workmanship. Tested to over 1,o6o,
volts A.C. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every
respect. Blueprint of suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.
AMT/5o.-Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 200+ 200
volts full wave. 45 milliamps output. Filament -heating, 2 VOltS+ 2
volts -3 amps. output. 2.5 volts+2.5 volts, 2 amps output.
Price 65/AMT/loo.-Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 400+400
volts full wave, 100 milliarnps output. 200+200, 45 m.a. For G.B. or
intermediate or both. Filament .4 volts, 2 volts, 2.5 volts, 2.5 volts Price 105/3 amps. at 4. 3 amps. at 2. 2 amps at 2.5.

wwwwwwwwpwwwwwwwwfweiwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwaiwoworwaiwo

M.P.A. CHANGE OVER SWITCHES

SILVER -GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS. HIGH-CLASS PRECISION
WORKMANSHIP. Rotary cam switches of very low capacity. Positive
contact in each position. Highly efficient.
TYPE "A "-3-pole 2 -way switch with additional adjustable pair of
Price 9/ .
contacts. Ideal for radio gramophone combinatiOns
Price 7/6
TYPE " B "-3-pole 2 -way switch ..
Price 6/6
TYPE " C "-2-pole 2 -way switch ..

buwwownwwftwoweawatanowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwftwww."%wrwwwwnwwwsk %warm

M.P.A. POTENTIAL DIVIDER

For H.T. and G.B. supply. Another product of the M.P.A. Research
Laboratory. 20,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 2,000 ohms
(heavy duty) for H.T. supply. 8 values H.T., 20 tappings G.B. in
Price 7,'6
one -volt steps. Carrying 50 m.a. on H.T. tappings.

TURNER & CO.
54 Station Rd., London, N.11
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

SEE THEM ON
STAND and demonstration

10 5 room "0" Gallery
All the best dealers stock M.P.A. Products

111 PA.WIRET:ES.SLtd:;15ept 19,
Radio Works ,High Rd.,Chiswick,W.4

-
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(I =tear Vitreles

BROADCAS
KiloMetres cycles

Power

Station and

(Kr.)

Call Sign

Metres

797

*393

753
626
293

.479
*1,554

7,220
1,058

f.16

2,392
1,219

246

Graz

5.0

Innsbruck

85r

Klagenfurt

666

58r

292

304
304
309

.316

726.5
245
746
764
708

0.5

Vienna

15.0

BELGIUM

Charlerby (LL)
Antwerp

*WO

Ghent

DENMARK
*281

1,067

1,153

260

p so

Nimes

Juan-les-Pins
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest)
Radio Nimes
Toulouse (PTT)
Lille (PTT)
Casablanca
Rennes (PTT)
Montpelier
(PTT)
Radio Lyons

0.5
0.3
1.0
0.4

2.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
2.5
1.0
1.5

E5

.227
.234

111111111

.283
.283
.319
.325
.339
*360

.372
.390
*413

.453
*456

.473
.533

.1,635

Strasbourg

Algiers

0.3
' 2.0

(Lille) 0.5

Sup. PTT)
Lyons (PTT) ...
Tunis (Kasbah)
205.3 Eiffel Tower._
274 Radio Paris
640
222

GERMANY
2,373 Flensburg
1,379
1,283
1,256
1,220
1,220
1,184

*276
*283

"560

Paris (Ecole

625

.270

0.5

918.9 Grenoble (PIT) 1.5
0.5
859.6 Petit l'arisien
869
824

Matres
"259

Bordeaux (PTT) 0.5
0.3
Agen
20
Radio Vitus
Marseilles (PTT) 0.5

Limoges (PT -1)

671

*239
*246
*246
*253

111111111111111111111111111in

970

Fecamp
Ste. Etienne

687

nts

Copenhagen
( Kjobenhavn) 1.0
Kalundborg
7.5

06

0.I.

436

`1,7-5

0.5
0.5
0.25
1.0

1,028
1,020
986

.., 0.25

Beziers

788
729

468
1,350
1,461

Brussels 0.5

2,o7r Liege
961.4 Arlon
5go Brussels

mar

St. Quentin

911

447

0.25

(Anvers) 4ED 0,4

7,200

(Kw.)

Call Sign

Radio LL
(Paris) 0.5
Radio Toulot.si 9.0
Radio Maroc
(Rabat) 2.0
Radio Flandre

.381

246.1 1,218.8 Schaerbeek250
280
312

1,250
1,175
1,130

.294

(5XX) 25.0
0.5

240

.272 1,103
.186

Daventry (5GB) 17.0

Linz

7,750
7,420
1,304
1,304
1,301
1,265
2,26o

*265
268

(2ZY) 1.0
Glasgow (5SC)
1.0

AUSTRIA

*246
*283
*352
*453
*517

170
211.3
220
230
231
237
238

.255

Manchester

Daventry

cycle;

FRANCE

GREAT BRITAIN

27.53 11,751 Chelmsford
(5SW) 15.0
*200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
*242 1,238 Belfast (213E) ... 1.0
*261 1,248 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 r,o4o Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 2,040 Stoke-on-Trent
(6ST) 0.13
288.5 r,o4o Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 1,04o Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
0.2
288.5 1,040 Hull (6KH)
288.5 1,540 Edinburgh
(2EH) 0.35
0.13
288.5 1,040 Dundee (2DE)
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth
(6BM) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13
*301
995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
968
Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
*310
*356
842 London (2L0)
2.0
*377

I--

LEPI-IONY

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)
Power
Powe:
Kilo- Station and
Kilo- Station and

Cologne

.

Muenster
Nurnberg
Kiel
Cassel
Gleiwitz

0.7
5.0

0.6
8.0
8.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
0.7
0.7
6.0

11111119.** --

.560
570

2.100
2,290

cycles
1,157
1,112
1,085
x,058
1,058
1,058

941
923
887
833
8o6
77o
716
662
657
635
563
536
536
527

Call Sign
Leipzig
Kaiserslautern
Koenigsberg
Magdeburg
Berlin (E.)

Stettin

Dresden
Breslau
Bremen

Stuttgart

Hamburg
Frankfurt
Berlin
Danzig
Aachen ...
Langenberg
Munich
Augsburg

Hanover
Freiburg
183.5 Zeesen

142 I. Norddeich
131

*332
*385
'441.
453
*501

240
*283

.365

'

280

Oo8

2,295

251.

g6

314

86o

*368

Rii

368

815

*424
453

707

versum
aerial
(until 5 40 p.m.

Huizen via Hil-

231
*257
270

5.0

.322
322
*436
*542

IRISH FREE STATE
Cork (1FS)

Dublin (21.2N)

-

(62

(EA J8)

Madrid (EA J7)
Salamanca

.770

1,301
2,26o
1,122
932
932
689
534
389
250

Malmo

Hoerby

Trollhattan

Goeteborg
Falun
Stockholm
Sundsvall
Ostersund
Bodes
222.5 Motala

SWITZERLAND
*403

743
653
442
395
297

.459

... 1.5
1.5

ITALY
243 1,209 Trieste (testing)
.2.4 1,094 Turin (Torino) 7.0

All

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

A an'PrnP

tirivers

vieS\stlf. 15.Z5arrtP

...4111111111
I

--'*u1u11111111

H _ u()7.
Supe,..po.F.0.,

916.

.1YPer.p0._.4'_,

en todion:75

SuperSoper

powe,'..ro13
power

/8, 6

1-1,1P6' -own

pento

Oaf.

DA 10

5i6°"'

From your dealer or direct
IM

PE X ELECTRICAL

POWER

Made in

one of the
world's largest valve
factories and sold at

LTD.
DEPT. J., 538 HIGH RD.

prices far below those

LEYTONSTONE

WRITE FOR

LONDON -

-

E.11

0.5
3.0
0.55
0.5
10.0
0.4
6.0
0.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
2.0
30.0
1.0
0.6
0.6

03

0.25

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

'Csistr"''_

116

0.5

wavelength; marked with an

nive,s_,

56
516
5I6

1.0
0.7 1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5

(EAJ1) 8.0

Seville (EAJ5)
San Sebastian

TWO VOLT S
stroP'

7.0

Almeria (EA I18) 1.0
Oviedo (EAJI.9) 0.5
Barcelona

(EA.)22)

080
760
1,010

1,337
725

Oslo

SWEDEN

Huizen via Hil-

1,200
*1,346

*413

3.0
Rome (Roma)
Bolzano(IBZ)... 0:3

.349

aerial
versum
(after 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.)
5.0
28o Scheveningen .1,070
Haven 5.1)
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 D.m. B.S.T.)
via
.1,875
100 Ililversum
Huizen
aerial
(AVRO)
5.0.
.225

Genoa (IGE) ... 3.0

Milan (Milano)
NORWAY
1,250 Ejukan
2,o58 Notodden
820 Bergen
761 Frederiksstad
(62 Tromsoe
(62 Aalesund
(62 Porsgrund

(PC1) 25.0

1,104

B.S.T.1

"1,f71

*394
453
453
453
*493

905
779
680
762
599

SPAIN

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

.293

Power
(Kw.)
Naples (Napoli) -1.5

Kilo- Station and
Call Sign
Metres cycles

(Kw.)
4.0
1.5
4.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.75
4.0
0.75
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.75
0.75
25.0
4.0
0.5
0.7
0.7
20.0
10.0

of any other.
Every valve guaranteed.
DARIO FOLDER!
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Marvellous !

21

REYNER'S KNIFE-EDGE THREE

VARIETIES

and every one a sure
aid to perfect contact
CLIX-LOX
WANDER PLUG
and

immediate

Cash Price - Z4: 5: 0

Cabinet, 17/6 extra. Valves 33/6 extra.

Remember-Immediate Delivery.

Any parts sold separately.

included.

Full-size Blueprint included in every kit.
Cabinet in Oak included.

a

Cash Price - £12 15 0

Bush

makes a perfect method of
contact for Battery Elimin-

Carriage Paid.

ators, chargers, etc.
Price complete, 6d.

Valves extra.

Packed ready for you.

If you want to build a Two, don't hesitate,

BUILD THE TALISMAN 2

610-1_,3

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled, Baseboard, Wire, and Screws included.
Full-size Blueprint with every kit.

4'24."

CLIX POWER

Cash Price 67/ -

SOCKET

Cabinet, 12/6 extra. Two Mullard Valves; 23/ -

2d.

lockaut

for

Have you A.C. mains? If so, build this All -electric
Receiver. No batteries. No accumulator troubles.

The combination of Plug,

Power Plug, Red

ready

H. & B. Kit contains only specified parts and is
complete to the last screw. Panel drilled, Wire

CLIX POWER PLUG

and Black

kits. Packed in carton,
dispatch.

A.C. ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION 3

21d
2

Socket and Safety

(The set you will eventually build).

H. & B. Kit contains all the exact parts as used by
Mr. Reyner in his set. Panel drilled, Wire, and
Screws included. Full-size Blueprint free with all

Write for Detailed List.

Adjustable to fit any socket.
A turn of the insulator locks
it. Special short insulator.

With on,

Wtt eisT

H & B-

CLIX

Red, Black
Green ..

41.411116.1.1.CUr

extra.

1930 COSSOR. 1930 MULLARD KITS
For best deliveries, -Order Immediately.

CLIX
TERMINAL
BRACKET

CLIX
COIL PIN
A boon to home

A ready means of

2d.

tions to the plug

converting permanent connec-

constructors

and socket 1d
system

..

A

Buy your Radio Requirements the
H. & B. .Way

Hear it on your set FREE!
First the horn, then the cone and
the moving coil-and now, latest
and greatest develdpment in loud

Remember, there are many easy
ways,
But only ONE H. & B. Way
REYNER'S KNIFE-EDGE THREE

speaker practice, the Puravox

" 193o" I The Puravox patent spider
diaphragm and piston motion drive

Kit exactly as advertised above.
17/6 down and 8 monthly payments of 10/-.

enables everyone from two -valve
set owner to multi -valve set enthusiast to en joy magnificent reproduction with a far greater and purer
range of tone at the cost Of -3z/6

Kit with Cabinet and Valves, 30/- down and 10

monthly payments of 12/2.

TALISMAN TWO

The Cure for Clicks

Bad contacts account for unwanted noises. Get rid of them
by using "Clix."
" ALL -IN "

CLIX

PLUG & SOCKET

Ideal for use when complete Insulation is essential. Better than a screw

terminal and cheaper.

Black. Price
complete
..
-Flex Portion, 4d.

8d.

Panel Portion, 4d.
Both Portions Engraved

'it'1'1
i1i4.41 CLIX "FIT CLIX HOOK tri___lit
ALL" SPADE
TERMINAL.

TERMINAL.

Ideal for speedy

conneetion.I.and SVO Fits all sizes of
sure
Lead
L.T.,

coil tact.

coated -for

Nickel-'

plated for H.T.

Red and 6)d.
Black

screw terminals.
Lead. coated. for
-NickelL.T.,

'-......---4

... la

IG-til

plated for H.T.

11

Red and 2d
Black ...

CLIX CONNECTOR
A neat and
sure method of connection in extension A1A
A completely -insulated wire link.
work.

Red and Black

..

-i24-1

STAND 261 OLYMPIA
LECTRO LINX LTD.

254 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.1

Kit exactly as advertised above, 19/- down and 6

monthly payments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and two Mallard Valves, 18/- down
and 0 monthly payments of 10/-.

TDAYS ^FREE TRIAL
Go to your dealer, ask him for a Pur-

Osram Music Magnet.

avox " 1934." Fit it to your set.
Keep it for 7 days. If you cannot

New Kit with Cabinet and three. Osram Valves.
Full instructions. No soldering. Cash _Price £9
Carriage Paid. Immediate Delivery.
Or 25/- down and 10 monthly payments of 17/ Oldham A.C. L.T. Auto Power Unit.

pick out orchestral parts you have
never caught before, if the low organ notes are no clearer, if. reproduction in general is not infinitely

Gives adequate filament current for the largest sets.
No alteration to wiring. No special valves.
2 volt, Cash Price 45/-, or 5/- down and 5 monthly
payments of- 8(10.
4 volt; Cash Price 58/6, or 8/6 down and 6 monthly
payments of 8/10.
6 volt, Cash Price 65/6, or 10/- down and 6 monthly
payments of 10/-.
Ekco D.C. Eliminator, Model IV20. S.G. 0.120,
120/150, 20 m/a.
5,'- down and 4 monthly paythents of 10/-.
Ekco A.C. Eliminator, Model 3F20. S.G. 60, 120/

better than on your old loud speaker

- bring back the Puravox and your

money will be refunded in full.
Isn't that fair?

PI/RAIVOX
"1930"

150, 20 mla.

10/- down and 8 monthly payments of 9/8.
Blue Spot 66K Unit and Power Chassis.
5,- down and 5 monthly payments of 8,'-.

CONE LOUD SPEAKER

Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis.
8,7 down and 4 monthly payments of 8,7.
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, 14 by 14.
Cash Price 52/-, or 11/- down and 4 -monthly pay-

Oak: 47/6 and 6z/6, Mahogany

ments of 11/-.
B.T.H. Super Cone Unit and Chassis.

Cash Price 27/6, or 5/- down and 4 monthly payments of 6/3.
Valves on' terms. Any make supplied. Write,
stating requirements. Our terms are the Lowest in
the trade. No References Required.
on all orders.

Carriage Paid

Open Conc Model 32/6. Cabinet:
57/6 (a.rillustrated) and 85/-.

SEND FOR.FREE CATALOGUE
To FALK STADELMANN CO. LTD.,
91 FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C. I

Please rind me complete list of Puravox Loud Spraiers.1
Name

Addre

B RADIO Co.
34, 36, 38, BEAK STREET,
REGENT ST., LONDON, W.I

If contemplating a new Wireless Set get
particulars of the Efescaphone

GERRARD 2831

Please Mention "A.W." When Corres ponding with

Advertisers
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eminitpqr

faithfully reproduces

the double bass,
drums and piccoloitgives a uniform
frequency response

R(WIOGR(IMS
the concerts of the 1929-30 season

of symphony concerts to be -given by ALL

the B.B.C. at Queen's Hall are to be broad-

cast; the opening night is fixed for October 12. In all, twenty-three concerts will
be given, and the conductors will include

Sir Henry Wood, Sir Landon Ronald,
Hermann Scherchen, Franz von Hoesslin,
and Ernest Ansermet. Well-known soloists
will perform during the season and many
novelties will be heard.
Massenet's opera Thais will be the first

There's nothing to
beat it at any price
111/AiEf

of the new series to be broadcast, on
September 23,' through 5GB. It is based

on a novel by Anatole France. The cast
includes Kate Winter, Evelyn Arden,
Leonard Gowings, Dennis Noble, and other
well-known radio stars. Filson Young will

be the narrator. A second performance
will be given for the benefit of 2L0 and
5XX listeners on September 25. During
October, November, and December, Aida
11111.1111

1111111111\aell1111

(Verdi), Louise (Charpentier), and Koenigs-

hinder (Humperilinck) will be presented

En over the microphone for the first time.
MINIM
Mr um
A running commentary on the England
mmrirou
alum.
CE
ion v. Germany Water Polo International will
Anni

a

'a it

SECO.

ion

11

The Rep tarkable Performance Curve

o' the Ultra Air Chronic Speaker.

Naturalness of tonal
values is an inherent
merit and an established
triumph of the Ultra Air
Chrome Seaker, as it is
highly and accurately responsive to the tone -forming harmonics which lie in the upper
register of the musical scale.
CHASSIS PRICES
OVERALL DIMENSIONS

be relayed from the Pitfield Street Baths,
Shoreditch, on September 28. Invisav of
its interest to their nationals, it is possible
that arrangements may be made to broad-

RZ:
LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT
HEAR it but ONCE. Conviction is forced upon you by the amazing

refinement of reproduction -the glory of golden melody, the
clarity of the spoken voice. The Wales Star is seriously acknow-

ledged by experts, and all those who have heard it, as a truly
sensational advance over any reproducing instrument yet pro-

duced-irrespective of price
The cost is higher because of exclusive innovations and expensive improvements in design ant material, but the RESULTS we
are convinced are the deciding factor, and we ask every listener
considering the purchase of a loud -speaker to HEAR the Wales
Star First
FOUR SET IS
Operates on new principle.
!

!

Poor cods-cannot

ONLY AS GOOD

AS ITS
SPEAKER.

overloaded.

be

Doubt Mat,

tots. Condoeser. Upper
adjustment for eras nets. Lower adjust
went for armature.

cast a description through the German
stations.

A particularly strong vaudeville programme has been arranged for broadcast

from the 210 studio on September 19.
The numbers include Julian Rose, Ann
Penn (impersonatiOns), Peter Bernard
(comedy songs), and Lou Abelardo (guitar).

Tommy Handley will also be heard on the
same evening.
Radio entertainers in the United States

engaged for chain broadcasts are paid

Type L 12" X 10" X 31" 42/ Type K Li." X 14" X 51" 52/ *Type F 18" x 23" x 51" 84/ Type J 24" x 24" X 61" 105/7herEeresis'=::IfT:E=1,0c;Z:=

,-S

Write to : THE SHAFTESBURY RADIO CO., Dept. A.W.
1841188. Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C.2.
,M.H.

7 to £150 for one performance, With
the average being at about £16. Stage and
"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems
opera stars receive as high as £2,000.
from

The Ultra Air Chrome Speaker is also
available in attractive cabinet designs
Visit Stand 106 and Demonstration Room F

at the Exhibition

PAR EXCELLENCE
PRODUCTS
Used and Recommended by the Technical Dept. of this Paper
THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC

Parex Screening Box, as specified, 6 x 5 x 6, 5/6-H.F. Chcke, 3/6

PAREX WAVE SELECTOR
ENTIRELY SCREENED 12/6
INDISPENSABLE FOR CUTTING

OUT THE LOCAL STATION
IMPROVES SELECTIVITY 100 %

AIR CHROME
Ultra Electric Limited, 6614.63 Harrow Road bl.W.lo
Telephone: Willesden 5616-7

P&T

OLYMPIA
STAND -

206G

111

E. PAROUSSI

FEATHERSTONE

111111.13W

1.0.1110N, W.C.1

Phone: Chancery 7010
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All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 111-d.
N.C.C.722

imi

Startling

s

lum iMiim

ctivecerm min

iReal WIWt

Development

le BRITISH FIRM
of a Centunii.

!Tg.=
THE NOVOTONE
their true portion every note over the whole
musical scale when gramophone records are

electrically reproduced.
The losses in recording are fully compensated for
..14y.THE NOVOTONE as also are the recognised
.:10sses due, to electrical pick-ups and amplifiers.

THE NOVOTONE, without the aid of valves
or other apparatus, results in:
1. A full-bodied and true reproduction of
bass notes.
2. An appreciable strengthening of the
higher notes.
3. A large increase in general amplification.
4. A brilliewce and virility of reproduction
which is absolutely astounaing.

15/Voltmeter, 0 to 6 and 0 to 120 Titan Coil Unit ..
volts, 5/... 10 ft. Loud -speaker Blue Spot 66K Cone Unit.. 25/- ;
Cord, 1;6. Cone Speaker Unit, Lissen H.T. Battery 60-v. 7/11
Lissen H.T. Battery 100-v, 12/11
unequalled value. 5/6.
ANY RADIO MATERIALS' spe ,Oed or advertised in this or otner,
IPublication supplied at the prices quoted therein. SPECIAL CASH
PRICES will be given nhenevelepos ibie, whatever the value of the order
mr.r,.,..ewm,,,,,4,,,

! tigOA.

wREA1111,,ITY

GUIDES

New Exhibition
NExhibiti
Edition shortly
"

to be distributed

I

-PME,CADIAELE1.3ILEISABILay

BRITISHS
H.T. BATTF RTES

60 volt,

7

It ) volt

"POPULAR" TRANSFORMER
When planning your new set ensure perfect

12/6.

it 9 -volt Grid
with the first 12
Sack day for 1

amplification by including a Brownie " Popular"
Transformer as recommended by AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS der use in a number of their special circuits.

oBridaesrsHartetcffeYived

Send vane name Reliability Batteries.
and address for
BRANDS STOCKED AND
registration to
RECOMMENDED
your Benjam in, Brander, Bulgin, Edien'm FREE
getting,

I

The core iron and the windings, which are the
very finest obtainable, are assembled in the
famous Brownie Factory ; while all the delicate
parts are protected by an attractive moulded

son Bell, Ever Ready, Ferranti, I

I

cone.
Geeophone, Hellesen, Igranic,
Adj,'. NEW WHOLE- Lamplugh, Loewe, Lewcos, Mut-

casing which seals the whole transformer against
any atmospheric interference. Send P.C. to
1)-1-1. 23 at address below for free booklet..
"Wireless without Worry."

'.,-n.-2...'"'" SALE DEPT. lard, Magnum, Ormond, Peto- ;
` OPENED, Shop hours as regu- Scott, Radio Instruments, Ri-

This startling development in the electrical reproduction
of gramophone records has already been acclaimed as the
greatest contribution to realism from records ever attained.

Price £5 Complete
The Novotone is easily placed A special Folder N" has been
in the circuit of all gramophone prepared so that all interested
record electrical reproducing can now have full details by
applying for a copy.

SEE IT ON STAND 62, OLYMPIA

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.

®11M11
.

" has solved the vexed problem of reproducing in

instruments.

I

Standing

C1101E111 WPM 1111111 Mil MOM
1111111
SPECIAL VALUES
RECOMMENDED NEW LINES I
Antiphonic Baseboard Valve
Holder, Oil. All Brass .0001 Reim - Ready Radio Selectivity Unit 20/Ition Condenser, 3,6. Double - Stonehurst Ultra Short
12/6
Wave Unit
action Slow-motion Dial, 3;-.
0005 Ball -bearing Log Variable Wearite Iron Core H.F. Choke 7;6
Double -scale Cameron Neutralised Aerial 25/ I Condenser, 3/,

paults, Sifam, Watmel, etc.
lotions. No Sunday Trading.
IWe pay all postage on orders over ORDERS FOR :ABROAD5,5 in value. so you purchase at

i

most favourable prices Irani an ex- O'eu%1TtudIsPllehl.toPT:tiadgn:e:tVt
tensive stock upon equally favour!able terms, as though our premises See Competition in " W ireles.s I
World." Al iseellawous Columns.
were M your neighbourhood.

Ki>

fiTAYLOR&c,
MACAULAY ST., HUDDERSFIELD

of

7e/. 341. Grar.:THMOUGH-HUODfR5FIELD

111

,Activities.

6, 'BUCKINGHAM ST., STRAND, W.C.2

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.& ) LTD:.
Wigan St. Works, Mornington Crescent.
LONDON, N.W.1

J..

3. RADIO HOUSE,

IMar

P.,.

AP/ways the Centre of Radio

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

=taw Wire
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VI"

AC,

WE'RE IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR

AT

OLYMPIA

ON

h, BRINGS THIS

5

SPEAKER TO YOU

DOWN

SEND
FOR ONE FOR ONE WEEK'S TRIAL.
TO -DAY
Test it at your leisure against ANY. Speaker at ANY price. We
know it is the equal
of any.

STAND 14°.
RADIO EXHIBITION

Talking won't convince you, but hear-

Do not fail to pay us a

ing it on your set

If you arc not
fully satisfied, pack

visit and see the wonderful

will.

"Musikon" Electric Gramo-

it up and return it
to us within a week,
and your money
and postage will be
refunded.

phone as used in Cinemas,
Talking Pictures, and Dance Halls.

If you decide to

Inspect the " Mogen " generator for

keep it-remember
your judgment is
final - remit the
balance 30/- or if

High and Low Frequency currents.
Electrical Gramophone Motors and all
the leading components and accessories.

For Everything in Radio

you prefer it, 2/6 a

Telephone :
City 3788.

week for fourteen
weeks. C.O.D. 5/6.

Remember P.R. Speakers are all British Made,
SPECIFICATION. Full balanced electro-magnetic armature
and powerful cobalt steel permanent magnets. The special P.R.
paper Cone is perfectly free to move and floats against the baffle;

is

the cabinet is of oak heavily reinforced by a special frame
designed to prevent sympathetic resonance. The whole is
finished in highly french -polished natural oak, and measures
r31" X 13" x 6" with r1" cone.

(THE BE/T IN THE WEFT)

GUARANTEE-Money refunded without question if not satisfied and returned
withfli seven days.

19 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
Loud.
*Vale: 121,ate.01hiqit 0901.,10922

P.R. PRODUCTS, M, P.R. House, Newgate Street, London, E.C.4.

PANELS FOR ALL CIRCUITS

HEAYBERD and WESTINGHOUSE

TRADE MARK

LOOK FOR

Registered

Trade Mark

BECOL panels are incorporated in all Amateur
Wireless Receivers on show at the Olympia Radio
Exhibition. Visit the Stand.
Also Stand No. 21.
DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION.
Write for copy of BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits. Full data of
windings and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.
Sole Makers:

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Trans. No.

Rect..No.

W.I
W.3
W.5
W.9
W.I 0

H.T.I

W.I0

A.3
A.3
A.4

200 v.
6 v.
9 v.
9 v.

H.T.3
H.T.4.

120 v.
189 v.

751-

I amp.

23/6
23/3
39/6

17/6
12/6

1 amp.

2 amps
20 ma.
30 ma.

21/37/6

15/20/15/15/.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.

10 Finsbury Street, E.C.2

to

RADIO EXHIBITION
FOR A

Trans. Prices.

100 ma.

rectifiers using Hcayberd components.

THERE'S A CHEAP TICKET
LMS

RECTIFIERS
Rectifier Prices.

Send for full details with diagrams, free on request, explaining how
easy it is to build your own Eliminator or Charger with metal or valve

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

by

Rectified Output.

(LONDON)

'Phone: Clerkenwell 7216

(One minute from Moorgate Station)

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
The Big British

FEW DAYS, A WEEK OR LONGER

Wireless Monthly

Ask at your nearest LMS Station for full particulars

1/-

(DAY TRIPS ALSO FROM CERTAIN TOWNS)

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

SEPTEMBER 21, 1929

ZAMPA

ANNOUNCES
A greatly improved Zampa

1

Moving -coil Loud -speaker. 6 volt.;
for D.C. and A.C.

2

A new chassis for double cone
loud -speaker.

4

ALL THE ABOVE WILL BE DISPLAYED

FOR THE FIRST TIME AT OLYMPIA,

STAND No. 56
MIC WIRELESS CO.
WHITE HORSE PLACE, MARKET ST.,
WELLINGBOROUGH

SUPER- MICROPHONES
Pew, I Oily sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
UP

whispered

words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and music
over a distance, through Load -speaker or
Headphones. Splendid instruments for making
Detectaphone, Deaf -aid, Loud -speaking Telephone,

Announcements through Loud -speaker, Amniiiier

for Crystal or

Valve

tector. Experiments.

Sets, Electric

WE ARE

ALL DAY SATUIDAY

s;eaker, Valve Set. or Valve Amplifier.

nental- Stations.
Many testimoniNO

Jack Hobbs, Esq.

List
of Goods over
(with reservations) CALL OR POST.

(Music ol Comedy Star)

says:

in Value

TRIODION VALVES
1/- P. and Post. (20/- free) FIE., Det.. 11.0., 6/2 each;
Power, kg. 2-v. or 4-v.
Post 4d. (3 post free).
SUNDRIES

13/-;

Wearite H.T.3

22/6.

PERTRIX
60-v., 8/-' 100-v.,
120-v., 15,16 ;

..

Output Choke
Heavy Duty do.
13/-; Loading Coil

30/ 21/ -

... 10/ ...
7/6
...
6/6
1/8 Aerial
Touter
...
13/.
Special Portable Size, 9x5x3
Very highly Tunewoll Dual Range 7 /9
100-v., 131 -.
Coil, 6 -pin
...
recommended.
Westoek J.B. Condensers,
ILL
Chokes,
Transformers.
EVER READY

H.F. Choke

/

all usual products, Lew 60-v., 7/-; 66-v., 7/6; 99-v and
Coils, Chokes, etc., Ekeo
11/6; 120-v., 14/-; Pop. cos
Units,
Amplion
Power, 65-v., 13/8; 105-v., Mains
Speakers, Brown Speakers,

1 2 / 1 1 Pi( 1`
13 x 13 x

EEL TREBLE

6

LATEST BATE SPOT UNIT
66K. 4 pole.
12 months guarantee.

EELEX I-IOUS

L ROW LONDON EC.I

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-

ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
Ifs. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Super -power,

.15

.amp.
... 7 6
Hyper -power, .3
amp. ...
96
Pentodion, .3 amp. 18 6

FOUR VOLT

Universal, .075 atop. 5 6
Resistron, .075 amp. 5 6

Super ILE., .075

amp, ...
... 5 6
Super -power, .1 aim). 7, 6
Hyper -power, .13
amp.
... 9 6

Pentodion, .15 amp. 18 6

Postage, 3,1. mer Valve (3 REE)
Single tuning con
trol. No coil (hang

[HP, NEW

ing.

No soldering
Child can assemble
Widest range sta
oscillation.
tioasN o aerial

35;11 The Lot

CLARION S.G. 3

SET OF PARTS
2 Polar .01)03, Ito. a. at 5/9

EASY TERMS

mei',
S.G. 3, with
Reaction 4/, 4 Dual range C
Handsome American Type Coils,
Reaction Crunewel I
OAK CABINET, S.G., 11.F., Anode, with
10/6; Aerial, 141118,
and Power Valves, large Sprung 'VII. at 130.
Forino-

The Clarion

ditto, Oak Cone Speaker,

Aerial Equipment.
(Amplion Guinea Cone if
desired, supplied.)
THIS IS A SET OF PARTS
NOT MADE UP. Blueprint
included.
I 2 MONTHLY 1 uf-4
PAYMENTS OF

O1

Oak EASY TERMS

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
Sept. 21/29
First Selection
De Luxe .0003, .00033.
Forino .0005, .00035,
Ormond 400 ohms, "Q"

25/ -

capacity H.T. Battery, L.T.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price

TWO VOLTS

'Universal, .1 amp. 5'6
Resistr-.on, 1. amp. 5 6
Super HY., .18 amp. 5 6

Lissen 400 ohms, Wearite
" Q " Coil, 15/-, 3 Lotus
valve holders, .0003 S/P
Dubllier, 2 rneg. do.,
Lissen R.C. Unit, Lewcos
Choke 7/6,
Igranie 6-1
CABINET, CHASSIS, CONE & BLUE SPOT L.F. 17/6, Bulgin P.P.
Switch, 4 B.L. Terminals,
cir3r.
P.L.
Brackets, Igranic

DUTY TERM I NAILS

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK 6 5

7/6

SUPER

SUPER H.F. POWER

of "

for use with Super -microphone as a highly efficient DEAF AID, C/-

USE

UNIVERSAL
RESISTRON

denser, "J," 2/.., 1 sold., 2/6. .0
Fixed T.0.0., 1/0.
L-

Choke, 5/-. H.F, Chnlo
L.F., Lotue or Telsen RadioCI.
grand,12 6. .cage0 ankl
14:7 Ebonite Panel. Screen. 81x6
8 Terminals.
Push-pull Switch.
Flex. Plugs, Wire 2 S.M. Dials.
E3.0.11.P.

5)6.

The Lot 70/
Net t Cash, Pool Free U.N.

or PRarts, Seta,
etc.N
PO
EASY TERMS Kits
Eliminators, Speakers.
TO SAVE TIME PLEASE MAKE OUT A

LIST OF GOODS YOU REQUIRE

TALISMAN 2

Pre-set.

Aerial (any good make in
stock)
Valve

15/-,

3

Holders,

Sprung

T.C.C.

.0003 S/P 2 meg. leak.
Lissen R.C. Unit,

P.P.
Switch, 51.3', Choke (any

good make about 5/-).
Igranie 6-1 17/6, 4 Engraved
Brackets,

Terminals.

Forrnodenser

Total £3-13-9 Total £2-19-6
For an Extra 1'- you can For an Extra 2 6 you can
Buy with
Parts

above

Kit of

Buy

Parts

with above

Kit of

Ebonite Panel 16 by 8, Ebonite Panel 16 by
Dials.
This Offer is for Cash only. Carriage Paid U.K.

3 Valves for above 33/6
Cabinets stocked, various prices

WATES TEST METER, 8,6,
;
0 -6 volt x:

Readings :

0-110 volt -

5.000 ohlos.

CLARION ALL-ELECTRIC 3
(Sept. 21, 1929).

PRINCIPAL
ITEMS

The Best
2

Yet

Kit of Parts with special Wearite Dual Talisman Coil
push pull panel), Slow Motion Tuning, Panel, Baseboard,
all necessary wire Terminals, Flex, Plugs, Blueprint,

Power and net. Valtes. Latest Dario or Triotron. Very
Easy to assemble.
First
Payment.

6

further
paymentsm oont

thly lni
%Pr' each

d t Cabinet required, add 2/- mood Ill.

8,

Strips, Tube, Wire, 2 Strips, Tube, Wire,
Flex, Plugs, Spades, 16 by Flex, Plugs, Spades, 36 by
Baseboard, 2 4 -in. 10 Baseboard, 2 4 -in.
10

J.T1.. .0005 S.M.

...

Peto-Scott S.C. Choke
.0001 Cyldon

Enumerated here,
Lissen Super L.F. ...
(A.W. 3,8/29). but full list of parts Ferranti 132 Output...
SPECIAL EASY TERMS
100,000 ohms and
quoted for if

1 0/".

84/ -

equal
Octron ditto. Screened arid), Kit of Parts
12/6 (2 volts), etc., etc., etc. Full-size Instruction Chart
monthly
12 payments
Approved by Experts.
Above is guaranteed to be exactly as supplied by G.E.C.
HANDSOME OAK LOUD Customers
who are that or householders, send for form if
SPEAKER CABINETS Easy Terms required. No References.

6/..,

Phona;
MUSEUM 8329

with Milliard Valves.

Grid, 12/6.

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

as

C.O.D.

and all components, 'phones, S.G. OSRAM
etc., Ferranti L.F. TransCARMALITE
formers, Chokes, Anode Re100-v., 9/4 sistances, Cossor, Mullard, MUSIC MAGNET
110-v., 5/9;
Fully guaranteed.
Osram, Ediswan, Mamoni Complete with polished
Valves, Cleartron: Screened Cabinet, 3 Osram Valves

of

or Detectaphone, etc.; thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord fitted. WY'
Full Directions for use of Super -microphone for many purposes and Diagrams of connections free.

Cabinet,

board. Various Panel
Designs. Nett. Cash,ux-, //.
Packing and carriage, :3/6
(passenger, 5/-), U.K. Not

P., 24/-; 120-v., P., 27/8.

HELLESEN
60-v.. 10/6; 99-v., 18/-.

in

shown, hinged lid, with 3
Dull Emitter Valves, S.M.

DARIO
VALVES
THis SEASON'S MODELS

5/6

Power, 60-v., 13/8; 100-v. Postage under 10/-, please.

Complete

Tuning. All parts on Base-

'Please supply awe
. with another set.
They are SIMPLY
415
WONIIERFUL."

H.T. BATTERIES
60-v.,

SWITCH ON --THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (simplifid)

Cash Quotations for

SIEMENS
8/-; 100-v.,

COILS TO

CHANGE.

8/6

for connecting Super -microphone toRadio Headphones, Loud-

many Contials.

equal sensitiveness known ; each instrument finely
black enamelled and fitted with a 3-11. silk flexible connecting cord. Despatchel by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

Receives London
5GB, 5XX, and

ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.in. to 8p.on
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 1 1-1

Sound De-

No other Microphone

USE.
in Handsome
Cabinet.

PLEASE NOTE

OPEN

Illivelesj

Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
READY TO

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
Phis address
is at the back of Dalv's
fheatre Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

PLEASE SEND DETAILED LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

The improved Zampa Tuning Unit
which will fully cover the requirements of the new regional scheme.
An excellent A.C. Eliminator at a
very popular price.

impr..vunent over all other types; will pick

RAYMOND'S

KITS OF PARTS nVC uVit

This entirely new design in Cone Chassis
incorporates a double cone, 14 in. in
diameter. It will be supplied in beautiful
oxidised copper& nickel oxidised finishes.

3

111010 tor

387

desired.

Valves,
Cabinets, etc.,
stocked.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Each

14,6

519 21 -

...
Holder
Universal Clariostats

66
13,6

Aerial or Anode ...

10.6

Multi Volt
Power Transformer 50: Filter Kompact, No. 1 30, T unewel !Clarion Coils,
Varley

entatturWireIT

ma
DON'T WAIT
for the Winter-Build your W

ELECTRADIX

DIX-ONEMETER
Th: Eigh-Grade Radio Tester

Low Price: High Vceue
Worth £10
INSTRUMENT 55

/-

MULTIPIE.IAEM 6/6
OUTFIT

£4. 10. 0
PANATROPE Mains Gramo-Radio Power Amplifier.

Trans -coupled, consisting 3 -valve amplifier by the

B.T.H. Co., with transformers and resistance for
H.T. and L.T. from D.C. mains. Last two valves
in parallel. Any voltage 200 to 250 volts, valves
extra £3 10s,

New Edition of our Surplus Bargains in Radio and Electrical

Components for all "A.W." Circuits, Mullard
S.G.P.3, New Osram Music Magnet, Titan 3,
Complete Sets of any make. Loud -speakers,

O

II

Mains Units, Portables, etc.

SI

W
E CAN SUPPLY Is
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING WIRELESS

is

BEST MONTHLY TERMS

is

QUOTED

RETURN.

BY

II CASH ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED
GOODS SENT C.O.D. BY RETURN.

NI
IN
III

Call at our Showrooms, or post your list of requirements.

ill

THE P.D.P. CO., LTD.,

s
si
N (Dept. A.W.), 121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2. w
INNININININ111
UM li re fa ills 41 Telephone: City 9846

HEAR AND SEE
Marvellous

At Stand 23, OLYMPIA

SINQUER

SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

i

OLYMPIA-STAND 218.
New City Premis.s

3. Farringdon Avenue, E,C.4 (Ludgate Circus)
Telephone: Central 1971 (Mines). Privatt. Branch Exchange
(Ad. of Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.)

-SOLVE

WET
ALLA /BATTERIES

H.T. TROUBLES
Per doe.

No. 1.
a. d.

Jars (waxed) .. 1
Saes
Rises

1

3

2
10

No. 2.
a. d.
1
1

6
9
11

Rubber Bands (24) 4
4
Terminals
8
10
Special sizes tor Pentode,

TAYIli
-^- SELF ---

Sinquers tell you the exact state at your accumulators
and warn you when they need recharging : you can't
tool a Sinquer I Just drop them in and leave them to it.

LONG LIFE: SILENT: ECONOMICAL
Sample doz. (18 volts); complete with bands
and electrolyte.
No. 1, 4/1; No. 2, (V..:

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the

fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
Postal Order

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C4.

FREE

/1Bargain.nierLs1,'t of
S

gorRneepoenivene'ts:

A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Road,

Stockwell, London

Trans -ere giving

Sample and catalogue

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient Showeard
Writer.

We train you by post and sell your work through our

specialized Sal. Department. Show Card Service, Ltd., Hitehin.

ENGINEERS-DEPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to hand show
that 80 per cent. of our candidates pass their Exams. at the first attempt,

a remarkable record unapproaehed by any other organisation and

allowing why we can guarantee "No pass-no fee." If 86 out of every
100 ordinary men ran succeed, why should you remain in the ranks?
Now is the time to "get busy" and investigate. Our handbook,
"Engineering Opportunities," explains the 1nost simple and Successful
Dome -study methods of pasaing A.M.I.Mech.E., A.14.1.C.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
Struct.E.,
G. & (I., G.P.O., Matrie, etc. Exams.
The book outlines courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elm., Motor,
and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliant foreword by Prof.
A. M. Low, in which he shows clearly the chances you are missing.

Send for this Free Handbook now (state subject or Exam.)-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 159 Shakespeare Noose, 1.)-31
Oxford Street, London, W.I.

11- per carton from most dealers or 1/3 post free from

actual makers:
Oakhill Road, Sutton.

FIDDIAN BAWTREE it CO

NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED
Master 3 Type coils B.B.C. 3/3, 4/9. Titan type 9/6 S.G.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/-, 7/9, Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 1/3, with switch
3,3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units 3/6. Four -pin Cossor
type coils 6/9 pair. S.L.F. Condensers 0005, 3/3, 3/6, Mid
Log, ball bearings 3/6. S.M. dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Alumn. panels 2/4, Cone. Chassis 6/6. P.P. switches 9d.
Phones pair 6/6. H.F. Chokes 1/6, 2/-, 3/.. Combined 3/3.
Engraved term 2/6 doz. All wave tuners 7/11. Valve
Holders 131B 9d. Volt Meters 5/6. Cleartron Valves 3/-.
Stamp for List. Everything Wireless. £1 orders post
paid. Get our coupon, it saves you Money.

F. SANDERS

That
book you want
NEW, SECOND-HAND,

OUT -OF -PRINT
OYLES can supply it. Unsurpassed stock of books on
all Technical subjects and Applied Science. 1,25o,000
of the best books on all subjects classified into twentyfive Departments, each of which issues its own catalogue.

world.
INSTALMENT PAYMENTS can be arranged if desired

(Gt. Britain only)
Books Purchased-A single volume up to a library

FOYLES FOR BOOKS
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 (Gerrard 9310)

Church Street, ILFRACOMBE

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY
Leyton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells,
SI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly.
-cell, 6 -cell, /2 -cell, 30 -cell.
PI
... 3/3 ... 5/9 .. 14/SI
6d.
...
5/3 ... 12/.
"Easeful "Filler : T -pint 1/-; Pint 1:6. Post 3d extra

.

You MUST' have the

"WIRELESS MAGAZINE "
Price 1

Every Month

If unable to call and examine the carefully

classified departments,write for Technical and Applied
Science Catalogue (free), mentioning requirements and
interests. Books sent on approval to any part of the

post 99.. terminals extra. No. 3, with ter-

minals, 7/6 (10,000 milliamps). Sample unit,
tid. Orders 10/- carr. paid. New illustrated
catalogue post free.

be

given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and ts. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double

They last for ever.

Manufacturing Agents:

ERATI

the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily

painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal, etc.
A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey, England.

DEMONSTRATIONS IN GALLERY (Room L)

TRICKLE CHARGERS

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF.

Moving -coil

LOUD -SPEAKERS

Now the finest range of

charged

are

PATENTS,-Trade Marks, Ad, tee Handbook free.-B. T. King, Regd,
Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria Street, London.

BAKER'S

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

The finest range of
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
in the world.

head

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility Tor the
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers

EASY TERMS a

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

EPOCH
GROW I

this

N EVERYTHING WIRELESSn

Send stamped addressed envelope for large sate
SAVES RADIO USERS POUNDS.

Watch

under

and buy your components, etc., from us on

N
COMPLETE RADIO

MIireless

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

SI

IN CASE

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

Set NOW, M

The Rolls-Royce of Radio is the SO Range

Goods ready.

SEPTEMBER 21, 1929
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Send 1!,:d. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-

THE LEYTON BATTERY Co.,
-

305 CHURCH ROAD

LEYTON

E.10

Exhibiting at the Radio Exhibition

STAND No. 276-UPSTAIRS-OPPOSITE THE LIFT
H.T. & L.T. Mains Supply Units from

Rectifiers, Transformers, Chokes, Components, etc.
Sole Manufacturers TULSEMERE MFG. CO., Dalton Strut,

West

Norwood, S.E.27

£2

.

7

.

6

Streatham 6731

=tear Wiree5

COUPON
Availableuntil Saturday,
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SEPTEMBER 21, 1923

Call first at the

Lotus Stand
Here's help for your next set. The very latest in
transformers, condensers, chokes-every unit you
need-and all made in one of the most modern radio

factories in Great Britain and carrying the Lotus
guarantee.

Every one is a Lotus masterpiece of mechanical
perfection; every one the very best of its kind that
you can buy. Lotus components are all neat,
strong and accurate, and ready to give you perfect
service.

Come and handle these new Lotus units and note
their wonderful workmanship and low prices.

will find them very useful this season.

You

Get to

know them NOW !

You'll be welcome at the

Lotus Stand No. 63

COMPONENTS
The riT LV Lctus range inc.'udcs:H.F. and L.F. Chokes; Power and L.F. Transformers;
Reaction, Differential and Variable Condensers, Antimicrophonic, 5 -pin and Rigid -type Value Holders; Dual
and :Angle Drum Dials, Flat Vernier Dials; All -mains
Unit; Dual -wave Coils; Assemb'ed Panels; Remote

Co,trols; Coil Holders; Jacks; Switches and Plugs.

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain by
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
SEND FOR LITERATURE

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

SEPTEMBER 21, 1929
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Stands
122,

123,

124

Ground Floor

Main Hall
OLYMPIA

THE

ELECHO
with the
PREDOMINATING

CURVE

that dwarfs Comparison
and Proves Performance
Have you ever seen a straight H.F.
Choke curve ? - here is the nearest
scientific approach to it, shown by the

thick curve, representing the " Dual
Astatic" and demonstrating its uniform operation over the whole band
of broadcasting wave - lengths, and
absolute freedom from resonant peaks.
Note the grey curves cf other cliokes cvzr similar wave - lengths. The comparison prays;

"Dual Astatic" superiority, and that it is the
most suitable H.E. Choke in the world for ill
mcdern receiver circaits. Like the Hypermu

Transformer it ha; received universal rccogniticn as an outstanding ccntribliticn to anodes
radio sc:ence.

The illuminating article on H.F. Chokes
which appeared in the " Wireless World"
dated July 17th, 1929, was a revelation to

many who became aware, for the first time,
of the inefficiency of many of the modern
commercial H.F. Chokes. A reprint of this

article will be sent, post free, on request

Ocerall Dimensions
Base 2ins. square

Height 3i ins.

THE BRITISH MARK OF PERFECT RADIO
RADIO INSTRUMENTS Ltd., Sole Address : 12 HYDE ST., LONDON, W.C.1
Eole Agents lot Ecuth

4Printed in England. Published by rerna:d Jones PUblications, Ltd.. 5SI6x Fetter Lane, London, E.C.At
CLIVIRAL IMIKS AGENCY, LIMI1F1).
Eole Agents for Australasia: GORDON & Corcu, LIMITED. Saturday, Sapt:mb2r at, Ica)

Amateur Wireless, September 28,1929

SECOND SHOW ISSUE

SPECIAL NUMBER : 68 PAGES* USUAL PRICE 3P1

Every
ThursdayO

4nwe4,1

Saturday, September 28,

OTHER
BIG FEATURES
MUSK -LOVER'S
GRAMO - RADIO

THE JAMES
LOUD -SPEAKER
SPECIAL

SHOW REVIEW
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A BAD Filament
WITHOUT
" TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction

from

an

untouched

microphotograph showing part of the
filamenttof a badly coated valve before

use, showing a serious gap in the coating.

A gap such as this' starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.

are the valves with

4

"TENACIOUS
COATING"
A GOD Filament
WITH

" TENACIOUS COATING"

the secret of greater

purity &maximumpower

This reproduction shows the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES. Notice

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION.

full benefit of the coating is maintained.
The secret is the startling discovery of the

you are unable to visit Olymjaia, write for " OSRAM

COATING."

WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929 Edition) SENT POST FREE

the absolute evenness of -the coating. There
at-, no gaps, the coating clings, so that the

scientific process of "TENACIOUS

MADE IN ENGLAND.

G.E.C. STAND Nos. 85.90
SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.z

cT

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.IV." to Advertisers
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THE LAST0WORD IN
SCREEN GRID RECEIVERS
Amazingly

Battery or
Mains use

Selective

A set you'll
be proud fo
own

Choice of
Models

- built by yourself !

is the Set you waited for -a
receiver you can build yourself that
equals factory -built Sets costing three

HERE

limes its price! The wonderful new Xirowit
Receiver has been specially designed for

music from Paris, chamber music from

Berlin - your every whim instantly
satisfied . .. at the turn of a dial! And
never before has such a pure, mellow
tone and such magnificent volume been

the new B.B.C. Regional Scheme -a

heard

scheme which is going to put old Sets outof-date. With the 3617011/1 you'll be able

:161:C..)W11 Receiver

to cut out your local station at will-and

from

a

home -built

Set.

The

you'll be
proud to own-and you can build
is

a

Set

it yourself . . . . in a single evening
. . . even if you've never made a Set

get concerts from all over Europe 1 Tango

.

from Madrid, opera from Rome, dance

before !

There's a type to suit YOUR needs
The .13NWII Receiver has been designed

Vitoo
fe.1
4414*0

0,00,

in two models-both for operation either
from batteries and accumulator or from

Types "A " and "A.M."-As illustrated
-with trown Loud Speaker, tested and assembled in cabinet, Type A " has space for bat-

teries and accumulator. Complete kit of parts,

your electric light mains. The model illustrated is entirely self-contained ; everything is inside the handsome oak cabinet
-set, loud speaker, batteries and accumulator-all out of sight ! Or, if you prefer
it, you can build the 3131701V11 Receiver
without the loud speaker. Read the fol-

less valves, batteries and accumulator, but including coils for 200-550 metres, price £12.

lowing details and decide which model

price Am

you will ask your Dealer to demonstrate.

Pay as you listen

-FREE Folder
fells you how!

A.M." as type " A." but for A.C. or
D.C. Mains operation, price AS*.
Types " B." and - B.M. '- Similar to types "A"
and 'A.M." but without loud speaker. Kit of
parts for type B" less valves, batteries and
accumulator but including coils for 200-550
metres, price .69. Type BM." as type
Type

but for

A.C. or D.C.

Mains operation,

Extra coils for 900-2,000 metres, rt. extra.

Any of the four models of the mirown Receiver can be
obtained for a small first payment and the balance in
easy monthly instalments.
Full 'particulars are contained in an illustrated Folder," Why you should choose
FREE
from your Dealer I
the Vrown Receiver."

THE WONDERFUL NEW

See them at the
NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION

Olympia-Sept. 23 to
Oct 3. Stands 213.4-5

Advert, S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Av:nue, N, Acton, London, W.3.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in !`.A.W.'-

M.522

SEPTEMBER 28, 192',
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IlaiME BOTH LOOK
WavaIraq ALIKE BUT
immomMAw
%3W:4111.

ONE GIVES
LONGER
SERVICE

-008

-400.
Itt

.11.0

.00

4°700-00

.40

Two candles-both the same size, both

giving the same light, but with a
difference. One is made of tallow, the
other of wax. One lasts longer.

Externally the new Dubilier H.T.
Battery appears much the same as other
good batteries. But fundamentally it

is different-its working life is longer.

SUPERIOR
(Single Capacity)
9 v.... 1/6 66 v. (with G.B.Tappinga) 7/11
63 v.
7/6
99 v.
11/9

Dubilier resolved to produce a Battery,

66 v....

7/9

101 v.

12/9

SUPREME
(Treble Capacity)
13/6
60 v.
14/3
63 v.
22/.
100 v.

not merely just as good as others, but
one thatwould have a materially longer

U MUER

life. Months of research and experiment have at last enabled them to do so.

Ask for a copy of the free booklet-" A
Bit about a Battery "-which gives chapter

and verse for the claims of the Dubilier
H.T. Battery. But your best proof is to
try one in your set now.
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., Ducon
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3

BATT E RY
1...

Visit us at STANDS Nos. 181 and 182,
Radio Exhibition, New Hall, Olympia.
...

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

B.1
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LEWCOS Centre Tapped Coil
C.T.25-75
C.T.100-400

3/6

4,'6

t7

POTENTIOMETER

2

(Keg. Des)gn 740,579)

Price 4/6

LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE

Price 7/9

between
Transmitter &
Super Reception
Be sure to visit Stand No. 64
at the Exhibition-All the latest
LEWCOS New Developments,

including the 3 -valve Kit Assembly, will be on view.
LEWCOS Components give

Super Reception because of the

Superior Materials and Workmanship used in their manufacDescriptive leaflets of
LEWCOS Products will be sent
on application.
ture.

THE
LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY and
SMITHS, Limited,
Church Rd., LEYTON, E. o

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

15

Trade C souaniteesr. and

Cable

7 PLAYHOUSE YARD,

GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C,I

Matut

SEPTEMBER 28, 19'i,D
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P.G.5Non-

Indicating n ,
2V. 71'

-

P.G.F.5 Indicatin g
(as illustrated)
20 a.h. zv. 11/9
P.G.F.7 Indicating
do a.h. 2V. 13/9

20 a.k.

P.G.7 Nr ft -

Indicating
30 ads. 55. 55/-

P.G.g Non -

Indicating

4o a.h.

2V,

13: -

Easy as telling
the time
Just a glance at the Peto &
Radford P.G.F. Accumulator
and you can see whether it is
fully charged, half charged or
run down. The indicating
floats tell you as plainly as the
hands of a clock.
Considei now the advantages

of the P.G.F.

as a good
accumulator.
Plates are sturdy. Paste held
in by interlocking grids.

Terminals, which you can't

reverse, with acid -proof glands.

A Dagenite lid, hermetically
sealed to the glass box. Ample
acid room. Plates held in place

-

by glass key -ways. Low price
onlyi 1 /9 for z -volt, 20 -ampere -

101014.1.

RADIO

E.)(1-11131-11011
tis.lZ.1

OIN

OC1
ADMISSION
SP1 2

" 10D1.41

116

op

010 51)1A

216

hour (true capacity), or 9/ without the indicating feature.

Now think of the fact that

the P.G.F. like all P. & R.
Accumulators, isguaranteed for
six months. Here's value !
Send for particulars of this and other

P. & R. Batteries (H.TI included) to:-

Peto & Radford, 93, Great

Portland Street, London, W.I.
(7i/dhoti.: Larieliatn 1173)
Glasgow Depot:
13 Clyde Place

London Sales and
Repair Depot:

'

107a Pimlico Road,

AND
PETO &

S.W.!

ADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
The begriming ,and the end in
w.T,3

POW LR
This announcement is issuedby

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTI).

IF ITS

RADIO
IT'S AT
OLYMPIA
ORGANISED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Britain's Cjreatest
Radio Achievement!
A wonderful new Cossor Melody Maker-a
year ahead in design! more powerful, more
handsome and simpler than ever. Made in
two types (a) for A.C. Mains use and (b) for
battery operation. Type (a) uses electric light
supply - it needs no K.T. Batteries or L.T.

accumulators. Type (b) operates from batteries
in the usual way. Both models have the same
beautiful cabinet and simple controls. No
coils to change - switch alters wavelength.

Balanced control-no " tricky " tuning-turn
only one knob to hear the programme you want.
Enormous range - over thirty stations any

evening at full loud speaker volume. Amazing
selectivity - specially designed for B. B. C.
alternative programme scheme. Uses the

wonderful NEW Cossor Valves-the season's
most sensational valve development.

ilmicimgcrvatua
-

-AWN!.-4-4-- 41'4%
Vagle
4:.
'

EtAiiiiiinisMANSgfP:

45Z:R:"

.

'

eern,

...i?:4*,:..

Synchronised
One -Dial

Control

*

No Coils to
Change

*

(The 1930

ossor
"Melody Maker"

Latest

Screened Grid
Circuit

A.C. Mains or
Battery Operation

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Hignuey Grove, London, N.5

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

*
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"P P.E."-The Announcer Says-A Shaw Play-The Manchester Show-The

B.B.C. and X s. d.-Another Radio University --Flying Tenors !-More B.B.C.'s
"P. P. E." Joins H.M.V.-Capt. P. P.
Eckersley has followed the path of several
of his subordinates in joining the Gramophone Company (H.M.V.). He has taken
up a Nary important post on the electrical

side, and within a little while he will be
going abroad and intends to travel extenLively in Order to study problems in connection with radio reception under varying
conditiens in different countries. We wish
I in the very best of luck !

Exit the Proms.-The Proms. series of
concerts is shortly coming to an end and
the B.B.C.'s Queen's Hall season opens on
October 1 2 . Twenty-three concerts will be
given and tendencies towards " highbrowism" will be checked by the addition
of many musical novelties.

The Announcer Says-It is interesting

casts have been made, through the American station, WSU, from a classroom of the
University of Iowa. Strange as British
listeners might -think, highbrow items not
being so well received on this side of the

ANOTHER SPECIAL ISSUE

NEXT WEEK
USUAL PRICE 3D.

Atlantic, there has been a big demand

Among the many interesting new
eatures will be:
The Talisman Two -Three,

for this kind of broadcast lecture. Iowa
intends to put a further -radio course "on
the air," and the lectures will be run on
somewhat similar lines to the - present

a receiver developed from that
popular little set the " Talisman
Two."
Thermion Lfroks Back at the Show

B.B.C.'s transmissions to schools.

Flying Tenors !-" Should singers beWith this somewhat

come aviators ?Y

thrilling questionary title the B.B.C. Publicity Staff issues a paragraph on breathing
exercises for singers. Mr. Frank Titterton,
the well-known tenor, has made it a habit

a personal impression, and
W. JAMES on
Push -sill Simply Explained

to do a fair amount of hill climbing for
breathing exercises, and he has recently

to know what an ex -announcer thinks of an

active member of this fraternity.

undertaken some experiments in an aero-

wish to give undue prominence to such plane. His advice to budding singers is that
ex -announcer who has taken to criticism personal affairs, it is significant that no the best breathing exercises arc to be
writing, says of Mr. Grisewood : "His less a person than Mrs. Philip Snowdon obtained by inhaling the rarified air which
announcing is very natural and easy and has been responsible for a general upward one gets on aeroplane flights. True, Mr. Tit An

I believe he could even cough without say- revision of engineets' salaries. Luckily the
ing, ' I beg your pardon.'"

torten ! But rather expensive, we think.

More B.B.C.'s-Is there more than one
A Shaw Play-Bernard Shaw, who was cause of a deal of dissatisfaction. B.13.C. ? It seems that there are at least
once mildly indifferent towards the radio
Another Radio University-Broad- three, in addition to the,B.I3.C. ! There are
public (a strange attitude for such Cleto)t.ePo.e7gielcit&le.acee;;,c,1 cat.3 the Betting, Billiards, and Boxing
a man), is now allowing a number
Boards of Conti:al-all separate
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS p_AGE
of his plays to be broadcast. The
bodies and all having the initials
latest is Captain Brassbound's ConB.B.C. And which is the B.B.C.,
Current Topics ..
.. 395
version, on October 16. This should
anyway? Presumably the British
Broadcast Artistes in Picture ..
..396
§
certainly be well worth listening to. § The Lodestone Moving -coil Speaker
Broadcasting Corporation is not
.. 397
The Manchester Show-The
the oldest title, and amateur
399
Brookmans Park from Within ..
Evening Chronicle is running a set Tunneys, Donaghues, and New For the Newcomer
.. 400
!!
building competition in connection
mans might be offended if we said
On Your Wavelength ..
..
405
with the Manchester Radio Exhibi- 5 The Knife-edge Three
that the Broadcasting Corporation
.
407
tion, which will be held from Octcwas the B.B.C. But it is at least
A Critical Survey of the Exhibits at the Show 409
ber 16 to October 26. Full details
the largest !
The Half -way House ..
.. 416
and entry forms can be obtained
My Wireless Den
.
417
U.S.A. SB's to Germanyfrom the Radio SaleA Bureau at
"A.W." Tests of Apparatus
418
According to an American report,
\Vithy Grove, Manchester.
419
5 Without Fear or Favour
confirmed in Germany, arrangeThe B.B.C. and £ s. d.-There
The Music -lover's Gramo-Radio
420 5
ments have been made for a regular
seems to be a temporary lull in the
Looking Back at the German Wireless ExhiB.B.C. directorate is not blind to the real

.

5
bition
424
How Baird Obtains Synchronism
426 5
very great perception to know tlfht
The Clarion All -electric Three
428 5
largely the previous discontents were
432 5
Letters to the Editor ..
.partly due to inadequate salaries
438 5
Our Information Bureau
and to lack of a possibility of ad442
Broadcast Telephony ..
vancement. While one does not 1:1cc::70GIcee:It76tc&113wIcte%)cOatite%)fc:7W)te7)E:15

exodus from the engineering department of the B.B.C. It does not need

5
5
5
5

exchange of radio programmes next

winter between the United States
and Germany. Experiments will be
carried out by the Riverhead (Long
Island) transmitter in conjunction
with the new Konigswusterhausen
short-wave station.

SEPTEMBER 18, 1929
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

LEONARD GOWINGS.-One of

RITA SHARPE-One of the earliest of
the

finest English tenors, at home equally in oratorio, opera, or concert work. Mr. Gowings
has been heard from all stations and in every

star violoncellists to broadcast, she could play
almost before she could talk. She ccmes of a
musical family ; her cousin is Cedric Sharpe,
the 'cellist.

FRANK MULLINGS.--Famed for

operatic work with the Carl Rosa Company.

He played the title role in " Faust," which

his

operatic roles, notably with the late B.N.O.C.
in which, as " Tristan," he was best known,
Mr. Mullings has taken part in every form of
vocal programme throughout the country.

own Irish songs and sketches have gained her
much approval. She has sympathy with her
subjects 'and pOrtraYs thew admirably in sons
and story.

-4

caster, Mr. Williams is best known for his
has been broadcast.

type of programme.

ELIZABETH COOPER-Miss Cooper's

BEN WILLIAMS.-A frequent .broad-

IRENE SCHARRER.-A noted exponent
she made her debut in igoi ; since she has
of the Matthay method of pianoforte playing,
played with nearly every great orchestra.

-,nieleS

MIRIAM LICETTE.-Like many other

MAURICE COLE.-A brilliant pianist and
one of the first broadcasters. His performances
of the Greig Concerto and Liszt Fantasias are
triumphs of interpretation.

members of the B.N.O.C., Miss Licette hails
from across the seas. She has been heard in
nearly every role of their repertoire.

ERNEST WHITFIELD.-Known as the

blind violinist, Mr. Whitfield has not let his
art suffer by reason of his infirmity. He is a
capable musician and has given many recitals
as well as broadcasts on several occasions.

is
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The original Lodestone moving -coil speaker, designed

by W. James, and described in the pages of

the

WIRELESS MAGAZINE, was one of the most success-

incaPur Wtreks)

the speaker is as was originally
described, but the greater attention given to detail will.,
leading essentials

it is hoped, lead to the production of an even more
efficient and reliable instrument.
MOVING -COIL loud -speakers of good powerful set with big output valves and
One of the disadvantages of most moving construction are still generally recog- 40o volts high tension the volume will coil speakers that they must be supplied

ful of its type. We present the following article in
response to many requests by A.W. readers. In its

nised as providing better results than other undoubtedly be much too great for ordinary
types.
domestic purposes. But when the set is an
The receiver that is used must naturally ordinary one the volume will be no more

With current for magnetising the poles. The
amount of the magnetising or field current,
as it is often termed, is dependent upon the

be a reasonably good one if the
quality of the reproduction is to
be acceptable. If you have a set
that distorts it would be better
not to use a moving -coil loudspeaker, as it would show up the
faults. It would be far better to

materials used and their shape.
Early types had a magnet of cast
iron and a large winding which
had to be supplied with a heavy
current.
Cast iron is not a suitable
material- for all parts of the
magnet, as it is so difficult to

employ an ordinary loud -speaker

that is not quite so truthful, as

avoid saturation at Certain points.

the reproduction might then not
sound too bad.
Nothing is worse than a good
moving -coil loud -speaker and a
poor set. The set does not have

A much better material is steel,
and in the loud -speaker illustrated
here, which is most economical and

sensitive, a steel centre pole is
used with a steel front plate. These
points are shown in the illustration.

to be a powerful one supplied with
Here are the component parts of the Lodestone speaker

than when a cone or other loud -speaker is
used.
Moving -coil loud -speakers are not, on
the whole, noted for their sensitivity. They

are usually less sensitive than the best
cone types. This is a matter of small
importance, however, as the better frequency response characteristics of this type
A front view of the
speaker assembly

liigh tension at 300 or 40o volts, but only
one that is well designed and constructed.
There are many suitable types, so that it is
'not aiffi'cult to obtain really fine quality of
reproduction.
The volume naturally depends upon the
amount of undistorted pOwer to be
obtained from the laSt valVe. One must,
therefore, rest - content with moderate

volume when the output valve

is an
ordinary one supplied with high tension of
from 120 to 160 volts.

Some amateurs have the idea that

enormous volume is to -be obtained from a
moving -coil loud -speaker.

If you have a

of speaker results in more pleasing reproduction, and often in more volume, merely
because bass notes are reproduced.

//

This photograph

shows how the

cone is supported

By using the materials indicated I have

found it possible to create an intense

magnetic field with a current of only half
an
ampere at 6 volts.
FRONT
The magnet winding may, of course, be
PLATE arranged for any voltagg, such 'as roo or
STEEL CORE
200 D.C. When the mains provide alter.
nating current a rectifier must be used to
COIL FORMER"
convert the current for exciting the fields
and in some designs the magnet is actually
employed as a smoothing choke in a mains
unit.
CAST IRON BARREL PACKING
Given a magnetic field of suitable
RING
AND BACK PLATE
strength, the next part to receive attention
is the speech coil itself. This is composed of
Fig. 1. Details of magnet pot
COIL of APIRENAMo
A WIRE for 6 U. SUPPLY

STEEL
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a number of turns of fairly fine wire, and
may be connected directly to the output
from a set or through a transformer having
the correct ratio. The winding sometimes
has more than 1,000 turns of fine wire, but
I prefer to employ a small number of turns
of a little thicker wire, for the following
reasons.
FOR
STICKING LERTHER

the terminals provided and to make certain that the coil is free to move back-

wards and forwards.
The whole of the parts may be obtained
from Whiteley, Boneham & Co., NottingA designer has therefore so to arrange ham Road, Mansfield, Notts, who guarantee
matters that, whilst providing ample that the parts are built exactly in accordclearance, the sensitivity is good.
ance with my specification.
A further reason in favour of the low Those who have a lathe might be able to
resistance winding is that it is stronger, build their own magnet pots from castings,

and yet another is that more of the space
is filled with copper and less with insulation.

SURROUND

Output Transformers

/5lo

RRD.

according to the low -frequency currents
passing through it, and must not rub
against the poles. On the other hand, the
clearances must not be so great that space
is wasted, or the output will be too small.

The adoption of a low -resistance winding

naturally involves the employment of a
transformer. This component must have

1/So

such a ratio and be so constructed that the
maximum of power is supplied to the coil.
The best ratio for a given form of construction depends upon the impedance of the
The Lodestone magnet pot
output valve of the receiver, and also that
of the loud -speaker. Tests indicate that but I believe most readers interested in a
a suitable ratio is from 9 to r, to 22.5 to I, loud -speaker of this type would prefer to
according to the output valve of the purchase a:completed set of parts.
One must not forget that a baffle ought
receiver, and I therefore recommend a
Ferranti output transformer, type O.P.M.3. to be used.. The bass notes will not be
The reader should try different ratios in heard at their proper strength if the loudorder to find the most suitable. An interest- speaker is employed without a baffle. It
ing point is that the quality of the repro- may take the form of a flat sheet of wood
-

FLAP FOR

JOINING

61'11AD.

2'
LEATHER
SURROUND
Fig. 2. Method of cutting cone

duction varies with the ratio-or, rather,
In the first place, there is only a small the relative strengthS of the treble and
space in which the coil may move. The bass notes vary.
space is limited by many factors, of which Making the Cone

RING -10

THICK

LEATHER

Siff:ROUND

Attached to the moving coil, which, by

The cone and

the way, is supplied, ready wound, is a

assembly

paper -cone. This is also supplied with the

moving - coil ,

CARDBOARD

other parts, but those who enjoy experimenting with different materials will find
the diagram of assistance. This shows how
the paper must be cut and the allowances
for sticking the edges to the outer support.

A good paper to use is that known as
two -sheet Bristol board, but another paper
that I have employed with good results is
calk d "lampshade" paper. The 'quality
of the paper affects the results enormously.

If it is too thin or too thick the output
one is the strength* of the field and its suffers, and with certain types paper -rattle.
relationship to the amount of the cur- may be heard. Oscillations may be set up
rent needed to create it. In this space we along the cone itself, but they are the
OUTPUT
TRRN:7FR.

minimum when a "dead" paper is used.
Kid leather is used to support the cone
at its outside edge. There are four piece;s
cut to shape, and they are stuck together

}To MOVING
COILofSPERKER and to the outer edge of the cone with

seccotine._ Very little seccotine should be

Fig. 4. Showing method of suspending cone

used, and the parts be allowed to dry or other material, or a cabinet may be

used. Care must be taken that thh baffle
It will be noticed that a centring ring itself is not noticeably resonant, or the
of paper is employed. This is fastened to output will be coloured.
before they are finally assetabled.

LAST
VALUE

the. coil support itself and has been made
a little stiffer than in my first model.
The construction -is really very simple
and straightforward, but must, of course,
be accurately carried out, or the coil may
Fig. 3; Transformer output circuit
rub against the poles. Having assembled
Lave to fit the moving coil and, whilst the cone in its framework, the magnet pot
taking. the greatest advantage of it, allow may be bolted into position, taking great
care not to, distort the centring piece. Do
tAifficient room for free movement.
The coil moves backwards and forwards not forget to join the ends of the coil to

Finally, do not overlook the output

transformer. When a transformer is employed there is no need for the usual filter
'circuit.
I have used a loud -speaker as illustrated

for over a year, and I believe it to be a
really fine reproducer. It is not expensive
and is easily made up. It may be used with
any reasonably good receiver. * Speech is
natural and there is plenty of bass.
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Brookmans Park
FROM WITHIN

Impressions obtained by members of the "ii. W." Staff
during a visit
the writer's opinion, one of the most

Lir AVING heard so much about the new
A Regional Station at Brookmans Park,
it was with special interest that members
of the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff

journeyed north to the "Hertfordshire

The main motor -generator room, con
impressive radio rooms he has ever seen. tanning six large generators and a number
Not that there is much in it; just two of small ones, presents an intriguing sight,
transmitters facing each other, a main especially when the three huge '60 -kiloswitchboard controlling the output from watt machines in the middle of the room
these machines, and the two control desks are started up. The smaller motors are
just mentioned. But the feeling is that, mounted so that, should anything go
here in this hall, the energy from the giant wrong with them, their height above the
Diesel engines in the power house outside ground makes inspection very convenient.
is linked with the microphone sounds and
Nothing is expected to go wrong, but, as
flashed out as two of the most powerful Captain Eckersley remarked, the engineers
broadcasting signals in the world.
in charge of the station are not merely
machine minders, they know each machine
Two Complete Stations
intimately. There is no suggestion of
The entire completion of the twin broad- making the apparatus foolproof, beeause;
casting stations at Brookmans Park rather as was pointed out, when anything goes

heights" to see it for themselves. To say
that the visit exceeded expectations is not took the visitors by surprise, as they wrong with foolproof apparatus it is usually
to do adequate justice to a notable B.B.C. imagined that only one station was actually very difficult "totrace the fault.
achievement; Brookmans Park is an ready to transmit. As a fact, both stations
7 inside job," in that only B.B.C. engineers are equally ready, and can be brought into

have been concerned with its design and use just as soon as the B.B.C.'s natural

Aerial Arrangements

Immediately below the down lead of

each aerial are huts containing the aerial caution permits.
erection.
The transmitters will normally' deliver transformer apparatus, including the aerial Standing in a field of some 34 acres, the
building housing the apparatus is actually 3o kilowatts to each of the two aerial tuning circuit; one of the engineers

'400 ft. above sea level. The height of the systems and will employ modulation at responsible for the design of Brookmans
site is a most important factor in the low power, used with such success at Park made the interesting remark that the
determination of the service area covered Daventry 5GB. If necessary, the power of loose -coupling system of the aerial -tuning
by the transmissions, more especially as each station can readily be increased to circuits entirely overcame mutual interthe Air Ministry made it necessary for the 5o kilowatts; for the, service the B.B.C. ference between the two adjacent transB.B.C. to restrict the height of the aerial contemplates there is, therefore, an ample missions. It is rather amazing to think of
two 3o-kiloWatt radiations so close toreserve of power.
masts to.a maximum of 20o ft.
The power house (large enough to supply gether and yet so entirely indifferent each
As soon as the main transmitting hall of
the spacious building is entered the visitor electricity to a small town !) contains four to the other's presence.
The four masts-two for each transmitter
is immediately -made aware, of a unique 3oo-h.p. Diesel engines, mounted on a
feature-the station is a double one. great bed of concrete to prevent vibration aerial-are entirely: self-supporting and
Nowhere else in the world can one see two being transmitted to other parts of the insulated from, earth at their bases.
such powerful broadcasting plants side by station. Should one of these engines fail Although low in height, the span between
side, controlled by engineers whose desks suddenly there is a storage battery with a each mast is 600 ft. Only 90o ft. separates
capacity of 2,000 amperes that could the centre lines of each aerial.
are separated by only a few yards.
(Continued at foot of next page)
Brookmans Park transmitter 611 is, in temporarily take the load.

Left: One transmitter with part of main switchboard.

Right: The 12,000 -volt D,C. generators
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :

I!!

show me just what it does ?
Owing to its peculiar construction the

pentode is able to' combine enormous
magnifying powers with a high imped-

ance, a long, straight portion of 'the
characteristic curve and a comparaIII

tively low direct -current resistance.
That is very different from the triode.

T113rIZT:acruVsael:e :

What would happen if there were a speaker or output transformer.

told me recently how the pen-

YOU
tode worked. Now will you please
111
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preceding L.F. stage ?

And
there is one special reason why the

In ordinary circumstances, the pen- quality should be very good.
tode would be overloaded. With one
What is that ?
really" efficient high -frequency stage,
So much attention has been devoted
preferably of the screen -grid type, an to the design of high -frequency stages
anode -bend rectifier and a pentode L.F. that we have perhaps rather lost sight
stage one can really obtain all the range of what is to my mind one of the biggest
and volume that one requires, for such difficulties in the designing and making
a set is much more effective than the of wireless receiving sets.

111

::!

iii

five valvers of a few years ago.

In the triode valve we don't
Since the impedance of the pentode
find the long, straight portion of the is so high,-, is there not some difficulty

What is that?
It is one of the hardest things in the
about getting it to work a loud -speaker world to get two low -frequency stages
properly "?` I have always heardthat the to operate perfectly without introducing
loud -speaker impedance should match noisiness, distortion, or any tendency
to instability. Since the pentode does
that of the output valve.
There certainly is a difficulty here; the work of two stages and has not
in fact, until recently the pentode was these tendencies, it provides an automatic solution of a very pressing probrather under a cloud on this account.

Yes.

characteristic going hand in hand with
high impedance; nor do we find a big

current output combined with high
magnification.

In what position should the pentode
be used ?

It must always be an output valve

!!!

_

What developments have taken place ? lem.
Is the pentode, a robust valve?
In the first place 'research has shown

and generally speaking it must be some-

thing more than the last L.F. valve;
it must be the only one.
Why is that?

11

just how the moving- coil of a loud-

!!!

It will certainly not stand as much

speaker must be wound if the instrument rough handling as the triode, or the

.

So big is the magnification taking is to be wired direct into the plate cir- screen -grid valve on account of the
cuit, and secondly output transformers number of its electrodes. The danger
have now- been designed which enable is"an internal short circuit owing to the
the pentode to_ be at its best with a displacement of one of the grids.. With
loud -speaker of standard design.
careful handling, though, the pentode
Does the pentode give good quality? of tci-day is a reliable and long-lived
Remarkably good with the right loud- valve.

place within it that even with the maximum plate voltage permissible it cannot
deal with grid "Swings greater than abOut
15 Or 16 olts. These are quite sufficient
to .enable it to give enormous volume
in the output.
:1:.

" BROOKMANS PARK FROM
WITHIN "

when completed: will fulfill the B.B.C.'s disproportionate to the service it was
ideal of alternative programmes for every- thought it "Might render. The scheme in
body with simple sets.
detail was set down for discussion at till
(Contpnued from preceding page)
NOTE: Our .Technical Editor, who was tenth asseinbly of the League of Nations
Red lanterns at the top of each mast present at the official press visit to Brooh- in September, 1929.
serve to warn aircraft attempting -to land mans Pail?, will give his impressions of the
In the meantime the Telefunken Comnear the station.
.

new station in next week's issue.

Probable Range
From talks with the engineers at Brook -

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
to conclude that, while the B.B.C. is fully
TRANSMITTER
prepared for some dislocation, the inmans Park, AMATEUR WIRELESS was led

creased overall service given by the new
station -when it replaces the present London

transmitter will more than justify the dislocation. B.B.C. engineers are confident

that the present range of the London

transmitters in the regional scheme, which

of the cost of such a transmitter. Competition alsO exists in other quarters, both
in Great Britain and Switzerland.

Taking the bull by the horns, Radio
SPEECHES recently broadcast -from Schweiz, in connection with the Swisg
Geneva may lead to a reconsideration Posts and Telegraphs, has erected at
of the scheme by which the Lague of Geneva a new high -power wireless teleNations would be endowed with a special graphy transmitter for inter -European,
transmitter for the purpose of keeping the traffic which was opened on September r
world informed of its discussions and last. It was placed at the disposal of the

transmitter will be trebled by the new one;
crystal reception will be very good up to decisions, and hy this means placing at its
5o miles, whereas now it cannot be guaran- disposal a powerful instrument capable of
teed even at 20 miles. Those listeners who affording considerable assistance in the
live in a line between Oxford Street and event of any political or national crisis.
As far back as 1926 such a proposal was
points as far south as Croydon, in Surrey,
must expect a slight diminution of signal put forward by a French delegate, and the
strength, but beyond this point an im- plan was fully discussed at .a meeting which
proved service is assured, as it is, indeed, took place one year later. The cost of such
an installation, however, was considered
for the majority of listeners.

For the next few months interest will
naturally be centred around Brookmans
Park; but it must be remembered that
negotiations are already practically complete for the site of the northern regional
station, and that there are to be five twin

pany, in cp-operation with a leading French
radio concern, has worked out an estimate

Next Week
A TWO -THREE WITH
FEATURES
UNIQUE

League of Nations.
In view of the -closer co-operation which
is taking place amongst the foreign broad-'

casting stations for the transmission of
programmes of international interest, it
would appear feasible to conceive a workable scheme by which a central high -power

station erected in a favourable spot in
Switzerland could render valuable services

to both the League of Nations and the.
Societe Internationale de Radiodiffusion.
The former organisation could at all times
call upon the transmitter to carry out its

broadcasts, and when not so needed, it
could disseminate programmes of interest
to the majority of European listeners.
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You have only to look at these curves to see that for yourself. They
show what the curves of no other transformer can show-perfect ampli-

OLYMPIA

fication of the deep bass notes, together with constant response at all

frequencies from 5o to 5,000 cycles. After all it was only to be expected,
for in the early days of broadcasting the coils for most of the well-known

transformers were wound by Varley. Then after months of research
came our success with the nickel iron alloy core, and to -day we are able
to market at an amazingly low price two L.F. Intervalve Transformers
whose performance is second to none.

Curve " A " is that of Nicore r, used in the ordinary transformer

arrangement, showing an amplification of the order of So between too
and 5,000 cycles and over 6o at 5o cycles.

Curve " B " is that of Nicore a used in the resistance feed auto -trans-

former arrangement, showing an amplification of 6o and a perfectly

straight line between so and 5,000 cycles.
No attempt has been made to retain inaudible side -band frequencies ;

For

itADIO

Wiley

the discerning public will not be slow to realise that our efforts have
produced curves which are-like everything else connected with Varley
-perfectly straight.
Nicore t is housed in an attractive bakelite case,

with convenient terminals and soldering tags.
Write for section D of the Varley Catalogue.

NICORE 1

(LisLftloo.

PRICE Al Os. Od.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 6303.

emaLeur Wirelesj
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BATTERIES

BRITISH GENERAL
AERIAL

Sturdy and Strong
ensuring constant

UNIT

1UNING

unfaltering discharge
KNOWN AS THE BATTERY OF

REPUTE. BATTERIES WITH

A REPUTATION BEHIND

The phenomenal success of the British

THEM

General Tuning Unit during the past
year, and increased production in all
directions have enabled us to reduce
considerably overhead charges and to
make a big reduction in the cost to the
public. And besides being cheaper it
is better. The reversible moulded dial

Batteries - mead
resistance to all the forces that
Van

Raden

tend to hammer the'life out of

a battery. Here is 'a novel glass
container having protruding
edges. Metal carrying handles
are provided without extra cost.

Fitted with rubber glands to

prevent corrosion of terminals.
G.W.3
G.W.4
G.W.5
4o-,

6o-,

and

is now marked with white filled degrees

8/9
10/9
... 12/9
So -hour inter-

and figures. And remember that this
new A.T.U. gives you all wavelengths
between 220-2,000 metres on one dial.

capacities.

From all dealers of repute or direct from :
THE

Type G.W.
2 -volt

N.W. Type. A light, compact

celluloid container, of a definite
hard-wearing pattern, specially
selected grooved wood separators, non -corrosive acid -proof
terminals, fitted with grease
caps filled with vaseline, a long-

standing Van Raden practice.
9/11/13/15/17/-

N.W.22
N.W.23
N.W.24
N.W.25
N.W.26

.,.
40-, 6o-, So-, zoo-, and szo-hour
intercapacities.

Type N.W.
2 -volt

Itri8.11' BRITISH GENERAL

ulf 2

MANUFACTURING

STANDN

Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.

RADIO

COMPANY LIMITED

HIBITIO

For Three enceENCLOSE two I Id. stamps to cover
postage, etc., and you will receive

per return an attractive folder giving

you full particulars on how to build for
yourself a magnificent Loud -speaker.

A remarkable H.T.
Battery, specially

We supply you with a complete Kit
(including cabinet in parts) and for

so milliamps con-

armature cone speaker that would in
the ordinary way cost £5 or more.

recommended for
sets with more than

sumption.

W.Z.10 ... 6/3

5,000 capacity in

107

55,- you can build up a balanced

Cleat/44

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL WORKS, HIGH STREET,
EDGWARE, M.K.

'Phone: Edgware 0323

milliampere hours
(on slow discharge).

301111111

HEAYBERD and WESTINGHOUSE

ype W.Z.10
10 volts

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Trans. No.

THE

BATTERY OF REPUTE

VAN RADEN & Co., Ltd.
GREAT HEATH, COVENTRY

TRADERS. - If your district is
not already represented will you
write for full details ?

Rect. No.

Rectified Output.

W.I

H.T.1

W.3
W.5

A.3
A.3
A.4

200 v.
6 v.
9 v.
9 v.

H.T.3
H.T.4

120 v.
189 v.

W.9
W.I0
W.10

100 ma.
1 amp.
1 amp.

2 amps
20 ma.
30 ma.

RECTIFIERS
Rectifier Prices.

Trans. Prices.

75/23/6

21/.

17/6
12/6
15/201.
15/-

37/6

15/.

23/3
39/6

Send for full details with diagrams, free on request, explaining how
easy it is to build your own Eliminator or Charger with metal or valve
rectifiers using Heayberd components.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.

10 Finsbury Street, E.C.2

'P .one : Clerkenwell 7216

(One minute from Moorgate Station)

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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TRIO/
Yet another condenser has been added to the
comprehensive T.C.C. range. This time a
new Electrolytic condenser. There are now
three capacities available in the electrolytic
type, and these condensers are here illustrated
together with brief specifications.

The NEW
TYPE

Behind this new type is the same caresame accuracy and same experience that has

made T.C.C. - the condenser in the green
case- the standard of all condensers.

Single type Electrolytic Condenser. Minimum capacity
z000 mfds.
Suitable for

working up to a maximum
of tz volts D.C.

of

Double type Electrolytic

New special type

Condenser. Total mini-

Electrolytic Condenser.
Minimurn capacity 500
mfds.
Suitable for

mtuncapacity 400o mfds
--in two sections of zocio
mfds. each. Suitable for

working up to a maximum to 1 z volts D.C.

Price 27s. 6d.

working up to a max mum of 40 volts D.C.

Price 20s. Od.

Price 15s. Od.

T.(.

ELECTROLYTIC

CONDENSERS

w,

Advert. The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, If .3.

ool

tfte

QV 600

oviv,orp4
Ay,

The effect of placing Polar Con-

The Polar Range includes a

densers behind your panel is
equivalent to turning the world

condenser for every purpose.

round the way you want it.

SEE THEM ALL ON

The combination of Slow Motion

STANDS

and Direct Drive, as fitted to
Polar Condensers, is the surest
method of quickly bringing in

128 & 133

OLYMPIA
Write for the new Polar Catalogue, in
which the full range of Polar Condensers
is illustrated and described.

those evasive stations.

Polar Ideal"

&dement*

WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd., 188/9 Strand, London,W.C.2
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "AM."
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The diagram shows the small
emission available with the early

mires.

With the coming of the first Cossor Dull
Emitter emission increased .considerably,

287
0
GREATER
EMISSION

-28°/a GREATER POWER
-INCREASED VOLUME

Cossor leads again with a wonderful new filament
having a colossal emission.

-LONGER RANGE
WITH

The NEW Cossor Valves are fitted with a tungsten cored

EVEN LOWER Fil-AMENT CURRENT

steel-and yet is as pliable as whipcord. Because of its -

CONSUMPTION

Filament emission determines the performance of ally valve.

Volume, tone, range, length of life, all depend upon emission.

filament which gives 28°/o greater entissiort. This amazing
new Cossor filament is tremendously strong-stronger than

pliability it cannot become brittle. And becaUse it cannot
become brittle it will not break even after hundreds of hours

of use. So, due to their 28% greater emission, the new Cossor
Valves will give you greater volume, longer range and sweeter
tone.
And because of the tremendous strength
and pliability of the new Cossor filament, they will give
enormously long life. Use the NEW Cossor in your

Receiver. They make old Sets like new.

The NEW Cossor is available in a complete range of

types including Screened
Grid, H.F. Detector, L.F.,
R.C., Power, Super Power
Your Wiredealer stocks them.

and Pentodes.
less

A C. Coat, Ltd., 11,8kbury Grove, London, N.

7he NEW

ossor

They're wonderful Valves!

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

l`
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teLeoce
That Passing Craze!

KietileAkete
was getting tired of what you may call the

AND so wireless is a passing craze, is it?
The croakers who have gone on saying

bit -and -piece receiving set. It didn't like

having batteries on the floor, and the

and writing that kind of thing ever since receiving set on one fable and the loudbroadcasting began should have been in speaker on another table. And it rather
the neighbourhood of Olympia on the objected to rigging up poles and things in,
opening day of the show. It seemed to me, its garden and to running downstairs in
as I made my way Olympia -wards, that its pyjamas to .turn over the earthing
half London was doing the sanie thing, switch when distant thunder began to

and when I ,got inside I added on half rumble at midnight.
Britain as well. Ye gods, what a throng
Portable and Transportable
there was, and still is at the moment of

into the greatest and most widespread of
all hobbies, and has become in a few short
years one of the biggest and most important features of our home life. And every

More than once in these columns I have
voiced the opinion ,that what the man in
the street really wanted was not so much
a picnic receiving set as something completely self-contained for home use; something, in' fact, that looked as harmless as
the average gramophone. It ,would be a
great advantage, of course, to be able to

year will see its importance
increased.

would never need to be carried more than

writing !

Perhaps,- though, the croakers

wrote more truly than they knew, for wireless was in one way a passing craze in its
early days ; it passed rapidly from a craze

largely use it in any room at will; but, since it

Exhibishing "
Whenever I visit an exhibition I like to

a few yards, there would be no need to
make it "vest pocket" or "featherweight,"

The Problem
Actually, you cannot completely eliminate plate -grid capacity by. means of a
screen unlesg you make yOur screen of
solid metal with no holes in it. You would
then have a no -capacity valve; but you
would also have a no -current valve, since
electrons could not pass from filament to
plate. The problem of reducing plate -grid
capacity to something so small that efficient tuned circuits could be used has been
an exceedingly difficult one, but it has been

successfully tackled. With the latest S.G.

valves you can use good tuned trans-

formers for your couplings and you can
obtain a magnification quite double as
great as was possible last year.

New Pentodes
This year's pentodes, too, . are exceedingly interesting. I have always had a
great affection for the pentode valve, but
I must admit that I found the first models
rather expensive to use. It is a bit of a
job, you know, to fit a filament and three

anything of that kind. You could do
do things thoroughly. My custom is to or
grids inside one plate and to get all of these
spend the first day in a general survey of either of two things. You might fit hefty things into a bulb of reasonably small size.
the Show in an endeavour to get an impres- batteries capable -of long and faithful ser- The electrodes have to be pretty close
sion of the trend of progress. Succeeding vice, or you might provide an eliminator together, and unless they, are firmly
days I devote wholly or in part to valves, within the cabinet. And that is exactly mounted horrid things. may happen. In
has been done in this year's transto loud -speakers, to batteries, and the what
portable
receiving sets. There are battery - the triode valve the only internal short
eliminators -thereof, to 'components, and
operated and all -from -the -mains models. that one ever came across was contact

to finished receiving sets. If you have only
is no cramping of components; real
one day to spend at the exhibition I can There
efficiency
and first-rate quality are both
recommend this method, but, of course, in
obtainable.
The portable set - will always
Take
a
rather more condensed form.
remain popular with those who do want

between grid and filament. (I say "came"

because this kind of thing never seems to
happen nowadays.) Just think of the

pentode. The filament may touch . the
general look round for the first hour or two
control grid, the control grid may touch
wireless
out
of
doors,
but
the
transportable
and then settle down to examining various will, I think, be the home set of the future. the screen, the screen may touch the thiril
departments in detail. Unless one "does"
grid, and the third grid may touch the
exhibitions on some kind of system, one is
plate. Shorts of this kind did happen with
Valve Developments
apt to come away with a rather hazy
the early pentodes, and not a few batteries
Like most other wireless enthusiasts, I were blown up in the sacred cause of
impression, since a kind of mental indigestion supervenes. Let there be method in am particularly interested in valve develop- experiment. This year's. pentodes are a

your madness ratber than madness in ments., I had rather expected a reduction sturdier family. Various methods of conin prices this summer, but makers have,
your method.

struction are used by different firms, all of
I think, acted wisely in- maintaining prices which aim at supporting the various elec-

The Big New Step
and spending large sums of money upon trodes, so that any movement on their
To my mind, by fat the most important research and develoinent. Externally part is almost impossible-unless, of
development in wireless reception methods there is not a great deal of difference course, one attacks the valve with- a
indicated by this year's exhibition is that between the "toobs" of 1929 and those of hammer or drops it on to the floor to, see
shown by the transportable set. I am 1928. But inside the bulbs many small, whether it will bounce.
talking, mark you, not of the portable, but though vastly important, changes have
Safety First
of the transportable. When the portable been made. Our old friend the S.G. valve
first came along it leapt into instant popu- has been improved almost out of recogniWhen I was at Mr. Reyner's laboratory
larity because it supplied a very big want, tion. The early models were good enough the other day I gathered that a little
but, curiously enough, this want was not in their way, but it was rather exasperat- contretemps had occurred a few days prewhat the designers of portables had in ing to find that, though the amplification viously, Apparently one ofthe assistants
mind. Everybody told everybody else factor was 15o or so, one could not actually had been working on thd electric lighting
what a splendid thing the portable was get a mag. of more than about 3o out of system in, a corner of the charging shed
because you could take it with you out of them. The reason was that, though the which at the time was somewhat damp.
doors. And everybody agreed with every- screening grid had greatly reduced inter - Thinklng that he would be able to manago
body else that this was so. Everybody electrode capacity, enough of this undesir- the job without much trouble he did not
bought or made a portable-but didn't able quality'remained to provide feed -back switch off the mains. This would have
use it out of doors ! No, the want that effects if efficient components were used in been all right had his screwdriver not
slipped into contact with a live lead l
they met was just thig. The general public both plate and grid circuits
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On Your Wavelength!

(continued)

As his other hand was firmly grasping liveliness simply because they are being so seem to have made much progress; after a
promising start some months ago. The
the lead covering he got the whole 249 obviously read from typescript.
volts A.C. through his body and- RS often
happens in such cases, was unable to let go.

He just managed to let out a yell which

B.B.C. seems loath to give up the Marconi_Effects
Reisz carbon microphones that have served
Once .up,on_ a. time, the man in charge them so well for the last three or four years;

of "effects" at Sa,voy Hill was a big noise the Reiaz gave occasional "blasting" and
by switching off the juice. I commented himself-metorphorically, I mean. He background noise, but it was a fine mainon this fact because at the time, the frequently had his picture in the papers, tenance job. Condenser microphones,
Technical Editor was in his office busily wrote articles, directed rehearsals, and made however, are troublesome in giving crackles
engaged on an article and it seemed to me his mark generally in the many programme and hiss, and the first stage of amplificarather good staff work to have sized up the committees and Sub -committees which rise tion has to be attached to the microphone
position so promptly. "Oh, but I didn't"' and fall in the B.B.C. building. I suppose itself. The "bag of tricks" is so sensitive
he said. "I heard the yell without knowing he still makes his presence felt behind the to bad contacts that soldered connections
in the least what it was, but I thought it microphone, for the good work continues have to be used everywhere and even the
best to switch off first and enquire after- and makes a considerable noise in the ether valve legs have to be soldered into the
wards." It certainly seems a sound enough on. almost every broadcast play night. holders. The actual microphone is sensitive
rule to me. He told me afterwards that Effects were to the fore in Squirrel's Cage, to damp atmosphere and provides its quota
he was half afraid somebody had got across an interesting modern play heard for the of crackles, too.
i,000 volts, in which case the affair might second time from London recently. In
not have had such a happy ending. Even this case, the noises of the trains and
Broadcasting House
the 24o volts produced a very unpleasant incidental music and voices of the impresI suppose that the condenser microphone
burn and shook the unfortunate lad up sionistic interludes were far better than the
will
not really come into its own until the
considerably.
dialogue of the play proper. There was much
unnatural chatter spoken in elocution -like B.B.C. remove from Savoy Hill to BroadIt Won't Do!
tones which made the play unconvincing casting House. Here, we shall expect to
the condenser microphone used excluThough I am not one of those who and unreal. I wonder when Savoy Hill and see
sively,
aided and abetted with wonderful
the
talkie
companies
will
realise
that
-the
habitually grouse about the broadcast prorooms, dramatic control boards,
grammes, I like to have my little grumble " declamatory" type of speaking in plays is echo
mixers and other gadgets. There is no
every now and then. Recently I referred futile.
doubt that Broadcasting House will put
to the unjustifiable gap in the programme
A Talkie Echo
the B.B.C. service in front of every other
between 2 and 4 p.m. each afternoon,
But to return to the question of the broadcasting service in the world by many
which still continues. Now I want to
In spite of what many critics say,
mention the arid waste that we so often Effects Man. He is blossoming out in fine lengths.
find before us between 6 and 8 p.m. Those form in the talkie studios. Capt. A. H. I am convinced that the B.B.C. is already
two hours seem to me to consist of nothing Whitman has evolved a splendid effects leading-except in the matter of shortwave broadcasting. This side of the B.B.C.
but scraps; and not very satisfactory room in the Islington talking -film studios service
seems to have been developed- just
of
the
Gainsborough
Company.
This
is,
I
scraps at that. It seems to me that the
first news bulletin could be appreciably believe, the only special talking film effects so far, and then been left standing.
shortened without much harm, for a great room in existence. Here, Capt. Whitman
A Correspondent on Television
deal of the stuff that comes through can' has elaborate rain and wind machines,
train effects, lightning and thunder, the
be of little real interest to anyone.
Mr. Reyner heard' and proMptly acted upOn

As I have been away fora few days it
room microphone and mixed up with the has only just come to my notice that a
noises of which are picked up by the effects

Those Talks !
And too often we find topical talks of
the kind which appeal to a very limited,
number of listeners. The idea of giving a

voices of the actors which come from other correspondent has taken me to task for
microphones on the studio floors. This is what he calls "song plugging" in reference
B.B.C. practice with a vengeance ! The to television., He asks " what is the man
noises are "on tap" for sending by line to without a televisor going to do when telescrap of music, then a news bulletin, then any recorder in the studio, in the same vision programmes are being broadcast? "
another scrap of music, then a topical talk, way as the effects are mixed up with various Also, he pleads that an ordinary broadcast
then another scrap of music, then another studio sounds at. Savoy Hill.
set is going to bring in a lot of unintelligible
topical talk, and so on, is, I suppose,
speech and music connected with the matter
similar to that of imbedding the unbeing televised. Now without in any way
At Elstree

pleasant powders of our nursery days in

jam. Not one topical talk in twenty is

Major Wright,

who

followed

Capt.

generally worth listening to, because the Whitman as Director of Effects at the
supply of really good talkers is exceedingly B.B.C., presides over the Special Sounds
small. To me, it seems wrong to arrange Section of the British International studio
for a definite and rather large number of at Elstree. The thousands who crowded to
talks every day and then to look round for the Capitol Theatre, London, recently to
people who can give them. If I were see the first British all -talking film, Blackdoing the organising I would work in just mail, will agree that the sound effects were,
the opposite way. I would have talks only very well carried out. I suppose the new
when I had found people who had some- talkie companies will snap up each B.B.C.
thing worth talking about and thoroughly effects man as soon as he masters his job.
capable of saying what they had to say in
The Condenser " Mike "
an interesting manner. Nor would I make
my talkers read from manuscripts. Ninety
The condenser microphone, used in
per cent. of present-day talks lose all their several of the Savoy Hill studios does not

wishing to be provocative, I beg to differ

with his views and am sure that if he exam-

ines the case fairly he will be one of the
first to give way. Until television has been

given a fair trial from one of the B.B.C.
stations, the public are unable to judge if
the suggested commercial practicability
of the arrangement is true or not. Even
if the resultant image received is small, does

it not give added interest to what is being
aurally broadcast? FurthermOre, during
the periods when the B.B.C. station is
transmitting television anyone not desiring
to see and hear has a choice of alternative
programmes.

THERMION.
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By

J. H. REYNER
B.Sc.

A.M.I.E.E.

SET

SINCE the notes
which accompanied

WITH THIS RECEIVER.-At a distance of 12 miles from 2L0 it was possible of five to ten miles
to receive Stuttgart (360 metres) at good strength without interference from at least half the
which was working at the same time on 356 metres. A test made on
the first description of London
tne
the Regional transmitter at a distance of 15 miles showed that this could be coil should be included'
this set (given last week)
in the aerial circuit
tuned out and a weak station tuned in at a separation of 5 metres only.
were written, several
This, of necessity,
people have had an opportunity of trying the This term is to some extent 'a misnomer, for means that the circuit is somewhat dead on
receiver and all have expressed themselves the device actually operates by absorbing each side of the actual tuning point; but the
surprised at the selectivity, even without energy at the signal frequency to which effect of the transmission is such that

the wavetrap. This is due entirely to the
new "Q " aerial coil, which is not only particularly selective, but is capable of giving
good signal strength. The customary
methods of obtaining dual -range tuning

properties by short-circuiting the long wave coil do not appear to give anything

it is tuned. In its crudest form it consists drastic measures are necessary. As was
pointed out in last week's article, it is
and this has the effect of absorbing the possible to get within about fifty metres
energy and preventing it from being of the actual transmission even when
passed on to the tuning circuit proper.
going on full power, and this should be
of a tuned circuit directly in the aerial lead,

Types of Wavetrap

sufficient for most purposes.

Another feature which is of particular
The disadvantage of such an arrange- importance, however, is the detector. If

ment is that it also absorbs energy on the regional station is tuned in at full
either side of the actual tuning point, so
making the receiver dead over a large
band of wavelengths. To avoid this it is
customary to connect the aerial across a

grid of the valve may quite easily be of the

order of r volt, and a grid detector will

portion of the wavetrap coil only as shown not handle more than about one -quarter
in Fig. ib or to couple it to the coil as in of this value before serious distortion
Fig. ic. Either of these two methods commences. Distortion will be noticed by

(

To SET

strength on the detector, over}Dading is
bound to occur. The signal applied to the

To SET

Fig, 1. Types of Wavetrap

reduces the effect of the wavetrap at fre- the fact that the circuit tunes in two
of the actual places, this being the property of the grid
tuning point, and, of course, to some detector when it is being overloaded. The
extent reduces the effectiveness at the tuning points come quite close together,
resonant point itself. It is a matter of but they can quite definitely be noted
compromise, therefore, to discover
where the crackling is sufficiently

To SET quencies on either side

like as good results as far as can be ascer- marked to achieve the desired results
without making too much difference
tained from tests which have been made.
No single coil, however, is likely to prove to the rest of the circuit, and for this
satisfactory for dealing with the regional reason a number of tappings are
scheme at anything less than twenty to usually provided on the coil, the
thirty miles. Numerous experiments were best one being chosen to suit the
carried out with exceedingly low -loss coils, local conditions.
Under normal cirbut the effect is immediately nullified by
the aerial resistance and the detector cumstances this can
damping. Moreover, even if it were pos- be taken up about
sible to overcome this defect, the sharpness one -sixth to one of tuning is such as to cut off the top notes. quarter o f
More than one tuned circuit must be used, the full
therefore, in order to obtain satisfactory coil, this beselectivity, and at any very close distance ing found to
these circuits must both be of a very high give the
order of -efficiency. Captain Eckersley in maximum

a paper on the Regional Scheme read trapping
before the Institution of Electrical En- necessary;
gineers, rather more than a year ago, but experi-

pointed out that the ideal method of tuning ments which
was to use a band-pass filter, the simplest were c o n form of which is the wavetrap, as we know ducted with the "artificial "
regional transmitter quickly indiit to -day.

There are various forms of wavetrap cated that something rather more

which may be used, but the one which has than this would be required. After The wavetrap is seen
foreground at
given the most satisfactory results under a number of experiments had been in thethe
right
all conditions is the -series-rejector type. made, it appeared that for distances

mateur WireieD
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may not be found possible to cut the signal tivity, and the wavetrap may be used to
The wavetrap reduces the strength of right out but a position will readily be give them very sharp tuning indeed. The
signal applied to the detector, so that for, found at which the strength is copsiderably method of operation is exactly the same,
those living near to a regional transmitter reduced and such that when the main the wavetrap being used to cut out the
the wavetrap . not only enables them to tuning dial is rotated the transmission particular local station' causing the inter-,
receive other stations, but also to cut down disappears reasonably rapidly on each ference. It should be pointed out, however,
that this wavetrap will not 'tune to more
the strength of the local, signal to some- Each half wound in
than about 45o metres, having been'
thing which can be received with satis- opposite direction
primarily designed for London.
factory quality on an ordinary type of set.
The wavetrap, therefore, should be left in 55 turns of 30 D.SC
Operation
circuit the whole time.
Distance
The constructional details of the wave Some brief notes on the operation of the
pieces detector were given last-. week, but it will
trap are given in the diagram Fig. 2, As
was pointed out last week,' the wavetrap is
be advisable to recapitulate these. The
astatic, the two halves being wound in
potentiometer situated in the centre of the
apposite directions. The centre tap is A
panel controls the potential of the grid of
brought out to one terminal, while a one the detector valve. As this is made more
quarter tap taken in the centre of one of
negative, so the reaction becomes smoother

Signal Strength

the sections is brought out to another

3,,

terminal. In operation the receiver should
be tuned in approximately to London, the
aerial being connected to one of the two

Tap at 28 Turns
Fig. 2.. Details of wavetrap for the
" Knife-edge Three '

and the detector damping becomes less,
making the receiver distinctly more selective. If the detector is made too negative,'

however, the quality begins to fall off and nasty distortion occurs, while the signal
side. A certain amount of adjustment strength is impaired. It is a fairly simple
must be made by trial in order to find the matter to fmd the best position by trial
best setting, after which the circuit may and error, the correct setting varying with
he left adjusted, all the tuning operations different valves and different voltages. In
mately to London wavelength, adjust the being carried out on the main dial.
general, the setting lies between one
pre-set condenser controlling the wavetrap
Readers not situated in the London area quarter and one-half the way round' from
until the signal' strength is reduced. It will, of course, have much greater selec- the negative end.

terminals in the centre of the wavetrap.
Whether the quarter tap or the half tap
is required depends entirely on the circumstances, and may be found best by
trial, Having set' the receiver approxi-

MANY SPECIAL FEATURES NEXT WEEK
THE "TALISMAN TWO -THREE "-A receiver
giving optional choice of two or three valves

MORE ABOUT THE MUSIC -LOVER'S GRAMORADIO.
W. JAMES on Push -Pull simply explained
USUAL PRICE 3?
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By " A. NODE BEND "

FACH year at. Olympia I experience a
very comfy feeling 1 Having passed
the clicking turnstiles, the bebuttoned
officials at the doorways, the small boys
shouting "Katterlog-guide . . . katterlogguide !" and the people crowding round
the entrance, and not being quite sure at
which stand to start first, I set off on my
mission with a set purpose in mind.
The purpose? Simply to see in tabloid

obviously having more care expended in

radio not to wish to purchase complete

the exterior than in the interior in the receivers will find that they have at their

endeavour to produce a handsome piece command more than ever the number of
of furniture. The presence of one or two components for assembly.
very "super" electric gramophones was,
I thought, a straw showing which way the Left to right : Ce'eswind was blowing. Conversation with one

tion

or two manufacturers of complete sets
might have led the despondent to think

denser and Westing-

loud -speaker,
Bowyer -Lowe
con-

house rectifier

form the whole of a year's progress in radio

design. I think anybody should be able to

"do" the exhibition in a day; that is,

provided they have no " tradyv axe to
grind, or trade friends to meet at various
stands or at various places for refreshment !

A Sy'ematic Round
Ordinary folk, such as myself, should
have no difficulty in seeing practically
everything of interest in one comfortable
tour of Olympia's hall and galleries. Personally, I find the best plan is to go through
the first Show Number of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, make a tick against every item

As you will find for yourself, the two
that the day of the home constructor was
of interest which I wish to see, and then dead and that complete receivers and salient points that must strike every
"kit" sets would for ever obviate the visitor to the Radio Exhibition this year
to do a systematic stand -to -stand trip.
Once upon a time I was content just to necessity for home assembly according to are, first, the home constructor is by no
means as dead as the dodo, manufacturer's
push my way through the crowd and to published designs.
realising that there is a, far bigger market
look only at -those stands bearing- wellamong people who take a pride in making
known names. But nowadays that method More Portables
Well, some of these straws blew rightly their own sets than among those who are
does not pay. There are something like

296 stands at Olympia this 'year, and with- and some wrongly. This year you will find satisfied to buy , a receiver " made to
out a pre -arranged scheme you'll find, more than ever the number of portables, measure." Second, among the commercial
when you return home and read through with most of the old problems run to earth, receivers, the all -electric receiver, either
AMATEUR WIRELESS again, that you have as I will explain later; one -knob receivers cOmbined.with a gramophone turntable or
missed quite half of the things you want of the "handsome -piece -of -furniture" type at least with provision for the addition of
are growing in number, but they. are not an electric pick-up, is most popular.
to see.
Practically every stand this year is showThere is no doubt but that radio is a by any means all the products of manuing an electric gramophone. This is no
fashionable trade. If you remember, last facturers.
year saw the portable set coming into its
This will be a bumper year for home con- craze. Mostly these de luxe receivers are

own, and the rapid development of one - struction, and ordinary folk who take expensive, and crazes are not set by
knob sets-rather -Ainerican in style and sufficient interest in the technical side of instruments costing, in some cases, twice
as ranch as a battery -operated receiver of
former years.
A group of Tannoy
mains units (Tulsemere Mfg. Co,)

But I mislead you if I say that all these
electric gramophones are expensive-they
are not. Speaking with only a few rough

notes at hand, I can say that among the
modest priced good -performance electric
gramo-radio outfits figure Lissen Bowyer Lowe. Varle-Y. Ormond, and B.T.H. Then,
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again, there are several unique combina- buy a mains -driven receiver or, altema4 Screened Four, a new product of this
tions of ordinary simple receivers and tively, fit themselves out with a mains company, should be most popular, while
an A.C. screened seven, working on any
gramophone turntable. I am particularlY eliminator or trickle charger.
Lotus, I notice, are newcomers to the - wavelength from 200 to 2,000 metres and
impressed byPeto-Scott's simple and lowpriced gramophone which incorporates a sphere of set manufacture, and they have on an A.C. mains supply of Too -24o volts,
Philips two -valve A.C. receiver. Another some very convincing receivers, such as a 4.9 -Too cycles, is an ambitious, receiver
outfit of the same description is that three -valve S.G.P. all -mains transportable, which should fill the needs of those who
manufactured by W. & T. Lock, in which a three -valve standard set of the same want the very best out of radio.
So far as price is concerned, it is inevitcan be fitted any of the popular three - type, mains driven, and also a kit of parts
valve receivers, including, of course, some for making up' the all -mains S.G.P. able that the initial cost of a mains -driven
of those which have figured in AMATEUR Three. The G.E.C. have also made some receiver should appear high, but if you
big strides in the direction of mains -driven consider the cost of a battery -operated set
WIRELESS.
receivers, and the Osram range is now or of an otherwise similar type, together
Gramo-radio Construction
extended to include a number of very with the cost of the necessary batteries
Neither in respect of gramo-radio is the interesting all -electric sets. Particularly and the replacements for, say, a period of
nome constructor 'forgotten. Olympia noticeable are the two- and three -valve - five years, yOu will find that the all -electric
shows plenty of turntable assemblies and models, both.' of which are designed to set is an undoubted economy.
electric pick-ups, the latter, of course, operate an A.C. mains of voltages from
being suitable for adding to practically 200 to -26o. Single -dial- tuning is an A.C. or D.C.?
One point which does strike a casual
any existing gramophone and the output. up-to-date feature, and an intriguing little
being carried through the L.F. side of the point is the fact that the tuning dials are visitor at the exhibition is that manufacilluminated; this addition certainly makes turers seem to have specialised far more in
wireless set to the loud -speaker.
Right : Osram Music Magnet

in a W. & T. Lock cabinet.

Below : T.C,C, fixed condenser

Above : Attractive M.P.A.
loud -speaker.
Left : New
Celestion cabinet loud -speaker

Bowyer-Lowe's hive an interesting pickup and link -arm, which is not at all expen-

Tor

convenience when tuning -in.

the production of A.C. sets rather than
those operating from; direct -current mains.
This isall to the, good, for undoubtedly in

sive, Lissen have just produced a most Many Varieties

Ekco, who in previous . years `have, the course of time ,the mains supplies in
devoted their attention to'mains units and: this country will gradually change over to
pick-up (this reproducer having no actual' trickle chargers, are now. producing coin- A.C., which is proying to be the more
moving armature), while yet other old plete all -electric receivers, and the Ekco- suitable system. But people want to buy
friends are the G.E.C., B.T.H., and Lectric range includes the P.2 and -the- mains -operated sets now. It is no good
Celestion. And, while I think of it, among S.G.P.3. These will merit the attention of looking so far into the future that immethe electric turntables available the Igranic all amateurs who do not wish to be bothered: diate markets are missed, and it is a pity
A.G. model turntable chassis and the with having a separate unit for the mains that some makerS are giving the advantage
universal type Osram (G.E.C.) turntable supply.
of mains drive only to those listeners who
drive are particularly convincing..
Considering the technical snags which have an A.C. supply. I was particularly
were experienced when pentodes first interested to note that the Bowyer -Lowe
Mains -driven Sets
became popular, it is really rather remark- popular receivers, such as the Screened

inexpensive new model pick-up, Burndept's
have what is known as the needle armature

,

Having finished with electric gramophones, the next most obvious develOpment is the mains -driven receiver. I have
said that practically every prominent

ablethat in such a short space of time it Four and Vox-Populi Three, are availshould have been possible to produce an able for either A.C. or D.C. supply.

all -electric set, A.C.-operated, with a
pentode in the last stage. Yet many manu- Mains Units
manufacturer is exhibiting an electric facturers are doing. this.. M.P.A. Wireless,
Mains units are becoming more than
gramophone of some kind or other, and Ltd., are showing an all -electric two, the ever in demand, and there are complete
the same seems to apply to ordinary Mains - pentode output of which is sufficient to eliminators and trickle chargers marketed
driven receivers.
operate a moving -coil loud -speaker from by such firms as Marconi, Ekco, Regent
Of course, it is a development which was local and main B.B.C. stations, so I am Radio, the Tulsemere Manufacturing Co.;
bound to come. Batteries will undoubtedly told.
and so on, while numerous components are
always be needed; but those who are forBurndept have a reputation for doing available for those who want to make up
tunate enough to have the public mains things thoroughly, and the Ethogram A.C. their own mains units. The Climax range
supply available are taking a very satis- mains model should be very popular during of Auto -Bats, mains components 4
factory and most economical course if they the coming season.
The Universal
(Continued on page 415)
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The NEW H.C. CELL is creating
great interest in MAGNET Wireless
Batteries.
It gives a far greater

standard of purity and maintains
smooth, effortless power for an
abnormally long period. The little

extra cost means a big saving in
the long run! The only batteries
fitted with super grip screw terminals for perfect contact.

MADE IN
ENGLAND

et"

Sold by all
Wireless Deslers

PRICES
STANDARD TAPPING
L.4920
60 volt
L.4922

9/6

.

18/6

!GO volt

WITH GRID BIAS
TAPPING
L.4921
60 volt

11/.

SUPER CELL TYPE
L.4603
66 volt

21/.

GRID BIAS BATTERIES
L.6095
L.6096
L.4908

...
...
...

6 volt
9 volt
161 volt

... 1/6
1/9

... 3/6

Write for folder No. L.5237

General Electrse t,r,

WIRELESS

BATTERIES
See them at Olympia, G.E.C. Stands, Nos. 85-90.
Ltd . Magnet House, Kzngsway. London,

.0 2

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

(I mams. Wyele.55
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THE

NEW

97.

UNIVERSAL

CONE CHASSIS

No matter what loud -speaker unit you
order, the New Squire 97b Chassis
will take it. Watmel, Hegra, Brown,

Blue Spot, Ormond, etc. all fit perfectly en this new universal mounting,
The chassis itself is of the usual

Squire excellence and solidity and it
is fitted as shown with a back leg and

The adjustable 4 -pole Unit

a polished octagonal front, the 9.71 -inch
cone being of our special climate
proof Vellum.

that leads the market

only the addition of your favourite unit,

A complete speaker in itself requiring
ask your dealer fcr one tc-day.

A handsome cone speaker giving
reproduction - in
wonderful

every respect a beautiful job.
Ready to take unit.

15/ -

Cone Kit with Kraft or Vellum
diaphragm,

card ring
segments.

and

2/6

FREDK.

HEGRA, with years of experience in
the manufacture of electrical appar-

atus behind them and a long, highly
specialised

knowledge where

SQUIRE

11

24, Leswin Rd., Stoke Newington, Nato

loud-

speaker units are concerned, offer you

this new Model D Unit with every

MIIIIMIIIM111111111111111111

confidence.

As you will note, this unit fits flat on

the chassis, and takes up a minimum of

room, making it particularly suitable
for portable sets, etc. It is provided
Micro -adjustment (seen

with

above

under the word HEGRA) and is complete with cord and cone clips.

In every

respect a fine piece of workmanship,
giving reproduction to satisfy the most
critical.
Hegra " D " Unit, well
packed in the familiar
Blue and Red Boxes and

1396

obtainable of al: good

complete with
cord and cone

dealers.

clips.

WEAMITIF
COMPOAEA/TS
TALISMAN
COIL
(Patent applied (or)
The wonderful efficiency
of the Talisman Receiver
is due to the special coil
used by Mr. L. A.
Chapman, who designed

this Dual Range Coil.

The

Wearite Coil is

made exactly to his
specification.

Sole Manufacturers
Under License
EACH
PRICE

7/6

1Vrite for free lists :

Visit Us
At Olympia

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.

Sept. 23-003.

740, High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17

221

'Phones: 3847-3848

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

STAND
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ANNOUNCING
THE NEW RANGE OF

BurToN SINGLE AND TWIN
DRUM DRIVE CONDENSERS

I

I

1

I,

11!!!!!!

00100,1000)ret

BurToN MID -LOG CONDENSERS. METAL END PLATES

COMPONENTS

SEE THIS EXHIBIT

BurTON ANTI -PHONIC
VALVE HOLDERS

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA
STANDS No. 36 & 37

BurToN PANEL MOUNTING
REACTION CONDENSERS

GREATER THAN
EVER
BurTON Super Finish Metal

End Plate Condensers

MAKE YOUR WAY

TO THE BurToN

BurTON
Micro -Log

Dials

STANDS

The New BurToN Components include H.F.
Chokes, Transformers, Drum Drive Condensers,

Anti -Capacity Switches, and a New Range of Metal

End Plate Condensers, in addition to the ever
popular range of BurToN Components.

BurToN S.L.F. CONDENSERS.
BAKELITE END PLATES

SEE THE

BurTON EMPIRE 3 VALVE

SETS !

AL%

-4111111r ".

BurTON Resistor Controls

BATTERY & ALL MAINS SETS BUILT BY BurToN

BurTON

BurTON SINGLE and BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKES

TRANS.

ORNIERS

C. F. & H. BurToN, Progress Works, WALSALL, ENGLAND
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention .f`A.W." to Advertisers
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HERE, at last, is a loud speaker that does not cheat you
of half the broadcast! It finds the missing artistes! It
reveals instruments hitherto silent. It gives you notes
you've never heard before. It is the new Brown Duplex
Loud Speaker.
Because it incorporates the latest Brown improvements in

design-the wonderful " Vee" movement and the new
Duplex cone-this latest Brown triumph gives far more
realistic reproduction than any heard before. Every instrument and every note-high and loW-is reproduced true -

to life. Its tone is sweeter and more mellow. Its volume is
richer and more magnificent. In short, if you buy a Brown
Duplex Loud Speaker you hear the broadcast in your home

as it is played in the studio. Ask your Wireless Dealer.
IN THREE MODELS :
Design as illustrated.

V1O £5 10s. Od.

Mahogany or Oak.

V12 £7 108. Od.

V IS £12 10s. Od.

Also obtainable by easy payments, ask your Dealer for particulars.

,

4

E

.A
See them at the
NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION

DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER

Olympia-Sept. 23 to

Oct. 3. Stands 213.4-5

4dvt. S. G. Brown, Ltd Western Au:., N. Acton, London, W.3

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

523
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" A CRITICAL SURVEY OF
THE
,, (Continued from

EXHIBITS AT THE SHOW

A Show selection,

page 4to)

Left to right: Varley Ni-core transformer, C.A.V. H.T. accumulator, G.E.C. amplifier, and C.A.V. H.T.4 accumulator

particularly interesting, and Westinghouse, valver incorporating a four -pole unit loud- year than formerly. The Osram Music
of course, produce a wide range of all- speaker. And, talking of loud -speakers, Magnet and the new Cossor Melody
metal rectifier units, which can be incor- the fact is obvious that portable -set Maker are two which come to my mind.
And mention of the name Cossor reminds
porated in complete sets or eliminator makeri are realising .how much purity is
units. Varley are manufacturers of mains needed even in the reproduction from small me that this go-ahead concern has put
chokes and transformers with a most portable receivers. In early sets the loud- down plans for production on a very, large
excellent reputation. speakers were sometimes fitted as a kind scale of a new range of valves. I should

A Portable Year
Next summer should see more portable
sets in the open than ever. In previous
years portable sets have been rather
scrappy in performance, and in the attempt
to cut down weight, batteries were reduced
below the sensible limit. Some early portables could never give the same perform-.
ance as that delivered by even the cheapest
portable gramophone. None of this is true
to -day, for portable -set problems have
been tackled from a new angle, and while
H.T. consumption has been reduced, performance is better.
A prominent portable at the exhibition

of afterthought, but, the fact that, as I think the Cossor stand deserves to be
have said, Ormond's are fitting four-pcile
units, while other makers are fitting
Celestion loud -speakers, shows that the
question of the loud -speaker is being adequately dealt with. Marconi loud -speakers
are, of course, fitted to all the sets of this

marque.

and with transformer -coupled L.F. amplification in most cases.
Ormond's are producing a portable five-

M.P.A. popular plaque loud -speaker

valves is bound to be the centre of attrac-

able which has enjoyed considerable popu- and lgetro-Vick.
larity and which promises well for the next

season. A good point about the Royer is Loud -speaker Progress

that it has provision for operating an
With the exception of the humble
additional loud -speaker and for adding a crystal, every receiver nowadays necessitates a loud -speaker, and it is therefore
gramophone pick-up.

that interesting little newcomer the Kit Receivers
Marconi "55" model, i8-gn. set. This has
Now let us descend from the heights of
two aperiodic H.F. stages and two trans- electric gramophones, all -electric sets, and
former -coupled L.F. stages; the result is portables; the home constructor will find
that only one tuning control and a reaction the exhibition to be a kind of radio paraknob have to be operated. Portable sets dise, for the components available will
on show fall into two classes : first, the enable him easily to rival the best cornaperiodic H.F. type, such as the Marconi fYiereial complete receivers.
" 55", second, the four-valver, having one

phonic noises. A new range of Mazda

The Rover Five is a Peto-Scott port- tion among the exhibits of B.T.H., Ediswan,

is

screen -grid stage-sometimes with gang
control, so that there is only one knob-

crowded out with inquiries, for, owing to
intensive laboratory developments during
the past twelve months, Cossor's are able
to claim for these new valves 28 per cent.
greater emission and freedom from micro -

not surprising to see that very many

prominent manufacturers have something
quite new to offer. More and more moving
coils are,to be seen, and it is probably true

that what was once a fact is now only a
rumour-the dictum that moving coils do

not give good reproduction unless worked
"all out" and at far too great a volume for
the average room. Ferranti and Celestion
But first I must say that the kit sets are among the folk who are exhibiting new
available for those who do net want to go model moving -coil speakers, while the pertoo deeply into the technicalities of con- manent -magnet type of speaker is one
struction seem to be much better jobs this which is being specialised in by M.P.A.'s.

Wate's pocket combined volt and ammeter

Philips table -model loud -speaker

SEPTEMBER 28, 1923
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Reed movements are being improved, lent long -life batteries are available which at all a fact, to be disregarded. Firms are
too, and in general the standard of repro - do not take up much space or turn the finding it possible, moreover, to produce
really satisfactory components at lower
Suction should be considerably raised. For scale at too many pounds.
Then there are components which every- prices even than last year, owing to new
my part, I was interested in the new Osram

plaque and cabinet loud -speakers, in the body needs-condensers, coils, valve
Climax Bijou models and, of course, in the holders, and so forth. It is very gratifying
to note that firms such as Lotus, Formo,
new Brown Vee units and chassis.
I do not notice very much change in Burton, J.B., T.C.C., Tunewell, to mention
batteries; nor is any needed. People are only a few, are not content to remain
stationary, even in these stock lines. For
instance, variable condensers are better
than ever-Lotus, Formo, J.B., and Cyldon
in particular having good things to offer.
Prices are coming down, too, which is not

HAVE YOU NOTICED
-the enormous number of plays
broadcast by the German
transmitters ? It is to be sur-

mised that there are as many

grumblers in Germany as Eng-

methods of production. Telsen transformers
and numerous fixed condensers, grid leaks,

and so on are all selling at most attractive
prices.
Probably the average reader of AMATEUR

WIRELESS is a home constructor-in a
small way so far as gadgets are concerned,

even if not in connection with complete
sets. I have said that the National Radio

Exhibition is a paradise for home con-

structors. If you don't believe me-well,
go and see for yourself !

And all honour to the R.M.A., under
whose auspices this most successful exhibition is being held.

THE CASE FOR THE PORTABLE

C.A.V. 2 -volt Accumulator

announced with "Comrades, you
?
are now going to hear . .
that Copenhagen -regularly

MANY readers will agree that a small
attache -case may quite readily be
converted to house a simple portable set
with enclosed frame aerial.
In selecting a case for this purpose, however, care should be taken to see that no.

gives a whole evening devoted
solely to the broadcasting of

complete circuit round the case.

beginning to realise at long last that if

dance music, from 7 p.m. to
What about this
1 a.m. ?

land.

-that the programmes from the

stations in Soviet Russia are

most economical use is to be made of dry
H.T. batteries the triple -capacity type is

the best to buy. Such prominent manufacturers as Siemens and Ever Ready are
specialising in the really big batteries; also

they have their eyes well focused on the
needs of portable -set users, and some excel -

occasionally from 5GB ?

--how

has
Radio -Toulouse
recently considerably enlarged its
daily radio programmes, and now

broadcasts without interruption
for five hours daily ?

metal frames used in the fabric form a

A single short-circuited loop of wire
brought in proximity to a frame aerial, or
any coil, for that matter, will be found to.
absorb energy from the circuit to a surprising degree, and, in fact, if coupled
fairly closely to trap signals almost altogether.
M.B.

THE HALF -WAY HOUSE
Jottings From My Log
By JAY COOTE
TRAIN and steamer have combined to pean and South-eastern transmitters were
bring me to Wiesbaden (Germany), brought appreciably closer.
one of the smartest of European watering
places. Last year at the same period my What is the Cause?
radio experiences were unfortunate, inasThe theory of the disturbance is an
much as both electric trams.and the thermal interesting one. The waters for which Wieswaters combined to make reception of dis- baden is noted, flow through the city, and
tant and even nearer stations difficult. The it is stated that several streams meet in this
news that the town had dismantled its district. They bubble and gush out freely,
tramway system and sold it lock stock and and the temperature is a high one. Local
barrel to Kovno (Lithuania) led me to scientists affirm that the actual mixing of
believe that conditions would be improved, these different chemicals are the cause of the
but such is not the case. Wiesbaden lies in a

Matlock, Bath, Cheltenham and so on, or
whether the English radio fan is luckier

in such districts as Harrogate, Buxton,
in his choice of residence than his Wies-

baden confrere.

PIEZO CRYSTALS
is well known that the operating frequency of a quartz crystal, as used for
controlling the carrier -wave of a transmitter, depends upon the size to which the
crystal is cut. Very approximately the

IT

rise in temperature and that at the same wavelength in metres is eqtial to Too times
hollow surrounded by high hills, and is time electric currents are generated. the length of the crystal measured in millibadly masked to the north and north-east, Whether the theory is correct or not, I do metres, or 2,500 times its length in inches.
thus making the reception of many stations, not know, but it is an established fact that
For the longer wavelengths a somewhat
easily capturable in England, almost reception without an earth is clearer and less
impossible. But the city is a half -way subject to interference. It would be inter-

house to the Continent, and a short hour esting to learn from readers whether similar
with a very modest four-valver showed me conditions obtain in the United Kingdom
that Milan, Turin, Genoa, Rome, Vienna,
Zagreb, Ljubljana, and most of the pro"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
grammes broadcast by the Central Euro-

different plan is adopted. For instance, two

crystals of about ro millimetres in length
are cemented to opposite sides of a steel
bar about 4 in. long. The system as a whole

will then oscillate at a frequency corresponding to a wavelength of ro,000 metres.
M. B.
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical by W. JAMES
Straying Wires

need not be taken from the output side joining the aerial to a point nearer the
earth end of the coil. A coil having, say,

I HAVE often met instances where insta- of the filter of the unit.
l- bility has been produced by allowing the That Aerial Connection
aerial wire to lie over the top of a receiver or
It is, I find, not generally realised that
underneath it., Many sets have only a
the wavelength range of an aerial circuit is
plain sheet of metal for a shield, with the dependent upon not only the type of
result that when the aerial wire lies near
the anode coil, the coupling is sufficient. to aerial, but also upon how it is connected.
sometimes the aerial is joined to the
produce instability and poor results. The Thus
top of the aerial coil (see diagrams):
aerial wire should always pass from the
This is the worst possible connection
aerial terminal away from ,the set, exceptring when a metal container is used, when frillt-,4,1--,e point of view of wavelength range,
for the reason that, whilst the maximum
,the same care is not necessary.
wavelength is only raised a little, the
Hunting for Hum
minimum is increased by a large amount.
Hum in a wireless receiver that is supplied

with all its current from the mains may be
due to many things, but I have found that
not sufficient attention is given to the placing of the components in many instances.
The position of an intervalve transformer,
for example, is of great importance, because

twentieth, and thirtieth turns. The wavelength range will then be the maximum
when the aerial is joined to the tenth turn
and the minimum when it is connected to
the thirtieth.
It would, of course, be still less were the

aerial taken directly to the fiftieth turn.
Sometimes a small condenser is included in
the aerial circuit for the purpose of allowing

a circuit to be tuned to a shorter wavelength. This is not good practice, however,
as the signal strength suffers. These points
are illustrated in the accompanying figure,

where arrangement (b) is better than (a),
whilst (c) is the best.

Dust and Noise
Crackling noises from a loud -speaker
may be due to many things, amongst which
I may mention atmospherics, poor connections, faulty dry batteries, and faulty loudspeaker wires.

it is seldom that this component is provided with an effective shield.

It is true that transformers generally
have a metal cover, but this is seldom to be
'regarded as an adequate shield against low frequency interferences.
Then again, an earthing terminal is some-

5o turns 'may be tapped at the tenth,

(a)

(&)

l (c)

Dust is, however, the cause of much
noise, particularly when it collects on the
vanes of tuning condensers. It is not easily
removed.

Some use a feather or pipe

Three methods of coupling the aerial
-cleaner and others blow air between the
times provided. Tests indicate that a hunt
For
example,
a coil tuned with a .0005- vanes.
may be increased in strength by earthing
Whichever method be adopted a certain
the case: It would seem desirable always microfarad condenser' may cover a waveto try the effect of connecting an earth length range of from 18o to nearly boo amount of .care is necessary, especially
wire to the case and then of disconnecting metres when it is not connected to an when the vanes are thin and close together.'
it, in order that the least hum may be aerial, and from only 28o to Goo metres The inexperienced amateur is warned not
when an aerial is joined to the circuit.
to take down a condenser, as he may be
obtained.
The effect of an aerial in restricting the quite unable to reassemble it in a satisA Push-pull Advantage
wavelength range of a circuit is reduced by factory manner.
Do you know one of the
Rectifier Output
principle advantages of
Measurements
the push-pull amplifier? It
is that the minimum of
L use metal rectifiers of
smoothing may be used in
the dry type almost every
the high-tension supply to
day, and have therefore
'the push-pull stage.
become ,quite used to
This,may seem a matter
them. If they are not
The October issue 11-, on sale
of small importance when
grossly overloaded they
on September 20th, will contain
the high-tension is from
work without trouble, but
dry batteries, but it
there is, just one point
A FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT
A BROADCAST IDENTIreally not so. Thus, les:
that should be noted.
of the "A.B.C., Two," the
FIER AND STATION LOG.
anode -circuit filtering may
If measurements are to
components for which cost
printed in two colours on
be used when the output
under 55/-,
be made, time must be
white card.
stage is arranged in pushallowed for the rectifier
112 pages including 12 -page supplement in
pull. The greatest benefit
to reach its normal working
colours -45 Features -3 other sets described
is naturally derived when
temperature, or it may
a mains unit is fitted, as
GET A COPY BEFORE YOUR NEWSAGENT HAS SOLD OUT
appear that the full outthe supply to the last stag'.
put is not being obtained.

Big Gift Number of
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, j. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

I aka AIL
Vo tron R.C. Unit
ANEW Voltron component of interest
is the R.C. unit, which has just been
marketed. This is attractively housed in a
small cylindrical case measuring Y % in.
diameter by r% in. high. A wire -wound

The component is rated at .0002, and on
minimum capacity of 7.5 micro-microfarad.

ponent indeed, positively bristles with good Lissen D.C. H.T. Unit

"THE Lissen H.T. unit which we have
received for test is a worthy addition

as measured in our laboratories, of 90,000

to the ranks of Lissen products.

A mica coupling condenser of

and a grid leak of the moulded type completes the assembly. The value of this grid
leak was 600,00o ohms, which is satisfactory in relation to the anode resistance and
coupling condenser.
The whole of the components, of course,
are housed inside the moulded case and are

brought out to four terminals on the top.
are Voltron Valve Works, Queensway,

Ponders End.

It

is

intended for use on D.C. supply mains, and

.or capacity transfers the energy to the grid,

The assembly is neat and compact and can
be reCommended to readers. The makers

sidered as eminently satisfactory.

This is satisfactory, and the whole com-

anode resistance is provided having a value,
ohms.

The somewhat rapid initial fall of voltage is

our test was found to have a maximum a point to be remembered when using these
capacity of .000r85 microfarad, with a batteries, but otherwise they can be con-

Formo Midget Condenser

consists of a cylindrical moulding having
five sockets mounted on the top. One of
these is connected to earth, and the other
points are taken to tappings for different
voltage values. The mains supply is led
into the instrument by the use of a heavy '
rubber -insulated cable terminating in an
adaptor for an electric light socket. The I
whole is attractively finished in a brown
moulding and makes a very neat unit.
There are three H.T. positive tappings,

points. We think this should make a distinct appeal to readers. The makers are the
Formo Co., Crown Works, 22 Cricklewood
Lane, N.W.2.

Obeta H.T. Battery
THE Obeta H.T. battery, made by

Voltron R.C. Unit

Formo Midget Condenser
SMALL -SIZE condensers are very popu--

lar to -day, particularly for such pur-

poses as reaction control, reduction of
aerial capacity, and the like. The Formo
Company are well- known for their condensers, and in providing their latest model,
the midget condenser, they have obviously

expended no little time and thought.

In the first place, the condenser is a
This is unusual in

double -bearing one.

small condensers and is, in our opinion, a
most desirable feature. The particular
sample which We examined was very rigid
and pleasant to handle.
The general construction will be clear
from the photograph herewith. There are
two ebonite pillars, the bearings being
housed at one end, while at the other end is
the fixing for the fixed plates, the - whole
construction being very neat and simple.
In addition, a positive stop is provided, so
that one has a definite indication as to the

position of the condenser. Single -hole
fixing is provided, while the new Formo
internal pigtail is incorporated

Messrs. Hook & Willis, 29 Ely Place,
E.C.r, is of conventional appearance,
although somewhat large, the actual
dimensions, being 91/4 in. by 51/4 in. by
3% in. high. Tile battery is provided with
a cardboard cover in which holes appear,
the necessary wander plugs being inserted
through the appropriate holes. This is a
form of safety device which is becoming
popular, the object being to prevent accidental short-circuiting of the batteries if a
metallic-object, such as a pair of pliers, is
placed on top.
The battery was placed on test in accord-

Lissen D.C. H.T. Unit

the full voltage and two subsidiary voltages.

One of the subsidiary tappings is obtained
through a series -resistance feed and is presumably intended for the detector, while

the other tap (H.T.i) is provided with a

potentiometer adjustment presumably for
supplying the voltage to the screen -grid on
ance with our standard method. It was modern H.F. sets. Both tappings are fixed
discharged through a constant resistance, and are, of course, suitably condensered.
The whole instrument is very nicely
the rate of discharge being adjusted to be
7 milliamps initially. The discharge was finished and should prove an attractive
continued until the voltage of the battery line. Lissen, Ltd.'s address, of course, is
had fallen to one-half of the initial value, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
which was , zoo volts, the battery being
rated at 99 volts. On this discharge, the
Varley Power Transformers.-In
voltage fell away somewhat rapidly at
first, and after fifty -hours' discharge was AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 379, page 284, i
only 7o volts. It continued, however, to Varley power transformer is illustrated, but
gilie a very long discharge from this point is named as a Westinghouse component;
down to the half voltage point, which did Actually this transformer is made for the
not occur until after 310 hours. This corres- Westinghouse rectifying units by Varley
ponds to an average discharge of just over (Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.), 103 Kingsway,
1,600 milliampere hours, which is quite a London, W.C.2.
good performance. The size of the battery
Epoch's New Address.-Readers
is little more than a customary standard - should note that the new City address of
capacity type, while the milliampere -hour the Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
capacity is 6o per cent. above standard. is 3 Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
T jo and behold, the Sunday Service by inflicting religion upon him. Neither
Albert Whelan and the gang who gave
started at seven o'clock. True, it will you make him appreciate 'good' us an Empire vaudeville certainly put it
lasted an hour and a quarter, and was music by selecting the dreariest you can over some of the English vaudeville hours.

followed by sacred music and the usual find and ladling it out for over an hour at Albert has always been a London favourite,
routine. But if starting the service an a time."
and his song about the Bear and the Tree
hour earlier is the thin edge of the wedgewell, we'll put up with the sacred music

is inimitable.

As I sag, this is merely supporting the
for a while.
campaign I long ago instituted. Yet I
cannot agree that all the music put over is
Since I first wrote about these Sunday the "dreariest" on Sunday. Much of it is
Services I have received many letters.
first-rate stuff. Nor is "good" music
Here is one of the letters which more or necessarily dreary, except for those with
less echoes the general complaint :no musical taste at all !
" What jolly Sundays we are still getting !

As Jack Payne, he was

extremely amusing.

As a boy-ten, twenty, thirty, forty,
fifty years ago-I always imagined that
Wagner was beyond criticism. And I
hardly ever missed a Monday at Queen's
Hall. In Berlin recently the chief engineer

4,
the Broadcasting Company, Dr. Reisser,
Is it in the best of taste to include in of
but I think the only way to get any notice the same programme-and next to each who is an accomplished musician, told me
that Tannhauser was not regarded by
taken by the powers that be is to rub other-jazz songs and negro spirituals ?

One hates to keep on the same subject,

things well in. Just look -at the following
programme broadcast on a recent Sunday :
There seems to be two views about the
5.3o. Bible Reading.
Squirrel's Cage, which was recently revived.
5.45. aural Cantatas.
Personally, it appeals. It is sheer enter8.o. Service.
tainment all the way through, and in
8.45, Charity -Appeal.
writing it for the microphone Tyrone
8.5o. News.
Guthrie managed to make up in effects for
9.5. Most Mournful Chamber Music.
the lack of stage advantages. The produc10.3o. Epilogue.
10.40. Silent Fellowship.
" And so to bed.

tion was excellent.

.

Wagner's compatriots as good Wagnerian

But the other evening when it
came over the ether it sounded just as
alluring to me as it was in the long ago.
music.

I bet it did to you, too.
Some of the gramophone records come
over very well. There was somebody sing-

ing the other evening-and singing wellfolk songs; and when I turned up the pro-

I beg your pardon, but I had never gramme to see who it was-it was a gramo-

"If the B.B.C. think these programmes heard of Lawrence Kellie until I heard his phone record. I suppose that is why they

will make us religious they are totally songs being rendered by Muriel Lawrence have so many gramophone transmissions
wrong. You will never make a man devout Kellie. But she sang so well, with purity abroad.

and ease, that I am sorry not to have
heard her before, while the song "Now

Will I Sing to God" at once puts Lawrence

as a composer on a par with Muriel as a
vocalist.

The Birmingham Studio Orchestra, con-

ducted by Frank Cantell, put over an

acceptable contrast to the programme

from 2L0 by giving us songs and selections from the musical comedies. A
Country Girl, The Dollar Princess, and
others compare more than favourably
with some of the stuff that is imported
from Heaven knows where these days.
o

There was a fellow who had the temerity

to complain about the Promenade Concerts. So on the night when the "All Black

An Impression of Billy Carlton
and Renee Rudarni

Vaudeville" was being given from zLO
and a Promenade Concert from 5GB I
switched on to London. There was a lady
singing slop and sluSh-and went on singing it. So what did we do? We went over
to the Proms. Many thanks, Sit Henry !

Lissenden's idea of Ewart Scott
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GRAMO-RADIO has come to stay.
No home is really complete nowadays without an ambitious type of
combined receiver and electrit gramophone.

Even the normal gramophone is being

superseded because it is realised that 'for
quite a modest outlay, greatly increased
fidelity of reproduction can be obtained
from records, with consequent greater
increase in enjoyment.
A simple switching arrangement in the
receiver described below allows the set to be

cribe the receiver sec-

tion first, and in the
following issues to

used either for radio reproduction .in the
ordinary way, or the electric pick-up may give details of the
and
be brought into use, whereupon gramo- gramophone
phone records are reproduced electrically- loudspeaker sections.
The set
that is, in the same way in which they were
is of the S.G., H.F., det., R.C.
recorded, and with greatly improved
and trans. type, which translated
fidelity.
from the abbreviated language of

the enthusiastic amateur means
that it incorporates a screened grid high -frequency stage,

a detector (in this case
of

the leaky grid
type) an R.C.,
L.F. stage, with

an anode filter system to
prevent motor - boating,

and final

The whole receiver is con-

tained on a fairly large base-

board, the idea being not to cut
down space in any way, which is

never advisable- in a set of this
This is a rear view of the description, but to allow plenty of

PRE-SET

.0003
MRX

that construction is sim-

Indeed, those who have the opportunity
of seeing this receiver, complete with the
gramophone section, at the " A.W. " stands

OHMS

four -valve r e ceiver is combined in a cabinet

This

receiver
combines the advantages of an
electric gramo-

together with a

turntable, electric pick-up and

pleasure to be
obtained fro m
the ordinary

loud -speaker.

MIME

and of such a

150,000

HIGH RES

OHMS

OP 1,

H.F. CHOKE...

.0004 r GRAM.
'0002

such a
satisfactory set
of

OS

handsome piece

course, also are
self-containel

ordinary wood -working tools, and of bending wire and soldering it in place, can make
either the receiver section, the gramophone

005

IS

outfit is strik-

ingly simple to
construct and, as
will be gathered
from the con-

structional description to be

4

L.T.

SCREEN

The Circuit
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whatsoever.
For the benefit of those who intend making up the receiver section alone, or who at

least intend deriving the normal amount
of pleasure from the radio side, as well as
working the gramophone electrically, a
critical analysis of the circuit will be given,
that the constructor will not

signals and ample volume from the more
neighbouring stations are possible.
Although the receiver has not been made
" down " to a price, it is a welcome fact that
the overall cost is nevertheless reasonable.

The total cost of the receiver and gramophone is only about half that of the best

commercial instruments on the market
with which this "Music Lover's GramoRadio Four" is in direct comparison and
about two-thirds of the cost of cheaper

so

have to work in the
dark.
Regarding the per-

the
receiver section,
first, anybody
capable of mangiven

of

ipulating a few

and
far inferior
instruments.
Examination of the
circuit di agr a m
shows that the tuning

arrangements are a
little on the complicated side, although

ance -coupled one and in series with the
anode resistance is a stabilising resistance
of an anti -motor -boating unit. A. .005microfarad coupling condenser is used in
the R.C. unit and the grid leak has a value

coils of the binocular
transformers (that

4
4

having
terminal
ends, 3 and

reaction). This
is

a novel

arrangement which
results in a fair degree
of selectivity for this particular

coupling and at the same time

matches impedances well and
results in very efficient working
The secondary of this trans-

farad variable condenser and the
coupling condenser to the grid of ' the
detector valve has a value of .0002 microfarad.
Placed between
coupling
this
condenser and

arfor

variety and having

tion of the photo-

" radio " or

" gramophone "

-that is,

cy stage, it is capable
in'
o f " pulling
foreign and very

graphs
and
the
components layout
diagram. Most of
the " complications "are in the coils themselves and the termi-

nal connections are
really very simple.
The

completed

instrument

designed to handle a
large output without

makes a handsome piece of

overloading, immense
amplification of weak

19 and 20,

furniture.

It will be on view

at the "A.W." Stands, Nos.

at the Radio
Exhibition.
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rangement

a
which

switch
puts the pick-up
in or out of
circuit.
If the receiver
is being made

Dual -range binocu-

up by an ama-

lar coils are used for

teur who has
not in mind the

both the aerial and
H.F. circuits. There
is

no point which

deserves

special

mention in the aerial

It will be seen that the
construction follows ordi.nary practice

former is tuned by a .0005 -micro -

not so is
proved by examina-

distant stations with
a remarkable degree
of satisfaction.
As the low -fre-

4

4 - primaryand 5 and 6

really

tainly of the " super "

4

the

switching

quency stage is

required.
The first L.F. stage is, of course, a resist-

of r-megohm. Actually the leak used is the

a variable
drop" resistance from the
common H.T. supply. The
anode of the S.G. valve has
in its circuit both the

through

the fact that this is the grid is the

first, of course, that
the receiver -is cer-

of furniture. four valves and a
Yet the whole most efficient screengramo-radio ed -grid high -frequen-

J.

obtained from a
receiver having only
one S.G. stage.

a simple on -off filament switch. Also,
even for test purposes it is always
an advantage to be able to place
a pick-up in the detector grid circuit when

the two Wind- /
Batteries, of is
ings

radio set. A
good -quality

first, it must be quite
clearly understood at

sor

this receiver is far
greater than that
to be
normally

might be tempted to omit, this switch.
This cannot easily be done because the
switch not only changes from "radio" to
"gramophone" but also cuts off the L.T.
Considerable alteration would have to be
made in the wiring in order to suostitute

gramophone primary and the reaction ,d

phone' with the

formance of the set

2MF0.1

in very good selectiIndeed the
vity,
overall selectivity of

potential

Exhibition will
envy the posses-

Hi+

tuned grid coil results

derived

Nos. ro and 20, at the National Radio

50, 000-

coil, coupled to the

The S.G. valve
has its screened -grid

transformer - section or both, without any difficulty
coupled stage.

This receiver has been designed to be
included in the one cabinet with a gramophone turntable and loud -speaker as described, but it is on its own a very good four-

haps that the use of

I0

it is intended to des-

Wireless portion of the room, so
Music -lover's Gramo-Radio plified.

circuit, except per-
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phone section. So, for
general convenience,

eiel
1E1

an aperiodic aerial

haps at a later date
adding the gramo-

mine"*
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valver and there may
be some listeners
who would prefer to
make the set up as a
separate unit, per-

ef

of
possibility
using the grasecmophone
tion, then he

............... 40.

winding of a I-megohm volume control.

It will be noted that the potentiometer

COMPONENTS FOR THE RECEIVER
Ebonite panel, zi in. by 7 in. , and two

strips, one 7 in. by z in. and one 3 in.
by 2 i n . (Becol, Raymond)

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers

(Cyldon, " Juni-log,"
Ormond).

Lotus,

Lissen,

.000 r-mfd. reaction condenser (PetoScott, Bulgin, Polar, Dubilier, Lissen).
t-megohm volume control (Igranic,
" Megostat," Gambrel!).
Two slow-motion dials (Bowyer -Lowe,

Lissen, Brownie, Lotus, Burndept).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,
Raymond).
Double -pole double -throw switch (Util-

ity, Lotus. Lissen).
Four valve holders (W B.,
Wearite, Benjamin, Igranic).

Lotus,

Dual -wave aerial coil (Lewcos, D.B.A.).

Dual -wave screened -grid transformer
(Lewcos, D.B.G.).
Ganging switch for coils (Lewcos).
Screen (Parex, Ready Radio).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.000r-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
T.C.C.).
Two z-mfd: fixed condensers (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C.).

Pre-set aerial condenser (Formodenser
type J, Igranic).

Grid leak holder (Lissen, Ediswan,

Dubilier).

3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Ediswan, Graham-Farish).
H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Tunewell,
Ready -Radio).
153,00o -ohm

anode resistance with
holder (Ready -Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
50,00o -ohm anode resistance with
holder (Ready -Radio, Lissen, Ferranti).
L.F. transformer, ratio 4 to (Marconi phone " Ideal," Ferranti, Lissen, Varley,

Igranic).

L.F. choke (R.I., Ferranti, Igranic,
Varley).
Variable resistance 250 -ohms to 4megohms (Regenstat, Clarostat, Volustat)

Six terminals marked, Aerial, Earth,

Pick-up (z), L.S.
Eastick).

(2),

(Belling -Lee,

Baseboard, 21 in. by to in. (Clarion,
Raymond).
Seven yards of thin flex (Lewcollex).

Six wander plugs, marked, H.T.-,
H.T.+,
G.B.-r, G.B.-2,
G.B.-3 (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Spade terminals (Clix).
Connecting wire (Glazite).

000-000d0.0.000000-0.00-0.0
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GRAMO-RADIO has come to stay.
No home is really complete nowadays without an ambitious type of
combined receiver and electrit gramophone.

Even the normal gramophone is being

superseded because it is realised that 'for
quite a modest outlay, greatly increased
fidelity of reproduction can be obtained
from records, with consequent greater
increase in enjoyment.
A simple switching arrangement in the
receiver described below allows the set to be

cribe the receiver sec-

tion first, and in the
following issues to

used either for radio reproduction .in the
ordinary way, or the electric pick-up may give details of the
and
be brought into use, whereupon gramo- gramophone
phone records are reproduced electrically- loudspeaker sections.
The set
that is, in the same way in which they were
is of the S.G., H.F., det., R.C.
recorded, and with greatly improved
and trans. type, which translated
fidelity.
from the abbreviated language of

the enthusiastic amateur means
that it incorporates a screened grid high -frequency stage,

a detector (in this case
of

the leaky grid
type) an R.C.,
L.F. stage, with

an anode filter system to
prevent motor - boating,

and final

The whole receiver is con-

tained on a fairly large base-

board, the idea being not to cut
down space in any way, which is

never advisable- in a set of this
This is a rear view of the description, but to allow plenty of
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Indeed, those who have the opportunity
of seeing this receiver, complete with the
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This
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whatsoever.
For the benefit of those who intend making up the receiver section alone, or who at

least intend deriving the normal amount
of pleasure from the radio side, as well as
working the gramophone electrically, a
critical analysis of the circuit will be given,
that the constructor will not

signals and ample volume from the more
neighbouring stations are possible.
Although the receiver has not been made
" down " to a price, it is a welcome fact that
the overall cost is nevertheless reasonable.

The total cost of the receiver and gramophone is only about half that of the best

commercial instruments on the market
with which this "Music Lover's GramoRadio Four" is in direct comparison and
about two-thirds of the cost of cheaper

so

have to work in the
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Regarding the per-

the
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first, anybody
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of
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and
far inferior
instruments.
Examination of the
circuit di agr a m
shows that the tuning

arrangements are a
little on the complicated side, although

ance -coupled one and in series with the
anode resistance is a stabilising resistance
of an anti -motor -boating unit. A. .005microfarad coupling condenser is used in
the R.C. unit and the grid leak has a value

coils of the binocular
transformers (that

4
4

having
terminal
ends, 3 and

reaction). This
is

a novel

arrangement which
results in a fair degree
of selectivity for this particular

coupling and at the same time

matches impedances well and
results in very efficient working
The secondary of this trans-

farad variable condenser and the
coupling condenser to the grid of ' the
detector valve has a value of .0002 microfarad.
Placed between
coupling
this
condenser and
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variety and having
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winding of a I-megohm volume control.

It will be noted that the potentiometer

COMPONENTS FOR THE RECEIVER
Ebonite panel, zi in. by 7 in. , and two

strips, one 7 in. by z in. and one 3 in.
by 2 i n . (Becol, Raymond)

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers

(Cyldon, " Juni-log,"
Ormond).

Lotus,

Lissen,

.000 r-mfd. reaction condenser (PetoScott, Bulgin, Polar, Dubilier, Lissen).
t-megohm volume control (Igranic,
" Megostat," Gambrel!).
Two slow-motion dials (Bowyer -Lowe,

Lissen, Brownie, Lotus, Burndept).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,
Raymond).
Double -pole double -throw switch (Util-

ity, Lotus. Lissen).
Four valve holders (W B.,
Wearite, Benjamin, Igranic).

Lotus,

Dual -wave aerial coil (Lewcos, D.B.A.).

Dual -wave screened -grid transformer
(Lewcos, D.B.G.).
Ganging switch for coils (Lewcos).
Screen (Parex, Ready Radio).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.000r-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
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Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
T.C.C.).
Two z-mfd: fixed condensers (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C.).

Pre-set aerial condenser (Formodenser
type J, Igranic).

Grid leak holder (Lissen, Ediswan,

Dubilier).

3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Ediswan, Graham-Farish).
H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Tunewell,
Ready -Radio).
153,00o -ohm

anode resistance with
holder (Ready -Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
50,00o -ohm anode resistance with
holder (Ready -Radio, Lissen, Ferranti).
L.F. transformer, ratio 4 to (Marconi phone " Ideal," Ferranti, Lissen, Varley,

Igranic).

L.F. choke (R.I., Ferranti, Igranic,
Varley).
Variable resistance 250 -ohms to 4megohms (Regenstat, Clarostat, Volustat)

Six terminals marked, Aerial, Earth,

Pick-up (z), L.S.
Eastick).

(2),

(Belling -Lee,

Baseboard, 21 in. by to in. (Clarion,
Raymond).
Seven yards of thin flex (Lewcollex).

Six wander plugs, marked, H.T.-,
H.T.+,
G.B.-r, G.B.-2,
G.B.-3 (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Spade terminals (Clix).
Connecting wire (Glazite).

000-000d0.0.000000-0.00-0.0
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" THE MUSIC -LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO " (Continued from preceding page)
x%inding is always placed between the grid massive piece of furniture, the receiver itself baseboard. The panel can most conveniend of the coupling condenser and the bias is made,up on conventional lines and slips ently be drilled by placing the blueprint
battery tapping. The .grid is connected out of the cabinet when required. Alter- over the reverse side of it, attaching it at
to the slider of the volume control and in natively, t h e
IP al
this way the output strength is controlled receiver s e c without any tonal change. As you probably tion may be
know, if a volume control is wrongly con- housed in an

nected, it is possible still to obtain a satis- ordinary cabifactory control of strength, but the tone net, capable of
varies as the knob is moved. This is not accommqdat,ing a panel
the case in this receiver.
A choke output circuit is included in the with dimenlast stage, and the form of output circuit sions 2I in. by
employed is that which enables one lead of 7 in A blueprint
the loud -speaker to be at earth potential.
Particular merit attaches to this arrange- has been pre-

ment if the loud -speaker is used at any pared for this
receiver, a n d
distance from the receiver.
That completes a brief review of the can be obcircuit and attention may now be turned tained price
The is. 6d., post
towards the constructional side.
list on page 421 shows the components free, f rom
which will be needed in order to make up
this "Music Lover's Gramo-Radio Four."
The photographs clearly show that construction is quite straight -forward. Although the complete gramo-radio outfit is a

This plan view shows the layout and wiring
Blueprint Department, AMATEUR WIRE- the corners with four spots of adhesive,
LESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. punching the centres in order to give the,

Its first use will be found as a drilling drill a good start and then drilling the
guide to the panel and us a template for necessary holes quite cleanly. All the

the positioning of the components on the. components may be mounted on the panel,
and the panel mounted
PANEL 2%X7 when this has been
done. It is not neces----.41 sary to leave the
mounting of any panel
if/plates
components to a later

BLUEPRINT
40A.W.202

Checical

by

stage.
It should be noted by
those who intend making up the complete

AER/AL TUNING
CONDm 000sinhI

H.F. TUNING

CMOs"
coos,ned

electric gramophone

that the handsome

REACT/ON
CONDsft

specially -designed cab-

.000//771d.

inet is made by Messrs.
Clarion Radio Furniture
sad/.

00

conbolof
wove
cher

L.F. CHOKE

21 Mansfield Street, E.2.

/0.

SCREEN

In next week's issue,
the layout will be des-

e
es

Smei

cribed in detail and
final constructional

4'

hints will be given in

cf

I

;

so.000ohms

I

O-'

connection with
receiver section.

0.A.\

Flo

DUN,RANQ

Blueprints

DUA(RANCE

HEGTRAN

0
0

2m1r/

to"

Topkte
of .5

0

Kg/r

Ilfrr'210
t
FMOh

0003

II

;ail>

9f

mat!

fa' Semi
O
le4

nee 3x2`

I.S.

L.S

HT-

NECNOKE

wcc

11:- Mr+

Ebonifez;2_47,-

LT+

For the complete
Gramo - Radio

instru-

ment three blueprints
are being prepared :-

f")

I-1

the

b

tr

Blueprint for four -valve
set (A.W. 2o2a) i/6.
Blueprint for line ii diaphragm loud -speaker
(A.W. 2o2b) r/-. Blue-

print for motor board
(A.\V. 2o2c) 9d.

Total

3/3.
P/CK-UP

BASEBOARD 21510"

The Wiring Diagram, Blueprint available, price 1/6

VARNICII E
RESIST

Provided all three are
ordered at one time they

will be supplied at an
inclusive price of 2/6.
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liteValve that MI have been working on- now available

FULL POWER
AND PURITY

because of
TOTALLY

CONTROLLED
EMISSION

LISSEN

HAVE SPENT A FORTUNE -

perfecting the Lissen Valve to give you music full of
life, full of sparkle, song that is full of melody, and speech that reflects
the personality of the speaker. You'll hear more in your radio when
you put Lissen New Process Valves in your set ; because the Lissen Extended Grid controls every electron emitted from the filament, and
so reproduces with more detail and definition than was possible before.
It gives you volume full and pure, tone natural and true.
And the emissive surface of the filament is actually
amalgamated to

'OX16

it,

so

that

emission

never falls

off

Most good radio dealers now
stock the following types;-

TYPES and PRICES
H.210. R.C. and H. F
10,'6

What you want from radio is reality-St Lissen New
Process Valves and then hear your radio talk to you,
sing to you, play to you-the real thing all the time.

H. L. 210. General Purpose,

LISSEN LTD., WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, Middlesex.
Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton.

L.210.

10/6

L. F.
Amplifier,
1st stage, 1 0/ 6

Managing Director: T. N. COLE

P.220. Power Valve, 12/6

ISSEN

All other types available shortly

NEW PR OCE

VALVES
You will Help Yourself and Helo Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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LOOKING BACK AT THE

GERMAN WIRELESS EXHIBITION
BY DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ
11 preliminary survey of the sixth All -German Wireless Exhibition was given
in AMATEUR WIRELESS two weeks ago, and now that it is concluded some further
comments-this time by our German Correspondent-will be of interest
THE Berlin Radio
Exhibition was a
marked advance over

single -knob control, is

that the graduation of
the tuning scale is entirely independent of
the kind and length of

its predecessor, both in
size and the variety and
high standard of its exhibits.

aerial.

`4 The first thing that
struck the visitor was
the tasteful and gor-;
geous make-up of the

Loud -speakers
The quality of loud-

Undoubtexhibition.
edly the great sensation

year's exhibition, the
majority being now
quite good in tone, as
well as in construction.
I Moving -coil S peak ers
dominate in the case of
larger outputs. While
some electro-magnetic
speakers could be had
for LI los., prices of

"

speaker reproduction
has improved since last

of the show was television.

The

German

Post Office had charge
of this section -and
showed the systems at

present in use in Germany. Television in
Germany may be said to
have been definitely

adopted as a valuable

A view of the Berlin exhibition buildings with the broadcasting towiln the background

adjunct to ordinary acoustic broadcasting. resulting in particularly large amplifica-

Receiving Sets

electro-dynamic

speakers- were in most

cases between £5 and £7 los.; and the

tion even in the high -frequency stage. larger cabinet instruments, of course,

Neutrodyne arrangements are still prevaIn Germany now there Is a much larger lent in connection with high-class receivers,
demand for long-distance reception than though some firms are marketing superhets
there used to be in former years. Though instead.
Among the numerous sets of this kind
there is thus a large section of the public
prepared to go to the expense of more there are some deserving special mention,
powerful sets, economic conditions neces- such as the "Telefunken 40," of which an
sarily limit the financial possibilities of thq enormous number are being constructed.
majority. This state of affairs has resulted One of its four valves is .a somewhat novel
in an endeavour to improve the efficiency shielded -grid high -frequency valve, the
of sets comprising a moderate number of glass bulb of which has an outer coating of
metal, the metal coating hang connected
valves.
Among the means adopted in this con- to the cathode. This arrangement results
nection should primarily be mentioned the in a very low internal capacity.
fairly general use of screen -grid valves,
Other special sets are the Siemens and
Halske A.G.'s shielded grid -valve neutrodyne

and the Gea dor of

involved an outlaY of about £25.
In the way of components and batteries,

The interior of the Telefunken 40 set

there was much of interest to be seen.
Measuring instruments were exhibited by

a number of firms, and one known as

Messrs. A.E.G., which

has two shielded -grid
valves and one -knob
control. C. Lorenz A.G.
have brought out a four valve receiver with. two
shielded -grid valves, one
in one of the high -

frequency stages and
one in the low -frequency

stage. The two high frequency circuits of

this set are accurately
balsnced so as to secure

a common tuning. A

.This photograph shows the set above fitted
in cabinet

Taw), which was brought out by the
Guggenheimer firm, of Nuremberg, is a

feature of this receiver, universal pocket instrument combining
A general view of one of the Exhibition Halls

likewise

designed

for

(Continued at the foot of page 426)
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AM PLION
GUIDE T
THE SHOW
STAND Nos.
Nos.

DEMONSTRATION

164 & 187 ROOM "E"

FACING MAIN ENTRANCE
Visitors to this year's

In order to provide fur-

Radio Show will have the
privilege of hearing as
well as seeing. For the

than the Exhibition itself
affords, we have taken

first time at Olympia the
various makes of Loud
Speakers will be in oper-

Demonstration Room "E."
There in privacy and comfort, undistracted by other

ation. On the Amplion
Stands 164 & 1 87 demon-

Broadcast, the visitor. to

strations of the Amplion

strations on the Amplion
Radio Gramophone and
Amplion "Electravox.",

"Lion" and Standard
range will be given.

ther, facilities for listening

Olympia may hear demon-

GRAHAM AMPLION LTD.
London: 2.5126, Savile Row, W.I.

. . . WORKS,
Manchester: 10, Whitworth Street, W.

AMPLION HOUSE

9 MACLISE RD.
Quite close to Olympia,
at 9 Maclise Road, is
AMPLION HOUSE where
the new AMPLION All Mains and Battery -Oper-

ated Radio Sets will b3
demonstrated. We invite
all who visit the show
to come on to AMPLION
HOUSE

and

hear

this

"better radio."
SLOUGH.
Glasgow : GIS, West George Street.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

ft)
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How Baird Obtains

Synchronism
Oscillating systems, tator connects the relay just at this blank
s u c h as oscillating space; therefore, no current flows through
crystals, tuning forks the relay. If, however, the receiver goes
or oscillating valves, slightly, faster than, the transmitter, the
the alternating current commutator comes into action at a lighted

generated by these portion of the image and current passes

devices being amplified through the relay, giving an accelerating
and used to supply impulse. The receiving machine is arranged
motors. to run very slightly slower than the
synchronous
Such devices are transmitting machine, so that by means of
extremely complex the relay a balance is achieved.
Photograph showing toothed wheel on motor shaft

FOR a considerable time there has been

In the smaller commercial machines
and expensive, and are
only suitable for oper- supplied to the general public, the synation usually under chronising mechanism is simplified. In

place of a commutator and relay, the

laboratory conditions.

Before television, therefore, could be- correcting signal is applied directly to the
obtaining synchronism between the trans- come commercially practicable for broad- coils of an electro magnet which acts upon
mitting and receiving discs used in - the casting to the home, some method of an iron wheel, mounted on the shaft of the

speculation regarding the means of

Baird system of television. SeCrecy on this
point has been maintained fix. commercial
Wagons, but it is now poRtible to state how
it is accomplished.

If the problem of synchronism is con-

synchronism had to be devised which

would not necessitate the use of separate
channels of communication, and would
be sufficiently simple and inexpensive
to come within the scope ofthe -domestic

sidered, it will be realised that -it is no mean user.
Synchronism in the Baird system is
one. At the transmitting end we have a disc

driven by an electric motor, and On the
receiver, which may be in the home of a
private individual, there is another disc,
also driven by an electric motor. The
rotational speed is 121/2 revolutions per
second, and it is essential that both shall
keep

NEON TUBE

-} NT

accomplished by taking from the picture
part of the current, and using this to keep
the mechanism -in step. Where a large
receiving disc is used, a commutator directs

this current through a relay circuit for a
brief *interval during each line of the

Connections of the Baird automatic
synchronising system

in the picture, the_ commutator sends 30

corresponding to the interruptions in the

in exact step even to a minute picture. For example, if there were 30 lines electric motor, and having little teeth

fractioR of a revoluticak!

In America, use has been made of brief imriulses through a relay during each commutator. This arrangement is shown in

alternating -current mains, and where the reproduction of the image. In operation,
transmitter and receiver are on the same the action is as follows :
Between one image and another there is
network, synchronism may be achieved by
this means, but it is only within very A blank division, this being the demarcarestricted areasthat the Same source of tion between one picture and another, as
will be realised if the spiral formation of the
alternating current is available.
Efforts have ,also -beep made to obtain series of holes is considered. Now when the
synchronism, by means of independent machines are in synchronism the commu-

the photograph. Thus, when the machine
runs too slowly, the correcting impulse

pulls directly upon the iron teeth and
accelerates the motor. It it rims too fast it

pulls back the teeth and retards the

motor. The cogged wheel, of course, is not
a driving mechanism,- but only functionS as
a speed corrector.

_

"LOOKING BACK AT THE GER showing strikingly those districts where development. The international proMAN WIRELESS EXHIBITION". the radio trade is so far only thinly.rePre- gramme eXchange between Germany and
(Continued from page 424)

the ammeter, voltmeter, and ohmmeter'

sented, thus affording means of further+ other countries, Which has been developed
particularly during the last year, was like-

for several tinges.

Exhibits by the German -P.O.
The German Post Office 'Was; apart from the television department referred to earlier,

showing a short-wave transmitter such
as has been in operation ever since the
beginning of this. -year'hetwefn,r Berlin,
Magdeburg, and 'Stettin.

German Broadcasting. corporation
The Reichs-Rundfunk-GesellSchaft (German Broadcasting Corporation) sItOwe'd a
number of very instructive exhibits, Viz.,

statistical returns about the development
of the numbers of subscribers in connection
with the distribution of radio dealers, Lorenz 3-valver and self-contained loud -speaker

wise illnstrated by_ ,an_ instructive picture.
Another series of pictures extending

throughout the exhibition hall given up to
the Broadcasting Corporation shoWed the
various activities of the Corporation : its
central Management, economic superintendence, the way it is represented in the
WorId's Wireless Leagtie, eta. The longdistance reception laboratory of the Corporation at 4-1.1endorf, conducted by Dr.

W. Reisser, was illustrated by actual

duplication; instructie films were shown
and lectures held at frequent internals; in
fact, everything was done to inalgthe best
of' the propaganda facilities- afforded by
the exhibition.
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Please Accept,
five Copy of

from your

MAUR.'

is

a book of reference which should be in the

possession of every owner of a wireless set, for it
is not merely interesting, but definitely useful and
instructive.
In simple language it tells you what

you want to know about H.T. Batteries and offers expert advice on
their choice, care and upkeep.
Ask your Dealer for a Free Copy.

RADIO BATTERIES
SIEMENS BROTHERS
& CO., LTD.,
WOOLWICII, S.E.

PRICES:
POPULAR TYPE
No. 1200. 60 volts

8/ -

13/ No. 1202. 100 volts POWER TYPE
No. 1204. Power 60 volts 13/6
No. 1206. Power 109 volts 22/6
GRID BIAS
. 1/6
No. G.9. 9 volts

Please Mention f`A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

-
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A

DESIGNED

POPULAR

BY

MAINS -

J. SIEGER

DRIVEN

OF THE

THREE

`A.W.' STAFF

Part II-The 4ssembly and Operation
FOR the benefit of those who missed last
week's issue, it should be explained that

the "Clarion All -Electric Three' is a new
edition of that very popular receiver the
"Clarion Screen -Grid Three," first published in A.W. No. 352, in the 'early part
of this year.

obvious that the total cost of all parts baseboard, as indicated by the pencil
necessary is quite low and compares most marks, and the further wires then added.

favourably with the cost of the parts

Rigid insulated wire is used for most

needed for the original "Clarion" receiver,

connections, although flex is used between

plus, of course, the proper batteries and the mains plug and the mains switch on
the panel, and from several of the power
valves needed to operate it.
Once this all -electric edition of the transformer terminals.
Incidentally, it is opportune to note here
This is one of the most popular " three's " "Clarion" has been made up it will work
which has ever been produced by the practically indefinitely and there are, of that one difference between the original
AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff and course, no batteries to charge, to run down
it was felt that now that there is such a at inopportune moments, or frequent

demand for mains -operated receivers, an expensive replacements needed.
A.C. edition of the "Clarion" would meet

" Clarion " and this new all -electric edition,

is that the H.F. stage is screened. There
are two reasons for this. First, the screening removes any possibility of interaction

between the mains supply side and the
with a ready demand. Last week, the Assembly
Those who intend making up the set H.F. side; second, the indirectly - heated
various points of this new receiver were
discussed and no reader who intends should most certainly obtain the blueprint, screen -grid valve has a high factor of
making up this set should progress without which can be obtained, price is. 6d. post efficiency and it may be difficult to obtain
getting last week's issue.
free, from the Blueprint Department, stable working unless proper screening is
For convenience the list of components' 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
incorporated, as in this receiver.
required is given again this week. It will be
LIST OF COMPONENTS
Cabinet (Clarion).

.

Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Becol, Raymond;
Resiston, Paxolin).
Two strips, 3 in. by i in. (Becol, Raymond,
Resiston, Paxolin).'

iaseboard, i6 in. by 15 in. (Clarion, Pickett).
Panel brackets (Bulgin, Ready Radio).
Two .000s-mfd. variable condensers with slow-

motion movement (J.B., Igranic, Burton, Lissen,
Formo).
.000r-mfd. reaction condenser (Clydon, J.B.,
Lissen, Peto-Scott).
" Clarion " aerial and anode coil (Tunewell).
Double -pole mains switch (Bulgin).
Three anti-microphonic valve holders (Lotus,

Benjamin, Lissen, Igranic, Burton).
5 -pin A.C. valve holder (Wearite, W.B., Lissen).

Aluminium screening box, s in. wide by 6 in

high by 6 in. deep (Parex).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series clip
(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.00t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Graham-Farish).

.000r-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Graham-Farish.).
Two 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Two t-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
3-megohm grid leak (Ediswan, Dubilier, Lissen,
Graham-Farish).
600 -ohm resistance with holder (Ready -Radio,
Varley, Dubilier, Lissen).
Pre-set condenser (Formodenser, type J, Igranic).
-

baseboard -mounting
(Igranic-Pacent, Lissen).
40o -ohm

potentiometer

S.C. high -frequency choke (Peto-Scott, Lissen
Burndept, Wearite, Varley, Pares).
Low -frequency transformer (Lissen " Super,"
Varley, Igranic, R.I.).
roo,000-ohm

resistance with

holder (Lissen,

Varley, Dubilier, Graham-Farish).
Output choke (Ferranti B.O.
Two universal -range. Clarostats (Claude Lyons,
Rothermel).
Special multi -volt power transformer (Varley).
Filter unit (Regentone No. O.

Three yards of lighting flex (Lewcos), Adaptor
or mains plug (G.E.C.), Glazite.

Four terminals marked Aerial, Earth,

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Igranic).
Two dial indicators (Bulgin No. 3), Screen grid
valve connector (Bulgin), Flexible -lead fuse holder
(Belling -Lee)

The print is particularly valuable in the

case of this set, because, although construction is quite easy, the layout of the
components is not easy to see at a glance
from the photographs only. And, in
addition, the blueprint gives a full-size

There are just one or two constructional
details which should be observed. There

are two terminal strips, each carrying

two terminals. The terminals are of the

insulated type and each strip is slightly
raised from the baseboard with two very

wiring plan, which eliminates the possibility short lengths of ebonite tubing, or, alternaof making any errors; and errors in a mains - tively, two thick ebonite washers. It is

operated receiver may be more dangerous
things than in one operating from. batteries.
- All parts may be attached' to the panel,

particularly important in the case of the
aerial and earth terminal strip to see that
the metal shanks do not touch the base-

after the latter has been drilled with the board.

aid of It blueprint, and it may then be
screwed to the baseboard,_ preferably
before any of the baseboard parts
are mounted. There is no particular

'order to observe in mounting the .
baseboard parts. Quite a good

plan is to place all the parts in
position, as shown by the
blueprint, and to mark with a

pencil on the baseboard the
exact position of each part.

Then all components except, say, the valve
holders, resistance
holders, fixed condensers and so on,
may be screwed in
their proper places
and wired up. As

each wiring stage
is finished, one or
two further cornponents
screwed

may be
to

the

A back -of -panel view of
the "Clarion All -electric

Three"

(Continued on page 43o)
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Worth a thorough examination is

Stand No. 63-the Lotus Stand.
Here are the very latest Lotus lines
in condensers, chokes, transform-

ers, valve -holders -a complete
range of units for the set maker.
Here are new components you will
be using this season for your sets.
Come and get to know them now,

handle and examine them and

note their fine workmanship and
genuine worth. Every one carries
the guarantee of the Lotus name

and has been made in the new
Lotus factory under conditions
which guarantee the best workmanship and highest efficiency.

It will pay you to examine the
Remember the
Lotus Stand.
number-Stand No. 63.
Lotus Power
Transformer,
1

15s:

4DICUSzones

COMPONENTS

Lotus H.F.
Choke, 56

5k7

t

Lotus All Mains
Unit, k7 7s.

Made by GARNETT WHITELEY & CO. LTD., Lotus Works, LIVERPOOL
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

C( =deur Wirvies
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THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC loose flux or solder might cause a short- these wires have not rough edges, which
might fray the insulation and cause a
circuit.
THREE "
The connection to the anode of the screen - further short-circuit. Note the way in
(Continued from page 428)
It will be noticed that two infinitely grid vah'e is made by means of a special which two fixed condensers near the screenvariable resistances are used, in this case armoured connector, which passes by means ing box have two terminals connected
Clarostats, and these are mounted on little of a bush through the side of the screening together and to a terminal on the side of
L-shaped brackets, approximately in the box. If the standard connector obtained the box; which earths it.
So far as operation is concerned, it will be
WIRIRBLE RESISTfraz
US RECTITYG.
remembered from last week's description
/00 OHMS -5 MEDI,
UHLUE
that indirectly heated valves are recom*9-----2t,fFD.715
mended for the H.F. and detector stages,
alinl:s. 1 .i.P....
1.

7 TTTT

but an ordinary battery -operated P625
valve is uEed in the last stage.

The control of the complete receiver is

very similar, in general, to that of the
original "Clarion." Reaction control and
tuning are effected in the ordinary manner

and it will be found that most selective
Grid Kos
..-/-j-1011-R6E

tuning is obtained with the right-hand con-

INFO.

stage. The two Clarostats on the baseboard
control the Screen -grid anode voltage and

L. S0 2m/o.j.r.

denser, that .is, the one tuning the H.F.
the grid -bias voltage to the power valve.
The Circuit o f A certain amount of experimenting should
the "Clarion All - be done with the adjustment of these

electric Three' voltages in order to get the best results.
The original " Clarion" was a particularly
centre of the baseboard. Clarostats have is not long enough a length of rigid wire selective receiver and this new edition will
,very conveniently -placed soldering tags can easily be added to make connection to be found equally satisfactory. A .0003and no difficulty should be experienced in one side of the fixed condenser. It is neces- mfd. maximum Formodenser, quite close
making connection. Soldering tags are also sary only that the armoured part should to the aerial terminal, enables the degree
of aerial coupling to be adjusted to a nicety.
provided with the mains switch on the pass through the screening box.
Other wires pass from the screening- box The only other additional control, which can
panel. As a high -voltage is present at these
switch points it is imperative to see that to components on the baseboard and care be preset on first adjustment of the receiver,
the soldering here is neatly done. Any should be taken that the holes drilled for is the baseboard -mounting potentiometer.
72MFD,

Follow the lead
of the Experts

HELLESEIN1

Whether for Swinging Coil, in Relnartz,
Hartley, S.G. or Mains Circuits, fit

DON'T SPECULATE
" A little flutter now and
men," but I cannot understand why people should
wish to gamble where H.T.
Batteries are concerned.
Hellesen Batteries are so
consistent, so reliable and
they bring you in so &eat a
return in ampere hours for
the money you spend, thatas Ridley remarked-they
justify the gilt edge which
then is relished by the wisest

PRICES

Standard Capacity.

" Wilay " 9 -volt Grid
Bias Type 2/" Wirin " CO -volt 11.1'
Type

10/6

"Wimp" 09 -volt MT.
Type
18/" Witcl " 108 -volt II.T.

Type
.. 20/.
Treble Capacity.
" Bolin " CO -volt II.T.
Type
19/-

" Kolup " 99 -volt II.T.
Type

TUNEWELLS

selected by the " Amateur
Wireless " technical Staff, for inclusion
in their special
Again

EXHIBITION CIRCUIT

THE CLARION

ALL MAINS 3

appears round the container.

10/6

Next time you need a new H.T.

Battery a$k your dealer for a Hellesen

remembering that the Triple capac.
fly batteries do not even cost twice
as much as the corresponding Standard capacities; an investment, not
a speculation.

... 32/6

STAND No. 259 OLYMPIA.

ANODE

EACH

DUAL RANGE
Cossor 3, Lissen3,etc. Coils,Dual Range,each

Clarion 3, Dominion 4, Mullard S.G.P. 3, 10/6
Bantam Three, Favourite 2 and

3,

Mullards 3

and 3 Star, DUAL COILS for base -board
fitting as illustrated.
each

Ri3
4.

No e-p.n Base required

STAND 95

OLYMPIA

Above Coils for 6 -pin base mounting from 7/6 each.
Panel mounting 10;'6.
2.pin Coils from 1/6.
Complete Wave Traps 10/6 each
HELIUM DRY

ILECTIKAL

"PATTERNS,

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS,

POLYMET MICA ...PAPER CONDENSERS,
HANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.

A. U. RUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

P. 1 T,

H.F. CHOKE

5/9

TURNER
&
CO.,
54, STATION ROAD, LONDON, N.11
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EVERYTHING

ik0)%ts
ris

161

emathriVtreie

gige
yourguarantee

ELECTRICAL

in
the
new
0:RAM MUSIC MAGA EY

PP-4.1:00ope.
NEW

SCIENTIFICALLY

BALANCED COILS'

for razor-sharp
selectivity and
perfect one
tuning

PROV. PAT.
No. 23616/28

SWEETER

MOVING
GANGED CONDENSERS
for enhancing effect

of balanced coils for
easy control and easy
assembling

THE NEW GEC0PHONE
"411FLUITRANSFORIAER
PRICE
Complete with OSRAM VALVES, GECo-

ANEW L.F. TRANS-

FORMER for louder

and perfect purity

reception

Non
The polished heavy

PHONE components and polished heavy
oak home constructor's Cabinet

CIRCUIT
for *Untie B and EXPE RT
e

The NEW "OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET" has
proved the success of the season. It is the finest

oak Cabinet supplied

with kit assembled

wireless engineering job ever offered to the public.

in a minute

SEE THIS LATEST RADIO MARVEL

AT OLYMPIA, G.E.C. STAND Nos. 85-90.

MAGNET0'
Single Tuning
control

No changing
of coils

No soldering

The simplest
to assemble

Widest
possible choice
of stations

gNo aerial
oscillatior

WRITE for INSTRUCTION
CHART which will give you full
information, and is crammed with tbeful

hints and tips. SENT POST FREE

with GECoPHONE components and OSRAM VALVES
MADE IN ENGLAND.

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.

Adz t. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A. W." with Your Order
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TTERS TO THE EDITOR

speaker and cause it to come out in a
series of waves ! That is to say, it causes

a kind of "fading" effect. And yet it is

only wood- laths with a good air space in
between them, and also it is entirely closed
in by glass !
C. H. G. '(London,'W.).

SIR, -I was much interested in " Thermion's" paragraph regarding the

Correspondence should be brief and to the
point and written on one side of the paper.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with

the views expressed by correspondents.

Loud -speakers in the Science Museum changing the set over. Personally, I don't
SIR, -With reference to the B.B.C. set think that set should ever be demonstrated
in the Science Museum, I think the when anything is wrong with it or experiments are being made. That set is supfollowing facts may interest you.
I understand that the large horn speaker posed to represent the ideal for pure
is of Western Electric manufacture, and is reproduction. Why, then, put it on when
the exact type as used in the cinemas for alterations are being made or when for
talkies, except that the horn is curved in some reason it is not quite up to, standard?
order to take up less space behind the
Did
"Thermion" notice terrible
throW-back from the end wall facing the
screen.
As regards quality of reproduction, the mouth of the horn speaker? Personally,
B.B.C. set is about three years old and was I think heavy curtains should be hung
designed for the moving -coil speaker. Consequently, the impedance of the output does

not match that of the Western Electric

quality of reproduction in the Science
Museum at South Kensington. I, too, was
horrified when I re:visited the place some

months ago, after a long interval. The
Rice -Kellogg loud -speaker was exactly as

"Thermion" described it, and the third
instrument mentioned (which, by the way,

is an Amplion Lion) was streets ahead.
I don't know whether you examined the
set itself, but if you did you would have
noticed that the output stage has been

reduced to one L.S.5a, instead of the

original three in parallel, presumably to
suit the Lion; and this, I take it, accounts
down to the tops of the showcases in order for the very indifferent quality from the
to absorb this echo. It is bound to have an R.K. The horn speaker was not installed
adverse effect on the reproduction.
at the time of my visit, but I shall take an
I learned one interesting fact whilst I early opportunity of hearing it.

horn speaker. A fortnight ago, when I was
at the Museum, the reproduction from the was at the $frience Museum. Perhaps you
moving -coil was perfect, but from the horn noticed near the door a 'mechanical model
speaker it was distinctly unpleasant. I made of -wood laths, which when working

G. B. (London, N.W.).

A Curious Trouble

understood from the attendant that they demonstrates the movement of a sound SIR,-My set is suffering from the same
complaint as was mentioned by a
were going to alter the set to work with wave or oscillating current. When broadthe horn speaker. The reason why both casting is on this model has to be switched correspondent recently. It is a shortspeakers were bad whilst "Thermion" wa's off, because the air waves set up by it wave o -V-2 modified Reinartz, and the
there was probably because they were then upset the music issuing from the horn
(Continued on page 434)
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Features that matter
when you begin
IT'S
to look into J.B.

Condensers that you
appreciate the skill, the

This bush is removable, enabling the Condenser to be fixed to

Panel either end, left or right
hand.

accuracy, the endless
patience with which
they are designed and
made.
This is the Universal

Log-one of the new

models. It will be the

Condenser of the sea-

son, and will feature

in many of the Star

Circuits. The frame
construction is such

that complete rigidity
is assured.
PRICES:
.0005 - 9/6
.0003 - 9/.00025 - 8/9

.00015 - 8/9

Visit STAND 97, at the

National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, Sept. 23-Oct. 3.

Steel Centre Spindle, adjustable
for length and particularly useful for ganging and attaching to
Thumb or Drum Control..

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.1.

Showing the well-known J.B.
adjustable tension to Centre
Spindle.

TereOhone : Hob 1837.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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" LETTERS TO THE EDITOR "
nunued from page 432)

table on which the set. is standing appears

to be alive, and there is a plop in the

headphones when it is touched. When a
book is placed on, the table, exactly the
same thing
touched.

occurs when the book is
-

I can give no explanation, and I should
be very pleased if any of your readers can
tell _me the reason for this plop.
B.R.526o (Broadstairs).

the slight trouble of coil changing in order .and is boxed in on the four -sides with 6 -in.
to get such a range.
wide mahogany.
TURNER & Co. (London, N.).
I have not had the opportunity of trying
a balanced armature, but my present conSIR,-Like A.W. (Manchester), I prefer traption is zoo per cent. better than in its
simple plug-in coils. The solenoids original form.
appear to me to be an older idea dug up,
Of course, a piece of thin rod must be
being very much lik6 those old cardboard soldered to the diaphragm to take the
formers of various sizes seen in shop diaphragm attachment.
windows years ago. In my straight " three"
S. M. (London, W.C.).
I use two plug-in coils, and have an almost
unlimited choice of wavelengths and English and German Dance Bands
SIR,-Regarding some recen.t comments
reaction variations. My set contains also

one variable tuning condenser, Mullard

in AMATEUR WIRELESS on the difference

SIR,-The letter in a recent issue entitled
"Coil Comparisons," and signed A.W. thing I have heard. I cut out 2L0 (twelve
(Manchester), was of special interest to us miles away) completely in 3 degrees and
as manufacturers of Tunewell plug-in 5GB (about a hundred iniles) in one degree
coils.
on theslow-motion dial. My aerial is about
It will, no doubt, interest the writer to 6o ft. in length.
know he is not nearly so old-fashioned as
" NOVICE " (Kingston).
he thinks he is. The sale of our two -pin
coils is again on the increase and, despite
Experiments with Loud -speakers

German bands are ordinary orchestras
playing syncopated music for the time
being, Tam able to state at Berlin, at any
rate, this is the case. The Gerhard Hoffman Orchestra occasionally plays in an
orchestral concert starting at 8 p.m. and
after the news bulletin plays dance music

Coil Comparisons

valves, two Ferranti AF3 transformers, etc. between the English and German dance
I consider the results I get as pure as any- bands, in which it was suggested that the

from 10.3o p.m. to 12.3o a.m., with a ten-

the fact that during the past three years SIR,-I wonder if any of your readers minute pause at about z x .3o or 11.5o. The
most published circuits have specified
have tried making a cone loud -speaker, Emil Roosz Band sometimes takes part in
mainly solenoid and dual coils of every using the mechanism of a horn -type instru- an orchestral concert from the studio and
type, there has been but a very slight ment. I converted my "Dinkie " about two plays dance music at the Hotel Adlon. A
falling off in demand.
months ago, experimenting with various few months ago Bamabas von Geezy
Lately the tendency again to specify sized cones. It has now a 6o -degree 9% -in. played classical and dance music from the
plug-in coils is quite noticeable, and for diameter cone made from photographic Hotel Esplanade. Two other well-known
this reason such circuits as your "All -wave mounting paper attached to a 16 -in. by orchestras who play both types of music at
High-mag. 3," with its wavelength of 20 to
-in. mahogany baffle by means of a the Berlin studio are the Marek Weber and
3,000 or more metres, are bound to prove handkerchief glued to the cone and the the Dajos Bela orchestras.
popular. No real enthusiast will object to baffle; this latter has a TO -in. hole cut in it
G. A. K. W. (London, N.W.).
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HIGH FREQUENCY CHOKES
" THE CHOICE OF CRITICS"

Due to the high impedance of S.G. valves, it is important that the H.F. choke
used in conjunction with them should also have a corresponding high inductance value. In our special S.G. type Choke we have sucPRICE

ceeded

r

in obtaining a high inductance figure of 200,000

microhenries, yet the self capacity is only 3 micro -microfarads. The high performance of this choke. will appeal to
discriminating radio engineers and constructors, particularly in view of its Very reasonable cost.

EACH

FILTER OUTPUT CHOKES
These new constant inductance Chokes are the result of extensive
research work and laboratory tests. Two types, 20 and 32 henries, are now in production, both of which maintain their inducPRICE

12 /6
EACH

tance over the whole working range of from
0 to 50 milliamps. Made with the same care

in design and manufacture which characterises
every one of our well-known Bulgin products,

constructors should lose no time in making
their acquaintance.

OLYMPIA. Our Stands are Nos. 295 & 296

DON'T FAIL TO
SEND FOR OUR
1930 56 -PAGE

--FULLY--

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE.

-FREE ON-

APPLICATION

A. F. BULGIN & CO. 9, 10, 11 CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE,
LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephone : Holborn 1072 & 2672
RADIO MANUFACTURERS
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COMPARE
Whichever model you prefer in appearance you can be
confident that Blue Spot tone is there.
The brilliancy of performance, the faithfulness of reproduction

even of the extreme registers is so striking that you are
convinced the only comparison with Blue Spot is a brother
speaker.

THE BLUE SPOT GOLIATH-a

big fellow this, deep rich tone in adundance,
true and alive. £6 6 o buys him, in either of
two finishes.

THE BLUE SPOT 101 and the 99.
Two popular speakers both at £4 4 0.

You

may prefer one, but both are truthful.

THE BLUE SPOT 49.

The ever

This speaker ought to cost more
than £2 2 0. Its tone alone is worth it.
popular 49.

THE BLUE SPOT UNIT.

Acknow-

THE MAJOR CHASSIS

complete

ledged by wireless constructors, the trade and
the press to be the finest loud -speaker unit in
the world-and that's testimony ! 25/- at all
dealers. Look for the new Blue Spot carton
containing the guaranteed unit.

ALL

with 13 in. cone, made especially to take the
Blue Spot unit. The Chassis that does not
need a baffle board.

AND ALL
GOOD

Price 15/-.

THE MINOR CHASSIS-the
little brother.

Major's
With 9lin cone. Price 12/6.

THE BLUE SPOT PICK-UP-with
volume control.

You don't really know how

much you can get out of your records until
you've heard this. Price £2 2 0.
During the Radio Exhibition, the Blue Spot range of

-speakers and units is being demonstrated at Maclise
fg loud
Mansions, Addison Road Station, Kensington, W.

Call and hear for yourself how good Blue Spot really is.

F. A. HUGHES & Co. Limited, 204-6 Gt. Portland St., London, W.'
Telephone: Museum 8630.

Distributors for Northern England Scotland and North Wales : H. C. Rawson (Sheffield aad London) Ltd.;
too London Road, Sheffield (Telephone Sheffield z6006): 22, St.- Mary's Parsonage, Manchester.

L'cn't rorget to Jay I hat You Jaw it in

malt"

W's
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COILS FOR THE "LISTENER'S THREE'
mum diameter of the flan es is 1% in.

IN response to numerous requests, we

in. wide and
There are five slots, each
% in. deep, but only four of these are used
popular AMATEUR WIRELESS set which was in the case of the aerial coils.
Connections are taken to valve legs at
described in No. 347.
Four coils are necessary for this receiver, the base of each coil former; all these legs
in order to cover both the long and short are spaced in the conventional manner to
wavebands, for reception on each band fit in the valve holders on the baseboard.
Winding.the coils is quite a simple job,
necessitates separate H.F. and aerial coils.
Details of the simple formers are given by and is done by hand, For the short-wave
coils, H.F., and aerial, No. 26 d.s.c. wire is
accompanying sketches.
It will be seen that the centre of the used, while No. 32 d.s.c. wire is used for
bobbin is % in. in diameter, and the maxi- both long -wave coils.
reprint below the instructions for making the coils for the "Listener's Three," a

-

The short-wave coils carry 3o turns in
each slot, while the short-wave H.F. coil
has 6o turns in the extra fifth slot. This is
the reaction winding.

Both aerial and H.F. coils for the long
waves have loo turns in each slot, and the
reaction winding on the H.F. former is also
of this size: It is most important to see

that all sections are wound in the same
direction. It is necessary that the windings
should start from the pin end of the former

so that the wire will not cross over the
connections to the pins.

/00T
307-

/00T

/007

W

/oor
= AERIAL
/007'

cz,

Slot

/00T

I

III

30 T

Saar/wave

307

COI LS

H.F.

4

,

ca//; WOO/70'

with /Y° 26 swe

Lam wave
co/IS wound

2

/001

3

/007

with 4''92swc
,307
0.5C wife
All wound m
same three/ion

S C. wire.30T

Ai/ nwarielm
Same M feetza9

Details of H.F. Coils

Details of Aerial Coils

XACTLY

RiGigils-evnY
testedone
EDISWAN GLASS -ENCLOSED
VACUUM RESISTANCES.

(Grid Leak or Anode)
Ediswan are the only British made resistances of this
type on the market. All resistances age thoroughly
tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely
accurate and noiseless in operation. Ottainable
in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Ovcrall
length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS.
These condensers are ideal

for the man who likes to
experiment. In a second.

How do you pronounce

RADIO?

Some say

"RA-DEE-0"

Others say

"RA -DAY -0"

ButOf course, when all is said and

done, it doesn't really matter
how you say it, because both
mean the same thing.

you can pull one out of the
clips and put in another of a
different value. They are
made in values from .0001
mfd. to 001 mfd. Overall

WILL DAY, Ltd.

For the best

for RADIO

length, 45 mm.

W.s.

,301

results.

E 1 SWAN

Made only by Th. Edison Swan Electric Ca Ltd.,
123/5, Queen Victcria Street. Londol, E.C.4,

" The Best in the West

./P

VISIT STAND No. 7

and see the wonderful MUSIKON Electrical
Gramophone ; also the " Mogen" Generator, and
all the new autumn radio parts and accessories.

"It Pays to go to Day's "

19
LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE
Telegrams : "Titles Wes trand London." Telephones : (a lines) Regent ow.' and oo22
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JOURNEY'S END, a play which has
taken London by storm, and which
has since been performed in the United
States, France, Germany and Sweden
with equal success, is to be broadcast, by
arrangement with the author, Mr. R. C.
Sherriff, from 2L0, 5XX, 5SW, and other
stations on Armistice Day.
The last concert of the season will be
relayed from Queen's Hall to 2L0, 5XX,
and other stations on October 6, it will be
a popular Saturday night programme.
The vaudeville programme broadcast
from the London studio on September 27
should please all listeners; it includes
Mabel Constanduros and Michael Hogan
in The Bugginses at the Seaside, a sketch
by Harry Grattan entitled Buying a Gun,
a recital of English and Viennese songs by
Greta Kellar, and piano duets by Edgar
Fairchild and Robert Lindholm.

Bernard Shaw's play Captain Brass bound's Conversion, specially arranged for
the microphone, is down for performance
at the London studio on October 16.
A spoken opera, Roland, a drama based

on Turold's song by E. A. Harding, with
effects composed by Haley Simpson,, will
be transmitted for the first time from 5GB
on October I.
The B.B.C. is taking active cognizance

of the Scottish "season," now in

full

swing. Inverness has been selected for a

big broadcast, the relay being through
Aberdeen, when the first of the faffious
balls in connection with the Northern
Meeting is held.

Coinciding with, the official opening of
the new high -power Bukarest broadcast-

ing station, the Rumanian Government
proposes to equip all express railway trains
with receiving apparatus for the -benefit of
passengers.

An experiment of interest is being made
at the Cumbrae Lighthouse, on the Firth
of Clyde, by the installation of a device to
broadcast the fog signal from that lighthouse by wireless telephony simultaneously with the ordinary fog signal. By the

TO PERFECT RADIO
In addition to their own extensive range, PETO-SCOTT offer YOU

every known Radio Receiver or Component-Write now for

OUR NEW SEASON'S CATALOGUE
containing 48 pages, profusely illustrated and with detailed descriptions of the 1929/30 products of
ALL THE LEADING MAKERS. Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, eft',
all are dealt with and all are obtainable on

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES
The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fill
in the coupon below or send us a list of your requirements.
MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in this issue).

Complete kit contains exact parts as swirled and Cabinet.

Panel drilled. Full-size Blueprint free with complete kits. Sent

only 33;9; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 19/2. Valves
extra.

A.C. ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION THREE (described in " Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable albmains receiver.

No batteries required. Complete kit contains exact parts as
specified and Cabinet. Panel drilled. Full -site Blueprint free
with complete kits. Send only 28!6; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 26/13. Valves extra.

THE HIE -EDGE THREE (described in " Amateur Wireless,"
Complete kit contains exact parts as specified and
Cabinet. Panel drilled. Full -sire Blueprint free with complete
bits. Send only 11/3; balance in 11. monthly instalments of 11/3.
Valves extra.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Send only 18/8; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 18/-.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
27;6; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 27/8.
COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.C. MAINS SET. Send only 19/3;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 19;3.
"21/9/99).

OLYMPIA EXHIBITION
STANDS 42, 43 and 44

On these stands we have gathered together the cream of the Exhibition for
your inspection. See all the latest models SIDE BY SIDE.
1930 MULLARD KITS are now available on easy terms. Order
immediately" for delivery from stock.
8.0. BROWN MODEL B. Three -valve Screened -grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 15/-; balance in 10
monthly instalments of 181-.
McMIOHAEL SCREEN THREE. Complete kit of components,
excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc. Send only 16/8; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 18/3.

OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. Uses
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Bend only 10,10; balance In 11
monthly instalments of 10/10.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS, from 4/7, Brat
payment.
CELESTION C.12, in Oak. Send only 10/4; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 10/4. In Mahogany, 10/9.
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, including
CELESTION Z 20, in Oak. Send only 14/11 balance in 11
monthly instalments of 14/3. In Mahogany, 18/2.
Coils for 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 4814; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 25/8.
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Lond-speaker.
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 12/4; balance in
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7,4.
1 monthly instalments of 12/4.
BLUE SPOT 86.K. UNIT, with SQUIRE MODEL 101 CONE
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home construction, using
HIT. Send only 5/11; balance in 11 monthly Instalments of &lit
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 mai. for
A.C. mains. Send only 40;-; balance in 11 monthly instalments
=DE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, type W..1.. to Crates.
of 22;8.
Send only 8/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 8/11.
MAINS. COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
STANDARD WET H.T. 114 -VOLT BATTERY. 10,000 m's,
available on easy terms. Full details in our Catalogue. For
absolutely complete. Send only 7(2; balance in 11 monthly
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type
instalments of 7/2. All parts for these Latterly, available.
with Regentone Power Transformer, type W.R.1. Send only 9/2;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
THE ADAPTAGRAM converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple., Takes pracB.T.H. R.K. UNIT (for 6 -volt accumulator or D.C. maim).
tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up; Baliince-armaSend only 11/7; balance in 11 monthly instalments -of 11/7.
tore Loud -speaker. All fitted in a handsome Oak Cabinet.
REOENTONE W.16. 8.0. (A.C. mains), for S.G. and pentode sets.
Send only 39/8; balance in 11 monthly histalnients 22/-,
Send only 9/2; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
EKCO 3.F.20 (A.C. mains), also for S.G. and pentode sets. Bend
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of all types by leading makers
See catalogue' for full details.
only 7/4; balance In 11 monthly instalments of 7/4,
All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available for'cash if preferred.
-

CONSTANTLY COPIED BUT NEVER EQUALLED

We have been associated with all that is best in Radio since the inception of the Industry,
and we still offer the best terms with unrivalled SERVICEIbacked by 10 years experience.

new system there will be broadcast to

FIRST IN 1919-FOREMOST TO -DAY

synchronise with the sound of the signal
the name of the station or lighthouse. By

PETO SCOTT tog)

noting the time between receiving the

sound by wireless and actually hearing it,
seamen will be able to fix their exact distance from the shore. There will be broad-

cast the words, "one," "two," "three,"
and so on, in conjunction with the sounding of the fog signal every half -minute,
and when the actual sound of the signal
coincides with a wireless figure that will
be the distance in miles of the vessel from
the shore at that point.
(Continued on page 441)

Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under id, stamp.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops:

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, ManChester Street, Liverpool. 33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton.cum-Hardy,
Manchester.

COUPON.
Please send
Catalogue.

me your New 48 -page Illustrated

NAME

ADDRESS
A.W.28/9

maw Wwelksj
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NFORMATION BUREA
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We reply promptly by post. Please give ail necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEURWIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

RULI 5.-Please wrae distinctly and keep to the point.

box -type frame having sides 2 ft. 6 in. high,
Q. -I have noticed that in many of your sets with top and bottom pieces 1 ft. 6 in. long, and
you incorporate anti-motorboating circuits con- wound with twelve turns of stranded framesisting of a series resistance and a shunt conA nti-motorboating Resistances.

denser to earth. Is it possible to make use of the
ordinary grid -leak type resistance in place of the
wire -wound type ?-L. F. (Walsall).

avvvvvvvvvvvvvm,0
When Asking
Technical Queries

A.-We see no reason why the ordinary

grid -leak type resistances should not be used
in anti -motor -boating circuits, except that cap
must be taken to see that they pass the correct
amount of current. If you can procure grid leak type resistances of suitable values, then
make use of them by all means.-A. C,
Frame Aerials.
Q.-What points should be considered when
wishing to make up a frame .aerial for. longdistance reception?-B. F. (Tooting).
A.-The frame dimensions should be reasonably large and should be of the box type, The

of

0
0

0

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

0>05

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany

each question and also a stamped

addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

a

wavelengths.

The turns of wire should be

spaced a quarter of an inch apart around the
outer edge of the box arrangement of the dimen-

sions suggested.-C. A.
Screen -grid Valve Sets.

Q.-I have made up a screened -grid valve

receiver using astaticallv wound aerial and anode
coils with ordinary grid condenser and grid leak

between the H.F. and detector valves. I am
troubled with a kind of grid -choke noise-continuous crackles at regular intervals. I have
Lsted the L.F. amplifier portion of the receiver
separately and the trouble is not apparent in this
part of the set. It occurs in the H.F. and detector

side of the receiver, and although I have checked
and resoldered every connection, the trouble still
persists. Can you suggest a remedy ?-j. D.
(Balham).
-A.-2--Vou do. not submit a diagram of your
receiver circuit, -but we are of the opinion that

you have your detector:valve grid leak wired
either to positive L,.T. or to negative L.T. We
plans and layouts cannot be supplied.
suggestthat you disconnect the grid leak from
the L.T. circuit and interpose an extra grid AAAA.
bias battery, connecting the grid leak to the
range required, the size of the frame, the spac- erial wire, would-be found to be quite -efficient negative wander plug and the negative L.T. to'
ing of the turns, and the type of wire used. A and satisfactory on the broadcast band of the positive plug of the grid battery.-C. A.

turns of wire wound on the frame should

preferably be spaced to 'reduce the capacity
between the turns and the wire should be of
the stranded variety. The number of turns
for the frame will vary with the wavelength

Tbe Aeabp 1abto Rebiebi

[WE ARE AT

OLYMPIA
STAND 93

313uperz

IT;

PAY US
A

VISIT

uibe

IT PAYS TO BUY EFFICIENCY

No. A.W.1

THE CLARION

1 Ediswan 3 meg. leak
1 Ready 600 -ohm wire wound
resistance and holder ...
...
1 Formodenser type. J.

ALL -ELECTRIC
This receiver embodies the unique
features of the CLARION 3 together
with equipment for COMPLETE
MAINS DRIVE.

2

6

5

6

1 Lissen "Super" transformer

19

0
0
0

0
4

2 Universal Clarostats

1

10

6

1 Farley

0
0

Multi -volt power
transformer
...
... 2 10
1 Regentone No. 1 filter compact unit
1 10
4 Beiing-Lee terminals (marked)
2

1 Bulgin S.G. valve connec6
9

6

Ai

2

6

Private Exchange

1 Igranic 400 -ohm' potentiometer
...
1 Peto-Scott S.G. H.F. choke

1

1 Ready Radio screening box
1 Dubilier :0042 condewer ...
1 Dubilier series clip
1 Dubilier .0001 condenser ...

Telephone No.
Hop 5555

9

5

3

6
2

6

:7

0

5

2

1

1

condensers

6

1 Ferranti B2 output choke...

0

1 Lotus A.C. valve holder ...

2 Dubilier 1-mfd. condenser...

1

20

1 Lissen 100,060 -ohm resistance and holder.:..
...

s:

1 15
1 Cabinet, 16 by 8 by 15 in.
...
8
.:.
1 Resiston panel
2 Strips
2
2 Ready Radio panel brackets
2 J.B. .0005 slow-motion condensers ...
113
1 Cyldon .0001 reaction con.,
..,
5
denser
2 Tunewell "Clarion" coils
1 aerial and 1 anode ... 1 1
1 Bulgin double pole niains switch
...
3
J
3
3 Lotus valve holders

2 Dtibilier

ee"

0
0

a

1 Belling -Lee flexible lead fuse
holders

1

6

dial indicators ; -20f t. Glazite; screws, nuts, bolts, etc.
4 Mains valves (Oct., 15"-;

Inclusive Total

3

6

3 15

0

1,19

1

0

SERVICE AND

KNIFE-EDGE THREE

SATISFACTION

A receiver which overcomes
"REGIONAL" DIFFICULTIES

We have customers all over the world
who have taken advantage of the Ready.
Radio Service. We receive every day
testimonials and letters of appreciation:
It pays to advertige good products and
it pays to tell you about ourselves;

£ s. d.

1 Cabinet and baseboard
... 1 5 0
1 Resiston panel
80
2 Strips
6
1 Fonno .0005 condenser
4 6
1 Formo .00035 condenser . ..
4 6
1 Lissen 400 -ohm pint poten tiometer
...
2 6
1 Wearite "Q" coil (aerial) ...
15 0
3 Lotus valve holders
...
3 9
1 Dubilier .0003 condenser ...
2 6
1 Dubilier 2-meg. leak
...
2 6
1 Lissen R.C.C. unit ...
...
4 0
1 Lewcos H.F. choke...
9

1 Igranic type J transformer

1 Push-pull switch ..
4 Belling -Lee insulated terminals
...
...
2 -Ready Radio panel brackets
1, Paxolin tube, 3M. by 2in....
1 oz. Lewcos No. 30 d.s.c. wire
1 Igranic .00027 max. preset:

-7 Wander plugs, marked; 2
spade tags; 3 yds. flex;

1 Adaptor or mains plug; 2

S.G., 25/-; Super Power,
15;-; and U5, 20
...

SEPTEMBER 1929

20ft. Glazite
3 Valves as specified ...

TOTAL (including valves)

17

because we know it will pay you to
avail yourself of our service.

TO HOME CUSTOMERS
Your goods are dispatched post free in
sealed cartons or carriage paid by rail:

A nominal charge of 2/- is made on
crates, and this amount is credited if

6

the case is returned within 7 days.
NOTE.-You can, if you desire, avail

1

2
2

yourself of the C.O.D. system.

0
6

. 11
10

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

26

---

All your goods are very carefully packed
for export and insured, all charges
forward.

40

1 13 6

£7 5 6

,

Any components for, these receivers can

be supplied separately if desired.

READY RADIO

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Three Minutes from London Bridge Stations)

Pages 439 and 440 are missing

WRITE,WMEor'PHONE
If you require any goods not shown it,'
our fists, send your order and they wilt

be dispatched promptly at list prices
c.o. D.

TFtegranza:
Ready. Hop 5555
London

-
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" RADIOGRAMS"

(11"1"4".3,3

set,
tioar

(Cpnlinued from page 437)

Broadcasting is being freely used in the
effort to obtain the necessary public support for dental hospitals in Scotland.
Edinburgh raised a large sum for its new.
building by such an appeal, and a generous
response is anticipated for another broadcast from Glasgow to all Scottish stations.
Radio Normandie (Fecamp, France) has
resumed its transmissions on 220 metres;

l

the power has been raised to 500 watts.
Musical programmes are regularly given
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays
between 8.3o and 10.3o p.m.

Some long-distance Berlin chars-a-banc
have been equipped with wireless receivers

with a view to the broadcast of news and

radio entertainments during their daily
trips.

In the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
tests are being carried out in telephony on
1,220 metres and on 2 I i-223 metres
between 12.3o and 1.30 p.m. on Saturdays,
and from 9 3-o p.m. onwards on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Listeners picking up a transmission in
French with the announcement "Ici statiori.
experimentale 25,401" should bear in mind

that they have captured the new Radio
Belgique 15 -kilowatt station on 339 metres.

Power Box.

The Marconi Co. has been entrusted with

Efficient, reliable components that will not involve
you in unnecessary construction work, and yet
that will give that latitude of application so much

the construction at Rome of a short-wave

station for the purpose of relaying the
U.S.A. concerts to the Italian broadcasting

appreciated by the real radio enthusiast-that's
what you want-that's what you can get by using

system.
Tests have been made at Soften (Switzer-

Regentone.

land) with a military wireless transmitter
with a view to the erection in that town of

A combinat'on of the Regentone A.C. Power Box
and Filter Compact-two connections only-gives
you a complete H.T. Ma;ns Unit, absolutely trouble
free, simple and economical to use, and effic:ent
and reliable in the using. Our Power Box comprises a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier and a RegenOur Filter compact is a
tone Transformer.
complete smoothing equipment containing a choke

a 12 -kilowatt station.

In 193o a 35 -kilowatt transmitter is to
replace the present Brno (Czecho-Slovak)
broadcasting station; another high -power
transmitter is to beerected at Prague.
The new 5 -kilowatt Paris P.T.T. Ecole
Superieure transmitter has been brought
into regular9peration and now works daily
from 4 p.m. onwards.
Ljubljana' (Jugo-Slavia), which had
closed down for repairs, resumed its
broadcasts on 566 metres on September

last; the interval signal is the call of the
cuckpo !

of high inductance together with British -mad
Condensers-everything fully guaranteed for 12
Two additional tappings on the Regentone Power Box provide L.T. for A.C. Valves, 4
months.

volts up to 4 amps.
FILTER COMPACT

The

Regentstal

tenuously variable.

No. 1. - £ 1 a 10 - 0
No. 2. - £2 10 0

Con

For,,

POWER BOX

No. 1. - £2 - 10 - 0
No. 2. - £3 10 -

Our new ART BOOKLET gives full particulars and crntain,
mach interesting information on Radio from the Mains

Real,tauce. range
4,000;4 0
250
ohms. Price 7/9

Write fir free copy to -day.

STANDS 16, 17 & 18 OLYMPIA.

Many of the Russian transmitters have
been overhauled during the summer
months and will resume broadcasts during
the autumn on higher power. Tiflis has
been provided with a 35 -kilowatt station,

National Radio Exhibition, Sept. :23rd-Oct. 3rd, 19:,.q

of which tests are to be carried out towards
the end of September.

The Icelandic authorities have granted
permission to a local company to raise a
loan for the construction of a powerful
transmitter in the immediate neighbourhocd of Reykjavik.

Showing

how

the

Bejeweled enables one of
the tappings to be eon.
reeled brio a variable. If
desired, an additional

variable or fired tapping
can be added.

For Radio from the Mains

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
21,Bartlett's Bldgs., Holborn Circus,London, E.C.4
Telephone: Central 9661
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ROADCAST TELEPEONY

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths). For the_purpo;e of better comparison, the power indicated is aerial energy.
Power
Kilo- Station and
Kilo- Stition and
Power
Powit:
Kilo- Station and
Power
(Kw.)
Call Sign
Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Metres cycles . Call Sign
Metres cycles Call Sign
(Kw.)
(Kw.)
Metres
1.5
Naples
(Napoli)
*332
9o5
2.0
*
253
Gleiwitz
1,784
FRANCE
GREAT BRITAIN .
1.0
779 Genoa (IGE)
1.5
*385
' 259 1,157 Leipzig
0.25
170 7,750 St. Quentin
26.5322,751 Chelmsford
3.0
Rome
(Roma)
880
0
2$
*441
'
270
2,rrz
Kaiserslautern
0.1
211.31,42o Beziers
SW) 15.0
0.3
453
66a Bolzano(IBZ)
25
* 278 r,o83
Koenigsberg
0.6
0,13
Fecamp
*200 1,500 Leeds (2LS)
4,4:1,364
7.0
Milan
Milano)
599
Magdeburg
0.5
*501
0.8
'283
r,o58
Ste.
Etienne
1,304
*242 1,238 Belfast (28E) - 1.0
0.5
*283 1,058 Berlin (E.)
0.25
237 2,265 Juan-les-Pins
* 261 7,748 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
NORWAY
0.6
'
283
r,o58
Stettin
Bordeaux
(Radio
238 1,260
'0.18
288.5 2,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
240 1,25o Rjukan
0.2
* 319
942 Dresden
Sud-Ouest) 1.0
.65
288.5 2,040 Stoke-on-Trent
' 283 r,o58 Notodden
'325
923 Breslau
15
0.25
(6ST) 0.13
240 7,250 Radio Nimes
1.0
* 365
820
Bergen
*339
0.31
887 Bremen
' 255 2,275 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
0.7
288.5 1,040 Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
*394
761
Frederiksstad
15
*NO
833 Stuttgart
0.7
' 265 2,230 Lille (PTT)
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
0.1
453
662 Tromsoe
' 372
15
BO Hamburg
05
268 1,12.1 Casablanca
288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
0.3
453
662 Aalesund
'
390
77o
Frankfurt
1.5
0
5
Rennes
(PTT)
2
283
0.13
*
217
288.61,040 Hull (61(H)
0.7
Porsgrund
66a
458
'418
726 Berlin
1.5
277 r, 83 Pie du Midi de
1.5
288.51,04o Edinburgh
* 493
6o8 Oslo . .. ....
0.21
*453
662 Danzig
Bigorre (weather
(2EH) 0.35
7.3
Oslo
(testing)
1071
280
*456
657 Aachen
0.31
forecasts 9 p.m.)
288.5 1,04o Dundee (2DE) 0.13
SPAIN
*478
635 Langenberg
13.0
*286
Montpelier
288.5 7,4o Bournemouth
Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
1,193
251
' 533.
563 Munich
15
(PTT) 0 2
(6861) 1.0
311
956 Oviedo (EAJ19) 0.5
* 560
536 Augsburo,
0.24
Radio Lyons 0 5
292 7,028
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13
* 340
86o Barcelona
*560
536 Hanover
0.35
*294 roan Limoges (PTT) 0.5
*301
995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
(EA J1) 8.0
670
527 Freiburg
0.35
1.0
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
304
968 Cardiff (5WA)
*310
*308
875 Seville (EAJ5) 0.5
*1,635
783.5 Zeesen
pm
0.25
2.0
946 Agen
304
* 856
842 London (2L0)
San
Sebastian
368
825
2,100
42
809
97o Radio Vitus - 1 0
*377
(EAJ8) 0.5
10.0
797 Manchester
2,290
r3r Norddeich
(2ZY) 1.0
95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.6
4818
*424
7o7 Madrid (EAJ7) 3.0
1.0
* 399
753 Glasgow (5SC)
326.5 918.9 Grenoble (PIT) 0.5
HOLLAND
459
66s
Salamanca
0.5
*479
893 Petit Parisien
6z6 Daventry (5GI3) 25.0
338
(EAJ22) 0.55
31.4 9354 Eindhoven
0.1
809 Strasbourg
193 Daventry
346
'1,554
(PC,..1) 25.0
SWEDEN
(5X X) 25.0
2.0
f24 Algiers
364
*293 7,004 Huizen via nitQ6
almo
231. r 3o;
AUSTRIA
825 Ro LL
306
versum
aerial
.6
' 257 x,r6o Hoerby
0.5
(Paris) 0.5.
*248 2,220 Linz
(until 5.40 p.m.
0.45
270 7,71z .Troilhattan
0.5
'381
788 Radio Toulouse 8 0
*283 1,058 Innsbruck
B.S.T.)
65
10.0
932 Goeteborg
* 322
'
7.0
* 352
85r Graz
411
729 Radio Maroc
*1,071
280 Huizen via Hil0.5 -822
932 'Falun
(Rabat) 2.0
* 453
666 Klagenttirt
0.5
versum
aerial
1.5
436 ,689 Stockholm
581 Vienna
15.0
*517
687 Radio Flandre
436
(after 5.40 p.m.
0.6
*542
554 Sundsvall
(Lille) 0.1
BELGIUM
B.S.T.)
6.5
Ostersund
_389
*770
216 2,39.2 Charleroy (LL) 0.25
67r Paris (Ecole
447
'1,070
68o Scheveningen0.6
250 Boden
1,200
Sup. PTT) 1 5
246 1,219 Antwerp
- Haven 5.0
30.0.
222.5 Motala
*1,348
5.0
(Anvers) 4E15 0.4
408
640 Lyons (PTT)
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 'p.m. B.S.T.)
SWITZERLAND
246.1 2,228.8 Schaerbeek.
222 Tunis (Kasbah) 0.6
1,350
*1,875
760 Hilversum via
1.0
Berne
Brussels 0.2;
205.3 Eiffel Tower... 12.0
*409
,1.3
1,401
Huizen
aerial
653 Zurich...........: '0.63
0.5
Radio
Paris
...
12
0
*459
2,200
Ghent
250
274
*1,725
(AVRO)
6.5
0.60:1
442 Lausanne
680
40 2,072 Li6ge
GERMANY
IRISH FREE STATE
0.25
01
312
760
962.4 Arlon
*218 2,373 Flensburg
*225 2,337 Cork (IFS)
. 10
0.25
1.0
4.0
590 Brussels
297 Basle
* 509
1,010
'227 2,319 Cologne
*413
725 Dublin (2RN)
10
30
DENMARK
*234 2,283 Muenster
All wavelengths marked with an
20
ITALY
*239 r,256 Nurnberg
* 281 .7,067 Copenhagen
0.35
asterisk have b6efi'aliotted according,
248 1,209 Trieste (testing)
*246 1,220 Kiel
(Kjobenhavn) 0 75
0.25
to the Plan de Prague. ,
1,220 Cassel
* 246
* 274
2,094 Turin (Toting;
7.0
1,153
260 Kalundborg
'La
Hilo- Station and
cycles Call Sign

-

'

-

395 'Geneva0.2 i

The"All-Metal" Way,1930
This publiCation, invaluable to
constructors or users of mains

4i140
Main? Operated

radio supply units of every description, is now published. 32 pages
of instructions and circuits.
INSPECT THE

OWESTINGHOUSER$

.METAL RECTIFIERS
ON STAND

13/14

RADIO EXHIBITION
These are the units which' make the best'
eliminators or chargers ,because they have

The reproduction obtained from the W.B.
Moving Coil Loud -speaker is infinitely
superior to that of most instruments.
Build it yourself and see ! Its efficient

no valve, or moving parts or chemical

design makes it simple to assemble and
the absence of batteries makes it simple

action.

to dse. Remember, the W.B. Movi ng Coil

was designed by Mr. W. James and
widely acclaimed by the leading Wireless
Journals of the Country.
Sod all ready to assemble for

Get your copy of the " All,Metal" 3vay from our Stand,
or send us a 2d. Stamp with your Name and Address.

4 14s. al .

WIIITELEY BONEHAM & C9 LT?
NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIELD. NOTTS.
LONDON OFFICE: 21 BARTLLT

131 ILPiNGS, 110LFORN CIRCUS, EC4

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co.,Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

SEPTEMBER 18, 1929
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$1411 I :V 'I CI] rq 1
M.P.A RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OFFERS YOU THESE

3 NEW M.P.A. SPEAKERS.
SCIENTIFIC

MASTERPIECES

EACH ONE A TRIUMPH OF

GOOD LOOKS, TONAL
PERFECTION AND VALUE I
HEAR AND COMPAREI
;1 /

/,

WW ......1A0104.0.004040~PeW*0~AVIOPMeettP9040.0,41.141Pr 0010100"WOWPOI

THE NEW M.P.A.
POPULAR
PLAQUE

A BETTER INSTRUMENT THAN
EVER BEFORE-and AT A LOWER
PRICE! Fitted with the wonderful
new Mark VI unit ; with new robust
protecting grille at back ; mounted on
wooden base. Remarkably sensitive,
clear and loud! Even response over
wide range of frequencies, attractive

mahogany or oak finish. our/.
And look at the price ! Ls."

Don't forget also to hear.. the .4.
new Mark VI Speaker Unit. r`
wood baffle and V' cone costs
It is only 1216, chassis with 14

WI.; full mounting instructions
are given.

SMALL, BUT MIGHTY
IGRANIC proved that bulk was not essential

to purity and amplification in an L.F.
Transformer. Others followed, but the
Igranic " J " Type still stands supreme as
the small low-priced transformer with the
long, straight curve.
For your portable,, where space is restricted

and weight must be kept down, use the

Igranic " J " Type Transformer. Use it in
your domestic receiver, too, and enjoy truly

THE NEW M.P.A.
POPULAR CABINET

magnificent magnification.
Ratios of 3-1 and 6-1. Price 17/6

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF M.P.A.
VALUE! An attractive speaker with
a first rate performance. Yet low in
cost! Like the Popular Plaque, it has
the unique Mark VI movement. Extremely sensitive. Splendid reproduction. Exceptionally wide range.
Handsome polished oak cabinet. Box
resonance eliminated. Hear Al, _Sim
it and you'll buy it! Price 'I'

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

Mahogany Cabinet 4716

If

THE NEW M.P.A.
MOVING COIL
SPEAKER

SEE AND HEAR THIS AMAZING
NEW SPEAKER! Whatever price
you are prepared to pay, you will not
Eet anything better! Here indeed is
Hearing that is almost seeing!"
Built on entirely new principles.
Permanent magnet. No separate
energising current required. Patent
baffling system eliminates box resonDignified
ances. Glorious tone!
design in polished oak. A delight

for the eye and the 5

ear!Complete

HIBITION

STAND 105

M.P.A.

STANDS

161
and

162

direct

to
Dept D.131
THE NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA=

SOT P-OCT 5 IIAM'.10PM

ADMISSION I/6 DAILY
U10AYVKI4i0010105.115

IN)*

Unit only on base, 12 Gns.

RADIO EX-

your

Scaler cannot
iupply y o u
please write

149

NeenVictoriaSt

products

above £5 may be

purchased on
deferred terms.

lion Room "O"

M.P.A. Wireless
Ltd., Dept. 19,

AND/

in Gallery

High Road, Chic -

Works BEDFORD

and Vemons tra-

Radio Works,
wick, London, W.4

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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All -Electric

Three

-F:011Mo_

doesn't need any

ARTHUR PRLEIl&c° LTD

" Have always held a leading position.

. .

production of thoroughly sound variable
condensers

"

.

Vick Press.

....

In four Capacities

SCREW
CONCEALED

.0005
.09035
.10025

FRICTION

PIGTAIL

BRAKE

Just plug into your electric light. All
the

usual

British

and Continental

Stations with more power and better
tone than you ever had with batteries.

"1930" LOG (Z!,-) CONDENSER
SINGLE

batteries

Plug for gramophone pick-up.
Complete with special

A.C. valves and in -

Os

cluding royalties.
Hear it with other TRIX sets at

STANDS 211 & 212

RADIO EXHIBITION

* .00015

OLYMPIA

38

416

VALVE HOLDER
another newcomer to the
TRIX range of tested components. Moulded throughout in genuine brown Trixite
with positive top and bottom

stops, movement is ample

each

but not excessive. Britain's

best Bob's worth-it
been called.

* Double spacing of vanes

WEIGHT

4i 0,ICES

3

TRIX

"BOB BROWN"

has

RETAIL 1 /EN PRICE

for Ultra Short-wave work.

ERIC J. LEVER
(TRIX) LTD.

"MIDGET" Reaction CONDENSER
Capacity ; 0002 mfd.

8/9, CLERKENWELL
GREEN, LONDON, E.C.1

The FORMO "MIDGET" Reaction

Phone : Clerkenwell 3014'5.

Condenser, like all other Formo Condensers
has
incorporated the patented Formo
internal "PIGTAIL," undoubtedly the
fittest tollector or "Pigtail" yet devised,
and thereby is absolutely noiseless in

operation.

oratiet

219

fort5:9/6

The Finest

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.
MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive
on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely
ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free.
NO BACK -LASH.
SMALL. EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.
YA--)

...L

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOV PORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

30'4

I

34
As pictorially shown, the scale and
aperture are inclined at an angle of
30' from perpendicular thereby per-

Complete kit of parts including TeKaDe
V.T.126 2 -electrode valve, cabinet and panel,
drilled and engraved.

unobstructed
view of scale without need to crouch
or stoop.
mitting

and pull in all stations with the TeKaDe set.

convenient

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

DR. NESPER LTD.
Colindale Avenue, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9
Mk your dealer to show you also Dr. Nesper

Trickle Chargers and KT. 13 a tt e ri es.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers
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fOTO$
VALVE!

SPeciaati made

to imPtOe

Set!

YOUR

The Wandering Minstrel carries
a new instrument-he has increased
his repertoire and reduced his fee.

new Burndept Screened
Portable is a new and .better
instrument-it has a wider range
The

and is yet cheaper in price. These
are the benefits of true economy
and ripe experience.
Like the Wandering Minstrel,carry

FOR ALL REQUIREMENT!
AND BETTER RECEPTION
Volts

Amps.

Use in Set

B A.9

1.9v

0.05

General Purpose

5/6

and

5/6

Super Power Valve

7/6

B.C.9

1.9v

0.1

B.D.9

1.9v

0.2

ever you go you can summon
entertainment from across a continent.

Price

Type

General ePru rcisvee

your instrument with you-where-

Same Types in 4 volts, also Pentode, and Screened Grid

Ask Your Local Dealer or Write Dept. A.W.2,

CONCERTON RADIO &
LTD.
ELECTRICAL

B

SCREENED PORTABLE
4 valves including Screened Grid-Wave-lengths
230/,.00 metres and 1C00/2060 metres. Single drum
control calibrated in wave-lengths-Complete

. including royalties £19.19.0

See this new Portable at the Radio Exhibition,
Stands No. 144-147

CO.,

256,7,

BANK CHAMBERS

329, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1

'Phone: Hot,

8667

Write for details and Hire Purchase Terms.
BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD.,

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

17 EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3
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CimateurWu-desi

HERE IS THE

OAK WIRELESS CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

Do not put a fine piece of

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"

HANDBOOKS 2/6 7:11
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 2'9 post free from Cassell and Company, Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

work into a fourth -rate box

The SHIELDED FOUR -ELECTRODE VALVE Theory
&
Practice

Install a "LANGMORE"
and be proud of your set.

Caps. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world on radio science and practice, and
his book is a complete guide to the principles under which this latest and most remarkable
salve should be operated.

1.

Panel, 16 in. X 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in. high,
ft. 8 in. wide, 12 in.
deep.

No. 2.

Panel, 13 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in. high,
ft. to in. wide, 12 in.
deep.

No. 3.

Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in. high,
t in. wide, 12 in.
2 ft.
deep.

No.

4.

Panel, 18 in. x 8 in.

Cabinet, 3 ft. high, t ft.
to in, wile, 12 in. deep,

How to Make and Manage Them

WIRELESS -CONTROLLED MECHANISM

Nos. I & 2

For Amateurs. By Raymond Phillips

This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and using of short-range wireless
control apparatus, and it has been written so simply that it can be understoal by any enthusiast
possessing au elementary knowledge of wireless.

27/6
Each

THE PRACTICAL " SUPER -HET"' BOOK
Explains what the super -het is, what it does, how it works, and how to build up a number of
super -het sets made of tested, British -made components.

Nos.3&4

THE SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK

32/6

By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)

Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used in short-wave work, shows how

Each

to make it and how to use it, and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

All the above with Battery Shelf, enclosed back

and sides, and double doors in front of same,
10/- extra.

PACKED and SENT CARRIAGE PAID to ANY ADDRESS in GREAT BRITAIN
All are fitted with hinged top, heavy baseboard, etc., and a tray underneath gives
accommodation for batteries. London made. Highly finished in Jacobean style.
Please note this price does not include Panel.
Trade enquiries invited.
Other sizes and styles, prices on application.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. LTD.
143 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

'Phone: Hol. 4894.

LOUD -SPEAKER 'CRYSTAL SETS
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly efficient crystal sets: making
an attachment for simple connection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal seta
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

TI-r2se cabinets arc made in the
following sizes :No.

By Captain H. J. Round, M.O.

DOUBLE THE VOLUME
of your LOUD -SPEAKER
Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker and
you will he positively amazed at the difference.
Double the volume and much greater purity in tone.

All the notes come out in their correct value. N3

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS DATA BOOK

The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor and the keen wireless amateur
who is always rigging up different circuits and experimenting for progress, will Sod this Data
Book extremely helpful.

THE WIRELESS MAN'S WORKSHOP -

-By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

Written by a practical home constructor, this book-containing much useful wireless information-enlightens readers on the selection and right methods of using the tools and materials
used In constructing wireless sets.

By J. H. Reystems

THE BOOK OF THE NEUTRODYNE. c°11ten.!':WhY Neutralising
is nee.esof Neutralising: lcesl
yner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.t.E.E.
Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity 15 ithout Loss of Quality; Design of High -Frequency Transformers; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers; Some Suitable Circuits.

Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1!9

PRODUCTS

PAR EXCELLENCE

Used and Recommended by the Technical Dept. of this Paper

THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC
Parex Screening Box, as specified, 6 x 5 x 6, 5/6-H.F. Choke, 3/6

resonance-no " dru.mming "-Just pure and real music.

3p6
Post

PAREX WAVE

The P.R. Cone is the only one
which correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instru-.
mental -music. That is why i t

Screen for

for
cutting out the

Radio 4," as

will improve any cone speaker,

Indispensable

plete with washers 'and screws.

Improves Se'ectivity 1CC°,

no matter the make or price.
11 in. diameter, correctly proportioned; ready to fit, com-

Local Station

Can be adjusted instantly. No

4,1.

SELECTOR
ENTIRELY
SCREENED 12'6

cutting, sticking or wash leather
Sent C.O.1) if desired.

required.
Telephone City 3788.

P.R. PRODUCTS, (Dept. R.) P.R. House, Newgate
Street, Condon, E.C.4.

Opposite Post Office Tube.

specified 5/6

E. PAROUSSI

206

OLYMPIA
STAND -

" Grarno

19 FEATHER UNE 131.111011CS, LENIN. W.0 I

Phone: Chancery 7010

Exhibiting at the Radio Exhibition

STAND No. 276-UPSTAIRS-OPPOSITE THE LIFT
H.T. & L.T. Mains Supply Units from

-

-

Rectifiers, Transformers, Chokes, Components, etc.

So'e Manufacturers TULSEMERE MFG. CO., Dalton Stre-t, West Norwood, S.E.27

£2

Streatham 6731

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

.

7

.

6
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AN

WARNING
BECAUSE OF THE ENORPOPULARITY

MOUS

mateur Wtsvig6

"C LA ROSTAT "

OF
(Regd.

INSTANTANEOUS
SUCCESS !

Trademark) VARIABLE
POWER

RISISTANCES,

A

THE NEW
CYLDON " JUNILOG "

NUMBER OF IMITATIONS
AND SO-CALLED "SUBSTITUTES " HAVE APPEARED.

WE HAVE VERY CARE-

CONDENSERS

FULLY EXAMINED ALL OF
THESE AND NONE ARE

I RODUCED at Stand No. 155,
Olympia, and already selling in

thousands all over the country, the
new Cyldon " Junilog" condensers are
meeting with unqualified and striking
success. And justly so.
The same Cyldon "Quality and, Efficiency," sturdy construction and minute

ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
SOME ARE EXCEEDINGLY
POOR.

THEIR ONLY CLAIM TO

MERIT IS A SLIGHTLY

attention to the smallest detail, place

CHEAPER PRICE. A RESIST-

this new range in a class entirely apart.

ANCE THAT IN ANY CASE

They are remarkably compact and

HAS TO BE CHANGED LATER

entirely suitable for any receiver, from
the smallest portable to the most elaborate radio -gramophone.
Your dealer can show you samples of
" Junilog", Condensers :-the .0005 mfd.
at 8,'9 and the '0003 mid. at 8/6. If you

TO A GENUINE "CLAROSTAT " WILL, INDEED, BE
DEAR IN THE LONG RUN
OVER

3,000,000 " CLAROSTATS" ARE IN USE. OVEI!
500,000 ARE SOLD ANNLALLY IN THE U.K. ALONE.

"STANDARD " MODEL

THERE MUST BE A REASON?

CLAPTAT
05

REDUCED

PRICES !

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, for Edminators
STANDARD, ditto, BRASS FINISH MODEL

...

VOLUME CONTROL, 100 500,000 Ohms
POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS
SUPER -POWER CLAROSTAT, 250 WATTS

TABLE TYPE (Distant Volume Control)

...

9;6
8/6
7/6
13/6
30/-

Was 10/6
9/6
8/6
15/-

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

Was 13.6

NOW 12/ -

(A New Model)

PRICE
*0005
One

Hole
Fixing

have any difficulty in obtaining supplies,

9

write us direct. Latest lists free on
'Mentioning " Amateur

application.
Wireless."

Note: If three -hole fixing
is preferred, a set of
collars, nuts., screws and
washers, can be supplied

LDON

at 6d. extra per set.

Advt. of Sidney S. Bird EL'
Sons, Ltd, C.vldon Works,

CONOMNSEMS
5 YEARS GUARANTEE

Enfield "Town.

'Phone: Enfield zoit-z.
Grams: Capacity, Enfield.

Ado'. of Claude Lyons, Lid., 76 Old Ea!! ~Creel, Liverpool.

WHY PAY 10F6 FOR A VALVE

?

HERE IS JUST AS GOOD FOR ONLY

Imp.

3/6
Post 4d.
2 VALVES
OR MORE

Typo F Voillb
PR 2 2
PR 3 2
PR 4 2
PR 9 3.5-4
PRIO 3.5-4
PR11 3.6-4
pR17 5-6
PR18 5-6
PR19 5-6

POST FREE
POWER rim

6/6 ram.

PR40

4

SUPERPOWER

PR"

6

Amp.

Ohms

.095

28,000

.095
.095
.063
.063
.063

15,000
120,000
18,000
10,000
18,000
18,000
9,500
20,300

.1
.1

.1

.15
.15
.1

7,000
7,000
5,000

10/6
%M. PR120 2
screenedGricT(PRI444

.s
.2

2,750
2,500

15/...

.2

220,000

1,,,AsCtil4a

SG 25

2

I

Amp.
Fat.
13
0

N. F. ht.

L.F.
R.c.

32
14
8.7

11.F.let.

L.F.

40

R.C.

17
9
40

d.11et.

LI%
l: .l'.

Power

4

6

,

6
4

4

160

Super
; order

a perfectly finWhy pay fancy prices when you can
ished British made valve with a super* 4pating giving
astonishing selectivity with a minimum I -PE -consumption, which is the general opinion of the thousands who
use P.R. valves. There are many valves on the market
but none are guaranteed-Ask yourself why.
The P.R. guarantee covers seven months with the right

POST 4d.
Money back if
not satisfied
in 7 days.

a-favdur, remember-hut a right to eichange the
valve under the guarantee. All you have to.dn is to post
any defective valve to us, complying, of course, with the
terms of the guarantee which is attached and enclose a
note stating defect-You will receive a new valve by
return of post.

Tell us your set-we
will send correct valves.
Matched Valves 1/- extra,

P.R. PRODUCTS
7,

Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Telephone: CITY 3788

P.R. HOUSE, NEWGA TE

F.G.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
ACCEPT NO OTHER.

LONDON, E.C.4
Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

Is Your Set Old-fashioned ?
Bring it up-to-date with the

You MUST have the

VOLT RON WIRE WOUND R.C.C. UNIT
77

"Wireless Magazine
Every Month

Price 11-

If you are still using the old
blotting paper and Indian ink

R.C: Unit, you are 'missing the
best of the broadcast. Substitute
the VOLTRON
Unit to -day and
enjoy pure, crisp reproduction with
generous and abundant volume. The
difference will ablaze you.
From your dealer, or direct

VOLTRON
VOLTRON COMPANY, LIMITED

Oneensway, Ponders End,
MIDDLESEX

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention !'.A.W." to Advertisers

/6
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CHIEF EVENTS

DOMINION

OF THE WEEK
LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)

Sept. 29
Oct.

3o
I
3

Harvest Festival Service from
Church, Stoke Poges.
Vaudeville programme.
Excerpts from Queen's Hall
concert.
Military band concert.

Giles'

St.

promenade

4 A light feature programme-" The World We
Listen In."
DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (SOB)
Sept. 30 Queen's Hall Promenade Concert (Wagner).
Oct.
Roland.
a Queen's Hall Promenade Concert (Brahms).
3 Light orchestral programme.

4 Made in Brummagem.
CARDIFF
Sept. 30 West Country programme.
Oct.
a Musical comedy programme.
4 Welsh programme.
MANCHESTER
Sept. 29 Legends retold in music.
3o Programme of works by Gustav Hoist.
Oct.
a Programme 9f marches and waltzes.
Calais to Dover, a farce.
5
PI

BROWNIE are now producing 2,000

A to -kilowatt broadcast transmitter is

NOTHING LIKE

ratio which makes fine tuning easy

REYNER'SKNIFE EDGE THREE

Take it -home and try it. If it pleases

you, -keep it. If not, simply take it

back within the week and your
money will be returned in full.

PORAVOX
"1930"

CONE LOUD SPEAKER
(PATENT)

The model illustrated is 5716 in
Mahogany Cabinet. Other models front
s

32/6 to 83/,

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

p To FALK. STADELM ANN AND CO. LTD.,
Yr FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C. I

Please send me complete list of Puravox Loud Speaker).

Assembled Ready for Wiring.

Exact to specification. Wave trap coil ready wound.

NO DELAY.

SUCCESS CERTAIN.

Full Size Blueprint with all kits.
Packed in Carton Ready for You.

Cash Price £4 :5 :0

Nelson Street Works, London, N.W.1

Hand -Polished Oak Cabinet, 17/6 extra.
Three Mullard, or Marconi valves, 33/6 extra.
Write for detailed list, any parts sold separately.
Wave trap coil, ready woind, 5/ -'each p.p. Wearite
If xsu want a TWO, don't hesitate

BekD THE TALISMAN TWO
With our kit of specified' parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled, baseboard, Wire, and screws included.
Full size blueprint with every kit.

CASH PRICE eV Hand -Polished Oak Cabinet, 12;6 extra.
Mullard or Cossor Valves, 23,'- extra.

DON'T MISS

THE ULTRA SHORT WAVE STATIONS j.

4
4

THIS SEASON
.-TOV. Pat. 15369'29

12/6.

Two

BUY YOUR
RADIO REQUIREMENTS THE

Postage
extra.
9d.

4

C.O.D. P.

or P.O.

H. & 1:1*, WAY
OSRAM NEW S.G.3. ,
Nit complete with three valves and oak cabinet.
Terms at Cash Price. £1 down and 8 monthly
payments of £1.
Complete Kit for
REYNER'S KNIFE-EDGE THREE
Exact to specification. Full size blueprint included.
10,'- down and 8 monthly payments of 10,-.
TALISMAN TWO

t)elivery P.
by

Al
41
,

return.

I

4 Enables any valve set of any description to immediately receive the whole ultra short wave band, 5 to
Proof

100 metres.

IA -

SPECIFIED BY AMATEUR WIRE- r

LESS FOR " A.W." SETS.
Efficiency No set alterations. No complications. II'
II, Send for special leafkt, ref. U.S.).
of

10,- down and 6. monthly payments of 10'-.
MULLARD PURE MUSIC SPEAKER

SPECIAL S.R.S.
B.R.S. ULTRA SHORTWAVE COILS NOW
READY FOR
FOR THE MULLARD "S.R.P.3" RECEIVER

Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, 14 by 14 Model.
Cash Price, 52f-, or 11/- down and 4 monthly

Providing definite
definite H.F. amplification on the lowest la
wavelengths, and reception of the world's short wave 1r
stations absolutely guarznteed.
lle.
ALSO;. OF COURSE, WORLD FAMOUS S.R.S. II°'
ULTRA SHORT WAVE COILS

The Original Cossor " Melody Maker," Ill.
P
The.New Cossor "Melody Maker,"
10
-The Lissen 'i S.G.3,1' - - The Fellows "S.G.3," etc.
1 Scud for free leaflets and advice on whatever type of
FOR

4
4

-

-

set you have.

10

Carriage Paid on all orders.

STOREHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES

H. b B. RADIO CO.,

54 UNION DAAAAAAAAAAACI PLYMOUTH,
-4
FAMOUS
II''
DEVON
STREET,

34, 36, 38, Beak Street, Regent Street, London, W.1
2M3

P.

10'
4
L.,,,,,meiong
:1111.16 101;1101
-4
0..
4 THE S.R.S. ULTRA SHORT WAVE UNIT 0-

Cash Price £6 6s. Od. Or 12/10 down and 8 monthly
payments of 12/10.

payments of 11/-.
Blue Spot 66K and Power ChaSsis. Cash Price, 40/-,
or 5;- down and 5 monthly payments of
Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis. Cash Price, 40/ -

11.

10

4

Nit complete as specified. Full size blueprint included.

of 12/10.

If contemplating a new Wireless Set, get
p zrticulars of the Efescaphone

DAA.A.A.A.A.kAAAAAIL,A.A.A.AAAAAAAJLA.1.10

O. A. Coils, 15/- each p.p. ieWcos H.F. Choke 7,9 p.p.

payments of 7!2.
Moving Coil Speakers. B.T.H. Junior RK Model,
£6.6s. Od. 12;10 down and 9 monthly payments

'11,ires<

Obtainable from all wireless dealers
in beautifully finished plain black or
lovely grained mahogany bakelite.

Something New, Something .Better.
Constructed in one evening.

or 5,- down and 5 monthly payments of
Standard Wet H.T. Batteries. Complete in trays
140 volts, 10,000 m/a. 7/2 down and 11 monthly

Name

without becoming tedious.

NO SHARPENER REQUIRED

er, the Puravox embodies a revolutionary change in loud speaker
construction. Its patent spider diaphraghm and piston motion drive
abolishes distortion, brings within
hearing the beauty of low organ
notes, and distinguishes each in-

No need to believe what we say.
Ask your dealer for a Puravox.

5

backlash design with a reduction

For

FREE 7 DAYS TRIAL

,r

B

H

Much more than a new loud speak-

strument in orchestral music. There
has never been anything like it before. The Puravox can be used with
any wireless set. Every wireless set
will be improved by it. Every wire_
less owner can afford it.

That is why it is possible to offer this
high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 2/6.
The mechanism is a special non.,

Kingston (Jamaica).

IT BEFORE!
An entirely new principle
in loud speaker construction

Dominion Vernier Dials a day.

to be erected in the neighbourhood of

S- . R. S.
°VT-VIVI/A.4 ULTRA
SHORT WAVE

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

.1!
0.F.

T'VVVYY,FIZI

APPARATUS
07TV1IFIFTIFYVYCI

SEPTEMBER 18 1929
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ematturWirde51

For maximum efficiency use iEe Ultra AiT.

rrri

Chrome Speaker Chassis

in the
MUSIC -LOVER'S
G RAM O -RADIO

v

lil/

TREBLE -

21

DUTY

TERMINALS

VARIETIES

and every one a sure
aid to perfect contact
CLIX

HOOK TERMINAL.
Ideal for speedy connec-

Cheap-efficient-safe ! Makes
connections, holds
five different
eyes or
securely spades, pins,
plain wire-and, with the names

tion and sure contact.
Lead coated for L.T.,

Nickel -plated for H.T.

Red and Black ... 2d.

clearly marked nn top, minimises
Terminal
wrong connections.
T2LC, price 41d. each; with
plain top, T2LN, price 3d. each.

CLIX " FIT -ALL "
SPADE TERMINAL.
Fits all sizes of screw terminals. Lead coated for

L.T., Nickel -plated fo,

H.T.
Black

Red

.CLIX

and2d.

" ALL -IN "

EARTH

PLUG & SOCKET

II .
I 0031
: Nostrailmorcer
lin
.

a

:

- MI
IP1
Iw
NEI I

wimi

NITAIMI

.,

sar

mom

IMRE

411111111111 EMU
II
Itcm--ii 11. A

II

MAIN

Patent No.
295,625

The Remarkable Performance Curve

of the Ultra Air Chrome Speaker.

The relative dimensions of the

two diaphragms employed in the

Ultra Air Chrome Speaker are

Ideal for use when complete Insulation is essential. Better than a screw
terminal and cheaper.

Black.
Price complete

BOWL

8d.

Flex Portion, 4d.
Panel Portion, 4d.
Both Portions Engraved.

CLIX-LOX

WANDER PLUG
Adjustable to fit any
socket. A turn of the

available
Collects and retains all
with age -moisture --improves
immune -to atmospherical condi*tions--that is the Eelex "Earth."

FF

insulator locks it. Special
short insulator.
Red, Black and

Green. . 21d.

Supplied with 9 ft. of rubberforcovered wire, and coniActor,
516 each. Postage 9d.

scientifically calculated to secure uni-

form frequency response unequalled
by any other system of sound reproduction yet used for the reproduction
of broadcast radio or gramophone
records

42/ -

CLIX WOOD
SCREW SOCKET
For baseboard -or wall
mounting wherever plug
and socket contact is

-52/84/ -

With Ring Tag 21d.

CHASSIS PRICES
qVERA I.I, DIMEN,IONS.

Type L 12" X 10" X31"
Type K 14" X.14" X 51:'
*Type F 13" x 23" x 51"
Type J 24" x 24" x CI"

SPADES,

PINS
AND

desired. Red and Black

EYES

105/-

4. Type F is that mad by Mr.-Peret-Wrffuertent

CLIX PARALLEL

the W irekes Construction All -Electric Gramophone

The Ultra Air Chrome
Speaker is also available in attractive
cabinet designs,

CLIX CONNECTOR.

A completely insulated wire link. A neat and
sure method of connection in extension A 1,.1
work. Red and Black ...
.. -z 244.

Visit Stand No. 106
and Demonstration
Room F at the Radio
Exhibition,

SOCK ETS
For use with parallel plugs or

Further parts of the Eelex System
of Standardised Connections.
Specially designed to meet every

standard valve and coil id..
sockets: With locknut.

With locknut and engraved

safety shoulder.
and Mack

requirement of the enthusiast.
All parts are interchangeable-sleeves, and

Ref I 1

.

A24.

made with coloured
they cost col u each.
J So
Write for Illustrated List

CLIX
The Cure for Clicks !
Bad contacts account for un-

AIR CHROME

wanted noises. Get rid of them
by using "Clix."

STAND 261 OLYMPIA
LECTRO LINX LTD.

Ultta Electric. Limited, 661z663 Harreni, Road I W.zo
Telephone : Welleschot 1616-7

254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1

J. J. EASTICK & SONS

Eelex House," 118 Bunhill Row,
Moorgate, London, E.C.I
Clerkenwell 9282-3-4

Stands 272 & 3 at Olympia

p &T,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of A.W." with Your Order

MM NOM NM 11.11

I pal conk

the German -Polish frontier the German.,
authorities have vetoed the use of wireless
receiving -apparatus in view of the political

/tont

propaganda broadcast by the Polish stations. Former possessors of licences have
been warned thai all apparatus must be

el BRITISH FIRM
ofa Centuryi.
tee
Standing
INN
MEM S_
hLailK

immediately dismantled.

11

Cr, RELIABILM

ANY RADIO MATERIALS specified or advertised in this or other
publication supplied at the prices quoted therein. SPECIAL CASH

PRICES will be given whenever possible. whatever the value of the order
RELIABILITY
SPECIALITIES
WIRELESS
BRITISH -MADE RELIABILITY'
tv4.-71-re
GUIDE
H.T. BATTERIES
'1;i0 q4" New Exhibition 60 volt, 7/ 6; 100 volt 1911).
ai,

Edition 'horny FREE GIFT of a 9 -volt Grid
to be distributed Bias Battery with the first
orders received

Pit

urea

each day

12

for

and address for Reliability Batteries.
registration to
BRANDS STOCKED AND

I

RECOMMENDED

I

getting FREE Dr Reaper, Red Diamond, Eelex.
Graham-Farish. P. & B., Wales.
.4,,,, NEW WHOLE- Varley, Ediswan, Coasor, Clix,
SALE DEPT. Ultra, Standard,Camco, Amplion,
(''''-- - j'''

Shop hours as regu- Bowyer -Lowe, Brown, Climax, :
Exide, Forms, .I.B.. Lotus, dec.

sSOPENED.
lations. No Sunday Trading.

RECOMMENDED NEW LINES

Double Action Slow Motion Dial, Ultra Air Chrome Chassis .. 42'IIf-. .0001 mtd. Reaction Con- B.T.H. Cone Speaker .. .. 60f denser, 613. 60 -volt H.T. Bat- Wales Star Speaker Unit .. 36'-'
WY. 5/6. 9 -volt Grid Bias Osram Music Magnet Kit 69;43,0
.. 7;6
IBattery, If-. Headphone Cords, Wearite Talisman Coil
1,'-. Posh -mall Switch, 9d Tele- Varley Gramophone Pickup 37;6
phone Plug, If-. Basket Coil Marconiphone Octagon
Holder, 7d. Small Hydrometer, Speaker .. .. .. .. 39'6
2,3. Safety Fuse. 1/-. Lightning Dario Valves .. .. 516 & 73
I Arrestor.11-PolarityIndicator,4/6 Forme Vernier Dial .. .. 3 f..
We pay all postage on orders over ORDERS FOR ABROAD5/5 in value, so you purchase at

1

I

1

moat favourable prices from an ex- Speucrigaelnuttrde.4ivatoppoascItZegerrd.

tensive stock, as though our preen- to
Iilea wire in your neighbourhood.
(Value 515 and under, 2d. per 1.1- See Conine:Mon in " Wireless 1
World" Miscellaneous COit...
for packing, etc.)

eit)
ma4/
of

+h,.

ff TAY L 0 R &
3. RADIO

I

HOSE.
LI

MACAULAY 5,, HUDDERSFIELD

341. Grarns:-TnOnoucnHuOMnefiELD M°37°'
Rehabtlity

According to a North German wireless
journal, tests carried out by the new Oslo
high -power station on 1,072 metres were
recently picked up. Transmissions were
made with a power of 7 kilowatts in the

aerial and took place at -midday and

between 9.39 and 10.3o at night.
The organisers of the International

Radio Exhibition in New York have

...
a.

SPECIAL VALUES

I

Allways the Centre of Radio fictivitks

HYDRA alone makes
"all -from -the -Mains Radio"

offered a prize of 1,000 dollars for the best
one -hour broadcast programme. The enter-

tainment which secures the prize will be
transmitted from a model studio specially
constructed for the period of the exhibition.
With the advent of the Servicio Nacional

de Radiofusion, a broadcasting organisa-

tion controlled by the Spanish State to
take over and develop the present'system,
some seventeen transmitters will eventually operate in ' that country. Roughly
speaking, in the matter of listening licence,
the possessor of a crystal set will only pay

the small amount of 2S. 8d. per annum;
of this sum the Post Office authorities will
retain zo per cent. for administrative costs.
A tax is also collected on valve receivers.
The new high -power Prague transmitter
has started testing. As its ultimate power
will be t o kilowatts, the Czecho-Slovakian
United Kingdo m.

& SATISFACTORY
HYDRA, and you can be sure the

maker " knows his job " -knows
that HYDRA are the condensers

that make all -from -the -mains radio
a practicable proposition:
You will get
smooth, silent
current, you will
get
accuracy,

and above

a
-2
-.__.
-=
-_-_,

condensers in
your eliminator.

We started easy
payments in Radio ! I
and we continue to provide

sets, components, and accessories on generously deferred

payments.

you will be sure

ing HYDRA

Ea.

f--_---'

---E-:
...-

,_.----.

w

AN ELIMINATOR,
ASK

For example:-

n m,thly

Ns, al menu of

Ccssor 1930 3 -Valve
Kit

16/-

Ccssor 1930 3 -Valve
All Mains Kit ...

27/6
1 9/ 2
1
1.,
4/6
6/6

Ccssar 1930 2 -Valve
All Mains Kit ...

" Otgola "
3 -Valve Kit
...

Mullard
-=-

New Osram Music

CONDENSERS ? "

Incluling Valves ant CabMe:

Magnet Kit

-

MUSEUM 2641

attractive case as illustrated 216 extra, by post

direct or from Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and
all Radio Dealers.
Readings :
THE STANDARD WET
0-150
.. volts.
0- 6
.. volts.
Price
Dept. A W.,
.. milliampt
0- 30
strated at 7 Beacoirfiell Terrace, Wert Kensington
(first real on left of main entrance of Olympia)

WATES

Cam 2 6
ex.- a

VoLT-AIVIP
RADIO TEST_

METER

---.-:

_-=-

M.B.

----.-

Ani"ve11,7442---k-KE.-.

...

terms of EVERYTHING RADIO,

standardise HYDRA in their Mains Units

-

-,-

DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
now tor List No. 19 containing pr:ce, and
Write now

Write for names of manufacturers who

TELEPHONE

given under every working condition of its truly
remarkable accuracy and dependability has shown
even more the sterling value of this instrument.
In use it is a revelation ! Volts, L.T. and H.T.
and milliamps on one dial. Valve consumption
adjusted to a minimum.
Handsome crystallised black finish. C!early engraved dial. Substantial fittings. Strong leads.
Fully guaranteed. Supplied separately or with

with FoToS Valves!
See Advertisement on VA e 445

Including Oak Ca6net. Valves extra.

GOT HYDRA

LOUIS HOLZMAN
37 Newman St., London, W.1

7==
E-.-

k--_-4=

__-,--,

BEFORE
YOU BUY

Apart from the waderful "Three readings on
one dial" feature that so sensationally
placed the Wales Meter in the forefront of
measuring instruments, the subsequent proof

L-----_

all

of safety if you
insist upon see-

osteddirKS

Resistance : 5,033 ohms.
184-180 Shaftesbury
Case 2'6 extra.
Avenue. London, W.C.2
Stand No. 57, Radio Exhibition. Olympia, also demon-

-::!1::IFIIIIR111111!1!!1111111114111111111111111111!!111111111111111111111141111111111110111111111'111111111111111111111111102

Buy an eliminator that incorporates

11
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MORE RADIOGRAMS
IT is reported that within 5 kilometres of

ernateurWirele."

-_-

New Ximei Sales Co.,
56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

...:=7

!iii!!!111111111i04111111iiIIIIIIIIM111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111115111101111111111111111111111*

OUR

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers

described in this journal
should make full use of our
Blueprint Service and avoid
all risk of failure.

SEPTEMBER 28. 1929
BLUEPRINTSCZAmdatthelen Mielser" conitilL and

crIptions of an these sets can be obtained

at ls. 3d. and 41 respectively, post tree.

Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless " sets and " WA."
to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

RAYMOND'S MULLARD

STILL GOING STRONG

A Daventry-Local Crystal Set

AWLS;

..

WmMi'.2537

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

East to West Short-wave Two (D, Trans)
1929 Favourite Two (D, Trans)

.. AW139
AW186
AW190

,

Loud -speaker America Two
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode)

..
..

Meteor Two (D, Trans)...
Clipper Two (D, Trans)

'

.;

Continental TWO (D Trans)
Stay-putTwolAJLAC, D, Trans)
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) ..
ABC Two' (D; Traria)
.

AAWW:913
94

WM1z4

.. WM135

.

WMt43
es WM155
WMI56

'.. WM fio

.

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s, each).

All Britain Three (H.F. D, Trans)
..
Bantam Three (D, RC,, Trans)
Listener's -Three (HF D, Trans), price ad., free
with copy of "AW"
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) ..

Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans

or D, RC, Trans)
..
. Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans)
"

,.

AW153
AWItio

AWi69

Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

.

WM 42
.. WM' 52.

.. WM157
. WM,L61

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d. each)

..

WIVI146

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s, fal, each)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans)

Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Trans)

Aw67

.. WM to6

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)

AWt6a
AW176

"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC)
Searcher Unit (I -1F)
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.)

.

..

Signal Booster (HF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier

AW18.7

WM '23

MISCELLANEOUS

(1s, each)
.. AlVt 02
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)

L.'I'. and H.T. Mains Unit (D.C.)

ArcadiZn Lthen-diaphragm Loud -speaker (FullHigh-tension Battery Charger
Main's Unit for S '8 Valves
Scratch filter (6cL)

AW123

..
..
..

ANATi83

AW191
AW1.93

AWr95

AW07
Simplest H.T. Unit (t/-) .
..
WhIta5
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
WMI26
Lodestone Loud -sew
WM133
James H.T. Unit or D.C. Mains
WM147
..
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
..
..
.
WM149
A.C. Mains Amplifier
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM1 ;
WM159
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains

PORTABLE SETS

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWt 77
AWISI
£5.5.o Portable (D. Trans)
Talisman Portable (SG, D, z Trans) .. AW184
AW138
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans)
W114139
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC) .. WM141
WM148
Picnic Portable (D, RC, Trans) ..

Enchanter Portable (2HF, D, RC, Trans) WM159

1/6
1/6
1(6

11/16

1f6

i/6

ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS

Bias, Handsome American Type Cabinet, hinged lid, 3
Mullard Valves. Blue Print.

ALSO
THE OLD
Hours 9 a.m. to Op.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. S.G.22/6. Pentode 25/-.
Sunday 'rimming 11-1 COSMOS A.C. VALVES ORIGINAL COSSOR
Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS MELODY
MAKER
READY TO
USE.

OF FIRST

EITHER

Cabinet.

CHANGE.

Jack Hobbs, Esq.
(Musical Comedy Star)

says:

"Please supply me
with another set.
They are SIMPLY
WONDERFUL."

Complete

in

5S -6I FETTER LAN E
L'ONDON LC .4

Cabinet as

further

"/

ly Of

ONV

tests

De Luxe Moo..., .00035,
Ormond 400 ohms, "Q:'
Aerial (any good make in

stock)
'Valve

Ussen R.C. Unit, LeIVC03

shown (hinged lid) 2 El% Choke 7/S,

0003
Lieseti

Inranie 5-1

17/0, Bulgiu P.P,
Transformers, 3 Dull emitter
Valves (2-v.), Slow Motion Switch, 4 B.L.- Terminals,
P.L.
Tuning, Dual Range Coil Pre-set.Brackets, Igranit;
(200/2000), various panel
designs, battery leads, grid Total
bias.
READY TO USE,

PACK. & CARR. U.K. Ci. NOT C.O.D.
PASS. -TRAIN

sO

Wil 11 latest low consumption DARIO valves, 5/- EXTRA.
With MULLARD valves, 19/- EXTRA.

SPECIAL OFFER

SET with 100 volt ET., 2 volt L.T.'

THE WORLD'S FINEST VALUE IN SETS.
Strictly in rotation. Not C.O.D.

SENSATIONAL OFFER IN LOUL,.
SPEAKER SETS (not Parts)
DE LUXE MODEL

15/..,

3

Holders,

Sprung

S/P 2 meg. leak,
R.C.

Unit, P.P.

'Switch, H.F. Choke (any

good make about
Igrarde 6.1
graved
Brackets,

17/6,

5/-).

4 En-

Tenninals,
Formodenser

£3-13-9 Total £2.19-6

For 1/- extra For 2/6 extra
WITH ABOVE. PARTS

WITH ABOVE PARTS

Ebonite Panel 16 by 8,

Ebonite Panel 16 by 8,

YOU CAN BUY YOU .CAN BUY
2

Strips,

Tube,

Strips, Tube, Wire,
Flex, Plugs, Spades, '19 by
10 Baseboard, 2
Dials. Not C.O.D.

Wire,

2

Cone Unit, Cabinet, Carriage Paid for Plex; Plugs, Spades, 16 by
the sum of
...
10
Baseboard, 2 4 -in.

£5:19:6
DARIO VALVES 5/-; MULLARD 19/- EXTRA.

Not C.O.D.

Dials.

KNIFE-EDGE 3 EASY TERMS
Set of parts, Panel, Sundries,

_16/8

Handsome Cabinet. 3 Mullard Valves, Large Capacity First Payment & 12 further
H.T., suitable L.T. (2 volt),
Monthly Payments of
Blue Print, Oak Cabinet,
Pone Speaker.
-

16/8

DARIO VALVES (1930 Models)

Cabinet
Receives Lon-

don,

diagram.

on request.

First Selection
Form° .0005,
.00033,
Lissen 400 ohms, Wearite

NO COILS TO

READY TO
USE
In Handsome

nuts,
Wiring

terminals,

screws, etc.

KNIFE-EDGE
THREE
A.W., Sept. 21 29 (Mr. Reyner)

many Conti-

Val /

all

12

Or ca,li quo'

nental Stations.
Many testimoni-

THE

American Cabinet 3
Cossor. . valves, highgrade panel and strip,

EASY TERMS PAYMENT

Receives London
iGB, 5XX, and

65/

Kit of parts with AF3,
splendid wound coil,

ABOVE ON MONTH'S 10/- month -lc -

In Handsome

FOUR VOLTS

TWO MOLTS

5(111.,

Universal, .1 amp.

5XX & many

Cniver.a I, .075 amp. 5/6
Resistron, .075 amp. 5/6

56
56

Resists -on, .1 amp.

Continental
Stations.

Super 11.F., .075
am!).
... 5 6
Super -power, .1 amp. 7,6
Hyper -power, .15
amp. ...
9/6
Pentodion, .15 amp. 18,5

Super H,F.. .18 amp. 5 6
Super -power, .15
amp. ...
...
Hyper -power, .3

Mullard
Master
3 STAR
Circuit
Simplified

7, 6

9'6
Peritoilion, .3 amp. 18 6
ramp.

Post 3d. (3 free)

NO COILS TO CHANGE

KITS OF PARTS FOR
ALL
CIRCUITS
MULLARD MASTER 3* CIRCUIT Please
send detailed Cash quotation qg
This new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

Old, amateur and experimenter-in fact, EVERYBODY

E ASV SET IN CABINET. 3 valves, 100 volt

TERMS

H.T., 2 volt L.T. Slow motion tuning
(as above), Cone Cabinet Speaker, aerial
READY TO USE.
equipment. PAYMENT and

126
/
1 0/- FIRST
monthly payments
Flat or householder send for form
NO REFERENCES.
pitydEpRartsa. S TERMSON
Sets, etc.

EASY

Eliminators, Speakers.

TO SAVE TIME PLEASE MAKE OUT A
LIST OF GOODS YOU REQUIRE

SPECIAL OFFER
THE

LATEST
OSRAM

No coil changing.

TERMS

sary component as supplied by G.E.C. Kit

12 months guarantee.

SPOT

35/11 The Lot

MAGNET

BY EXPERTS.

No references required for Easy Terms. Flat nr noltr,11..1t1. r send for form

PRINCIPAL ITEMS ENUMERATED HERE
FULL QUOTATIONS OIVFN-POSTAGE UNDER 7,6.
Each

145
5,-

Feto-Soott S.G. Choke
.0001 Cyldon

Lissen Super L.F.

Ferranti 52 Output

..

.

15

..

100,000 ohms ant Holder C 6
.. 10,6
Universal Clarostats
Varley Multi Volt Power
50'Transformer
BATTERIES, -1, - P. .0 Post, iifo,- free). 619101911.-50-v., 8/-; Regeotone
Filter Compact
100-v., 18,-; Yosier, 00, , 13/6; 100-v., 32/6. HERTHEIL-60- vo 5,1-;
1011-v., 13-/: 120-v., 13,6; G.11.,1/8. Special Portable Sine, 9:6:3, 100-v. Peto-Scott S.G. 'Choke
..
13 Very highly recommended. EVER -READY. -60,., 74.;66-v., 7/6;

Carr.
1/3

NETT
NOT C.O.D.

99-v. U/0;120 -v., 14,-; Pop. Power, 6;i-v..18/5;105-ro P., 24/-:120,..
.9,4. Fully guaranteed
y.,1916; cARMALD11.--eu-v., S/9;

asumess-se-v ,10141: 99-v., 18)-.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention or

W

includes Polished Oak

First payment Cabinet, 3 Osram Valves
and 12 month- (1 Screened Grid), and
ly payments of Fuld -size Instruction
14/11 Chart. APPROVED

CHASSIS,

CONE & BLUE

Single tuning control.
No

CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC 3

LATEST BIM SPOT UNIT

CABINET,

£9
14/11

HANDSOME OAK LOUD

SPEAKER CABINETS

La/

SCREENED
GRID
THREE

soldering. Child can assZmple. Widest range
CASH PRICE
ations. No aerial oscillation. Complete in
cartonsvith every necesEASY

MUSIC

13xxil3 12/1

for orders over

ist of requirements.

of

12

66H. 4 pole.

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) with

*Wham

VALVES
10/6, 12/6, 15/-.

AWN.A77A

size).

D.C. Unit (HT) ..
Short-wave Adaptor (t v.)

MARCONI, ETC.

" Q " Coil, 15/-, 3 Lotus
SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL
holders, .0003 S/P
'IULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (simplifiei) valve
Dubllier, 2 meg. do.,

AWt 89
AW192
AW196
AW199
AW2o1

. AW133
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D. 2 Trans)
Clarion All -electric Thrie (SG, D, Trans, A C.
Rectifier)
Music -lovers Grano -radio (SG, D, RC, Trans.) AW2o2,
..
WM109
Touchstone (HF, 0, RC, Trans)
WM t 19
Binowave Four (SG, D RC, Trans) ..
WM122
Standard -coil Four (HF,D 2RC)
..
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans)
WM134
.. WM t4o
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
.. WM t 37
The Drum Major (HF, D, RC, Trans)..
..
WM144
Mifsic Player (HF, D, RC. Trans)
..
Arrow (SO, HF, D. Trans)
. WM1 F4
W111153
193o Monodial (2SG, D, Trans)..
All -electric Four (All AC-SG, D, RC, Trans) WM 1.62
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
WM13o
.
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 211C)

pull)-

ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY

COSSOR,

AWz 79

WM14z

All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

OPEN

als.

W1\1136 -

At Home Three (D, 2RC)
..
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
Binowave S.G. Three (SO, D, Trans) ..
Fanfare (0: 2 Trans)
Brookman's Three ISG, D, Trans)

WE ARE

AW172
AW175

All -wave High-mag. Three (ID, 2 Trans)
..
Knife-edge Three (D; RC, Trans)
All -wave Screen -grid Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM1 to
WM117
Standard Coil Three (HF, D Trans)
, D, Trans)
WM12o
Wide -world Short -waver
WMt23
.
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)
WM424
..
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans)
'6VM129
Lodestone Three (1 -IF, D,Trans)
**
WM13
Simple. creen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

Dynamic Three (AC-SG, D, Trani

3 Spring V. holders, Combined Wave Coil, Permacore L.F.,
Climax L.F., H.F. Choke. Battery Switch, 113. .0005, J.B.
.00035, .0003 and 2 meg., holder, .0001 fixed, panel brackets
spades, 8 plugs, Flex, -Links, 4 engraved terminals, BaseMULLARD, board; all screws. Aluminium panel ready drilled. Grid

Phis address is at the back of Daly's

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

.

"MASTER 3 STAR"
(Original Components)
For home assembly

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

CRYSTAL SET (6d. each)

Reinartz One
The A.t

ecnakur Wirett.

451

TUNEWELL
CLARION COILS
PANEL MOUNTING
Aerial ...
10/6
Anode ...
10/6
Screening Box... 6/6
Ebonite Panel... 6/6

TRIOTRON VALVES-HY., ',Mt., 11.C., 5,2 each ;
Potter, 6,9.

with Your 0 rue r

2-v. or 4-v.

Post, 4d. (3 post freel.
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Radio programmes are broadcast
"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.

Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.' 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to ''Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

YOGNCA/V TAKE IT
r
FROMPIE!
That there is

not a reader of
"Amateur Wireless " who is

not catered
for in the
low priced

selection of
Send
addressed
envelope

far a eonit

RADIO BARGAINS
contained in our

NEW OCTOBER
SALE LIST

At least a thousand bargains. In addition to everyday lines
that everyone needs there are many of those Hard -to -get Things
that serious experimenters and transmitters often want.

ELECTRAD I X RADIOS

218igran48t..

ASK FOR

EPOCH

TRICKLE CHARGERS

in

Canada by eighty-seven stations. Thirteen
of these belong to the Canadian National
Railways.
EAJ 13 - (Radio Catalana, Barcelona),

which has been closed down for some

weeks, has now resumed its,transmissions,
Although a wavelength of 268 metres was
allotted to this Spanish station, its broad-

casts at present will be found on about
275 metres, between those of Turin and
Konigsberg, with which it causes interference.

PLE (Bandoeng, Java) is to be heard
almost daily between r and 2 p.m. and
6 p.m. On Tuesdays between 2 and 3
p.m. a concert of gramophone records is
broadcast. The call is "Hier Bandoeng,
PLE Radio Laboratorium," and the announcement is given in both Dutch and

CARE OF THE H.T.
THOSE who take an interest in effect ing the greatest economy in connection

with H.T. should read an interesting
booklet which has just been issued by
Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co:, Ltd., of
Woolwich. This is called " Inside Knowledge on the Correct Use of Radio Bat-.
teries," and explains just how to chOose

and use an H.T. battery. It can be ob-

tained free on application by AMATEUR
WIRELESS readers upon mention of -this
journal.

Burton's Olympia Stands.- In Messrs.
C. F. & H. Burton's advertisemetnt in laSt
week's issue the stand numbers were given

incorrectly owing to a printer's

Messrs. Burton's stands at Olympia are, of
course, Nos. 36 and 37..

During the period of the Radio Exhibition,Messrs. F. A. ilughes & CO., Ltd.,
have arranged a special demonstration of
Bluespot loud -speakers and wits at Maclise Mansions, Addison. Road Station,
Kensington, W. An invitation is extended

Many other valuable features.
Type 605.
Output 0.6 amps.
Type 610.
Output 1.2 amps.

visit and inspect the Bluespot range.

to all AMATEUR WIREI.ESS readers to pay a

(IneorporoSing Westinghouse Rectifiers)

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

3 Fstriingdon Avenue, E.C.4

SI-NQUER

under

this

head

are

charges

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended

should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In oases
ct persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
Res are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
EARN MONEY AT HOME by 1:Kepi:Ong a proficient f3howeard
Writer.

We train you by post and sell your work through our

viseelalixed Seas Department. Show Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

English.

The lowest in consumption.
The highest in output.
The most compact.
No " no-load " consumption.
Charges 2, 4 and 6 volt accumulators independently.

EPOCH RADIO

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

A handy leatherette case with a celluloid
window, designed to hold a wireless licence,

has been marketed by Rex Patents Co.,
Rex Works, Park, Road, Kingston -on.
Thames. This case is particularly .handy

SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

if it is desired to carry the licence in a

Sinquers tell yon the exact state of your accumulators
and warn you when they need recharging : YOU can't
fool a Sinquer I Just drop them in and leave them to it.
Ihey last lot ever.
11- per carton from most dealers or 1/3 post free frost
actual makers:
FIDDIAN BAWTREE it CO., Oakhill Road, Sutton.

portable set, as is convenient in view of the
new G.P.O. regulations regarding the
licensing of portables.

That
book you want
NEW, SECOND-HAND,

OUT -OF -PRINT

FOYLES can supply it. Unsurpassed stock of books on
all Technical subjects and Applied Science. 1,25o,000
of the best books on all subjects classified into twentyfive Departments, each of which issues its own catalogue. If unable to call and.examine the carefully
classified depactments,write for Technical and Applied
ScienceCatalogue (free), mentioning requirements and
interests. Books sent on approval to any part of the

world.
INSTALMENT PAYMENTS can be arranged it desired
(Gt. Britain only)
Books Purchased-A single volume up to a library

FOYLES FOR BOOKS
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 (Gerrard 9310)

SUPER- MICROPHONES

highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types ; will pick up whispered

New,

words

from a distance of several yards,

also

strongly amplify and transmit speech and music
over a distance,
threagh Loud -speaker or
Headphones. Splendid
for snaking
Detectaphone, Deaf -aid, Loud -speaking Telephone,

Announcements through Loud -speaker, Amolifier

for Crystal or Valve Scts, Electric Sound Detector, Experiments.
No other Microphone of
equal sensitiveness known ; each instrument finely
black enamelled and fitted with a 3 -ft. silk flexible connecting cord. Despatched by return post.

8/6

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

for connecting Super -microphone to Radio Headphones, Loud. 6/.
speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier.

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

for use with Super -microphone as a highly of

DEAF AID, A

etc.; thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord fitted. v/^
Full Directions for use of Sopernticrophone far many purposes and Diagrams of connections free,
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.
MUSEUM 8329

or Deteclaphone,

Nn.WE
SPECIALISE IN CABINETS,
Solid Oak American Type. Open Top Cabinets.
Well made pnd
highly polished. Complete with Baseboards.
12 in. a 8 ise. a 8 in. 9/6
16 in. a Sin. a Sin. 10/6
14 in. x 8 in. x 8 In. 9/6 16 in. a Bin, a 9 in. WS
18 in. a 750. a 10 in. 12/6 21 in. a 710. x 10 in. 12,1
Postage and packing 1/3 extra.
Solid Oak Cone Speaker Cabinets, Fretted Fronts (12 In.: 12 In.)
12/6, postage 1/3. W.C.R.S. Cone Unit for above, complete 8/11.
SEND NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE.
Sent C.O.D. if desired.
'Phone: Terminus 6777.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259 Gray's Inn Road, King's Crow London, W.C.I.

Build your own Dry Batteries
A New Wireless Hobby
We supply super dapacitY Dry Cells and all parts for build-

ing. your own dry battery at home. This is the best and
cheapest form of H.T. yet offered. Super Capacity Cells,

each 13 volts 22 milliamps, 3/8 per doz. Send I id: stamp

REPAIRS

of L.F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or Headphones repaired end dispatched within
dB HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
vith each repair. 4/.. Post Free.

dinpmvevuo-___A-

for Booklet: "How to Build a Dry Battery at Horne" toTHE LEYTON BATTERY CO.

305 Church Road

:

1.eyton. E,1O

Any Make

Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO,
"Service" Dept.

"rn)FoTcoS Valves
See Advertisement on page 445

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in this journal

Mould make full use of our Blueprint Service and
avoid all risk of failure.

514 High Street. Colliers Wood, London S.W.13

indult- Wink!,

COUPON
Availableuntil Saturday,
OCTOBER 5, 1929

SEPTEMBER 28, 1929
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'Tick! tick! goes the baton. Crash !- tle
first thrill of the overture. From then,
until the final flourish, watch the Band

-each member playing his separate
part, all members co-operating to produce perfect harmony.

The Dubilier Band is like that-each
component of the highest efficiency
individually, all components perfect in
their co-operation.

Reception, be it never so grand, is
always grander when all Dubilier Componeuts are employed in a set.
If unobtainable from your dealer

wthe to us direct, giving

your dealer's name
and address.

eke
Visit our

pv

rece0"

grail&

STANDS
Nos. 181 & 182
(New Hall)

National
Radio
Exhibition,
Olympia.
Call at your dealers on the way home and get a copy
of "A Bit about a Battery." Dubilier's free booklet.

UBILIER

RADIO PRODUCTS WIN

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.. Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., N. Acton, London, IV .3
13,C. 2645

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

1V

enuateurWiretesj
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The newly designed frame of the
Marconiphone Octagon. . .nom
reduced from 39/6 to 30/-. The
original style is still obtainable.

)1on, reduced
to 301- !

. .. this famous Cone Speaker
ALREADYin thousands of homes the Marc oniphone Octagon
Cone Speaker has won a splendid reputation for first-class,

thoroughly reliable service. Delighted listeners declare it the
.
equal of speakers costing far more; every kind of programme
- music, speeches, entertainments - is reproduced with full
power and rare delicacy of tone.
And now the Octagon is still lower in price ! Today 30f buys this cone speaker - made by experts of world -famed

skill and experience, and with the name " Marconi " as a
guarantee. It has, too, a newly designed front ; or you can
have it in the old style if you prefer.
Excellent volume is obtained with a two or three valve
receiver, and a much stronger input can be taken without
saturation. The ingenious mounting enables the speaker to
be placed on a table or on the receiver at two different angles,

and also allows it to be hung from a picture rail or hook.
Any dealer will be pleased to demonstrate the Octagon to

you ; ask him today. If you do not know,f a dealer near
you, write to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
See the Marconiphone Stands at Olympia, Nos. 79 to 84.

111 ARCONIPHoNE Loud Speakers
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